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Preface 

I have long wanted to write this book.
Some years ago I began to investigate the way in which languages and

nations are twinned in European thought such that the historical rela-
tions among languages become signs of the historical relations among
nations—ethnology by means of linguistics, so to say. This idea was ap-
plied worldwide through the expansion of European power in the eigh-
teenth century. It became exceptionally productive in India, where it en-
countered a tradition of language analysis that was rich and deep. The
most spectacular result was the proposal, by Sir William Jones, of a his-
torical relationship joining Sanskrit to the languages of Europe and Iran—
the concept of what we now call the Indo-European language family,
which became the foundation for comparative philology and the gold
standard of historical linguistics.

This breakthrough formulation from British India has been discussed
in nearly every history of linguistics, and there would be little purpose
in adding to what has already been said, and said well, by the experts in
the discipline that emerged from the developments it set in train. But two
features of those narratives have made me think that historians should
not leave this matter to the histories of linguistics. In the first place, since
the comparison of languages initiated in the eighteenth century had a
larger, ethnological character—to construct a genealogical tree of lan-
guages, not as an end in itself but as a means of access to the genealog-
ical tree of nations, recovering the lost memory of the relations among
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nations—viewing this project and its discoveries through a history of lin-
guistics framing that treats language as a self-contained object of study
cannot capture the whole picture. In the second place, in these narratives
the place of India has tended to be constructed as a source of data for
European theory, as a passive receptacle rather than a source of theory
in its own right, whereas in fact (or so it has seemed to me) elements of
Indian linguistic theory were silently and, in the end, largely unconsciously
folded into the new science of comparative philology. I have thought it
highly probable that the Indo-European breakthrough was in some fash-
ion a result of the conjunction of the two traditions of language analy-
sis, European and Indian, that the conjuncture therefore needs exami-
nation, and that it was the richness of the Indian tradition of language
analysis that made India an especially productive terrain for the Euro-
pean project of languages and nations. That is, it was not an accident
that spectacular results came out of British India, including the concep-
tions of the Indo-European, Malayo-Polynesian, and Dravidian language
families, and the identification of the Romani language of the Roma, or
Gypsies, as an Indo-European language from India.

The first result of what I think of as my “languages and nations”
project was a book, Aryans and British India (1997), that focuses upon
Sir William Jones’s formulation of the concept of the Indo-European lan-
guage family at Calcutta and the subsequent studies of India’s languages
as means of recovering its ethnological history. In the course of making
the book I came across the remarkable early (1816) paper that first pro-
posed the concept of the Dravidian language family, published by Francis
Whyte Ellis, collector of Madras, a figure as obscure as Jones is famous,
and in the book I devoted a few pages to this important and intriguing
text, which was also, in its way, a scholarly breakthrough.

When I received a first copy of the finished Aryans and British India
from the publisher, I was in Chennai, working at the Tamil Nadu State
Archives, pursuing further material on Ellis and his colleagues, Indian
and English, at the College of Fort St. George, where the South Indian
languages had been taught to arriving British civil servants. I had already
unearthed unpublished material by Ellis and his associates in the British
Library and the National Library of Scotland. And on my way back from
India, I found additional sources at the British Library and the Bodleian
Library. I had more than enough material for the book I now wished to
write on Ellis and Dravidian languages and British-Indian Madras.
Moreover, the records I had found would allow me to bring out to some
extent the interactions among British and Indian scholars, and between
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their respective traditions of language analysis, which was the context
for Ellis’s formulation of the idea of the Dravidian language family, the
“Dravidian proof” as I call it in this book. However, even before I reached
home I had been asked to accept the editorship of a journal I greatly ad-
mired as well as an administrative job in my university that I could not
well refuse. These put the writing of the book on hold for five years. Dur-
ing that time I advanced the languages-and-nations project through a se-
ries of articles on aspects of the problem: “Inventing the history of South
India,” “Hullabaloo about Telugu,” “Kinship, language, and the construc-
tion of South India,” “Dr. Johnson and the pandits,” and “Explosion in
the grammar factory” (1999a, 1999b, 2001a, 2001b, forthcoming). I was
also working on the relation of the European languages-and-nations
project to the formation of a racial theory of history in the work of Arthur
de Gobineau, but that is for another time. Following release from ad-
ministrative detention, I got time off for good behavior in the form of a
year of research leave, with sabbatical support from the University of
Michigan plus a grant from the American Council of Learned Societies,
the National Endowment for the Humanities, and the Social Science Re-
search Council, for which I am immensely grateful. In the course of this
leave I made a return visit to India, with help from the American Insti-
tute of Indian Studies, for a further, highly fruitful spell in the Tamil Nadu
State Archives and a few days at the Asiatic Society of Mumbai. This
gave me access to important materials I had not previously seen. Though
I had drafted the book before revisiting Chennai, I rewrote it after re-
turning home.

Languages and Nations, then, forms a pair with Aryans and British
India. It is not a continuation of it but is complete in itself. As the Aryans
book is a book about Calcutta, this is my Madras book, so to say. It is
an examination of the same phenomenon from a different perspective
and in a different local expression: Madras during the Ellis years, espe-
cially the years from the founding of the College of Fort St. George in
1812 to the untimely death of Ellis in 1819. I believe that in that brief
period the most interesting interactions between Indian and English schol-
ars about languages and nations were taking place in Madras, resulting
in a distinctive school of Orientalism that stood in some degree of dis-
sension with the pronouncements of the Calcutta Orientalists. I call this
formation the Madras School of Orientalism. The body of work that con-
stitutes this Madras school is more extensive than I can show here, and
is in any case formed by two separate but related projects, that of Ellis
and his Indian head masters at the College of Fort St. George, and that
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of Colin Mackenzie and his Indian assistants, growing out of the survey
of the newly conquered territory of Mysore. It will take a team of schol-
ars to recover the history of the Madras school in its fullness. In this book
I take the most spectacular and durable result of that intellectual pro-
duction, the Dravidian proof, and leave the many other results of the
Madras school for another time.

For reasons that will be explained in these pages, the interactions be-
tween Indian and British scholars, and between the Indian tradition of
language analysis and the languages-and-nations project of the British,
were captured, in part, in the Madras colonial record leading up to the
publication of the Dravidian proof. This record, and the more fully ar-
gued character of the Dravidian proof itself, allow us to see much more
clearly the nature of this conjuncture than is possible in the case of Jones’s
proposal of the Indo-European concept, or indeed in any other of the re-
markable outcomes of the languages-and-nations project in British In-
dia. It is this conjuncture and the largely unseen incorporation of Indian
language analysis into that of Europe that I hope to explore and explain.

This book has many debts, which I am unable to repay but which I
acknowledge with pleasure. Robbins Burling, Nicholas Dirks, and James
Clifford read the manuscript through and gave an abundance of helpful
comments and suggestions. I have had the benefit of Madhav Deshpande’s
boundless knowledge of Sanskrit, as before, and, in this book particu-
larly, his mastery of the commanding heights of vy1karaâa and pr1tié1-
khya. Velcheru Narayana Rao gave me invaluable help with Telugu mat-
ters, as did K. Venkateswarlu, Lisa Mitchell, and Rama Mantena. I got
many useful ideas from discussions with Romila Thapar, Sumathi Ra-
maswamy, Carla Sinopoli, Dilip Menon, David Lorenzen, Philip Wag-
oner, M. S. Pandion, V. Geetha, and Virchand Dharamsey, among others.
A. R. Venkatachalapathy has been a valued intellectual companion dur-
ing the final stages of making the book.

I am most grateful to Theodore Baskaran and Thilaka Baskaran for
many kindnesses through the years, and for making my visits to Chen-
nai so pleasant and profitable. I am grateful to the Madras Institute of
Development Studies and its director, Professor V. K. Nataraj, for al-
lowing me to air my ideas in seminar there. Dilip Menon kindly invited
me to speak about my research at the Delhi University History Depart-
ment seminar. I had met him in the Tamil Nadu State Archives during
my first visit, during which he organized a lunchtime seminar at Balaji
Woodlands, and I followed his good example by reviving the seminar on
my second visit. I am grateful for discussions there with Dilip, Sumathi
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Ramaswamy, David Arnold, Rahula Aluhja (first edition), and (second
edition) Bhavani Raman, Senthil Babu, Easwaran, and Srinivasa Rao—
not to forget Sekar, who took a paternal interest in my nutrition.
François Gros and M. Kannan of the Centre for Contemporary Tamil
Studies of the Institut Français de Pondicherry kindly hosted a seminar
there, organized by Senthil Babu and Bhavani Raman.

In addition to the sources of institutional support already mentioned
I thank Pradeep Mehendiratta and Pappu Venugopala Rao for invaluable
help with arrangements. My former colleague at the University of Michi-
gan, the late John D’Arms, greatly benefited all humanities scholars by
improving the funding of research in his brief but energetic stint at the
American Council of Learned Societies, during which he shed light and
good cheer all around. I think of the fellowship I got from the ACLS as
the last of many good things owing to him. I am grateful to the many fine
staff members at the University of Michigan Library and the William L.
Clements Library (especially Brian Dunnigan), the British Library (es-
pecially the agreeable and efficient staff of the Oriental and India Office
Collections), the Bodleian Library, the National Library of Scotland (espe-
cially Ian McIver), the Roja Muthiah Research Library (especially the di-
rector, G. Sundar), the Tamil Nadu State Archives, and the Asiatic Soci-
ety of Mumbai for their help. I thank my research assistants, Maittri
Aung-Thwin, Sarah Womack, and Sudipa Topdar, and Jeanette Diuble,
for typing.

Stanley Holwitz of California University Press guided this book (and
two previous ones) through the acceptance process, and Cynthia Fulton
of California University Press saw the book through press; I am most
grateful for their expert care. I was unusually fortunate to have Carolyn
Bond as my copy editor. Her knowledge of Sanskrit, the acuteness of her
editorial eye, and the sensitivity of her literary ear saved me from many
errors and infelicities. Errors that remain are surely mine.

The University of Michigan Photo Services supplied the photographs
for figures 1–5 and 9, plus those of the Dravidian proof in appendix B.
The photo in figure 6 is from Michigan State University Library.
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chapter 1

Explosion in 
the Grammar Factory

In the European thought of the eighteenth century, languages and nations
were understood to be parallel, in that the histories of both were viewed
as governed by genealogical relations and linked; therefore, the genea-
logical relations among languages could serve to extend the reach of his-
torical memory concerning the relations among nations and to repair it
where it was defective. Language history in this sense became a new tool
for ethnology on a universal scale, producing original and unexpected
groupings of kindred languages that have in many cases endured to the
present. To supply this new ethnological project with the raw material
on which it operated required the production of grammars and dic-
tionaries virtually without limit and covering the entire world—an explo-
sion in the grammar factory that continues to this day.

Several of these new and still-valid groupings are associated with
British India: the Indo-European language family, which is the best known
and the pattern for all the others; the Malayo-Polynesian language fam-
ily; the Indo-Aryan origins of the Romani language; and the Dravidian
language family. Of these four cases, the emergence of the concept of a
Dravidian language family has the richest archive, available in hitherto
unexamined colonial records of Madras. The first published proof of the
Dravidian language family appeared in British-Indian Madras in 1816,
the product of a circle of scholars associated with the College of Fort St.
George. In this book I examine the languages-and-nations project that
the British brought with them to India in the light of the Dravidian proof,
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and vice versa; that is, this book moves on two planes, using each to il-
luminate the other. The premise of the book is that the exceptional pro-
ductiveness of British India as a terrain for the languages-and-nations
project of Europe had to do with the exceptional development of lan-
guage analysis in India since the times of P1âini and earlier. The conjunc-
ture of these two traditions of language analysis in British India can be
examined at close quarters through the Dravidian proof.

The first two chapters concern, respectively, the European and Indian
traditions of language analysis. In the remaining chapters the discussion
turns to Madras and the Dravidian proof. In the present chapter I exam-
ine well-known material, including the formation of the Indo-European
concept, but from a new direction, and interpret it in a way that departs
considerably from the received view. I begin with the idea of what I call
locational technologies, the more inclusive set that includes the languages-
and-nations project and its genealogical scheme of locating particulars
in relation to one another.

technologies of location

The propensity to exaggerate the originality of one’s thoughts is a fail-
ing that is perhaps most acute among those who do not work in teams
as the laborers in the vineyards of the natural and social sciences do. Hu-
manities scholars, given to the solitary mode of production, most often
work in caves or in studies—like St. Jerome who, as translator of the
Bible into Latin, an immensely successful book, is something of a patron
saint of scholars. We have two images of St. Jerome. In one he is shown
living in a rough cave, with ink and paper at hand, smiting his breast
with a stone, saying to himself, as I imagine it, “I must finish my book!”
The scholar in agony is paired with another image, of which Albrecht
Dürer has made so appealing a rendering, that of the great scholar in his
study, a tame lion at his feet, sunlight streaming through the window:
the scholar happy in his work. I think of these two opposed images, of
scholarly agony and pleasure, as St. Jerome before and after tenure. In
both, the scholar is—not counting the lion—utterly alone.

For historians and others writing in solitude (I include myself ), it is
all too easy to be seduced by the pleasing notion of one’s own original-
ity, lured by its inherent sweetness and egged on by romantic ideas of
individual work of literary genius and the individual scientific break-
through. Through the distorting optic of an exaggerated sense of indi-
vidual originality, the social and the historical pass out of view, and a
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single self occupies the center of the field of vision. It takes special effort
to remember that every intellectual project derives its meaning in rela-
tion to larger, collective projects that long preceded and will long out-
live the individual, and that the text written by an individual contains
within it many voices of a continuing conversation. When we open out
the field of vision to its widest extent, the individual work becomes a
speck in a larger intellectual project that is the work of many hands across
many nations and centuries, It is in relation to this wider field that the
efforts of individuals are rendered significant and lasting.

One such project of the longue durée is the charting of the heavens,
a project that has been underway since the times of the ancient Sumeri-
ans, perhaps longer, and which we have every reason to think will con-
tinue in process as long as there is a human race to carry it on. Astron-
omy above all seems to have a unitary history that combines the work
of countless individuals of many nations over a very long time. John Play-
fair, speaking at the end of the eighteenth century, put it nicely when he
said that the successive developments in the observation of the heavens
and the reasoning about them comprise “an experiment on the human
race, which has been made but once” (Playfair 1790:136). It is this com-
pelling sense of singularity that puts astronomy at the heart of ideas about
science as a progressive accumulation of knowledge that is universal.

Another such project is astronomy’s inverse, the mapping of the earth’s
surface. Yet others are the construction of a unitary chronology of the
past, and the classification of nations and languages—the topic of this
book. We may call all of these locational projects because they define
representational spaces and represent entities as locations within those
spaces.

The space of each of these locational projects of the longue durée is
defined by what, for want of a better word, I will call a technology of
location. The star chart is a good example. It defines its space by divid-
ing the sky as seen from earth with lines of declination and right ascen-
sion. Within that space one determines the placing of each heavenly body
in terms of degrees (or hours), minutes, and seconds. Those units bear
witness to the Mesopotamian origins of this locational project: 360 de-
grees in the whole circle of the sky (or 24 hours), 60 minutes in a degree,
60 seconds in a minute, in the base 60 numbering system of the Sume-
rians. Every star in the heavens has its position fixed by a pair of num-
bers. The star Aldebaran, for example, is at right ascension 4 h. 30 m.,
declination 16º19'. The relation between any pair of stars is a derivative
of their positions within this space.

Explosion in the Grammar Factory 3



The star chart, like the other locational projects, arose in the deep past
and is very much in use today. This long-term intellectual venture, car-
ried forward by the incremental contributions of innumerable individu-
als over many centuries and across many different countries and cultures,
this vast and largely anonymous collective effort, is, like the others, a
part of the living core of modernity. Yet precisely because it is so very
central it is practically invisible. No deep rupture, no Kuhnian paradigm
shift, has cast it aside. Not even the famous shift from an earth-centered,
Ptolemaic conception of the planetary system to a sun-centered, Coper-
nican one has upset the structure of the star chart.

The space of the star chart first developed as a fiction that, though false,
turns out to be highly useful: the useful fiction that the sky is the interior
of a titanic sphere, on the surface of which the stars are hung. This imag-
ined sphere was then marked off into sectors by a rectilinear grid as a lo-
cational technique to fix the heavenly bodies in place for study. Or per-
haps, in the beautiful metaphor of an ancient Sumerian poem, the sky is
the tablet of lapis lazuli upon which the goddess Nidaba inscribes cuneiform
signs, the stars, which tell the destinies of human beings down below.1

For the study of the earth, this imagined celestial sphere was projected
back onto the real sphere, or spheroid, of the earth, for which it is both
useful and a reasonably true representation. The earth, in turn, was di-
vided into sectors by degrees of longitude and latitude, which define a re-
lated locational space. Thus the earthly space was theorized through as-
tronomy. It was astrology,however, that was the connective tissue between
the two projects of mapping the stars and mapping the earth, the belief,
that is, in the influence of the heavenly bodies upon earthly destinies—
for what the goddess Nidaba writes on the tablet of the sky is the des-
tinies of humans, if only we can read it. The desire to read that sky tablet
of our futures was a powerful motivation for the entire enterprise from
the start, but it was the locational projects themselves that survived the
ultimate casting out, from the table of recognized sciences, of the ages-
old project of astrology that first set these sciences in motion.

Ptolemy of Alexandria, in Roman Egypt of the second century a.d.,
wrote works of astronomy, astrology, and geography that became canon-
ical for later ages and had an immense influence in the Christian West,
the Muslim Middle East, and beyond, into Central Asia and India.2 Al-
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though Ptolemy was not the inventor of the highly theorized space of the
locational projects of astronomy and geography, he raised the science of
Mesopotamia, Egypt, and Greece to a higher level, and it was through
his writings that this tradition was transmitted to future ages. We know
the names of some of his predecessors in the development of this space,
such as Marinus, Hipparchus, and Poseidonius. But the names of the
many Mesopotamians and Egyptians who had made celestial observa-
tions for two thousand years before Ptolemy are largely unknown. There
is a certain justice in calling this astronomical and geographical space
Ptolemaic, and I shall do so in this book, but it must be understood that
it was not his invention; it was the culmination, in his works, of a long-
continued effort by many, many people.

The Ptolemaic grid of declination and right ascension for the mapping
of objects in space from the viewpoint of earth, and the grid of longi-
tude and latitude for the mapping of objects on the earth’s surface as
seen from space, have become the taken-for-granted frameworks within
which those mappings proceed as a steady accumulation of knowledge
by increments—our surest example of progress in knowledge. Such lo-
cational devices are not mere metrics, like the meter stick that stands
inertly in the corner until it is taken up to measure something. The grid
defining Ptolemaic space is, rather, like a vessel that is meant to be filled;
it has, as it were, the project of its filling engineered into it. There is noth-
ing passive about the grid. It asks to be filled up with an infinite number
of points of information, put into meaningful relation to one another
through their locations in the grid. It is a project engineered into a tool
for its accomplishment, a locational project embedded within the loca-
tional technology for carrying it out.

While the locational project of mapping the earth has an event-filled
history that we can partially capture, the locational technology is the en-
during, defining frame for the project. One might suppose that Ptolemaic
space has had a continuous existence from antiquity to the present, but
that is not the case. Most of the first printed atlases produced in Europe
and many early Arab maps were Ptolemaic, in the double sense that the
maps were framed by the Ptolemaic grid of longitude and latitude, and
the maps themselves depicted the features of the earth’s surface as rep-
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resented in the tables of places and their longitudes and latitudes given
in the text of Ptolemy’s Geography (see figure 1). But it is a question
whether the maps attributed to Ptolemy and attached to his Geography
are truly his or are of later design. Moreover, many maps of antiquity
and of the European middle ages were clearly made in a quite different
space that is not Ptolemaic; examples are pilgrimage maps and the well-
known T-O maps, in which a circular earth is divided into three conti-
nents by a T-shaped watery body: Asia at the top, Europe to the left, and
Africa to the right. For a very long time many, indeed most, maps were
not constructed within the Ptolemaic space, especially in the middle ages.  

Moreover, there were serious alternatives to the Ptolemaic space that
had possibilities for cumulative, scientific mapping and that might have
displaced it. A leading example comes from the portolan, or harbor-finding,
sea charts for sailors developed in Catalonia and coastal northern Italy
in the thirteenth century. These charts had wind roses, or compass roses,
with lines (called rhumb lines or loxodromes) radiating outward from
their centers. The four-sided figures formed by the intersection of lines
from several compass roses at standard locations could define the posi-
tion of any point in the open ocean and fix the locations of the coastline
for purposes of navigation, just as latitudes and longitudes could. We
have several surviving examples of the transferal of these principles to
the mapping of the world as a whole, in competition with the Ptolemaic
maps (see figure 2). The space of the portolan maps still survives today,
marginally, in the navigational charts used at sea, but always in combi-
nation with the now standard Ptolemaic coordinates of longitude and
latitude. 

Again, the Ptolemaic map of the world, and Ptolemy’s tables of loca-
tions which the map illustrates, contained many errors which were ex-
posed and corrected by the new knowledge accumulating through Eu-
ropean seagoing. Since the new knowledge contradicted Ptolemy’s tables
and his highly theorized world map, it is not surprising that we have early
printed maps based on the new knowledge that cast aside the Ptolemaic
grid of longitude and latitude along with the Ptolemaic map. The history
of mapping in Europe since the first printed atlases of the Renaissance
in brief is the story of how the map of Ptolemy was ushered out and re-
placed by the knowledge newly acquired on the ground, even as the Ptol-
emaic grid was made the standard frame for the space of that new, im-
proved mapping. We may say that Ptolemaic space survived not only the
overthrow of Ptolemy’s planetary system by that of Copernicus but also
the demise of his own map of the world. Everything became obsolete but
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the framework, while the framework itself has proven exceptionally en-
during and, indeed, indispensable. Cheap hand-held Global Positioning
System devices, drawing upon hugely expensive geosynchronous satel-
lites circling the earth many times a day, now routinely locate objects of
all kinds in Ptolemaic space.

We are all familiar with the graticule of longitude and latitude because
it appears on maps and globes and is taught in school. The comparable
technology for the location of historical events, however, is not well
known, being a more dispersed entity with a more backstage existence.
Yet all written history depends upon the chronologies that ancient nations
worked out for themselves and the synchronisms among the national
histories established by the Christian chronologers of the early centuries
after Christ. It was Eusebius, in the fourth century a.d., who constructed
a chronological canon or table that synthesized national chronologies
into a single whole for the writing of a history of Christianity. This table
is the foundation of world-historical chronologies to this day.3
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Figure 2. A portolan map of the world by the Genoese mapmaker Battista
Agnese, c. 1536. (From Whitefield 1994: 59.)



The Eusebian chronological canon is a locational technology for time.
It is a simple device in which events in the chronologies of the various
ancient nations are put side by side in columns, such that each horizon-
tal line represents a year of synchronic time. Thus, reading across the
columns one finds the synchronisms between events in the various na-
tional histories. It was by this means that biblical history was synthe-
sized with the Greek chronological system of Olympiads, and these plus
the national histories of the Romans, Chaldeans, Egyptians, and others
were brought into a synoptic table that rendered possible the writing of
a history across nations—a universal history.

The familiarity of the Ptolemaic grid of longitude and latitude con-
trasts with the near-total obscurity of the Eusebian chronology. Very
few historians who are not historians of the ancient world, let alone
members of the general public, will even have heard of the chronolog-
ical canon of Eusebius, and yet it is the source of all current dating of
historical events. What is more, we have no complete surviving exam-
ple of the chronological canon in the original Greek and know of it only
through secondary sources and translations. It is a paradox of history
that the locational technology upon which all dating in universal-
historical time depends has been handed down only through fragments
preserved by the later Greek chronologers, such as Gregory Syncellus,
or in translations, especially the Syriac one edited by Josef Karst and the
Latin one by St. Jerome, which supplied the chronological grid for his-
torians in western Europe from very early on. Yet despite its dispersed,
virtual state, the Eusebian grid for historical chronology has grown
through the ages. We continue to lengthen its columns by the addition
of earlier and later events, and to widen its reach by integrating into it
the chronologies of more different national histories, even if we do not
know we are doing so.

It is well to stress the theoretical, highly constructed character of the
Eusebian chronology and the concept of historical synchronicity em-
bedded in the structure of the table. Without that locational technology
there is no basis in synchronism for the construction of histories across
nations. It was the transnational spread of Christianity that occasioned
the need to map the histories of the nations upon a unitary plan defined
by the horizontal lines of synchronism and the before-and-after logic of
the columns.

We come now to the third locational technology of this discussion,
the one which especially concerns the topic of this investigation into lan-
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guages and nations. It is the Tree of Nations, or, as I like to call it (since
it comes from the Book of Genesis in the Bible, attributed to Moses), the
Mosaic ethnology.4

In Genesis, the ten patriarchs from Adam to Noah are succeeded by a
branching tree of Noah’s sons, Shem, Ham, and Japhet, followed by their
sons, and so forth, comprising a large family tree of patriarchs whose prog-
eny are the nations of the earth. The names of the patriarchs are the names
of the nations. Thus, for example, the patriarch Eber is the father of the
Hebrew people, and the patriarch Javan gives his name to the Greeks, that
is, the Ionians (“Yauna” in Persian, “Yavana” in Sanskrit) (see figure 3). 
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Figure 3. The Mosaic ethnology. The descendants of
Japhet, son of Noah, as depicted in the Nuremberg
Chronicle. (From Schedel 1493: fol. 16.)



The underlying treelike branching structure is built up from relations
of kinship. Not all kinship relations are used, however, but only patri-
lineal ones, relations of descent through males only. Thus relationships
of kinship are sculpted by abstracting only the patrilineal ones to make
a tree that ramifies endlessly and does not return into itself. This rami-
fying figure is maintained by suppressing the representation of descen-
dants through females and the marriages that would otherwise inter-
twine the branches of the Tree of Nations. Such a structure is what the
anthropologist E. E. Evans-Pritchard (1940) called a segmentary line-
age, and it is of a kind widely used in North Africa and the Middle East,
including the biblical lands, to represent and regulate relations among
lineages.

The Mosaic ethnology is a simple locational technology for deter-
mining the relations among peoples, conceived as branching lineages of
the human family tree, as relations of near and far. It is quite capable of
worldwide extension and has been the basis of ethnological classifications
for a very long period of history. It is quite different from the Hegelian
psychohistorical calculus of Self and Other that is so important a con-
struct for theorizing today, since in the Mosaic ethnology every human
being is related to every other, but in varying degrees of nearness. This
device was widely used by all the Peoples of the Book—Jews, Christians,
and Muslims. It was the framework within which newly discovered
peoples were fitted, to give order and meaning to the rush of new eth-
nological knowledge that came with the expansion of Islam, and, later,
with the European expansion from the Renaissance onward. Thus Mus-
lim scholars found it a matter of importance to determine whether the Chi-
nese are descended from Ham, Shem, or Japhet, and Columbus brought
with him to the New World a Morisco who knew Arabic and Hebrew
to determine whether the American Indians were descended from the Lost
Tribes of Israel. Because they are all based on the Mosaic ethnology, uni-
versal histories in the Islamic Middle East and India, on the one hand,
and in Christian Europe, on the other, have a family likeness at a fun-
damental level. However fraught their relations became, Christians and
Muslims in the middle ages and the early modern period shared an in-
tellectual culture built upon common structuring principles that they did
not share with peoples of nonbiblical religions. This commonality in-
cluded the Mosaic ethnology as well as a master narrative of universal
history, according to which the world was created but a few thousand
years ago and peopled from a single central point, and the nations mul-
tiplied following the confusion of tongues by God at the Tower of Ba-
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bel. The fanning out of lineages from a point of origin indexes the figure
of the patrilineal Tree of Nations.

The Mosaic ethnology is the main technology of location to be found
in universal histories of the Peoples of the Book from the Bible itself down
to the eighteenth century. It survives, and indeed flourishes, to this day,
but in a transmuted, secularized, and scientized form, as the structuring
principle of historical linguistics (while ethnological analysis has turned
to the Hegelian frame of Self versus Other). This adaptation of the Mo-
saic ethnology to linguistic history deserves our attention.

It is something of a scandal for linguists that the roots of their science
are planted in the Bible, and this fact has been the object of repeated
attempts at erasure and willed forgetting. Histories of linguistic science
written within the discipline have represented its rise as a rupture from the
past, a breakthrough moment when science emerged, miraculously, from
nonscience. Carryovers from the prescientific age into current usages, such
as the names “Semitic” and “Hamitic”—taken from names of Noah’s
sons—for linguistic groups are interpreted as nothing more than vestiges
of older, nonscientific conceptions now scientifically reconceptualized.
But in spite of its collective suppression in the charter myth of the disci-
pline of linguistics, the Mosaic ethnology continues to shape the work
of historical linguistics to this day. The radiating structure of the Tree of
Nations, now under the new-old scientific name of “cladistics,” under-
writes the grand projects of linguistics, such as George Grierson’s Lin-
guistic survey of India (1903–27) and Antoine Meillet’s Les langues du
mond (1952). The attempt to unify languages into a finite set of families
through the conception of a radiating movement in time, and the ambi-
tion to unify all these families into a gigantic superfamily by discovering
connections among them at ever-deepening levels of past time, ran strong
in the project of Joseph Greenberg, whose books on the languages of
Africa (1955) and the Americas (1987) were complemented by his work
on Eurasian languages (2000), completed just before his death, as well
as in Illich-Svitic’s work on Nostratic (Manaster Ramer 1993).

There is a mystery here that needs exploring, one that we will not get
at through the “history of linguistics” narrative. It is the mystery of how
a framework for the classification of peoples becomes transformed into
one for the classification of languages. Solving this problem is crucial to
understanding why languages and nations came to be twinned in Euro-
pean thought, and I will shortly propose a solution. Before turning to
that matter, however, a few final comments are needed about the three
technologies of location we have been examining: the Ptolemaic grid of
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space, the Eusebian grid of chronology, and the Mosaic ethnological tree.
They appear to be concerned with, respectively, space, time, and eth-
nology. But, in fact, all three are concerned with locations in both space
and time at once, or, shall we say, in space-time. They differ not in their
media but in their objects. The Ptolemaic grid may seem to be purely
about space, but in fact space and time are mutually convertible at fixed
rates of exchange, so to say, such that 15 degrees of longitude equals one
hour’s difference of time. The borders of the Ptolemaic world maps reg-
ularly defined longitude by both degrees of arc and hours of distance from
a meridian, and the various latitudes by both degrees of arc from the
poles and hours of daylight at midsummer. Indeed, the interconvertibil-
ity of time and space measures is essential to this locational technology.
In the Eusebian chronology, time is the vertical axis, and space—that is,
the geographically dispersed nations—is the horizontal one. And in the
Mosaic ethnological tree, the vertical axis again is of time, while the hor-
izontal one tracks the spatial dispersion of the nations. The three loca-
tional technologies are directed at different kinds of objects in unitary
space-time: geographical objects, historical events, and human commu-
nities or nations.

languages and nations

We come, then, to the main business of this chapter, which is to exca-
vate the meaning of the twinning of languages and nations in European
thought. We do so by attempting to solve the mystery of how the Mo-
saic ethnology, a classification of peoples, was transformed into a frame-
work for the classification of languages. This is not, however, a mystery
of which anyone has written before, and so I must first persuade the reader
that there is indeed a mystery here to be solved, and explain why the
mystery itself has been hidden.

As we have seen, one explanation for why the mystery has not hith-
erto been addressed is historical linguistics’ nonrecognition of the Mosaic
ethnology, the biblical Tree of Nations, as the source of the genealogical
trees of language. A collective unwillingness to find the roots of linguis-
tic science in religion, as well as to acknowledge the origin of the disci-
pline in what is now the separate discipline of ethnology, is the reason
the problem is not posed in autohistories of linguistics.

From that beginning, I direct the reader’s attention to Sir William
Jones’s proposal of the idea of the Indo-European language family in
British-Indian Calcutta, in order to examine closely how it came about
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and why it came about at a particular point in history and not earlier. I
do so for a couple of reasons. In the first place, after Jones, the study of
Indo-European languages quickly became the most intensely cultivated
field in comparative philology, supplying models and standards for other
fields. In the second place, Jones provided the breakthrough moment for
the disciplinary autonarrative of a bounded linguistic science miraculously
emerging from the nonscience that preceded it, a narrative that exerts a
strong pull upon any investigation of the event in question. I have al-
ready suggested that this narrative is defective, and we need to explore
the matter more deeply.

Accounts of the history of linguistics almost invariably quote a cer-
tain passage of Sir William Jones from the “Third anniversary discourse,”
on the Hindus, which Jones delivered to the Asiatic Society at Calcutta,
as its president and founder, in 1784. The overall scheme of these an-
nual discourses marking the anniversary of the Society’s founding was
to examine the five “stock nations” of Asia, namely, the Hindus or In-
dians, Arabs, Persians, Chinese, and Tartars, one by one, and determine
their relations to one another. The examination focused on four features:
language and letters, religion and philosophy, architecture and sculpture,
and arts and manufactures. This is the famous passage:

The Sanscrit language, whatever be its antiquity, is of a wonderful struc-
ture; more perfect than the Greek, more copious than the Latin, and more
exquisitely refined than either, yet bearing to both of them a stronger affi-
nity, both in the roots of verbs and in the forms of grammar, than could
possibly have been produced by accident; so strong indeed, that no philol-
oger could examine them all three, without believing them to have sprung
from some common source, which, perhaps, no longer exists; there is a
similar reason, though not quite so forcible, for supposing that both the
Gothick and the Celtick, though blended with a very different idiom, had
the same origin with the Sanscrit; and the old Persian might be added to 
the same family, if this were the place for discussing any question concern-
ing the antiquities of Persia. (Jones 1788d:422–23)

The conception expressed here is astonishingly modern. It specifies five
ancient languages and posits that they have “sprung from some common
source, which, perhaps, no longer exists,” and so constitute a family of
languages. This is, of course, the Indo-European family, although the name
had not yet been invented, and the inferred lost common source is now
called Proto-Indo-European. This passage does have a breakthrough qual-
ity to it. The grouping of languages it propounds was without precedent,
both in Europe and in India, and the idea that languages of Iran and In-
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dia are closely related to European ones created an entirely new sense of
deep history. The literatures of these languages preserved no recollection
of a common origin and the migrations it implies, but the language them-
selves preserved proof of it where historical memory had left no trace. It
was just this ability of philology to restore a lost history through com-
parison of languages that was the most spectacular of its powers. More-
over, the historical relationship Jones here proposes has proven durable,
and the idea remains valid today, more than two centuries hence.

When this famous passage is abstracted from one narrative, the “An-
niversary discourses,” and inserted into the narrative of the rise of linguis-
tics as a self-contained field of scientific study, in the process its reading
is changed. When we examine it in its original context, the breakthrough
quality is not entirely lost but it is considerably qualified. The main thing
to grasp about the “Anniversary discourses” is that they were an ethno-
logical and historical study, not a linguistic one as such; thus the language
data function in the argument as evidence for propositions about his-
torical relations among nations or races, not for propositions about his-
torical relations among languages as an end in itself.

Far from constituting the study of languages as a self-contained disci-
pline, Jones treats languages as a means, and just one of many means, to
disentangle ethnological relationships. It is a paradox that someone so
gifted in languages regarded languages as mere instruments of knowledge
and not objects of knowledge in themselves, and used the word “linguist”
to mean simply a knower of languages, not a scholar of a self-contained
object of knowledge. We see at work here the common presumption of
his age: that languages and nations are inextricably connected, so much
so that relations among languages index the relations among nations, and
historical relations among nations can be inferred from relations among
languages. Even when, in later years, comparative philology acquired a
body of works all its own, the connectedness of language with issues of
nation and race remained so deeply presumed that it was not available
for discussion and debate. It was not until more than a century after Jones
that Europeans declared, as a surprising new discovery, that the connec-
tion between languages and nations is contingent, not necessary.

As we zoom out from Jones’s passage on Indo-European and look at
the “Anniversary discourses” as a whole, the picture changes consider-
ably.5 This early formulation of the Indo-European language family has
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several inclusions which are by no means acceptable today: the ancient
Egyptians, for example, and the Chinese, and even the Incas and Aztecs
of the New World. On the other hand, Jones does not include some lan-
guages universally acknowledged to be Indo-European today, most no-
tably the Slavic, which he classifies with the Tartar language. Eventu-
ally one becomes aware that the scheme has an underlying structure, as
follows:

Shemites Religion

Hamites Arts and sciences; civilization

Japhetites Nomadism

In the conclusion of the “Anniversary discourses” Jones finds that the five
principal nations of Asia are reducible to three: the Indians (which includes
the Persians and the Chinese), the Arabs, and the Tartars—corresponding
to Noah’s sons, Ham, Shem, and Japhet, respectively.

This structure of associations was taken over from Jacob Bryant’s
Analysis of antient mythology (1744–76; see Trautmann 1997:41–46).
It is somewhat eccentric, in that it identifies the Indians, and hence the
Persians and Europeans, as Hamites, in place of the more usual view that
Europeans descended from Japhet. It did not succeed in overturning the
latter view, and indeed “Japhetic” was a common label for the language
family that came to be called Indo-European. The organizing idea of the
Bryant-Jones scheme is that all the arts and sciences of primitive times
are attributable to the Hamites, who were also the first to turn from the
true religion, known to all mankind in the times of Noah, to idolatry;
while it is among the Shemites that true religion was preserved, and the
Japhetites fell out of the agrarian life established by God in Eden into a
life of nomadism. Jones extends this scheme around the globe: for the
New World, for example, he has a two-nation theory, such that the no-
madic, hunting American Indians are Japhetites, but the Aztec and Inca
civilizations are Hamitic. One becomes aware, by the end of the “An-
niversary discourses,” that the whole scheme is a rational working-out
of the story of the peopling of the world from a single stock by the de-
scent of Noah, in a past contained within the chronology of Archbishop
Ussher, according to which the world was created no further back than
4004 b.c. and human beings spread across the earth after the universal
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flood, dated to 2349 b.c. The assumption, then, was that within the short
time span of the biblical chronology, the human family split up into de-
scent lines and fanned out rapidly across the face of the earth.

This brief look at the larger scheme of the “Anniversary discourses”
is useful not so much in the way of drawing attention to Jones’s errors
as in providing a critical distance on the normal view: that the idea of
Indo-European arose immediately from the apprehension of similarity
among Latin, Greek, Sanskrit, and Persian, and that historical linguis-
tics came into being by a kind of spontaneous combustion in the mind
of Jones. Jones himself promotes that view when he says of Sanskrit,
Latin, and Greek, that “no philologer could examine them all three, with-
out believing them to have sprung from some common source.” Taken
literally, the statement implies a strict empiricism, according to which
the historical relationship of the languages is directly seen in the languages
themselves and requires only that they be placed side by side for this
deeper seeing to take place. This is the “discovery” narrative at its sim-
plest, and it shuts down further investigation into that account’s true
nature before any inquiry can begin.

If the narrative of simple discovery were true, the Indo-European lan-
guage family would have been brought to light long since, in antiquity.
The Greeks, Persians, and Indians had dealings with one another, and
there were undoubtedly many opportunities for the kind of direct com-
parison that, by Jones’s account, would have led spontaneously to the
positing of a common ancestry. Yet not only did the ancients fail to dis-
cover the Indo-European language family, the Greeks took almost no in-
terest in recording matters to do with languages in their accounts of Per-
sia and India, such as the Persika of Ctesias or the Indika of Megasthenes.
Jones remarks on this Greek indifference to other languages at the be-
ginning of the “Third anniversary discourse”: “It is much to be lamented,
that neither the Greeks, who attended alexander into India, nor those
who were long connected with it under the Bactrian Princes, have left us
any means of knowing with accuracy, what vernacular languages they
found on their arrival in this Empire” (Jones 1788d:421–22). Nor did
the sophisticated linguistic science of the Indians take any notice of
Greek, beyond a few vague references to the language of the barbarians
(mleccha). Those for whom the similarities of the ancient languages
should have been most telling failed entirely to come to the conclusion
that Jones represents as springing directly from the simple juxtaposi-
tion of languages.

The truth of the matter is that the brute facts of language similarity
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do not interpret themselves, and indeed are subject to any number of in-
terpretations. That this is so is proven by the many competing interpre-
tations of these facts in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Nathaniel
Brassey Halhed, a friend of Jones, for example, had come to a similar
conclusion about the historical relationship of Sanskrit and Greek some-
what earlier, in his Grammar of the Bengal language (Halhed 1778;
Rosane Rocher 1983). On the other hand, Dugald Stewart, the leading
philosopher of his generation, followed the lead of Christoph Meiners
(Historia doctrinae de vero Deo, 1780) and Gottlieb Siegfried Bayer (His-
toria regni Graecorum Bactriani in qua simul Graecarum in India colo-
niarum vetus memoria explicatur, 1738) and made a fool of himself by
publishing, as late as 1827, when the comparative philology of Indo-
European was well on the way to its greatest successes, an elaborate
demonstration that Sanskrit was similar to Greek because it was Greek,
overheard by the wily brahmins from Alexander’s soldiers during their
incursion into India, and adapted by them as a kind of pig Latin with
which to mystify the people and hold them in subjection to their priest-
craft (Stewart 1827:110; Trautmann 1997:124–26). In the meantime
Friedrich Schlegel (Über die Sprache und Weisheit der Indier, 1808) had
accepted the Indo-European idea, but with a difference from the for-
mulation of Jones that was deeply consequential, according to which San-
skrit is not the co-descendant of a lost ancestral language with Greek,
Latin, Gothic, Celtic, and Persian, but is itself the ancestor and source
of the other Indo-European languages. It was Schlegel’s program to reengi-
neer the conception of ancient India as the pure source of a lost, primitive
innocence and ancient wisdom—the India of Romanticism, an India that
embodied the childhood of the human race. While Franz Bopp (1816, 1833,
1845–53), the great pioneer of Indo-Europeanist comparative philology,
resisted this view and held to the one Jones had expressed—that Sanskrit
was the sibling and not the mother of the other Indo-European languages—
other writers, perhaps the majority of them in the early nineteenth century,
held some version of Schlegel’s view. Thus the comparative examination
of Sanskrit and Greek has led to three quite different interpretations: the
identity of Sanskrit with Greek, the co-descent of the two from a common
ancestor, and the derivation of Greek from Sanskrit.

Perhaps the most telling case that helps us free ourselves from the nat-
uralizing narrative of the discovery of Indo-European by the mere in-
spection of Sanskrit, Latin, and Greek is that of the Jesuit missionary
Gaston-Laurent Coeurdoux, who spent his whole adult life in South In-
dia. Only now, thanks to the work of Sylvia Murr (1977, 1987), do we
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have a full appreciation of this fine scholar-missionary’s Indological work,
which, as Murr has shown conclusively, was recycled (to put it politely)
by the Abbé Dubois in the well-known and much reprinted work Hindu
manners, customs and ceremonies (3d ed., 1906). Father Coeurdoux also
conceived a form of the Indo-European idea, and he did so before Jones,
in a letter to the Académie des Inscriptions written in 1768. However,
his ideas were only published in 1808—after his death and after Jones
had published the “Third anniversary discourse”—thanks to the efforts
of another French Indologist, Abraham-Hyacinthe Anquetil-Duperron.

After providing a number of examples of Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit
words, Coeurdoux interprets the similarities among them in this way:

The Samskroutam language is that of the ancient Brahmes; they came to
India from the north of that country, from Caucasia, from Tartary, which
had been peopled by the descendants of Magog. Of the sons of Japhet,
some spoke Greek, others Latin, still others Samskroutam. Before their
total separation, their languages were somewhat mixed because of the
communication they had among each other; and there remain vestiges 
of that ancient intercourse, in the common words which still exist, and of
which I have reported a part. (My translation of a passage in Coeurdoux 
c. 1768:666; see also Murr 1987, pt.1, ch.7)

While Coeurdoux, like Jones, interprets the similarity among the three
languages in biblical terms, that is, in the terms of the Mosaic ethnology,
we see in this passage that this particular technology of location does not
operate as an iron frame leading always to identical results. For Jones,
the three nations of this passage are Hamites, but for Coeurdoux they
are Japhetites; moreover, for Coeurdoux the brahmins of India are of the
descendants of Japhet called Magog, who had migrated to Central Asia,
whence the brahmins migrated to India. He accounts for the similarity
of the three languages not by co-descent from a single ancestor language,
as in Jones, but by mutual borrowing among languages long neighbor-
ing one another, though originally distinct. One supposes the author
means that God made these languages completely different from one an-
other following the building of the Tower of Babel, and thereafter they
grew similar because of their communications with one another.

From this passage we can draw several conclusions. First, both Fa-
ther Coeurdoux and Sir William Jones, independently of one another,
observed similarities among Sanskrit, Latin, and Greek through com-
parison, and sought for interpretations from the Genesis narrative of the
Confusion of Tongues and the Dispersal of Nations, in short, from the
Mosaic ethnology. Second, they located the nations speaking these lan-
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guages differently, Coeurdoux making them co-descendants of Japhet,
Jones making them co-descendants of Ham. The way in which the Mo-
saic ethnology is applied is thus underdetermined, and the outcomes of
its application are not predictable, though both Coeurdoux and Jones
place the three nations in a common descent line. Third, we come to the
crucial move: from the genealogy of nations to the genealogy of languages.
Here Coeurdoux and Jones again differ, showing two very different to-
talizing conceptions. Coeurdoux gives an explanation of language simi-
larity through mixture, positing a movement from original distinctness
toward similarity. Jones gives an explanation of language similarity through
co-descent, positing a movement from original unity to difference—a
movement that mirrors the movement of the Tree of Nations from gen-
eration to generation of patrilineal descendants. Jones applies the figure
of the Tree of Nations directly to language as a model of language his-
tory, and by his doing so language history becomes a remedy and sub-
stitute for the lost memory of the history of nations. Language, like the
DNA in our cells, contains, unknown to its speakers, the hidden his-
tory of the human race. Thus for Jones, and not for Coeurdoux, the shape
of language history tracks the shape of the history of the nations. It is
the explanation of Jones that became the foundation of comparative
philology.

The reason why the ancient Indians, Persians, and Greeks did not dis-
cover the Indo-European language family is now clear. The underlying
technology of location, the Mosaic ethnology, did not come from the an-
cient Greeks, Persians, or Indians, but from the Bible.

The question remains, however, why the Indo-European conception
did not arise earlier among those who did have the locational technol-
ogy of the Mosaic ethnology, the Peoples of the Book: Jews, Muslims
and Christians. One would especially expect it to have been made by Mus-
lim scholars when the expansion of Islam brought them into contact with
various branches of the Indo-European family. One thinks, for instance,
of the great scholar al-Biruni, who had lived and studied in India and
knew both Persian and Sanskrit. The writings of Muslim historians did
make abundant use of the Mosaic ethnology to give meaningful location
to the many foreign peoples they encountered—a fact that was very con-
sequential for Orientalist scholarship in British India, for it was largely
through Persian, the language of diplomacy and learning for the Mughal
empire, that the British acquired knowledge of Indian civilization in the
early days. Muslim histories of India—and so also Muslim interlocutors
of British scholars in British India such as Jones—used the familiar Mo-
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saic technology to determine the ethnological location of India. For ex-
ample, a history of India written in Persian by Firishtah was translated
and published at Calcutta in 1768 by Alexander Dow; in it we learn that
Japhet had sons named Turc, Chin, and Rus, from whom the Turks, the
Chinese, and the Russians are descended, while the Indians are descen-
dants of a patriarch named Hind, not named in the Bible but reckoned
as a son of Ham, and that he had sons named Purib, Bang (i.e., Bengal),
Decan (Deccan), Narwaal, and so forth, who founded the nations of In-
dia (Firishtah 1768:7–9). Similarly, in Abuºl Fazl’s Akbar nama, Ham
has sons named Hind and Sindh (both names of India), and Japhet, called
the most just of Noah’s sons, is said to be the ancestor of the Mughal
emperors (Abuºl Fazl 1908, vol. 1, ch. 1; first English translation by Glad-
win 1783–80). These texts, among others, would have reinforced Jones
in his adoption of Hamitic ancestry for the Indo-Europeans.

In short, Muslims, Christians, and Jews shared the Mosaic framework
for ethnological classification, and in that sense belonged to a common
intellectual world. Our problem is to account for the fact that the ap-
plication of methods for determining the historical relations among na-
tions was applied to the problem of finding the historical relations among
languages, and to explain why using language history as an index of the
historical relations among nations appears only late in the day, and only
among the Europeans.

comparative vocabulary, 
or the method of the word list

To see how language history became an index of the history of nations
we need to zoom out still further and see Jones and the project of the
“Anniversary discourses” in a yet larger context.

It is a curious fact that the famous text of Jones in the “Third an-
niversary discourse” does not display the means by which the compari-
son of languages was undoubtedly accomplished: the comparative vo-
cabulary. The “Anniversary discourses,” he makes us understand, being
oral performances to mark an occasion, were no place for the extensive
recitation of evidence, and like any good lecturer Jones knew to present
listeners with plenty of conclusions without troubling them overmuch
with tedious evidence.6 But his sketch of the Indo-European conception
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“I shall resume the whole argument concisely and synthetically; and shall then have con-



rested upon inspection and comparison of the languages in question, and
we may be sure from every parallel of his day—and they are abundant—
that such a comparison was given focus and direction by the means, sim-
ple but effective, of the word list: arranging the words of several lan-
guages in columns against a standard list of categories.

The simplicity of the word list lends itself to the empiricist view, against
which I have been arguing, that the mere comparative inspection of lan-
guages leads to the apprehension of their historical relationships. It seems
the word list merely orders the material of languages in ways that make
comparison possible and are more user-friendly than older methods, such
as the polyglot Bibles or polyglot collections of Pater Nosters that began
to be published almost as early as the introduction of print in Europe. It
takes an effort to see that the simple word list is not, after all, simple.
The comparative vocabulary is not a neutral enterprise but an abstrac-
tion from living languages that freezes and organizes certain aspects of
them for a certain purpose.

It is unfortunate for our purposes that Jones did not publish the word
lists upon which his comparison of the Indo-European languages surely
rested, for we would like to examine them at this point in the argument.
We know for a certainty that they existed, and we see something of their
content in the later work of Alexander Hamilton—a contemporary of
Jones who learned Sanskrit at Calcutta and went on to become the first
professor of Sanskrit in Europe, at the East India College in England (at
Hartford Castle, later Haileybury)—particularly in Hamilton’s review of
Franz Bopp’s important first work on the comparison of Indo-European
languages (Bopp 1816; Hamilton 1820; see also Rosane Rocher 1961).
We are obliged to look elsewhere for an example to analyze, but we can
make a virtue of the necessity by turning to two important short papers,
written at more or less at the same time as Jones’s “Third anniversary
discourse,” by William Marsden, another member of the Asiatic Society
and also in the employ of the East India Company.

William Marsden is chiefly remembered for his History of Sumatra
(1783, 1966), his dictionary (1801, 1812a) and his grammar of Malay
(1812b), and the collection of 3,447 coins he gave to the British Mu-
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densed in seven discourses a mass of evidence, which, if brevity had not been my object,
might have been expanded into seven large volumes with no other trouble than that of
holding the pen; but (to borrow a turn of expression from one of our poets) ‘for what I
have produced, I claim only your indulgence; it is for what I have suppressed, that I am
entitled to your thanks.’” (Jones 1807, 3:185).



seum (cf. Marsden 1823–25). He contributed extensively to linguistics,
but (as he observed bitterly) his philological work was better appreci-
ated on the Continent than in England, where the brilliant reputation of
Jones had thrown Marsden’s work into the shade.7 How true this is can
be seen in the Dictionary of national biography entry for Marsden (s.v.),
which describes him as “orientalist and numismatist” and does not men-
tion one of his greatest achievements, the first demonstration of the
Malayo-Polynesian family of languages, and barely mentions his paper
on the Indian origin of the Gypsies. These two accomplishments, which
remain valid today, were realized by the method of the word list.8

Marsden shipped out to Bencoolen, Sumatra in 1770. On 5 March
1780, having just returned to England at age twenty-five, he wrote a let-
ter to Sir Joseph Banks, president of the Royal Society, subsequently pub-
lished as “Remarks on the Sumatran languages” (Marsden 1782). The
centerpiece of that article is a vocabulary of fifty English words, against
which are listed in columns the equivalent words in thirteen languages
(see figure 4). Six of these languages are Sumatran: Malay, Achenese,
Batta, Lampoon, Nias, and Rejang. The remaining languages are Ja-
vanese, Malagash (of Madagascar), Mongeray, Macassar, Savu, Tahit-
ian, and Chinese, although Chinese does not play much part in the analy-
sis. Marsden’s purpose in drawing up this chart, he says, was, first, to
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7. “About the period at which I first submitted to the notice of the literary world such
information as a residence in Sumatra had enabled me to acquire on the subject of the lan-
guages spoken by the inhabitants of that and other of the Eastern Islands, it happened that
the richer and more important mine of sanskrit learning had been opened by the labours
of wilkins and of jones. To this the attention of persons who took an interest in Orien-
tal studies was almost exclusively directed, and little encouragement was given to philo-
logical (though much to physical) researches in the maritime and less civilized regions of
the East. In latter years, however, a disposition has been shewn, especially amongst our
continental neighbors, to bring these languages within the scope of critical investigation,
to examine their structure, their analogies, ascertain the extent to which they prevail, and,
if possible, to deduce their origin” (Marsden 1834, art. 1, “On the Polynesian, or east-in-
sular languages,” pp. 1–116).

8. Marsden’s publications and manuscripts show abundant interest in the comparison
of languages. The published works I may mention include: A catalogue of the dictionar-
ies, vocabularies, grammars and alphabets of all languages and dialects (1796), Bibliotheca
Marsdeniana philologica et orientalis, a catalogue of works and manuscripts collected with
a view to the general comparison of languages and to the study of Oriental literature (1827),
and articles on the languages of Polynesia (“The Polynesian, or east-insular languages”)
and on the romanization of Oriental languages (“On a conventional Roman alphabet, ap-
plicable to Oriental languages”) in Miscellaneous works (1834), art. 1, pp. 1–116, and art.
2, pp. 1–27. Among the manuscripts of Marsden at the School of Oriental and African
Studies of the University of London there is, for example, a collection of lists of fifteen nu-
merals, common nouns, and adjectives in languages of all parts of the world (MS
12283–12304).



trace, if possible, a common origin among these far-flung languages, and,
second, to determine whether the languages spoken by the “various in-
dependent and unconnected nations” of the interior of Sumatra are rad-
ically different, “as is generally supposed by the Europeans resident
there,” or are different dialects of a single language. 

The vocabulary appears to be a mere list, and its evidence is offered
modestly by the young author, with but a minimum of analysis, in def-
erence to what the wiser heads of the Royal Society will make of it. But
the list is, in fact, carefully constructed and has a theory behind it. It
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Figure 4. William Marsden’s comparative vocabulary of twelve Malayo-
Polynesian languages and Chinese. (From Marsden 1782: facing p. 154, 
table 1.)



consists of words “of universal use from the nature of the ideas they ex-
press,” namely, the numbers from one to ten and one hundred; kinship
terms (husband, wife, father, mother, brother); parts of the body (head,
eyes, nose, hair, cheeks, belly, hands, legs); garments; day and night; white
and black; good; die; the elements (fire, water, earth); people; foodstuffs
(coconut, hog, bird, egg, fish, rice, potatoes—with the word teeth ran-
domly stuck in); heavenly bodies (sun, moon, stars), and a miscellany (I,
yes, come hither, God). The vocabulary, then, is not a random sample of
the abundance to be found in a living language or a dictionary but is
comprised of what are conceived to be the simplest, most primitive and
necessary conceptions that languages must name at their very creation—
words which constitute, for that reason, the native core of those languages.
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From this simple-seeming device Marsden then abstracted the most
obvious cognates, constructing a second list that reversed the order of
the original word list, putting the cognates first and the English glosses
second. These “examples of words in the Sumatran and neighbouring
languages[,] corresponding in sound and significance with others in
places remote from thence” (see figure 5) and consisting of about half
the words of the original vocabulary list, display correspondences across
languages from Madagascar to New Zealand and Easter Island. Mars-
den, with a show of diffidence, says that though he has been only mildly
successful in tracing a common origin among the languages in question,
the only general inference that can be drawn is that “from Madagascar
eastward to the Marquesas, or nearly from the east coast of Africa to
the west coast of America, there is a manifest connexion in many of the
words by which the inhabitants of the islands express their simple ideas,
and between some of the most distant, a striking affinity.” This is the
very first statement of the bounds of the language family we now call
Malayo-Polynesian. 

Marsden goes on to suggest that Central Asia (“Tartary”), that offi-
cina gentium, or womb of nations, may have been the source of the
peoples of the archipelago, and a knowledge of Siamese, Lao, Cambo-
dian, and Peguan—languages lying between Central Asia and the islands
whose languages he has been studying—would be the “readiest clue to
a discovery of that kind.” A few decades later John Leyden, also of the
East India Company, published two short works on the languages of the
Indochina Peninsula, as if in response to this expressed need (Leyden
1810, 1812). The theory of a Central Asian origin of these languages—
a Japhetic origin, in Mosaic terms—did not prove useful. Nevertheless,
Marsden had accomplished a basic demonstration of the relatedness of
many of the languages making up the Malayo-Polynesian family, mostly
from materials collected by himself, as he says, from the mouths of na-
tives (excepting those for Savu and Tahitian) and not from books. It was
a stunning accomplishment, equal in every way to Jones’s proposal of
the Indo-European concept.

Marsden’s discussion, brief as it is, throws much light on the under-
lying assumptions of the whole enterprise of collecting words against a
standardized word list. Regarding the second question he had set out to
examine, the relationships among the languages of the Sumatran inte-
rior, he regarded his table as showing them to be dialects of a single lan-
guage, against the view prevailing among Europeans there, and among
the Sumatrans themselves, that the languages were unrelated. To be sure—
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and here Marsden gives the arguments of the opposing view—the fact
that several of these languages had writing systems all their own seemed
to prove that the languages were of different origins and that the simi-
larities among them had been produced by the borrowing of words from
one another. The different Sumatran peoples do not comprehend one an-
other’s language, are different in their persons, and their manners and
customs are “as unlike as those of the most distant nations.” But, Mars-
den replies to his own objection, the words they have in common “are
radical and such whose correspondent ideas must have existed and been
described prior to all intercourse with either remote or neighbouring
people; as will appear from an inspection of the comparative specimens,
and consequently that the dissimilarity, not the similarity, must have been
induced by degrees” (Marsden 1782:156). The critical aspect of the proof
is that the vocabulary is made up of words that are radical, that is, root
words native to each language.

In this passage we see Marsden considering the two great alternatives
of interpretation for similarity among languages: mixture of languages
through borrowing versus gradual differentiation of languages sharing
descent from a common original language. He decides that language sim-
ilarity is, on the whole, the vestigial evidence of co-descent and not the
product of linguistic mixture and convergence. This is the very issue that
separates Jones and Coeurdoux in the interpretation of the resemblance
among Indo-European languages, Jones arguing (correctly, in this case)
for co-descent and Coeurdoux arguing (wrongly) for convergence due
to borrowing. The issue is inescapable in any comparison of two or more
languages for purposes of determining historical relations, and the
method of the word list is a kind of technology for getting at relations
of co-descent. It does this by what it aims to include—radical (root) words
of the language, as Marsden puts it. But it also operates by what it ex-
cludes from the list, namely, those words corresponding to more com-
plex ideas, words of art and science that develop late through commerce
with other nations and the combination of simple ideas into complex
ones. The philosophical distinction between simple and complex ideas,
as well as Locke’s conception of words as names of ideas and his devel-
opmentalist, progressive notion of knowledge (Aasleff 1982), are the the-
oretical underpinnings of the simple vocabulary list as a strategic method
for uncovering relations of co-descent.

The second paper by Marsden, “Observations on the language of the
people commonly called Gypsies” (1785), offers further testimony to the
efficacy of the comparative vocabulary as a tool by which reliable new
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Figure 5. William Marsden’s list of cognate words in Sumatran and neighbor-
ing languages. (From Marsden 1782: facing p. 154, table 2.)





scientific knowledge could be achieved. From a specimen of words of the
Cingari, or Gypsies, in a history of Ethiopia by Ludolphus, “which he
had collected from these people in his travels, with a view of determin-
ing their origin,” Marsden was surprised to find many words familiar to
him from his knowledge of Hindustani. The similarity seemed so extra-
ordinary, he says, that he suspected an error in the publication, “which
might have arisen from a confusion of obscure vocabularies in the au-
thor’s possession,” but he verified its accuracy by gathering further vo-
cabularies from Gypsies in England and, through a correspondent, in
Turkey. He displayed the results in a table using a vocabulary very sim-
ilar to that of his article on the Sumatran languages, but slightly shorter
(39 words) (see figure 6). He observes also that some of the Gypsy words
correspond to words in Marathi and Bengali, and that “it is not a little
singular that the terms for the numerals seven, eight and nine, are purely
Greek, though the first five, and that for ten, are indisputably Indian.”
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Figure 6. William Marsden’s comparative vocabulary of Romani and Hindus-
tani. (From Marsden 1785: 386.)



Since the name “Gypsy” was a corruption of “Egyptian,” some schol-
ars thought the Gypsy language might be traced to Coptic, a view which
Marsden was able to disprove: only a single word bore a resemblance to
Coptic. Thus in a second brief article, Marsden had established the In-
dian origin of the Romani, or Gypsy, language, by means of the vocab-
ulary list. More or less at the same time Jones stated, on the basis of Grell-
man’s recently published dictionary, that the Gypsy language “contains
so many Sanscrit words, that their Indian origin can hardly be doubted,”
giving a list of such words “pure Sanscrit scarce changed in a single let-
ter” (“The eighth anniversary discourse,” delivered 24 Feb 1791, Jones
1807, 3:170–71).9

These three accomplishments of the 1780s, the first formulation of
the Indo-European concept by Jones, the first formulation of the Malayo-
Polynesian concept by Marsden, and Marsden’s identification of the In-
dian (or as we now say, Indo-Aryan) origin of Romani, share a number
of characteristics with one another and with a fourth publication, also
associated with the East India Company, that is the central object of this
book: F. W. Ellis’s 1816 proof of the unity and non-Sanskritic origin of
the South Indian languages, now called Dravidian. Each of these dis-
coveries, as also others like them in the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, was truly new and unexpected, revealing historical connections
among languages for which there was no historical memory that have
proven sound and remain valid today.

The word list, then, has been a deceptively simple, highly effective tool
for eliciting historical relations among languages as indices of historical
relations among nations. How did it come about that European travel-
ers to Asia and elsewhere took with them a more or less standardized
word list, with a view to participating in the great revolution in ethno-
logical knowledge that resulted from its use? No doubt the sources of
this program were many, but a short text by G. W. Leibniz, published in
1718, shortly after his death, is of critical importance and may well be
the model for subsequent lists, including Marsden’s.

The text in question is Leibniz’s “Appeal concerning languages of
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9. According to the 11th edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, s.v. “Gipsies”:
“Ruedinger (1782), Grellman (1783) and Marsden (1783) almost simultaneously and in-
dependently of one another came to the same conclusion, that the languages of the Gip-
sies, until then considered a thieves’ jargon, was in reality a language closely allied with
some Indian speech.” Jones identified in Grellman’s list Romani words corresponding to
Sanskrit aãg1ra, “charcoal,” k1ù•ha, “wood,” p1ra, “a bank,” and bh[, “earth.” His con-
tribution to the question of Roma origins has not been previously noted.



peoples,” a letter of inquiry he sent to the imperial interpreter.10 It be-
gins: “As nothing throws greater light indicating the ancient origins of
peoples than the collation of languages, I often wonder that geographers
and travelers neglect to write of languages, and but rarely exhibit spec-
imens of them.” His request for information amounts to instruction to
travelers about how such linguistic specimens should be collected (Leib-
niz 1718:49). He asks for collections of Pater Nosters in foreign lan-
guages, a well-established practice—he tells us that we have examples
of the Pater Noster for the languages of the Poles, Serbs, Dalmatians,
Croats, and Russians, all of the Slavonic (i.e., Slavic) family, and of the
Wallachians, Cettos and Livonians, Turks, Persians, and Chinese. He asks
for texts with interlinear translations into languages known to Europeans.
But he also asks—and this seems to be new—for “a few examples of their
words, expressing common things,” which he spells out in detail:

Names of numbers: one, two, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50,
100, 1000.

Relatives and ages: father, mother, grandfather, son, daughter,
brother, sister, father’s brother, husband, wife, father-in-law, son-
in-law, man, woman, child, youth, old man.

Parts of the body: body, flesh, skin, blood, bone, head, brow, nose,
eye, pupil, ear, beard, mouth, tongue, tooth, chest, heart, throat,
jaw, foot, finger, hair, belly, breasts.

Necessities: food, drink, bread, water, milk, wine, herbs, fruit, salt,
fish, ox, sheep, horse, clothing, hide, house, wagon, sword, bow,
arrow, lance, slingshot.

Naturalia: god, man, heaven, sun, moon, star, air, rain, thunder,
lightning, cloud, frost, hail, snow, ice, fire, heat, light, smoke,
earth, field, mountain, valley, sea, river, stone, sand, dog, wolf,
deer, bear, fox, bird, snake, mouse.

Actions: to eat, to drink, to speak, to see, to be, to stand, to go, to
strike, to laugh, to sleep, to know, to pluck, and so forth.

It is striking that Marsden (who does not mention Leibniz or indeed any
prior authority for his list) uses much the same, though not identical,
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10. I am grateful to Hans Aarsleff for drawing my attention to this work, which is dis-
cussed in his book, From Locke to Saussure (1982), a work of profound scholarship. On
this text of Leibniz, see also Gulya 1974.



categories in much the same order: numbers, kinship terms, parts of the
body, necessities, naturalia. Other of the innumerable examples of the
comparative vocabulary bear a family resemblance to this one, and it is
possible that it is the ultimate source for them all.

Leibniz’s formulation of the vocabulary list was contained within a
definite program, as we can make out from the terms of his request. As
a northern European he seeks information on the northern peoples who
lie to the east and who, since much of Asia and part of Europe received
colonies from such northern peoples, he considers most worth knowing
yet are known least of all. He especially wants to explore the relations
between the Germanic and Slavonic, or Slavic, language families to de-
termine whether there are other language families that belong to neither.
He seeks, for example, linguistic specimens from Transylvanian Saxons
“not as cultivated men speak, but as the common people speak, that they
may be compared with the language of our Saxons. It is said that there
are among the common people many words neither Hungarian, nor
Slavonic, and moreover which generally cannot be understood by other
Germans.” He also asks for information about an enclave of Germans
in Crimean Tartary, “or rather of the ancient Goths,” who, according to
a report by an imperial ambassador to the Ottoman court, use a dialect
of German. He requests information about non-Slavic languages of the
Muscovite Empire: the languages of Siberia, the Black Sea, and other
places. He wonders whether records can be had about a certain Hun-
garian Jesuit, made captive in Tartary and sold to barbarians beyond the
Caspian Sea, who discovered that the language there was related to Hun-
garian. He asks whether in Albania and Bulgaria there is to be found any
language completely different from Slavonic, Hungarian, Greek, and
Turkish. The point of all these questions is evident: his program is to map
the entire ethnological history of Eurasia through its languages and to
determine the place in that history of the German language and people.

In the course of this brief letter—less than three pages in print—we
see that Leibniz has engineered into, and out of, his word list a number
of characteristics: the language of common people, not the learned; words
that are necessary for the immediate needs of life, not the more complex
notions of art and science; primitive words rather than recent ones; sim-
ple rather than complex words; native words rather than foreign bor-
rowings. Those are the attributes of the native core of a language that
the vocabulary seeks to capture.

It follows that the conception of the language is an abstraction from
the living language; a thick abstraction, perhaps, but an abstraction nev-
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ertheless, that is formed by identifying its core and removing from con-
sideration the late, learned, foreign, borrowed, complex accretions of later
ages. The method of the word list constitutes in its seeming simplicity the
first, surgical move of historical linguistics: the cutting away of the later,
borrowed, and complex accretions to reveal the native core of language,
so that the operation of comparison can be performed on the authentic
body of the language. This allows the historical relations among languages
to be figured as the radiating branches of a tree, since the borrowings or
mixtures that would make the branches grow into one another have been
discarded by analysis. It is well to keep in mind the conception of language
that undergirds the genealogies of languages in historical linguistics.

We are now in a position to answer the question why it was in
eighteenth-century European thought, and not earlier in the Christian
West nor among Muslim scholars of the great age of the expansion of
Islam, that the twinning of languages and nations took such a decisive
turning, thereby completely rewriting the deep history of the world. It
was in this time and context that a method was devised—the word list—
that could put the posited close relation of languages and nations to work,
such that language relations could be elicited even in the absence of his-
torical memory and so serve as a key to ethnological relations, that is,
the history of nations.

Initially, comparative vocabulary showed the way to the ancient, na-
tive core of languages. Comparative grammar followed, offering, if any-
thing, a surer way into the native heart of languages. Already in Jones we
see vocabulary and grammar providing evidence of historical relatedness
among languages, and the comparative grammar of Indo-European was
systematized by Franz Bopp, who made it his life’s work.

The pairing of languages and nations or races, a strong tendency in
biblical thought and in European thought from late antiquity, became
intensified only at the moment when it was given a rational, scientific
method, the method of the vocabulary. The application of this seemingly
simple means in an age of worldwide expansion of European power
yielded astonishing results, whose very durability tells us that they hold
a great deal of truth. The presumption upon which this pairing rests—
that the native core of a language is intimately bound to the nation that
speaks it—was unquestioned in the age of its invention. It was only later,
in the mid-nineteenth century, that one begins to hear a growing chorus
of voices asserting, as a new and surprising truth, that race and language
do not necessarily coincide with one another (see chapter 7). Hitherto,
for millennia, the assumption had been that they did.
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grammar mania

Examining the text of Leibniz, we come to see that behind what appears
to be a mere word list is a formative theory that determines what gets
included in the list and what does not. The word list, with its names for
numbers, kinship terms, parts of the body, forces of nature, and objects
of common use, incorporates within it a conception of the primitive core
of a language, as distinguished from its later accretions, and sets up a se-
ries of binaries (primitive/recent, native/foreign, common/learned) that
are used to accomplish the first move of the emerging analytic: the iden-
tification of the primitive core and the removal, for purposes of analy-
sis, of everything that is not part of the core.

I say again that this method has been highly effective, astonishingly
so and out of all proportion to its low level of complexity. Even before
a satisfactory and unitary scientific standard of etymology had been found
through the recognition of lawlike regularity in sound shifts within lan-
guages, beginning with Grimm’s law in the early nineteenth century, the
word list was the means to new discoveries that have endured. Simple
as its form is, outmoded as is the biblical frame of historical time within
which it was conceived, lacking as it does a method of determining which
similarities count as signs of relationships and which do not, or a method
of discerning relationships among words that do not look similar yet are
cognate (the greater analytic power achieved when comparative philol-
ogy arrived at the laws of sound shifts)—despite all these shortcomings,
the method of the word list, even in its simplest, eighteenth-century form,
must be close enough to the truth of things to have been able to deliver
so much knowledge that was new and lasting.

The word list is the middle term that allows for the complete assimi-
lation of language to the terms of the Mosaic ethnology, permitting lan-
guages to be treated as kinsmen in the branches of a segmentary lineage
and as growing ever more different and distant, like lineage segments of
the Nuer or Arabic-speaking Muslim lineages in Yemen (Dresch 1988,
1989) or Libya (Davis 1987).

Jones presented his pioneering statement about the Indo-European lan-
guages not as an end in itself, as a finding about languages, but as an ob-
jective means to make up for defective historical memory. For Jones, the
three faculties of the mind were memory, reason, and imagination—the
respective sources of history, science, and the arts (Jones 1788b:xiii). His-
tory, then, is founded on memory, which is to say that to know the his-
tory of India one must consult the historical memory of the Indian na-
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tion as captured in histories written by Indians. Jones and his British col-
leagues had sought Indian history in the texts called pur1âas (antiqui-
ties), and one of the earliest texts composed in Sanskrit at British request,
written before Jones arrived in India, was a synopsis of the pur1âas, ti-
tled Pur1â1rthapr1kaéa, by Radhakanta Sharma (see Ludo Rocher 1986,
text published in Rocher and Rocher 1994–95). Yet the high hopes with
which the British pursued history through the pur1âas were only par-
tially fulfilled. Jones himself believed that the pur1âas contained a gen-
uine recollection of the flood of Noah and thus corroborated the truth
of the Bible, for example. But the pur1âas’ genuine memory of civil his-
tory in India prior to about 200 b.c., in his view, “is involved in a cloud
of fables” (Jones 1788d:421). To make good this defect, then, four means
could be introduced from outside the national memory, namely, the study
of languages and letters, the study of philosophy and religion, study of
the remains of old sculpture and architecture, and study of the written
texts of the sciences and arts. It is in the context of the first of these that
Jones made his famous statement about Indo-European; that is, language
comparison functions as an exterior means by which to recover a his-
tory obscured by “fable.” If the method was useful in India, with its long
and ancient literary tradition, how much more useful it must be as a way
of finding history in places were there was no writing in which memory
could be made fast.

Such a program for recovering the history of the nations of North
American Indians had been proposed before, in 1744, by the Jesuit mis-
sionary Francois-Xavier de Charlevoix. He argued that previous writers
had compared the morals, customs, religions, and traditions of the Amer-
ican Indians with those of Old World cultures to determine their origins
but had neglected the one means that would solve the problem: com-
parison of their languages. For languages change but slowly and remain
distinct from one another, so that if the American languages could be
shown to have the features of the mother languages, they could be traced
back to the creation of different languages at the Tower of Babel and so
prove that America had been peopled by the great-grandchildren of Noah
(Charlevoix 1994, 1:153–54). This program was restated by Thomas Jef-
ferson in Notes on the state of Virginia (c. 1782) and put into effect by
means of a printed vocabulary, similar to the one of Leibniz, which may
still be seen in the library of the American Philosophical Society, against
which were recorded the words of different Indian languages in columns.
This project was carried forward and completed by Stephan Du Ponceau,
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protégé and successor of Jefferson in the presidency of the American
Philosophical Society (Du Ponceau 1838).

At the same time as Jefferson and Du Ponceau were investigating the
history of the New World nations through the history of their languages,
Catherine of Russia, with the help of a vast imperial bureaucracy, was
collecting a comparative vocabulary of her empire, a vocabulary she
hoped would encompass the whole world. Here again the word list had
a Leibnizian form, and the result was published by Pallas in 1786–89,
in the two-volume work grandly called Linguarum totius orbis vocabu-
laria comparativa—at the very moment, one might say, that Jones was
proposing the Indo-European concept before the Asiatic Society in Cal-
cutta. Thus the project of Jones was not at all singular but was part of a
broad movement that, because of the worldwide expansion of European
power in the eighteenth century, reached the far corners of the earth.

By means of the theory encoded in the structure of the comparative
vocabulary, languages and nations or races were understood as being so
closely identified with one another as to have no gap between them—
like adjacent stones in one of those cyclopean walls of the Incas or the
Pyramid of Cheops. Every statement about the relations among languages
was a statement about the relations among nations. This was the first ef-
fect of the full assimilation of language to the locational technology of
the Mosaic ethnology.

The second effect was the radical redefinition of what a language is.
Eighteenth-century European discussions still had room for distinctions
between stock, or primitive, languages and mixed languages formed from
the blending of stock languages. But the logic of the word list tended away
from that kind of thinking and toward identification of the primitive core
as constituting the authentic language itself. Though mixture is an as-
pect of every natural language, for a natural language to enter into the
historical-linguistic tree, it must first give up its borrowed clothes and get
naked. Much as ancient genealogists learned to sculpt the relations of kin-
ship to form beautiful, treelike branching structures by throwing away
all relations of descent and marriage except those that pass exclusively
through males, modern linguists could map languages onto such struc-
tures only after the languages had been thinned down, carved out, and
abstracted from all that time, proximity, and communication do to make
neighboring natural languages, such as the languages of India, resemble
one another. It will be well to keep in mind the highly artificial nature of
both these effects, and to remember that they flow from the word list and
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its theory. While in the eighteenth century there was considerable vacil-
lation between mixture and genealogy as the explanation of similarity
among languages, the inexorable tendency, or at any rate the tendency
that won out, was the latter, epitomized in the slogan of the Young Gram-
marians of the mid-nineteenth century: there is no such thing as a mixed
language (Es gibt kein Mischgesprach). The audacity of this statement is
breathtaking, for in truth there is no such thing as a pure language, a lan-
guage that is not mixed, if we are speaking of natural, actually existing
languages spoken by human beings rather than artificial languages ab-
stracted from them for purposes of comparative study.

It has become customary to the point of cliché, when examining the
pairing of languages and nations in European thought, to invoke the words
and thoughts of Herder. The idea that Herder is at the bottom of this has
been overdone, and we need to focus, rather, on Locke and Leibniz.

Locke’s Essay concerning human understanding (1689) discusses lan-
guage at length but not languages, langue but not parole, and it did not
generate a program for research into the world’s languages. But Leib-
niz’s Nouveaux essais sur l’entendment humaine (1765, published post-
humously; see Leibniz 1981), which was inspired and provoked by Locke
and is a sort of commentary on Locke’s book in the form of a dialogue
between two speakers, one a surrogate for Locke and the other for Leib-
niz, does develop such a view and, indeed, imagines the explosion in the
grammar factory before it occurred. It is useful, therefore, to take the
two together. Briefly, what Locke’s view of language supplies to Leibniz
is the idea that a language is not created once for all time by God but is
an historical entity growing and becoming progressively more copious
in vocabulary as it develops complex ideas through the cumulation of
experiences of nature and commerce with other nations. The growth of
ideas from simple to complex is tracked by the growth of language from
rude to polished, savage to refined.

The following is what Leibniz builds upon that Lockean base: “Lan-
guages in general, being the oldest monuments of peoples, earlier than
writing and the [practical] arts, best indicate their origins, kinships and
migrations.” It is for this essentially ethnological reason that it is useful
and important to study etymology. But in doing so one must show the
relationships among various peoples and should not make leaps from
one nation to another remote one without solid confirming evidence, es-
pecially that provided by intervening peoples. Etymologies should not
be trusted without a great deal of corroborating data; to do otherwise is
to “goropize,” that is, emulate the absurd etymologies of the Dutch scholar
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Goropius Becanus, who proclaimed Dutch as the original language (Leib-
niz 1981:285). When European scholars have used up the ancient writ-
ings of the Romans, Greeks, Hebrews, and Arabs, there will be the Chi-
nese, Persians, Armenians, Copts, and Brahmins to supply materials for
further progress. “And when there are no more ancient books to exam-
ine, their place will be taken by mankind’s most ancient monument—
languages. Eventually every language in the universe will be recorded,
and contained in dictionaries and grammars; and comparisons will be
made amongst them” (emphasis added). Thus does Leibniz predict the
explosion in the grammar factory. The comparison of languages will ex-
tend the genealogy of nations beyond the reach of written histories. Study
of foreign languages will be useful for the study of things, “since their
properties are often reflected in their names (as can be seen from the names
of plants among different nations)” and for the knowledge of the mind
and the variety of its operations, but above all it will also be useful for
searching out the origins of peoples, through etymologies, which can best
be ascertained through language comparison (Leibniz 1981:336–37).

By the end of the eighteenth century, as Leibniz predicted, a veritable
explosion in the grammar factory had occurred in Europe, by which I
mean an impulse to blanket the world in grammars and dictionaries. This
impulse was indeed borne around the globe by mercantile and imperial
expansion. The explosion in the grammar factory is still underway to-
day. We continue to think it obvious that languages, whether written or
not, have a grammar, and that linguists would want to write grammars
and dictionaries for every language in the world and would give their
books titles like Les langues du monde (Meillet 1952)—a late echo of the
Linguarum totius orbis vocabularia comparative (Pallas 1786–89).

It was not always so. A remarkable passage from an unpublished man-
uscript in the British Library brings out clearly how very characteristic
the explosion of grammar- and dictionary-making was of modern-era
Europe, and how different it was from Europe’s supposed ancestors,
Rome and Greece. The passage is from a text of another East India Com-
pany servant and Orientalist, John Leyden, of whom I will have occa-
sion to speak later. In a proposal to the governor-general seeking sanc-
tion for an ambitious plan of making a whole set of grammars and
dictionaries for the languages of India and Southeast Asia, Leyden lays
out the value of languages of the region for administration, diplomacy
and trade, and goes on to consider the importance of studying all lan-
guages, not just the useful ones, “in a literary point of view,” which is
to say, a purely scholarly one:
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Almost all the languages and dialects of India have been more or less culti-
vated by writing. Almost all of them contain a variety of compositions and
untill these compositions be examined by Europeans the history of the tribes
and nations to which they belong can never be elucidated in a satisfactory
manner. India is as it were the literary property of the English nation. The
facility of research is in their hands and in their[s] alone, as it is only by the
individuals of this nation that the literature and languages of India whether
of primary or secondary importance, can be properly investigated. The
peculiar advantages therefore which the English enjoy, render them respon-
sible to the general commonwealth of letters and pledged to all posterity 
as long as civilized men shall exist in the earth. The fame of some great
conquering nations and in particular of the Romans is deeply sullied by
their inattention to the literature of the nations they conquered. The san-
guine flood of Roman glory not only swept away ancient nations but oblit-
erated the accumulated records of the primeval times. The Roman warriors
trod under foot the arts and sciences of Etruria and left nothing but the
fragments of their vases to demonstrate the existence of former civilization.
The ancient literature of Spain the monuments of the Carthaginians and
Phoenicians & the venerable institutions of the Druids of Gaul & Britain
they extinguished, and [of ] the literature of ancient Egypt, they left us
nothing but the hieroglyphics as a riddle to perplex future ages, a cypher 
of which they destroyed the key. Roman literature as it is preserved, is a
ruin of ruins, a military trophy, raised from the fragments of ancient monu-
ments. (Leyden, “Plan for investigating the languages, literatures, antiqui-
ties and history of the Dekhan”; BL Add. Mss. 26,567, ff. 112v–113)

This passage is remarkable for its frank imperialism, but, given the ten-
dency of the British to imagine themselves in togas, it is remarkable as
well in condemning the Greeks and Romans for failing to preserve knowl-
edge of the Etruscan and ancient Egyptian languages. Leyden is quite right
to point out the Greeks’ and Romans’ utter indifference to the languages
of others, in the sense of failing to make grammars and dictionaries of
them and conserve knowledge of them for the future.

The explosion in the grammar factory, then, is a specifically European
phenomenon, and one in which its biblical heritage is a crucial ingredi-
ent that is absent from ancient Rome and Greece. The twinning of lan-
guages and nations begins in Genesis, with its seventy-two patriarchs and
seventy-two languages, as St. Augustine has it. The explosive growth of
grammars and dictionaries in the eighteenth century is perhaps a late out-
come of the missionary tendency of Christianity; for both the transla-
tion of the Bible into the vernaculars stimulated by the Protestant Re-
formation, and the making of grammars and dictionaries for missionary
purposes stimulated by the Counter-Reformation, with the great Jesuit
projects in the vanguard, were important precursors of the eighteenth-
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century explosion. No doubt there were other causes. Benedict Ander-
son, noting the dramatic increase in the writing of grammars and dic-
tionaries for European languages beginning in the eighteenth century,
makes a powerful case for the connection of this growth industry with
nationalism and the means of its propagation: print capitalism (Ander-
son 1991:70–82). Bernard Cohn, describes the grammar- and dictionary-
writing fever in early British-Indian Calcutta and makes a powerful case
for the connection of this growth industry with British colonial rule and
the urgent need to master the languages of India in order to master In-
dia itself (Cohn 1985). But nationalism and colonialism do not encom-
pass the field constituted by all languages, however distant and obscure.
The explosion in the grammar factory is fired by the forces of national
self-love and colonial utility, no doubt, but it exceeds them as well. Nor
is it a natural product of these forces. It has a history, and it began rather
recently. It is not a constant of history.
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chapter 2

P1âini and Tolk1ppiyar

Could it have been a coincidence that the European languages-and-
nations project, which was carried to every corner of the globe by the
worldwide spread of European power, was especially fruitful in British
India? I believe that it was not a coincidence, but rather that India’s own
tradition of language analysis, highly developed from ancient times,
played an important role, indeed, that the new knowledge being produced
in British India came about precisely because of the conjuncture of these
two traditions of language analysis, European and Indian. It is the pur-
pose of this book to show that this was the case.

The matter has only to be stated for it to be seen to be highly proba-
ble. The likelihood is so evident that the greater question is not whether
it is true, but what has kept this evident truth hidden. The culprit, in a
word, has been the powerful tendency in modern thought to treat India
as a mere supplier of data for European theory in the production of
knowledge. This idea, “No theory outside the West,” was developed es-
pecially by James Mill in Britain and G. W. F. Hegel on the Continent,
both of them theorists of Europe as the metropolitan center of universal
knowledge. The position was developed explicitly in opposition to early
Orientalists in British India and quickly became hegemonic, crowding
out earlier appreciations of the achievements of Indian science, Indian
philosophy, and Indian theory. The view that there is no theory worth
considering outside ancient Greece and modern Europe survived Marx’s
transformation of Hegel, so that it dominates the spectrum of European
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thought from edge to edge, right to left. As a consequence, whenever the-
ory is invoked in modern discussions of India, ancient Indian theories
become data in respect of contemporary, living theory. We need, there-
fore, to do some remedial work against this tide of presumption to make
evident the strength of language analysis in India before colonization by
the British.

The material of this chapter is complex, and readers will have to be
patient. What is central to the argument of the book here is the forma-
tion in the Indian tradition, specifically among the grammars of the
Prakrit languages, of categories of words according to their type of der-
ivation from Sanskrit roots (tatsama and tadbhava) or their nonderiva-
tion from those roots (deéya, among other terms). This is the focus of
the first section of the chapter. The second and third sections concern In-
dian phonology and its universalization through Sir William Jones.

language analysis in india

We have seen that leading ideas of language analysis in the West, at least
in respect of language history and comparative philology, have their roots
in religion, specifically in the biblical story of the Tower of Babel, which
links language diversity with the proliferation and spread of the nations
across the face of the earth. The project of extensive language compari-
son in the service of the history of nations met, in India, another reli-
giously derived tradition of language analysis. To situate this Indian tra-
dition in the configuration of high learning in ancient India we can
examine briefly its place among the Vedic sciences, taking “science” in
a broad sense to mean any formalized body of knowledge. Language
analysis dominates the standard list of six sciences that subserve the Vedic
religion of sacrifice. These ved1ãgas, or “limbs” of the Veda, are: ritual
(kalpa), phonetics (éikù1), prosody (chandas), etymology (nirukta), gram-
mar (vy1karaâa), and astronomy (jyotiùa). The prominence of language
analysis in this set of sciences—four out of the six—is striking. The great
motivating force here was the desire to reproduce the Vedic hymns ex-
actly, and the sciences of language were the means by which the Vedic
texts could be perfectly understood and reproduced without error and
without change.

These six Vedic sciences developed through the classical period of In-
dian civilization and from them other sciences evolved. Ritual led to the
formation of a large body of religiously oriented law (dharmaé1stra), with
its own technical terminology and rules of interpretation. And astron-
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omy, which in the Vedic period was especially concerned with the con-
struction of the calendar for the determination of religiously significant
times, developed greatly in the post-Vedic period in connection with
mathematics (computation) and astrology, rather similar to the (Mesopo-
tamian) sciences we find clustered together in the work of Ptolemy. In
addition to law, linguistics, and the astronomy-astrology-mathematics
complex, other bodies of formalized learning emerged subsequent to the
Vedic period. Poetics, or literary criticism (alaãk1raé1stra), for example,
is a field in which the ancient Indians excelled, and which deserves to be
better known in the West (see, e.g., Selby 2000, introduction).

Law, language analysis, and astronomy-astrology-mathematics form
a triad of highly elaborated sciences with roots in the Vedic period. Of
these, the science of law is of great importance in studying Indian civi-
lization but is perhaps by its very nature the most India-specific and least
universalizable in its results. The astronomy-astrology-mathematics com-
plex is the opposite; here Indian achievements have entered into the daily
lives of peoples around the world. The so-called Arabic numerals, really
Indian ones, mark the Indian contribution to place notation and the con-
cept of zero, the most visible fruit of India’s pioneering work in compu-
tational methods, which included algebra and the beginnings of trigonom-
etry. These entered European practice through the intermediacy of Arab
mathematicians and replaced the roman numerals in the middle ages.

Language analysis falls somewhat between the India-specificity of law
and the universalism of mathematics and the number system, for Indian
linguistics was above all devoted to the fixing and illumination of the lan-
guage of the Vedic hymn collections, not language in general. Yet though
it has a very India-specific object, it nevertheless manages by its profound
analysis of this single language, Sanskrit, to say much that illuminates
language generally. As such, it was the basis for grammars of other In-
dian languages, such as Telugu, Tamil, and the Prakrits. And it proved ex-
portable, shaping the writing systems and grammars of countries in Cen-
tral Asia, East Asia, and Southeast Asia, which Indian learning reached
through the spread of Buddhism and Hinduism. It also reached the West,
but not until relatively late, during the period of British colonization.

In these two areas, then, Indian sciences of the ancient period have
made important, indeed fundamental contributions to modern life. The
profiles of the two are quite different, however. In respect of astronomy-
astrology-mathematics, in some sense its history is unitary; as Playfair
has said, the progress of astronomy is an experiment upon the human
race which was made but once, a single experiment involving a multi-
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tude of nations. Getting a true fix on India’s place in the process is vexed
by the opposing excesses of anti-Orientalists, such as James Mill of the
nineteenth century, and the “Vedic mathematics” enthusiasts of the
twenty-first. Neither is informed by the rare combination of skills needed
to get at the relation of Indian astronomy, astrology, and mathematics
to those of other early nations. The writings of David Pingree (1963,
1979), whose control of the science and of the many languages involved
have made him the leading expert in this subject, are indispensable here.
From Pingree one gets the picture of India lying on the edge of a large
intellectual world in which the ancient Greeks participated, but of which
the center and origin were located in Mesopotamia and the Middle East.
With these other cultures India participated, intermittently and across
this vast territory and over long periods of time, in a larger conversation
about these sciences. Pingree identifies successive periods of Babylonian,
Greco-Babylonian, Greek, and Islamic waves of influence on Indian as-
tronomy and related sciences. India returned the favor with interest
through the westward spread of its number system and algebra. It was
also a purveyor of its astronomy-astrology-mathematics to regions fur-
ther afield of this Mesopotamian center, especially in Southeast Asia, and
in Central and East Asia as well.

In language analysis, by contrast, India did not participate in any extra-
India conversations or borrowings that we know of. As far as one can
see at the present state of knowledge, Indian language analysis was wholly
homegrown and, initially, consumed wholly at home as well. The other
early analysis of language, at Babylon, consisted of glossaries and gram-
matical paradigms motivated by the problems of writing the cuneiform
script in a dead language, Sumerian, by Akkadian-speaking scribes (Ja-
cobsen 1974; Michalowski 1992). The first stirrings of a formalized sci-
ence of language in Mesopotamia, then, belonged to a scribal culture ded-
icated to the production of texts that were mainly political, economic,
and legal in nature, and tied to the cuneiform script. The beginnings of
language analysis in India, as we have seen, were quite different, being
closely tied to the performance of Vedic ritual and its liturgy, in the ab-
sence, at first, of any form of writing. As it developed, language analy-
sis in India shaped the formation of Indian scripts and attached itself to
the literatures of other religions—Buddhism and Jainism—and to the pro-
duction of courtly poetry in Prakrit and other languages. Eventually it,
too, was exported in part to China, Japan, and Korea, to Central Asia,
and especially to Southeast Asia, where it played a great role in the for-
mation of scripts.
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grammar

Eighteenth century Europeans, then, came to India with a well-formed
project in hand, to pursue the genealogy of nations by means of the ge-
nealogy of languages, and they encountered there a long-elaborated tra-
dition of language analysis. One might suppose that they quickly took to
the study of the Indian grammarians, such as the great grammarian P1âini,
whose Aù•1dhy1yE (c. 400 b.c.) is an intellectual accomplishment of the
first magnitude. And indeed they did so indirectly, since the entirety of the
tradition of Sanskrit grammar, even its non-Paninian schools, are influ-
enced by this work. But the difficulty of P1âini is notorious. H. T. Cole-
brooke, the first European to master the text, remembers that Sir William
Jones (who had studied the Siddh1ntakaumudE of Bha••ojidEkùita, a
Paninian text) called P1âini, when studied without a commentary, “dark
as the darkest oracle” (Staal 1972:34). As J. F. Staal has said, the study
of P1âini has long been regarded as a hyperspecialist occupation pur-
sued by a subset of the specialists of Sanskrit philology, and even lin-
guists treated P1âini as a subject for Indology rather than as “a deceased
colleague of great genius.” Staal believed the opposite should be, and
was coming to be, the case: “It is now generally recognized that P1âini,
despite his exclusive preoccupation with Sanskrit, was the greatest lin-
guist of antiquity, if not of all time, and deserves to be treated as such.
Accordingly, linguists, dissatisfied with mere lip service, are beginning to
turn to him and to the Sanskrit grammarians, just as logicians turn to
Aristotle” (Staal 1972:xi).

This assessment may have been too optimistic. Linguists should engage
with P1âini as their Aristotle, no doubt, but there is little sign that they
are doing so, and the discouraging confinement of P1âini within a special
branch of Indology in the imaginaire of linguists continues. There are some
obvious reasons why this should be so. Besides the difficulty of the text it-
self, it must be said that most of the literature produced by the specialists
is readable only by other specialists, and even overviews of the history of
grammar in India presuppose a knowledge of that which is being surveyed.
One approaches the task of providing such a sketch with fear and trem-
bling, knowing that it can only scratch the surface of a complex subject.1

The desire to render the Vedic text correctly and reproduce it with-
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out change was, as I have said, the motive that impelled the close scrutiny
of its language. But that motive emerged late in the day, as the current
speech changed and grew more distant from the language of the Vedic
hymn collections. It was probably that growing difference that made the
need to investigate language urgent. Etymology (nirukta), or the expla-
nation of difficult words and names, was one of the earliest forms lin-
guistic investigation took; another was phonology (éikù1, pr1tié1khya),
having to do with pronunciation of the Vedic verses. Grammar (vy1karaâa)
was perhaps not the starting point of formal linguistics in India, but it
reached astonishing heights at a very early date with the work of P1âini.
It is quite clear that in P1âini’s time Sanskrit was a living language, but it
had changed distinctly from the language of the Veda in many ways so
that the Vedic text was growing ever more obscure.

P1âini treats Vedic and Sanskrit as two registers of a single language.
His project is to reduce the whole of this language to two things only: a
list of roots (dh1tus) and a set of transformational rules (s[tras) which,
when applied to the roots, generate the universe of Sanskrit words. Thus,
in the first place, P1âini’s text consists of the transformational rules set
out in the Aù•1dhy1yE (eight-chapter text), in the form of very terse rules
that number just under 4,000, plus the Dh1tup1•ha (a list of verbal roots)
which gives nearly 2,000 verbal roots, meant to be an exhaustive list, di-
vided into ten morphological classes to which the rules of transforma-
tion apply differentially. Any linguistic analysis of a language must con-
sist of a grammar and a dictionary, and P1âini’s grammar thus has an
associated dictionary. But the division between grammars and diction-
aries can be differently made. In this case the dictionary is pared down
to bare roots, with no inflectional forms, and all of the morphological
changes which turn roots into words are specified in the grammar.

A few additional ancillary texts are necessary to the fulfillment of
P1âini’s project, most notably the list of morphologically significant
classes (gaâa) of substantives, the Gaâap1•ha. This is not an exhaustive
list. While P1âini holds to the doctrine that all substantives as well as
verbs derive from verbal roots, the classes of substantives so derived that
must be specified as the objects of particular transformational rules of
grammar have an uncountable and unlimited number of possible words
making up their contents. This uncountability was acknowledged. As the
Indian grammarians of old used to say, when the gods Indra and Brahm1
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tried to name all the words, uttering them one by one in turns, even they
were unable to reach the end of the list. The ability to generate new sub-
stantives, including the making of compounds (on the formation of which
the rules of Sanskrit put no limits), escapes the otherwise closed universe
that P1âini posits and articulates in the form of rules.

The ambition of this project, and the brilliance of P1âini’s execution
of it, might be enough to account for the fact that his recondite work
has drawn the admiration and interest of scholars for over two thousand
years, and continues to do so. But P1âini has given his work an added
degree of elegance and difficulty by the great economy of expression he
sought and achieved.

The s[tra form itself, which was the prevailing genre when P1âini was
writing, is an incitement in that direction, consisting of short prose rules
meant to be committed to memory and no doubt accompanied by a
teacher’s oral explanation, if not a written commentary to elaborate a
form of expression so concise that it cannot be understood without out-
side assistance. The grammarian’s joke was that the maker of s[tras re-
joices more in the saving of half a syllable than in the birth of a son. That
was only a slight exaggeration. P1âini’s four thousand s[tras are many,
no doubt, but each one is very brief indeed. The first s[tra is but four
syllables: vóddhir 1d aic, expressing what in English takes many sylla-
bles more: “The technical term vóddhi denotes the vowel 1 and diph-
thongs ai, au” (1.1.1, after Katre). The others are much the same length.
The very last s[tra of the entire work is famous for its minimalism, con-
sisting of just two short vowels: a a (8.4.68). The explanation of this cryp-
tic text illustrates the complexity that can be compressed into so short
an expression: “The vowel short a (which was treated as an open vowel
in the whole of the text to this point) is replaced by short a (which is a
close vowel),” that is, for purposes of the transformational rules the short
vowel a had been treated in the text as if it were open and homopho-
nous with long 1 so that they could be classed together for inclusion un-
der certain rules, but that “as if” is now canceled and the close nature
of a is affirmed (after Katre, P1âini 1987:1066).

The means by which this hypereconomy of expression is achieved are
several. One of them is the formation of classes to which the s[tra rules
apply, the classes themselves being detailed outside the text, in separate
treatises. I have already mentioned the list of verbal roots in classes
(Dh1tup1•ha) and classes of substantives (Gaâap1•ha), to which we
should add the list of primary nominal affixes for the formation of noun
stems from verb stems (the kót affixes, listed in the Uâ1dis[tras).
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A second means of economy is the formation of abbreviations of a
certain kind (called praty1h1ra) indicating ranges of sounds to which rules
applied. We have already given the example of the opening of P1âini’s
text, in which 1t (1d) stands for the long vowel 1 and aic stands for the
group of diphthongs ai, au. Such abbreviations are formed by arranging
the letters of the alphabet into an artificial order convenient for forming
groups of sounds that are the objects of certain rules of transformation.
Marker consonants (anubandha) are inserted at strategic points into that
order to mark the ends of groups. This is laid out in the fourteen çivas[tras
(also called Maheévaras[tras or Praty1h1ras[tras) prefixed to P1âini’s text
(figure 7). The notational method is to name the first letter of the series
followed by the marker consonant; thus the abbreviation ak, for which
k is the anubandha, signifies the vowels a, i, u, ó, { in all lengths and ac-
cents, with and without nasality, while ik denotes the series i, u, ó, { (the
ak series minus letter a), and uk denotes u, ó, { (ak minus a, i). These mark-
ers and conventions of naming could generate hundreds of abbreviations
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Figure 7. The çivas[tras of P1âini’s grammar.
The anubandhas are end-markers of a series
beginning with one of the speech sounds.
(After Staal 1972: 278.)

Speech-sounds Anubandhas

1. a i u â
2. ó { k

3. e o ã
4. ai au c

5. h y v r •
6. l â
7. ñ m ã â n m

8. jh bh ñ

9. gh bh dh ù
10. j b g b d é
11. kh ph ch •h th c • t v

12. k p y

13. é ù s r

14. h l



for groups of sounds, but in practice only forty-one or forty-two of them
are needed for the formulation of the s[tras. The great compression
achieved by naming large classes of sounds with made-up words of a sin-
gle syllable was purchased at the cost of the difficulty of mastering that
list of abbreviations with its arbitrary marker consonants and the non-
normal alphabetical order in which the çivas[tras place them. 

A third means of economy is the principle of anuvótti, by which some
s[tras are made to govern following ones so that words of the govern-
ing s[tra are tacitly supplied. The most extensive case of anuvótti occurs
at the beginning of the third chapter. It consists of a single word (3.1.1.:
pratyayán, “The technical term affix . . . , ” after Katre) that governs all
the s[tras of chapters 3, 4 and 5, such that every s[tra in those chapters
is deemed to begin with that word.

These are the leading means of economy, and there are others. Per-
haps the most difficult is the order in which the various parts of Sanskrit
grammar are taken up, which is not the order of a primer, in which the
grammar is delivered in digestible servings, starting with the easier bits,
or in a reference grammar in which the parts of speech are discussed one
after the other. Here again, the Aù•1dhy1yE seeks economy rather than
ease of understanding. To be sure, we can identify in it a succession of
thematic groupings, but they are of a rather peculiar kind. They are, as
named by V. N. Misra: general definitions and rules of interpretation
(chapter 1); substitution and purpose of declension (chapter 2); primary
suffixes (chapter 3); suffixes addable to the nonverbal stem to form sec-
ondary stems and declensional suffixes (chapters 4 and 5); morpho-
phonemics at the level of the word (chapters 6 and 7); and miscellaneous
topics (chapter 8) (Misra 1966:22–23). Nevertheless, the internal orga-
nization of chapters follows the logic of economy remorselessly. Thus,
the order of rules follows a logic of its own which allows the briefest
possible expression, moving from transformational rules applied to the
largest possible classes, followed by exceptions affecting smaller classes.

The result is astonishing in its achievement, but even the hyperspe-
cialists who understand and admire P1âini have occasionally suggested
that he has sacrificed too much in his pursuit of economy. A passage which
Staal quotes from Max Müller’s Sanskrit grammar for beginners (1866)
is so very good an example of the extremes that I cannot resist quoting
it again here as a case which, as we see at the end, even the pandits found
remarkable. It concerns the transformation of the vowel ó of a verbal
root before the aorist tense of verbs ending in iùam, etc., and whether
the vowel is to take its augmented form called guâa (i.e., becoming ar)
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or the further augmented form called vóddhi (i.e., becoming 1r). What is
significant in the example is not the particular outcome but the oppos-
ing effects of the application of different rules of P1âini before the final
result is achieved.

The grammatical system of the Hindu grammarians is so peculiar, that
rules which we should group together, are scattered about in different parts
of their manuals. We may have the general rule in the last, and the excep-
tions in the first book, and even then we are by no means certain that
exceptions to these exceptions may not occur somewhere else. I shall give
but one instance. There is a root j1gó, which forms its Aorist by adding
iùam, En, Et. Here the simplest rule would be that the final [vowel] ó before
iùam becomes [the consonant] r (P1â. VI. 1. 77). This, however, is pre-
vented by another rule which requires that final ó should take Guâa before
iùam (P1â. VII. 3. 84). This would give us aj1gariùam. But now comes
another general rule (P1â. VII. 2. 1) which prescribes Vóddhi of final vowels
before iùam, i.e., aj1g1riùam. Against this change, however, a new rule is
cited (P1â. VII. 3. 85), and this secures for j1gó a special exception from
Vóddhi, and leaves its base again as j1gar. As soon as the base has been
changed to j1gar, it falls under a new rule (P1â. VII. 2. 3), and is forced to
take Vóddhi, until this rule is again nullified by P1â. VII. 2. 4, which does
not allow Vóddhi in an Aorist that takes intermediate i, like aj1gariùam.
There is an exception, however, to this rule also, for bases with short a,
beginning and ending with a consonant, may optionally take Vóddhi (P1â.
VII. 2. 7). This option is afterwards restricted, and roots with short a,
beginning with a consonant and ending in ó, like j1gar, have no option 
left, but are restricted afresh to Vóddhi (P1â. VII. 2. 2). However, even 
this is not yet the final result. Our base j1gar is after all not to take Vóddhi,
and hence a new special rule (P1â. VII. 2. 5) settles the point by granting 
to j1gó a special exception from Vóddhi, and thereby establishing its Guâa.
No wonder that these manifold changes and chances in the formation of
the First Aorist of j1gó should have inspired a grammarian, who celebrates
them in the following couplet:

guâo vóddhir guâo vóddhin pratiùedho vikalpanam |
punar vóddhir niùedho ‘to yaâ p[rv1n pr1ptayo nava ||

Guâa, Vóddhi, Guâa, Vóddhi, prohibition, option, again Vóddhi and then
exception, these with the change of ó into a semivowel in the first instance, 
are the nine results. (Staal 1972: 138–39)

What are we to make of a set of rules that is so compressed, and or-
dered in such a way, that one cannot generate from it a single Sanskrit
word until one has mastered it from the beginning to the end? What
are we to make of a grammar without time, ak1lakam vy1karaâam, as
it was called by Candravótti (Sharfe 1977:114)? The economy and the
precision—in a word, the elegance—of the text is breathtaking, and it
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reminds us of nothing so much as computer software. In this case, of
course, the central processing unit, the hardware for this software, is the
human brain. We may truly say that it has taken Europeans till the age
of computers to see the astonishing beauty of P1âini’s accomplishment
rather than seeing it as an oddity or even a monstrosity. More than one
person has remarked that the contemporary success of software engi-
neering in India and among Indians must have some connection with San-
skrit grammar and, however indirectly, with P1âini.

The software analogy takes us even further away from pedagogy. But
it would be quite wrong to infer that because students today find P1âini
impenetrable, it was not meant for young students. Only it is a different
kind of pedagogy than that to which a primer or topically organized
grammar is directed. Economy was directed at ease of memorization, and
children are good at that. As K1ty1yana has said, “The fame of P1âini
extends to children,” which can only mean that P1âini was studied by
children. Long after Sanskrit had ceased to be anyone’s first language
and had to be learned from a teacher, so that mastering P1âini was ren-
dered considerably harder, the seventh-century Chinese Buddhist pilgrim-
scholar Hsüan Tsang, who spent years studying in India, said that boys
of seven study the science of language first—a science he elsewhere at-
tributes to P1âini (Staal 1972:5–6). It is well to keep in mind that the
compression of P1âini’s text served the demands of a different kind of
learning than is followed today, one based on memorization of whole
texts. This difference, however, makes the text more difficult for those
who approach it today without having those skills that were common
for students in the past.

Every text has a history, and does not appear suddenly from outer
space like a meteorite, even a work as truly exceptional as P1âini’s Aù•1-
dhy1yE. It was not completely without precedent, nor was it the perfect
realization of its own program. There were texts before it that paved the
way, and after-texts that attempted to complete the program. But, like
many a great work of ancient times, the success of P1âini’s grammar
eclipsed those of his rivals so that their works ceased to be reproduced
and became lost. Our main source for knowledge of their existence is
their mention by P1âini himself. From P1âini and his commentators we
have the names of eleven schools of grammar, most of them extinct,
namely, Aindra (the school of Indra), ç1ka•1yana, 0piéali, ç1kalya, K1éa-
kótsna, G1rgya, G1lava, K1éyapa, Senaka, Spho•1yana, and Candravar-
maâa. It is “beyond doubt that P1âini stood at the culmination point of
a rich grammatical tradition” (Mishra 1966:14–15). P1âini’s great
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project followed in the wake of others and had the benefit of earlier lin-
guistic work in etymology and phonology as well. Of that earlier work
we have only a shadowy knowledge, for the surviving texts are few, and
most have been revised or replaced by later productions.

As for the texts that followed, two are of such importance that they
are regularly studied along with P1âini to elucidate the difficulties of a
notoriously difficult text. The first of these is by K1ty1yana, a critic of
P1âini whose V1rttikas are meant to correct and perfect some 1500 of
P1âini’s s[tras. The second is by Patañjali, whose Great commentary (Ma-
h1bh1ùya) explicates the better part, though not every s[tra, of P1âini’s
text, and of K1ty1yana’s corrections as well. Patañjali’s commentary men-
tions Puùyamitra çuãga, founder of the çuãga dynasty that succeeded
the Mauryas, 187–151 b.c., which gives a fairly firm chronological hori-
zon for the close of this formative phase. These two, with P1âini him-
self, are the three sages of Sanskrit grammar and complete the Paninian
system, though many other treatises followed.

Language analysis in India, then, had a most precocious beginning,
going back to the late Vedic period, and was so intensely pursued by so
many scholars that it quickly reached a level of sophistication without
parallel in the ancient world. This was the matrix in which P1âini com-
posed his amazing work. P1âini and the Paninians dominated the field
of grammar thereafter, but there were other, non-Paninian developments
as well, some of which may have had their roots in the pre-P1âini schools.
The great nineteenth-century Orientalist A. C. Burnell attempted to
show that many of the surviving non-Paninian schools have a common
lineage and are traceable to the Aindra school of grammar, which is older
than P1âini’s school (Burnell 1875). Whether or not there was a single
Aindra school, Burnell’s demonstration of the similarities among the non-
Paninian grammars is elegant and persuasive.

Burnell had searched for evidence for the Aindra school in Sanskrit
grammars of the South without success, but then he came across a de-
scription of the Tolk1ppiyam, the oldest surviving grammar of Tamil and
attributed to one Tolk1ppiyar, as aintiram nirainta, “in accordance with
the Aindra grammar.” This comes from the preface, written by one Paçam-
baraç (whom Burnell takes to be a contemporary), who says it was read
out in the assembly of King P1âbiyaç and approved by a critic, which
was the formal means of publishing a book in those days and, indeed, till
just a couple of centuries ago. Burnell then compared the order of topics
in the Tolk1ppiyam, which differs from the order in P1âini, with those
of two other grammars, the Sanskrit grammar called K1tantra and the
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Pali grammar of Kacc1yana, finding that they coincided minutely, across
and within the gross order of sandhi, nouns, verbs, and kót-affixes, due
allowance being made for the fact that the structure of Tamil is very dif-
ferent from that of Sanskrit and Pali, which accounts for some divergences
of the Tolk1ppiyam from the other two.

Burnell’s comparison of non-Paninian grammars convincingly estab-
lished the influence of the K1tantra grammar of Sanskrit upon the gram-
mars of Tamil in South India and Pali in Sri Lanka. The K1tantra is more
user-friendly than P1âini both in its simpler ordering of topics and its
brevity—it was comprised of only 1,400 s[tras against the nearly 4,000
of P1âini. Having established the influence of the K1tantra tradition in
the grammars of three different languages, and given evidence of a link-
age to the ancient Aindra school, Burnell proceeded to show how the
technical terms of these Aindra grammars differ from those of P1âini and
the Paninians. In the non-Paninian grammars of this tradition the tech-
nical terms are mostly ordinary words used with a specialized meaning,
such as n1ma, “name,” for noun, and so forth. In P1âini, on the con-
trary, the technical terms specific to the text are for the most part “highly
artificial abbreviations or letters used with a particular conventional value
assigned to them; they are not, in short, really words” (1875:11–12).
These would include the abbreviations of groups of sounds listed in the
çivas[tras, and made-up words in P1âini that have no ordinary mean-
ing, like sup and tin. Burnell shows that while P1âini uses existing tech-
nical terms, which we may presume were taken from his predecessors
because they are also found in the non-Paninian grammars, he also uses
what we can infer to be newly coined abbreviations and terms, easily dis-
tinguishable by their artificiality and lack of simple meanings in the lan-
guage. Burnell also demonstrates, very convincingly, that many of the
technical terms of the Tolk1ppiyam and of later Tamil grammars are sim-
ple translations of Sanskrit ones he attributes to the Aindra school or to
other pre-Paninian texts. For example, a vowel is called uyir, “breath” or
“life,” and a consonant mey, “sense” or “body,” resorting to ordinary
Tamil words. The “happy little allegory of consonants being the body
and vowels being the life” has been invented by European students of
Tamil grammar, in ignorance of the fact that these words are transla-
tions of the Sanskrit svara, “sound” or “breath,” for vowel and sparéa,
“touch” for consonant, which are ordinary words used in a special sense
in the grammars. Hence we must infer that the Tamil words are simple
translations of the Sanskrit ones.

Burnell’s fine study may have overdrawn the case for a single Aindra
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school encompassing all of the non-Paninian grammars, but he succeeded
in establishing the importance of the K1tantra grammar of Sanskrit, whose
presence or influence in places as distant as South India and the Deccan,
Sri Lanka, Bengal, and Kashmir describes an arc of territory around the
Vedic middle country of the Panjab and the upper Ganga valley and at
a distance from it. This distribution tends to confirm Albrecht Weber’s
view that the K1tantra was meant for those approaching Sanskrit not as
native speakers but through one of the Prakrit languages (in Belvalkar
1915:82). Burnell also determined the approximate place of the Tolk1p-
piyam in the history of grammar in India, namely, in the non-Paninian
tradition that goes back, ultimately, to the simpler analysis (in the sense
of being closer to natural speech in its technical apparatus, its metalan-
guage) of the early, early days of language analysis in India. It is clear
that the Tolk1ppiyam, like the Aù•1dhy1yE of P1âini, did not fall from
the sky, but achieved its precocious sophistication by making use of the
earlier language analysis that had been developed for Sanskrit (Subra-
maniam 1953–57).

Of Tolk1ppiyar, the author of the Tolk1ppiyam, we know nothing cer-
tain; he may have been a Jain, or a brahmin. His text is not only the old-
est surviving grammar of Tamil, it is probably the earliest work of Tamil
literature to survive in its entirety (Zvelebil 1992:x; 1995:705). Its s[tras
(Tamil c[ttiram) are arranged under three broad headings, e~ uttu, “let-
ters”; col, “words”; and poru{, “substance”—or phonology, morphol-
ogy, and poetics. David Shulman shows how deeply interconnected were
grammar and poetry in South India (Shulman 2001). Only the first two
books of the Tolk1ppiyam correspond to the K1tantra. The third book
bears a close relation to the surviving classical literature of ancient Tamil,
the poetry of the Sangam. Although the final form of the Tolk1ppiyam
may not have been fixed till about 500 a.d., its earliest form is proba-
bly to be placed in the first century b.c. (Zvelebil 1995:705–6).

The texts of the non-Paninian schools (Belvalkar 1915:57 ff; Scharfe
1977:162 ff.) include the grammars of the Buddhists and Jains, whose
linguistic object is quite different, being concerned with the Pali and Ard-
hamagadhi languages, respectively, in which their early scriptures were
written. Followers of both religions ultimately wrote texts in Sanskrit,
and Buddhists such as Candragomin, and Jains such as the author of the
Jainendravy1karaâa and the great polymath Hemacandra, wrote gram-
mars of Sanskrit. However, since they were not interested in explaining
the older, Vedic register of Sanskrit, the number of s[tras needed was
less than the nearly 4,000 s[tras of Panini—closer to 3,000. Hemacan-
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dra added a chapter on Prakrit to his Sanskrit grammar (the Pr1kótavy1-
karaâa, Hemacandra 1997; also the ApabhraÅéavy1karaâa, 1994), which
necessitated further s[tras. The Pali grammar of Kacc1yana, as I have al-
ready said, is in the same tradition as the K1tantra.

In the matter of Sanskrit grammars written by others besides Jains
and Buddhists, because of the rebarbitive nature of P1âini it is not sur-
prising that grammars were subsequently composed that were topically
arranged and simplified for beginners. In addition to the K1tantra at
1400 s[tras, there was Bopadeva’s Mugdalabodha (fl. 1250 a.d.) which
had 1200 s[tras, and the S1rasvata-s[trap1•ha (c. 1300 a.d.), with a
mere 700. When Englishmen came to Bengal and began learning San-
skrit, it was from these easier schoolbooks, though Jones took up the
Paninians. The Aù•1dhy1yE itself was only mastered by Colebrooke in
the next generation.

The number of Sanskrit works on linguistics that have survived
through the ages is voluminous, and P1âini is their centerpiece. P1âini
continues to be studied by highly able scholars, who regard his text as
the commanding heights of Sanskrit and of linguistic knowledge, as we
have seen in the foregoing tribute of Staal. George Cardona’s bibliogra-
phy of something like a thousand works on Paninian grammar in print
in European languages (Cardona 1976) attests to the continuing fasci-
nation that P1âini’s incredible intellectual achievement holds for the
learned members of this most difficult hyperspecialty.

The many languages of India were touched by this thick body of work
on Sanskrit grammar, and as I have already mentioned, grammars for
Pali, the Prakrits, and Tamil were composed in ancient times upon San-
skrit models. There is, however, a great difference among them: While
the Tolk1ppiyam explains Tamil grammar using some of the analytic tech-
niques of Sanskrit grammar, it does so in terms of Tamil alone and with-
out reference to the Sanskrit language. The grammars of the Prakrit lan-
guages, on the other hand, formulate second-order rules that are additional
to the rules of Sanskrit grammar, that is, they treat the Prakrit languages
as derivable from the Sanskrit roots via the rules of P1âini and include
further rules specific to the Prakrits that address the non-Sanskrit-derived
aspects of those languages. The means that the Prakrit grammarians for-
mulated rules for identifying the Sanskritic and non-Sanskritic compo-
nents of the Prakrits that would prove essential to the Dravidian proof,
as we shall see in chapter 5. To that end we need to understand the logic
of the Prakrit grammars.

The Prakrit languages are all historically related to Sanskrit, with names,
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such as Maharashtri, Shauraseni, and Magadhi, that associate them with
particular regions or peoples; yet it is not the languages of ordinary speech
but the literary forms of the different Prakrits used in poetry and in San-
skrit drama that form the object of the Prakrit grammars.2 In the drama,
the Prakrits tend to appear not as the regional languages their names sug-
gest but as different registers of language belonging to different social
classes, while only high-caste males are presented as speaking Sanskrit.
The Prakrit grammarians do not write distinct grammars for the distinct
literary Prakrits; rather, these languages are conceived to be on a con-
tinuum from Sanskrit in an ordered series from near to far. By conven-
tion Maharashtri is considered the model Prakrit language, perhaps be-
cause of its reputation as a language of fine art poetry, especially love
poetry, at the court of the S1tav1hana king H1la, whose name is attached
to a famous anthology that is a model for others. Thus, in a Prakrit gram-
mar Maharashtri is treated first, in s[tras that account for the features
of the language in relation to Sanskrit, as if a Maharashtri word were a
further transformation to which a Sanskrit root is subject after forming
a Sanskrit word. The first surviving Prakrit grammar, Vararuci’s Pr1kó-
taprak1éa, states at the end of the section on Maharashtri that the re-
maining portion must be learned from Sanskrit grammar (éeùan saÅ-
skót1t, quoted in Acharya 1968:47), showing very clearly the dependence
of Prakrit grammar upon Sanskrit and the conception of Prakrit as be-
ing somehow a form of Sanskrit—both the same and different at once.
Subsequent chapters give rules additional to those given for Maharashtri,
governing successively more distant Prakrits. In Vararuci’s grammar, for
example, the rules for Shauraseni are followed by the rule éeùam mah1r1-
ù•rivat, “the remaining portion should be taken to be the same as Maha-
rashtri” (ibid.). In this way the various literary Prakrits were treated as a
series, arranged according to their degrees of departure from Sanskrit.

Prakrits were certainly spoken languages and languages of courtly
writing from the time of Aéoka, as evidenced in the inscriptions attrib-
uted to him. The body of Prakrit work surviving is mainly courtly art
poetry (anthologies and portions of the Sanskrit dramas) and royal in-
scriptions, in addition to the religious literature of Buddhists in Pali, which
is not called a Prakrit but falls in the same class, and of Jains in Jaina
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Prakrit, usually called Ardhamagadhi. The relations between Sanskrit and
the Prakrits implied by the Prakrit grammars are structural rather than
historical, a matter of the different registers of a single field of variation.
But they also imply a historical derivation of the Prakrits from Sanskrit,
or, perhaps we should say, the Prakrit grammars can be read in terms of
such historical derivation.

When it comes to the Dravidian languages of South India, as we have
seen, the Tamil grammar tradition, though it draws upon the analyti-
cal means of Sanskrit grammar, is self-contained in its treatment of
Tamil. This, however, is exceptional; the other Dravidian languages for
which grammars have been composed in premodern times are treated
in those grammars as deriving from Sanskrit. The presence of large num-
bers of transparently Sanskrit and Prakrit words in Telugu, Kannada, and
Malayalam—more so than in Tamil—was no doubt an inducement to
do so, and the scripts of those languages, again unlike Tamil, represent
the whole range of Sanskrit phonology as well as sounds peculiar to the
Dravidian languages. The singularity of Tamil grammar and of the Tamil
script was crucial to the formulation of the conception of the Dravidian
language family in modern times.

One of the most important developments of the Prakrit grammars,
and one that is very significant for the story I wish to tell, is the analysis
of vocabulary into three main sets. Sanskrit words that are employed
largely unchanged except for the use of Prakrit word endings are denoted
by the technical term saÅskótasama, or tatsama, that is, “same as San-
skrit.” Those that have internal changes as well—that have, in other
words, been Prakritized—are called saÅskótabhava, or tadbhava, that
is, “similar to Sanskrit” (Acharya 1968:56). All such words can be con-
sidered to derive from Sanskrit roots. The residue of words that cannot
be readily explained as derivatives from Sanskrit are called deéi or deéya,
“country words,” with tinges of both being local to a region and being
less refined than Sanskrit words. Besides these three crucial categories
there are sometimes others, such as gr1mya (“village words,” vulgarisms
beyond the pale of grammatical analysis), antardeéya (“exotic words,”
a subset of deéya) and mleccha (foreign words, barbarisms). This ana-
lytic, which was mainly understood in structural terms, was also applied
to grammars of Telugu, Kannada, and Malayalam.

Indian linguistic analysis is strongly structural in its orientation, so
the Indian tradition took the distinctions of tatsama, tadbhava, and deéi
largely in structural terms, or as different registers of language having
greater or lesser prestige. In contrast, European scholars connected with
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early colonial India, who were pursuing the genealogical connections
among languages as a key to the history of nations, read those same terms
historically, and found in them a ready-made technology for sorting out
the Sanskrit (tatsama) and Prakrit (tadbhava) loanwords from an in-
digenous, Dravidian (deéya) core of South Indian languages. This is the
major argument of this book. As I will demonstrate in chapter 5, what
made it possible for Ellis and his team at Madras to formulate the Dra-
vidian concept was the fact that existing grammars treated Telugu like a
Prakrit language, while Tamil grammar treated Tamil as a self-contained
entity and largely ignored Sanskritic and Prakritic elements in the language.

phonology

The complexity of the Aù•1dhy1yE tells us that P1âini built upon and
transformed earlier forms of language analysis. These earlier analyses
had a more natural ordering of topics and a technical terminology drawn
from the natural language. Even if this earlier literature had not sur-
vived, and even if no non-Paninian schools had continued through time
side by side with the Paninian one, we would probably be forced to in-
fer the existence of these simpler and more natural forms of language
analysis and pedagogy to explain how P1âini’s text came about in the
first place. But a significant portion of that earlier literature does sur-
vive, as do the later, non-P1âinian texts such as the Tolk1ppiyam, enough
to provide rich materials for the reconstruction of the history of lan-
guage analysis in India.

The earliest achievements of that language analysis—and very solid
achievements they are, as is readily apparent to this day—lay in phonol-
ogy. While P1âini’s text was and remains the pinnacle of Sanskrit gram-
mar, scaled only by specialists and approached only gradually by Euro-
pean Indologists in modern times, phonology is the aspect of the Indian
tradition of language analysis that was immediately available for uni-
versal application. The accuity of that analysis can be perceived in the
very order of the alphabet. Indeed, the first lesson in Sanskrit, which usu-
ally concerns the alphabet—or a lesson in any of the many scripts de-
rived from the ancient Brahmi script, whose alphabetical order is shaped
by this ancient phonological analysis—is a lesson in phonology.

To show how a linear series such as the order of the alphabet can en-
code and teach a form of phonological analysis, it is helpful to consider
an analogy in the interpretation of Old Babylonian grammatical texts as
discussed by Thorkild Jacobsen (1974). Such texts are in the form of
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columns of words, some of them giving different grammatical forms of
the same word. Jacobsen shows how the grammatical analysis of Old
Babylonian words into paradigms can be inferred from such bare lists.
Consider, he says, the noun paradigm for a Latin word, insula, “island”:

singular plural

nominative insula insulae

accusative insulam insulas

genitive insulae insularum

dative insulae insulis

ablative insula insulis

Such a paradigm could be rendered as a single column of words in two
different ways:

singular nominative insula

accusative insulam

genitive insulae

dative insulae

ablative insula

plural nominative insula

accusative insulas

genitive insularum

dative insulis

ablative insulis

or

nominative singular insula

plural insulae

accusative singular insulam

plural insulas

genitive singular insulae

plural insularum

dative singular insulae

plural insulis
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ablative singular insula

plural insulis

Either way, the analysis of the noun declension by means of a grammatical
paradigm could be inferred from the word order of a bare column of
such words, even if the labels for number and case are stripped away. In
this way the grammatical analysis of Old Babylonian can be reconstructed
from columns of unlabelled words. In a similar way, the ancient phono-
logical analysis of the sounds of Sanskrit is sedimented into the bare al-
phabetical order, and is conveyed by the ordering itself. It is important
to bring this out, because the superior ordering of the alphabet in Indian
scripts and those non-Indian scripts derived from or inspired by Indian
ones is not generally captured in the “history of the alphabet” literature.

Phonology was pioneered in the texts called éikù1 and pr1tié1khya
(Deshpande 1997). These were attached to particular Vedic schools and
directed their efforts to the explication of the phonological details of the
Vedic liturgical text to which their school was devoted. In this they were
different from the schools of grammar, which addressed themselves to
the explanation of the Sanskrit language and the language of the Vedic
texts in general, and were not limited to a particular Vedic school and
its hymn collection, or saÅhit1. The minute examination of the sounds
of a particular Vedic saÅhit1, then, was the object for early phonologi-
cal study, but the results of such fine-grained study were nevertheless
among the first fruits of the analysis of the Sanskrit language generally.
This analysis seems to have operated without the benefit of writing, for
the Brahmi script that emerges later is shaped and ordered by the analy-
sis. Thus the ancient phonologists of India created an alphabetical order
before they had a written alphabet; indeed, they had an alphabet before
they had a script, we may say.

The alphabet as we find it in the phonological texts attributable to
about 700 b.c., according to Madhav M. Deshpande, is given in fig-
ure 8. Deshpande, whose excellent discussion of the subject I rely on
(Deshpande 1997), says that this listing of sounds is accepted with only
minor variations by all the éikù1s and pr1tié1khyas. First come the sim-
ple vowels a, 1, i, E, u, [, ordered back to front by place of articulation,
namely, throat (kaâ•ha), palate (t1lu), and lips (où•ha); then come vo-
calic ó, ö, { (and a long version of vocalic { in some traditions); all these
being the sam1na, “simple” vowels. They are grouped in pairs of short
and long, the pairs being called varâa, such that, for example, the a-varâa
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consists of a and 1 (and also the extra-long form, a3, as well as all three
of these a-sounds both with and without each of the three Vedic accents).
The remaining vowels are usually called sandhy1k1ras, “compound
vowels,” the first two (e, o) often called monophthongs, the last two (ai,
au) often dvi-varâa, “having two sounds,” or diphthongs, the two pairs
again articulated in a back-to-front order in the mouth.

The ordering of the consonants, the sparéa, “contact sounds,” or stops
and nasals, again shows a close analysis of such things as place of artic-
ulation, voicing, and aspiration. The five rows of the table of sparéas in
figure 8 correspond to five groups called vargas: the ka-varga (guttural),
ca-varga (palatal), •a-varga (retroflex), ta-varga (dental), and pa-varga
(labial). That is, the rows progress down the table according to place of
articulation, from the back of the mouth to the front. Within each varga
there are pairs of unaspirated and aspirated stops, the first pair being
voiceless, the second pair voiced; each is followed by the homorganic
nasal. These comprise the five columns of the table.

Deshpande has shown that some theorists have reduced the number
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Figure 8. The Sanskrit alphabet (akùara-sam1mn1ya). Com-
pare this alphabetical order with the one in the çivas[tras
(figure 7). (After Deshpande 1997: 39.)

vowels: a  1 i  E u  [ ó ö { e  o  ai  au

consonants:

sparéa k kh g gh ã
c ch j jh ñ

• •h b bh â
t th d dh n

p ph b bh m

antanstha y r l v

[ùman é ù s h

additional sounds:

anusv1ra Å
visarga n
jihv1m[lEya q (before k, kh)

upadhm1nEya p (before p, ph)



of primitive sounds by analyzing the contents of these vargas as having
been formed by conjunctions of primitives. Thus in the ka-varga, k would
be considered a primitive consonant, from which the next sound, kh, is
derived by addition of the aspiration-primitive h, jihv1m[lEya (whence
it becomes soùman, “having a spirant”); again, the next sound, g, is de-
rived by adding the primitive of voicing (ghoùa) to k, so that it becomes
ghoùavat, “with voice.” The sound gh is derived by adding voiced aspi-
ration to g. The nasal at the end of the varga is derived by adding the
primitive voiced nasal Å (anusv1ra) to the primitive consonant k.

The remaining consonants of the alphabet are the semivowels or “in-
between sounds” (antastha, antanstha): y, r, l, v, and the spirants ([ùman,
“aspiration sounds”): é, ù, s, and h, both sets again observing the back-
to-front convention of ordering.

This splendidly reasoned alphabetical order (a revelation to students
raised on late daughters of the Semitic scripts, such as the roman script
in which this book is written, with its irrational a, b, c order) is encoded
in the Brahmi script, first attested in the inscriptions of Aéoka in the third
century b.c. All the indigenous scripts of modern India are traceable to
Brahmi, which was shaped by the phonological analysis of the Vedic tra-
dition. This alphabetical order is also perpetuated by the daughter scripts
of Brahmi, which is to say, most of the scripts of South Asia, Tibet, and
Southeast Asia, and has influenced the scripts of East Asia. The origin of
Brahmi remains an issue which divides the community of scholars. Most
European scholars believe it was inspired by a Semitic model, whether
Phoenician, Aramaic, or Sabaean (cf. the classic treatment of Bühler
1907). Among these choices, Aramaic is the most probable, because Ara-
maic inscriptions of the Mauryas have been found in South Asia, and
Aramaic was a language of government records for the Achaemenian
kings of Iran, whose power for a time extended to the Indus Valley. Many
South Asian scholars hold that Brahmi was derived by modification from
the logographic script of the Indus Civilization. But whatever may be the
origin of the graphic matter from which the shape of the signs was made,
the script as a system of sounds was made by the phoneticians of San-
skrit. This fact is not sufficiently appreciated in the scholarly literature
on the history of the alphabet, and indeed is generally obscured by the
manner of exposition. Isaac Taylor’s influential nineteenth-century work,
The Alphabet (1883), for example, which was a model much followed
thereafter, has as its main theme the Semitic origin of most of the cur-
rently surviving scripts of the world, and gives stemmas showing the der-
ivation and relationship of the letter m, for example, in the alphabets of
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the world. For Taylor, then, Brahmi and the scripts of South and South-
east Asia deriving from it are interesting only as further instances of the
various changes in individual letter-shapes from an original Semitic script.
What is missed completely is how the ancient Indian phonological analy-
sis of Sanskrit transformed the graphic material, whether Semitic or other,
and presented it in a novel alphabetical order.

Because this order is so reasoned, the learning of the Brahmi script or
any of its many descendant scripts is a first lesson in phonology. And
Brahmi has spread widely. Within South Asia it is the ancestor of the Deva-
nagari, Gujarati, Gurmukhi, Bengali, Oriya, Kannada, Telugu, Malayali,
Tamil, and Sinhalese, to list only scripts in use today, which is to say, vir-
tually all the scripts of South Asia except the Perso-Arabic script used
for Urdu. With the spread of Indian religions and court culture to South-
east Asia, Brahmi-based scripts were developed for Burmese, Thai, Lao,
and Khmer, that is, virtually the whole of the Indochina Peninsula ex-
cept for Vietnam and Malaysia, and they predominated in Indonesia until
the introduction of the roman script in recent times. The survey of K. F.
Holle (1877, cited in Kuipers and McDermott 1996:474–76) registered
198 different scripts deriving from Brahmi, stretching from India through
Southeast Asia, a great many of them in the various islands of Indone-
sia and reaching eastward as far as the Philippines. Brahmi-based scripts
have flourished in Central Asia as well, notably the Tibetan script, but
also Khotanese, Mongolian, and others.

The effects of Brahmi and the phonological analysis congealed in its
alphabetical order upon East Asia seem to have been considerable. Bud-
dhist texts have been found in Central Asia in which a Brahmi-derived
script is used to render Chinese phonetically (Emmerick and Pulleyblank
1993), but these are few and marginal. Far and away the most impor-
tant effects of Indian language analysis upon Chinese seems to have been
to stimulate methods of phonological analysis of Chinese. Sir William
Jones himself remarked that “the order of sounds in the Chinese gram-
mars corresponds nearly with that observed in Tibet, and hardly differs
from that, which the Hindus consider as the invention of their Gods”
(Jones 1788d:424). However, it was not in grammars but in the dic-
tionaries of rhymes that Indian language analysis seems to have had its
greatest effect on China, and its effect was mostly through phonology
rather than grammar.

Rhyme books, according to William Baxter (1992:33), are known by
title as early as the Wei-Jin period (a.d. 220–420), but the most impor-
tant of them are the rhyming dictionaries, beginning in 601 a.d. with
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the Qièyùn of Lù F3yán. Pronunciations in the rhyme books are shown
not by adopting a foreign, phonetic script such as Brahmi but by ana-
lyzing the sounds of words through a specially devised form of spelling,
in which the word is represented by two characters, the first having the
same initial consonant as the word itself, the second having the same
sound as the final sound of the word. These phonetic initials and finals
are arranged into tables, forming classes of rhyming words. This form
of phonetic spelling, called f3nqiè (fan ch’ie), which arose in perhaps the
second century a.d., was influenced by Indian phonology (ibid.), specifi-
cally, by an Indian Brahmi-derived script (Scharfe 1977:79) at the time of
the expansion of Buddhism in China. In the rhyme tables the initials are
ordered in a systematic way which, although it is not the same as the
Sanskrit order of the Brahmi script, is similar and may have been
influenced by it, though in a way suitable to the Chinese language. Thus
the order of columns in the rhyme tables is p, ph, b, m, t, th, d, n, ts, tsh,
dz, s, z, k, kh, g, ng, glottal stop, x,g, ny, n, which approximates the group-
ings of consonants (the vargas) in the alphabetical order of Sanskrit, ex-
cept in reverse order—from the front to the back of the mouth, from lips
to throat. There are also retroflex initials (represented by Baxter as tr,
trh, d), which are put in the same columns as the series t, th, d, and
retroflex and palatal affricates and fricatives (tsy, tsry, dzr, xr, zr, and tsy,
tsyh, dzy, sy, zy), which are put in the same columns with the series ts,
tsh, dz, s, z (Baxter, personal communication; see also Karlgren 1926,
1963). The rhyming dictionaries and the f3nqiè spelling system were tools
that enabled the development of a highly sophisticated Chinese philol-
ogy aimed at the understanding of classics of Old Chinese such as the
Book of Odes, whose rhymes no longer rhymed because of the phono-
logical changes that had overtaken Middle Chinese. These tools over-
came the handicap that a nonphonetic script posed for the phonological
analysis of the language. The rhyming dictionaries of the Chinese philol-
ogists, which had been written to illuminate the classics of Old Chinese,
and the rhymes of the classics themselves, furnish modern linguistics with
its most important means for the study of the phonology of Old Chinese
(Karlgren 1926, 1963; Baxter 1992) Thus the effects of Indian phonol-
ogy upon China appear to have been enormously productive and long-
lasting. They continue to this day.

In Japan and Korea, the influence of the Indian phonologists seems to
have been different again. The Japanese developed a phonetic script,
Kana, better suited to the multisyllabic nature of Japanese language yet
parallel to the Chinese-derived logographic script, Kanji, and both are
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in use today. Kana is by no means a descendant of Brahmi in a direct
way. But like Brahmi it is a syllabary, and the dictionary order of sym-
bols is in the alphabetical order of Sanskrit and the Brahmi script, so it
is reasonable to suppose that exposure to Sanskrit and Indian scripts
through Buddhism was involved in the formation of Kana. The hybrid-
ity of Japanese writing was completed by the admission of Romaji, or
roman script, for some purposes (Smith 1996). In Korea, the Hankul
script was invented by King Seycong in 1444 a.d. This highly sophisti-
cated script, based on a close analysis of the Korean phonology, is also
highly original, basing the shapes of signs on the shapes of their places
of articulation in the mouth. But “there may still be reason to believe
they looked to scripts of Indic descent for the alphabetic idea” (King
1996:225), particularly to the ‘Phags pa script. This script was devised
by a Tibetan Buddhist monk of that name, national preceptor to the em-
peror Qubilai (Kublai Khan), who ordered him to devise a script in which
all the languages of his empire could be written, including Tibetan, Uighur,
Mongolian, and Chinese; it was completed in 1269 a.d. The Tibetan script
itself is a descendant of Brahmi, and Indic aspects of the ‘Phags pa script
include the inherent vowel a in consonants, different forms for vowels
in initial and noninitial positions, and the Indic alphabetical order (van
der Kuijp 1996).

While Brahmi and its descendant scripts reached China with Buddhism
early in the first millennium, knowledge of them in the West began very
much later, perhaps 1500 years later, more or less with the expansion of
European power in Asia after the Renaissance. As in China, the effects
of these scripts on the West, if we follow the estimate of J. R. Firth, were
also hugely productive and durable.

According to Firth, the work of Sir William Jones, specifically his “Dis-
sertation on the orthography of Asiatick words in Roman letters” (1788a),
forms an epoch between the great English scholars of language in the
Royal Society at the time of the Restoration and the true foundation of
what Firth calls the English school of phonetics (Firth 1957) in the nine-
teenth century by Henry Sweet. Jones gave an immense stimulus to pho-
netics and general linguistics, Firth says, and through him Indian language
analysis greatly influenced the English scholars of phonetics: “Without
the Indian grammarians and phoneticians whom he introduced and rec-
ommended to us, it is difficult to imagine our nineteenth-century school
of phonetics.” In another passage he puts it baldly: “Modern grammar
and phonetics are founded on the Indian sciences” (Firth 1957:111 n. 1).
W. S. Allen, whose Phonetics in ancient India gives a systematic account
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of Indian phonetic doctrine that can be used by phoneticians today (treat-
ing the Indian analysts as contemporaries), strongly concurred with Firth’s
assessment of the influence of the Indian phoneticians upon Europe via
Jones, especially upon William Dwight Whitney and A. J. Ellis (Allen
1953:4). In fact, he thought the Indian tradition of phonetic analysis was
greatly superior to the European tradition:

In phonetics, we all too rarely look back beyond the great names of the nine-
teenth century—Henry Sweet, A. J. Ellis, Alexander Melville Bell—except
occasionally to honour a few lonely and half-forgotten figures of the imme-
diately preceding centuries. We justify some of our more grotesque and
inadequate terminology (e.g. “tenuis” and “media”) by tracing it back 
to the Latin grammarians, sometimes as far as Dionysius Thrax or even
Aristotle: but generally speaking the expressions of ancient phonetic thought
in the west have little to repay our attention or deserve our respect, whereas
Indian sources as ancient and even more ancient are infinitely more reward-
ing. (Ibid., 2)

This tradition has been made available to the West through Jones’s arti-
cle, in which “the whole order of treatment and descriptive technique is
clearly based on Indian models” (Ibid., 3).

Viewing these developments as a panorama, it appears that Indic
scripts and the phonological analysis expressed in their alphabetic or-
der have been powerfully influential in Asia and Europe and that their
effects are very much with us today. It is also apparent that this influence
was variously received and put to use. In South Asia, Southeast Asia,
and Central Asia the Brahmi script gave birth to other scripts more or
less on the same lines though often tinkered with to accommodate the
phonological features of other languages, and it provided scripts for lan-
guages which hitherto had none. Where the Chinese script prevailed, the
Indian scripts and phonological tradition were consumed quite differ-
ently. In Japan they influenced the formation of a phonetic script to sup-
plement the Chinese-based Kanji, and in Korea they influenced the inven-
tion of an entirely new script, closely tailored to the phonology of the
language. In China they served the study of the classics through the elab-
oration of a philology based on phonological analysis. In Europe they
contributed to the formation of a scientific phonetics and comparative
philology that aimed at a comprehensive, worldwide collection and analy-
sis of languages that has become an integral part of modernism.

Just at the moment when the European program of recovering the
genealogy of nations through the genealogy of languages was getting un-
derway, scholars found the tools of etymology ready to hand in India.
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“vowels as in italian”

The first outcome of the conjuncture of the two traditions of language
analysis in British India—the very first article of the first volume of Asiatic
researches—was an article by Sir William Jones on the transliteration of
words in Asian languages, “A dissertation on the orthography of Asiatick
words in Roman letters” (1788a). It is entirely understandable that pho-
nology should be the area where these traditions first met, as the mas-
tery of an Indian script and its phonology is the first step in learning an
Indian language. Strictly speaking, though, Jones’s system is not a pho-
netic transcription but a transliteration, which is a representation of a
script rather than a system of sounds as such. Since the Devanagari script,
a direct descendant of the ancient Brahmi script, was the pattern for
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Figure 9. The romanization of Sanskrit, Persian, Arabic,
and other Asian languages, in the system of Sir William
Jones. (From Jones 1787a: facing p. 1.)



Jones’s transliteration, however, the work of the ancient phoneticians was
contained within it, and through it, transmitted to Europe.

In the article Jones addresses the problem of representing words from
Asiatic languages in roman script and expressly considers two alterna-
tives: a phonetic transcription and a transliteration, in which letters of
the roman script stand for specific letters of the target scripts. The latter
are the scripts of Arabic, Persian, and Sanskrit, languages in which Jones
worked and for which he had devised this system of transliteration as
his own. In a notebook of Jones’s first lessons in Sanskrit—now in the
Harry Ransom Library at the University of Texas-Austin—which appears
to be in his own hand, the romanization is influenced by Bengali pro-
nunciation, for instance, tobo for tava, “thy,” “of thee.” Perhaps it was
his later knowledge of the true phonological value of the sounds of the
Sanskrit alphabet and their difference from the sounds of Bengali that
led him to prefer a transliteration to a phonetic transcription.

Jones’s article follows the alphabetical order of the Devanagari script,
which “is more naturally arranged than any other” (ibid., 13), as the basis
for the discussion of the transliteration of Arabic, Persian, and Sanskrit.
And the order in which he takes up the sounds in the narrative and
presents them in his table follows the alphabetical order of Sanskrit, the
akùara-sam1mn1ya of the éikù1s and pr1tié1khyas. Thus the phonologi-
cal analysis of the late Vedic period scholars is built into Jones’s scheme
of transliteration.

The scheme itself (figure 9) was very influential, and is the basis of
the transliteration scheme for Sanskrit now in use, only slightly altered
from that of Jones. Among the features of his system are the use of di-
acritics to differentiate between the two sets of “t” and “d” sounds, the
retroflex and the alveolar ones; Jones distinguishes the retroflex sounds
with an accent mark, while today we use a subscript dot, or full stop (•,
•h, b, bh, â). Again, for aspirated consonants he adds an h but inserts
an apostrophe to indicate that it is not a conjunct character consisting
of consonant plus h but a single character, for instance, t’h. This con-
vention of the apostrophe was often written as a comma or a straight,
vertical, short subscript line, but was eventually dropped altogether, since
the combination of a consonantal stop plus the letter h does not occur
in Sanskrit, so that confusion can never arise. Long vowels are marked
for length, but short ones are unmarked (unlike, for example, the translit-
eration of Charles Wilkins, who marks all the short vowels for quan-
tity as well). 

It is in the representation of the vowels that the system of Jones has
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been especially influential, for he decided not to provide normal English
equivalents but to use essentially the Italian equivalents. Jones’s practice
here was widely followed by missionaries and others in the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries in writing grammars of languages all over the
world. “Vowels as in Italian, consonants as in English” puts in a slogan
the system of Jones.

The overall goal of Jones was to produce a system from which “each
original sound may be rendered invariably by an appropriate symbol,
conformably to the natural order of articulation, and with a due regard
to the primitive power of the Roman alphabet” (1788a:1). English is no-
torious for departing from that primitive power of the roman alphabet,
Jones says, especially in the matter of the vowels. “Our English alpha-
bet and orthography are disgracefully and almost ridiculously imperfect,”
and it would be impossible to render Indian, Persian, or Arabic words
in roman letters “as we are absurdly taught to pronounce them” (ibid.).
Thus, the sound of the first vowel (a) “in our own anomalous language”
is often represented by our (English) fifth vowel (u).Yet we also represent
it by a variety of vowels and diphthongs, as in the phrase, “a mother
bird flutters over her young,” in which the Sanskrit vowel is represented
consecutively by a, o, i, u, e, ou. “Vowels as in Italian” was in large part
a decision to follow a Latin standard for romanization rather than an
English one. In a sense the Great Vowel Shift of Middle English sepa-
rates the modern orthography of English vowels from their original, more
Roman-like pronunciation, and renders English values for the roman
vowels very unhelpful in a transliteration, especially if it is to be under-
stood by Europeans speaking languages other than English. To these rea-
sons for the adoption of the Italian standard for the transliteration of
vowels one may perhaps add a sentimental reason. Sir William and Lady
Jones were fond of Italian poetry and used to read it together in the evening
in Calcutta. “Vowels as in Italian” was, as they say, overdetermined for
Jones.

As a result of this decision concerning the vowels, however, a gap
opened up in the representation of Indian names and words in English
between the vernacular representations, which followed English pro-
nunciation of the vowels, and learned ones, which followed Jones. This
led to a doubling of representations, as in the pairs of variant spellings:
Hindoo, Hindu; pooja, puja; Poona, Pune; Lukshmi (or Lucksmi), Lak-
shmi (rhymes with luck, not lack); pundit, pandit (rhymes with pun, not
pan); Punjab, Panjab. The learned spelling Hindu eventually replaced Hin-
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doo, but the learned spellings have not been uniformly successful in re-
placing vernacular ones because they are not intuitive. Vernacular spellings
continue to be used in renderings of Indian place names and personal
names. Some of that doubling, then, persists unresolved. The spelling of
some non-Indian words has also been affected by the Jonesean system,
such as the spelling of tabu for taboo. In other cases the learned system
has lead to a change of pronunciation, such that when American radio
journalist Lakshmi Singh gives her name, she pronounces it as if it rhymed
with lack instead of luck.

One feature of the Jonesean system for the transliteration of vowels
that is no longer followed is the occasional use of e for a in certain en-
vironments, such as before a nasal. This is to accommodate the translit-
eration scheme for Persian, in which the letter zeber has that value, vary-
ing from something like “a” to something like “e” according to the sounds
that follow, and Jones allowed this to influence his transliteration of non-
Persian words. This was a great misfortune. The name of the compiler/
author of the lawbook Jones translated, “Manu,” becomes by this rule
“Menu.” The colossal statue of Jones in St. Paul’s Cathedral, or worse,
in the dining hall at Harrow School of which he had been a student, where
he is shown holding a book containing the word “Menu,” can be mocked
by the irreverent as depicting a waiter holding a menu. This odd devia-
tion from the “vowels as in Italian” standard was dropped by later schol-
ars. (For further details of this curious wrinkle in the Jonesean system
see Trautmann 1998:104–5.)

This influential article by Jones, then, appearing at the launching of
the Asiatic researches and widely read, admired, translated, and pirated
in Europe, marks the first effect of Indian language analysis on European
scholarship. The scheme which resulted was offered as a simple means
for rendering Asian words in English narrative in such a way that schol-
ars could unerringly restore the original spelling in the Arabic, Persian,
or Sanskrit (Devanagari) scripts. In the course of doing so, the Sanskrit
alphabetical order also provided a standard for a scheme of representa-
tion that allowed for the synoptic representation of many languages—
useful, for example, in comparative vocabularies intended as tools for the
determination of language histories, such as Jones himself undoubtedly
used to determine the siblingship of Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, and the other
Indo-European languages. It was an invaluable tool for the languages-and-
nations project.

Thus, though the scheme of Jones was a transliteration, because it was
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based on a phonologically devised script it pointed the way forward to
a universal system of phonetic representation, culminating in the Inter-
national Phonetic Alphabet, which represents sounds directly rather than
scripts. Thus the phonological analysis of ancient India has had a very
long reach, shaping not only the scripts of South, Southeast, and East
Asia but the scientific linguistics of today.
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chapter 3

Ellis and His Circle

Having examined the structure of the European and Indian inputs into
the British-Indian conjuncture, we turn now to the Dravidian proof. In
this chapter I introduce the leading personnel associated with the emer-
gence of the Dravidian conception; in the next, I will analyze the College
of Fort St. George, which was the institutional context of its publication.

This chapter is a collective biography of the persons involved. The key
figure is Francis Whyte Ellis (1777–1819), Collector of Madras and sen-
ior member of the College of Fort St. George, which was his brainchild
and which brought together the scholars and the different scholarly skills
needed to formulate a proof of the Dravidian language family concept.
The chapter also presents Ellis’s two close friends, William Erskine and
John Leyden, partly to show how the archive surrounding the Dravidian
proof was formed, but mainly to identify the personal projects of each
of them. The specific characteristics of Ellis’s scholarly trajectory become
clear when seen both in relation to those of his two friends, and also in
relation to the other large project undertaken at Madras, that of Colin
Mackenzie. The chapter also brings forward information about the three
leading scholars in Ellis’s circle at Madras: A. D. Campbell; Pattabhirama
Shastri, the leading head master at the College; and Sankaraiah, Ellis’s
sheristadar, or head of staff, at the Collectorate of Madras. Although
Ellis is the primary figure in the story of the Dravidian concept, in that
he authored the published proof, it will become clear that it was the work
of many hands.
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finding ellis

Some of the most profound and lasting intellectual effects of British colo-
nial rule in India have been on the conception of India’s deep past. Here
colonial philology and archaeology have made fundamental contribu-
tions that have augmented the existing textual bases of Indian history—
the pur1âas, epics, and royal genealogies—recovering new material for
history through the study of inscriptions, coins, monuments, and bring-
ing India’s deep past into relation with the pasts of other ancient nations.
The fundamental contributions were, again, the concepts of the Indo-
European language family, announced by Sir William Jones in 1786, and
the Dravidian language family, published by Ellis in 1816, plus the for-
mulation of the concept of the Indus Civilization, first published by Sir
John Marshall in 1924. These are the three fixed points of ongoing schol-
arly inquiry into the origins of civilization in South Asia. The last is also
the topic of a public debate currently raging in India about the linguis-
tic and religious identity of the Indus Civilization.

Both from a world-history perspective, then, and from the perspec-
tive of the history of Indian civilization, Jones and Ellis had roles of im-
mense importance. But while Jones is well known and much written of,
Francis Whyte Ellis is nearly forgotten.

One of the reasons for the nearly total obscurity into which the mem-
ory of Ellis has fallen is that his most notable achievement, the published
proof that the Dravidian languages are interrelated and are not derived
from Sanskrit, was superseded by the publication, in 1856, of Robert
Caldwell’s A comparative grammar of the Dravidian or South-Indian
family of languages. Caldwell’s magisterial comparative study of the Dra-
vidian family has become a classic, and it is still in print. It is a great
work of scholarship and a landmark in its field, wholly deserving of the
high esteem in which it continues to be held. But Caldwell was not ex-
cessively generous in giving credit to his predecessors, and Ellis in par-
ticular gets much less than his due in Caldwell’s preface to the first edi-
tion. Caldwell writes: “The first to break ground in the field was Mr.
Ellis, a Madras Civilian, who was profoundly versed in the Tamil lan-
guage and literature, and whose interesting but very brief comparison,
not of the grammatical forms, but only of some of the vocables of three
Drâvidian dialects, is contained in his introduction to Campbell’s Telugu
Grammar” (Caldwell 1856:iv).

One notes the minimizing language in which Caldwell frames this
recognition of Ellis’s priority: the comparison is interesting but very brief,
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and not of grammatical forms but only some of the vocables. Readers
may judge for themselves whether this does justice to Ellis when we ex-
amine the Dravidian proof in chapter 5. Caldwell goes on to speak of
the Rev. Dr. Stevenson’s work on the identity of the non-Sanskritic ele-
ment in the languages of the Deccan, judging his papers to be too sketchy
to be of permanent philological value, though “decidedly in advance of
everything which had hitherto been published on this subject.” He avers
he was not aware of the contributions of Ellis and Stevenson to Dravid-
ian comparative philology when he began his own work on the subject;
“and when at length I made their acquaintance, I felt no less desirous
than before of going forward, for though I had lost the satisfaction of
supposing myself to be the discoverer of a new field, yet it now appeared
to be certain that the greater part of the field still lay not only uncolo-
nized, but unexplored” (ibid.). Thus, grudgingly, he acknowledges the
priority of Ellis and Stevenson, while averring that their work did not
influence his and magnifying his own accomplishment at the expense of
theirs. In the third edition of Caldwell’s work (1913), which is the one
currently in print, this preface does not appear at all, and no acknowl-
edgment of Ellis’s priority remains. Indeed, Ellis is mentioned only three
times in the book, and only concerning points on which Caldwell dis-
agrees with him. Caldwell seems to be telling us that his book is virtu-
ally without predecessors, and that what came before was only a history
of error. This was not, to be sure, the first or the last time an author was
less than generous toward opinions other than his own. Because of the
well-earned success of Caldwell’s book and the absence of reference to
Ellis and others in the latest edition, the understanding has become vir-
tually universal that the Dravidian language family was established as a
scientific entity by Caldwell in 1856. Very few people today know that
it was established in print exactly forty years previous, by Ellis.

In my earlier researches I too began with the belief that Caldwell was
the discoverer of Dravidian. As seventy years had separated Jones’s an-
nouncement of the Indo-European idea and the publication of Caldwell’s
book, I wondered what ideas about languages and nations had been pro-
posed in that long interval. It was then that I came upon Ellis’s Dravid-
ian proof, included as a note to the introduction to Campbell’s grammar
of Telugu, published by the College of Fort St. George at Madras for its
students in a small edition (reproduced here in appendix B). It became
clear to me that this work, scarce and little known as it now is, never-
theless had an effect on British Indian scholarship and stimulated wide-
ranging comparisons of the non-Indo-European languages by such schol-
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ars as the missionary John Stevenson in Bombay (Stevenson 1841–44 a,
1841–44b, 1843, 1849–51, 1853a, 1853b, 1853c) and Brian Houghton
Hodgson in Nepal and Darjeeling (Hodgson 1833, 1847, 1848, 1849;
see also Waterhouse 2004). During the seventy-year interval from Jones
to Caldwell, then, the existence of a Dravidian language family had been
shown by Ellis, and others had sought to determine whether all the other
non-Indo-European languages of India fell into a single family or not.
The true accomplishment of Caldwell, in fact, was not the discovery of
the Dravidian family of languages but the determination of its true ex-
tent, and the fact that it is not the same as a second non-Indo-European
language family of India, the Kolarian or Munda or Austroasiatic lan-
guage family. It is with Caldwell that the modern consensus that there
are three main language families in India proper was established (see
Trautmann 1997:149–64).

There is plenty of evidence that the work of Ellis had an effect upon
his successors, and so upon Caldwell himself, directly and indirectly. His
pioneering work in Tamil literature is remembered in the Tamil country.
N. Venkata Rao, head of the Telugu Department in Madras University
during the 1950s, published a series of articles that showed with ad-
mirable clarity and detail the role of Ellis in the publication of the Dra-
vidian concept (Venkata Rao 1953–54, 1957, 1957–58).1 Burrow and
Emeneau recognized the priority of Ellis in their preface to the Dravid-
ian etymological dictionary (1961:v). As one looks more closely, then,
one sees that the memory of Ellis was not entirely lost. In 1997 I pub-
lished a short account of Ellis and his Dravidian proof in Aryans and
British India. That, as well as the reprinting of the Telugu grammar in
which his Dravidian proof first appeared (Ellis 1816), has begun to
reestablish the importance of Ellis’s contribution.

There is another reason for Ellis’s obscurity today. Ellis died suddenly,
in India, at a fairly young age, and in the settling of his estate his per-
sonal and scholarly papers literally went up in flames. At the time of his
death he had been on tour in Madurai, staying with the collector there,
Rous Petrie, when he accidentally poisoned himself by taking something
he thought was medicine for an unnamed ailment, probably a stomach
problem of some kind (in a letter he complained of chronic dyspepsia).
Walter Elliot, himself a civil servant and notable scholar of South Indian
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antiquities, and a great admirer of Ellis who felt that his accomplishments
had not gotten the recognition that they deserved, took steps to recover
his work and publicize his life. Elliot said that all of Ellis’s papers were
“lost or destroyed” and recorded it as current report that “they served
Mr. Petrie’s cook for months to kindle his fire and singe fowls.” The
thought of this fine scholar’s life work, which one would so love to be
able to read, going up in smoke, page by page, is deeply melancholy for
me. It calls powerfully to mind the story of Guâ1bhya of ancient times,
who read and burned, leaf by leaf, the great collection of stories he had
written in the language of the demons, the Bóhatkath1, out of pique be-
cause the king disdained a work in such a debased language, while the
animals listened with pleasure and watched with horror.

What makes this image especially distressing is that Ellis had made it
his life plan to publish nothing until he had become a ripened scholar at
forty years of age. This resolve did not allow for an untimely death, and,
as it happened, he died at age forty-one. Very little of his work had been
published at that point, when he was on the brink of a series of publi-
cations that would undoubtedly have been important contributions to
the scholarly study of South India. The loss is no less tragic for being vir-
tually unknown.

When I set out in search of this lost Orientalist, therefore, the prospects
were bleak in the extreme. The inventory of Ellis’s publications at the
time of his death stands thus: There is the Dravidian proof, an article-
length note in the introduction of a Telugu grammar published by the
College, of which Ellis was the creator and over which, as senior mem-
ber of the Board of Superintendence, he presided. Another work, the Trea-
tise of mirasi right, on the land tenure of the Madras region, Ellis had
written in the line of duty as Collector of Madras, as a report to the Board
of Revenue, without any view to its publication; the Board, however, so
liked it that they recommended it for publication by the Government of
Madras (Ellis 1818; reprinted in C. P. Brown 1852, and in Bayley and
Hudleston 1862). This unintended publication is important in the his-
tory of land tenures in British India, because the Treatise of mirasi right
lay athwart the path of the introduction of the ryotwari system by Thomas
Munro and his associates. For this reason Ellis is known and discussed
in the literature on land tenure, including a detailed treatment by Eugene
Irschick in his book Dialogue and culture (1994). At the time of Ellis’s
death a third work of his, left incomplete, was being printed at the Col-
lege, again for the use of students: a translation of the Tamil classic col-
lection of moral aphorisms, the Tirukkuôa{ (c. 1819). Another work, com-
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pleted but published only after his death in the Asiatic researches, is an
excellent exposé of the Ezour Vedam, a “Veda” which Ellis shows to have
been concocted by Christian missionaries.

Besides the two, or two and two-thirds, printed pieces that appeared
in Ellis’s lifetime, and the few more that made it into print after his death,
the probability of finding unpublished letters and papers was poor indeed.
It is rare for the private papers of persons who are not public figures of
great visibility to end up in archives, very rare indeed, and according to
the testimony of Walter Elliot the Ellis papers had been lost or destroyed.
Nevertheless, I went to the India Office Library, which has since become
the Oriental and India Office Collections of the British Library, hoping to
find a few scraps of information on this great scholar, with one slender
reference to an Ellis item in the papers of William Erskine from Eugene
Irschick’s book (1994:224 n. 25, which he in turn got from Dharampal).

I was rewarded beyond all expectation. It turned out that William Er-
skine of Bombay was a fellow Orientalist and a good friend of Ellis, and
the Erskine Collection on close examination was found to contain a num-
ber of items from Ellis, both letters and, to my great surprise and delight,
handwritten copies of unpublished papers. These finds led to others, and
the hunt took me to Edinburgh. Erskine’s papers had been divided among
the India Office Library, the British Museum, and the National Library
of Scotland by his son, C. J. Erskine, and each of these collections con-
tains Ellis material. In particular, in the Erskine collection in the National
Library of Scotland I found twenty-two letters of Ellis to Erskine, many
of them long, most of them containing Orientalist shoptalk, filled with
particulars of Ellis’s scholarly work. Erskine had saved all these letters,
perhaps in an album, preceded by a character sketch of Ellis. Erskine,
moreover, was a close friend and literary executor of another lost Ori-
entalist, John Leyden of Calcutta, who knew and respected Ellis. The Ley-
den material in the Erskine collections led me to examine the volumi-
nous Leyden collections in the British Library and the National Library
of Scotland, where I found yet more Ellis items. The India Office Library
contains a long letter of Ellis to Leyden that is especially valuable. Other
Ellis material is found in the papers of Colin Mackenzie in the Oriental
and India Office Collections (OIOC) of the British Library.

Walter Elliot himself played an important role in rescuing Ellis’s ma-
terial from destruction. Besides publishing a couple of previously un-
published papers of Ellis’s and memorializing his life, Ellis found and
preserved two extensive drafts of a work by Ellis on Tamil prosody among
papers of the College of Fort St. George. These are now in the Elliot Col-
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lection of the British Library (OIOC). Elliot bequeathed to another Tamil
scholar, the missionary G. U. Pope, other extremely valuable drafts of
Ellis’s from the College, which he found among discarded papers there.
Pope gave them to the Bodleian Library at Oxford. I learned of these pa-
pers through Pope’s entry for Ellis in the Dictionary of national biogra-
phy. The reference is cryptic, and the papers are not listed in the main
catalogue of the Bodleian. I searched through six sublibraries till I found
them in the seventh, the Oriental Reading Room. These papers include
a rough draft of a history of Tamil language and literature that would
have been Ellis’s masterwork, had he lived.

Finally, of course, in addition to these private papers and letters, there
is Ellis’s work in the colonial archive. Ellis was a hardworking civil ser-
vant, and his name appears frequently in the colonial record, especially
the proceedings of the Board of Revenue, the district records of Madras
District during his period as collector (1810–1919), and the proceedings
of the Public Department of the Madras Government (called Madras
Public Consultations) concerning projects for dictionaries and grammars
of the South Indian languages and the reports of the College of Fort St.
George from its founding in 1812 till Ellis’s death in 1819. All of these
records, handwritten with steel nib pens and bound in large, quarto vol-
umes, are found at the Tamil Nadu State Archives in Chennai. Dupli-
cates of the Board of Revenue Proceedings and Public Consultations were
made and dispatched by clipper ship to England for the archive of India
House, and are now in the OIOC. The volume of the British-Indian offi-
cial archive is enormous; for example, Public Consultations of Madras,
a single department in the three provincial governments of British India,
contains over ten thousand volumes. One cannot but be impressed by
the huge amount of labor and care that was devoted to the creation of
such an archive, and that continues to be devoted to its preservation. And
scholars cannot but be, at times, oppressed by its sheer size.

The workaday records of government transactions may seem un-
promising places in which to search for Orientalist scholarship in the strict
sense, but they proved a treasure trove for the purposes of this book, for
several reasons.

For one thing, Ellis was a nearly perfect embodiment of Orientalism
as colonial policy. Orientalist policy, which aspired to rule India in ac-
cord with Indian culture, required investigation of that culture through
the study of Indian languages and the reading of Indian texts that were
its repositories. At Calcutta a triangle of institutions consolidated the
power of Orientalism as colonial policy: the Government itself, and es-
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pecially the courts, in which matters of marriage and inheritance con-
tinued to be governed by Hindu law and Muhammadan law throughout
the colonial period; the Asiatic Society; and the College of Fort William,
begun in 1804, to school the arriving junior civil servants in the languages
of India. It was this entrenched power of the Orientalist establishment
in Calcutta that Thomas Babington Macaulay and Charles Trevelyan at-
tacked with such success in the 1830s. Similar institutional triads were
created at Bombay, where William Erskine was closely involved as found-
ing secretary of the Literary Society of Bombay, and at Madras, where
Ellis virtually single-handedly created the College of Fort St. George, and
was one of the founders and a leading light of the Madras Literary So-
ciety. Working in this setting and deeply committed to the Orientalist way
of knowing and ruling India, Ellis sought always to align the work of Gov-
ernment servants, including himself, with a deepening knowledge of In-
dia, and the key to this was language. Thus the utilitarian records of the
colonial government tell us much about Ellis, and many of his most in-
teresting works of scholarship lie unpublished in the colonial archive.

For another thing, during the first two decades of the nineteenth cen-
tury, Ellis’s era in Madras, the Government of Madras was actively in-
terested in investigating the languages of South India and in promoting
the publication of grammars and dictionaries. Having taken on vast re-
sponsibilities to extend the network of land revenue collection and the
courts of law across the inland territories of South India newly acquired
by the conquest of Tipu Sultan in 1799, the Government was much con-
cerned with the problem of providing collectors and judges with ade-
quate language training and with grammars and dictionaries. Ellis was
thickly involved with this effort. He virtually created the College of Fort
St. George for the instruction of arriving young civil servants, and he was
the head of its Board of Superintendence. Moreover, the Government of-
fered subsidies for the publication of bilingual grammars and dictionar-
ies, and convened committees to review proposals submitted to it in search
of such subsidies. The reports of these examinations, often very lengthy
ones, are preserved in the colonial archive. Thus, quite without expecting
it, I found a thick seam of linguistic scholarship in the improbable matrix
of the Madras Public Consultations for those years. At the same time,
Madras was the storm center of the new proposals to settle the land rev-
enue with the peasantry (ryotwari) rather than with the lords of many vil-
lages (zamindari). Ellis’s involvement with the Board of Revenue and his
being collector of Madras gave him a direct interest in such matters, over
which he marshaled his scholarly skills to make important interventions.
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Thus, this lost Orientalist is not lost at all. His work is scattered
through the pages of the colonial archive, like so many pressed flowers
forgotten but preserved, and in the papers of his friends, Erskine and Ley-
den, as well as represented in the handful of works published during his
brief life or after his death. The record from which we can know of the
life and work of Ellis, and through it of his associates, Indian and British,
is actually quite extensive.

three friends: erskine, leyden, ellis

Even if Ellis’s papers had been wholly lost, the governmental record re-
mains, and a good deal of Ellis’s life and work can be recovered from that
remarkable archive. But the private papers preserved by Erskine are es-
pecially valuable, as they speak directly to Ellis’s scholarly interests out-
side the heavy obligations of his work life and the formality of official
correspondence. As I have said, it is exceptional that private papers should
end up in public archives, and in the case of Ellis we owe their survival
to the admiration in which he was held by Walter Elliot and to his friend-
ship with William Erskine. Indeed the archive that Erskine formed was
built around the friendship of Ellis, John Leyden, and himself. Both Ellis
and Leyden died before their time, Leyden of fever in Java in 1811. Ley-
den had accompanied the expeditionary force when the British took over
the island from the Dutch during the Napoleonic Wars, going along as
interpreter and taking all his papers with him. Erskine was Leyden’s lit-
erary executor, and he went to great lengths to retrieve Leyden’s papers
from Thomas Raffles, who held on to them for a long time; in 1813, Ellis
wrote to Erskine, wondering whether it was possible that Raffles had dared
to appropriate them, which, if so, would be the “vilest felony,” for he
could not use them as they ought to be used, and would prevent their
being used by others, a “grand larceny on the reputation of the dead”
(Ellis to Erskine 25 Aug 1813, NLS, f. 84).2 In the end Erskine did ac-
quire the Leyden papers, and they form a very extensive collection in the
British Library. Had Ellis had the prescience to name Erskine his literary
executor, Erskine might have saved those papers that got burned up by
Rous Petrie’s cook. Even so, Erskine kept Ellis’s letters and the papers
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he sent him, and these are extremely valuable. (Unfortunately, Erskine
seems not to have preserved copies of his own letters to his friends, so
that we have to make out the conversation from one side of it.) Erskine,
unlike his two friends, lived to nearly eighty years of age, though his life
was clouded by disgrace, as we shall see in a moment. Because he out-
lived his friends, because he preserved materials from them, because he
became Leyden’s literary executor, because his son Claude saw to it that
his father’s papers ended up in the India Office Library, British Library
and the National Library of Scotland—these are among the reasons that,
against the odds, this valuable archive of private papers was formed and
is preserved to us.

William Erskine (1773–1852) was educated at Edinburgh University,
where he met and became friends with Leyden. After several years of
struggle to establish himself as a lawyer, he accepted an invitation from
Sir James Mackintosh, who had been appointed Governor of Bombay,
to accompany him to India as a private secretary, with the promise of the
first appointment in his gift. Erskine accepted, departing at the end of
1803 for Bombay, arriving in May 1804. In this way, rather exception-
ally, he became an Indian official without having been made a member
of the civil service. He was appointed clerk to the Small Cause Court, later
became a stipendiary magistrate and, in 1820, Master in Equity in the
Recorder’s Court.

Not long after arriving in Bombay, on 26 November 1804, Mackin-
tosh and others formed the Literary Society of Bombay, with himself as
president and Erskine as secretary. Orientalist scholarship and the life of
the Literary Society became Erskine’s great passions. One can follow the
Society’s progress from its slender beginnings through Erskine’s minutes,
still preserved in manuscript at the Society, which has now, after several
transformations of name, become the Asiatic Society of Mumbai.

The minutes and the letters of Ellis to Erskine that survive allow us
to make out the two men’s interactions in some detail. Ellis, who vis-
ited Erskine in Bombay in 1808, was elected to membership of the Asi-
atic Society of Bombay the following year (Minute Book 29 May 1809)
having been proposed by Erskine and seconded by Mackintosh—at a
meeting attended by only five people. Erskine visited Ellis at Madras in
September-October of 1809. The minute book of the Society and the let-
ters of Ellis to Erskine show continuing scholarly exchanges. Ellis wrote
a Tamil tract about the smallpox vaccination, and a plan for compiling
and translating a body of Hindu law suited to the south of India with a
preliminary overview of the dharmaé1stra authorities recognized in the
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South, both of which were read by Erskine at a meeting on 13 January
1812. On 22 April 1817 Erskine read Ellis’s paper on the forgery of the
Ezour Vedam, a paper which was also read to the Asiatic Society in Cal-
cutta and published in their journal, the Asiatic researches, after Ellis had
died (Ellis 1822). Ellis was greatly interested in the Literary Society of
Bombay, and doubtless his knowledge of it contributed to the formation
at Madras of a literary society in 1812. In turn, once the College of Fort
St. George had been created in Madras, also in 1812, Erskine was in-
terested in the details of its structure as a possible model for a similar
college at Bombay. In other letters, Erskine discusses the Prabodhacan-
drodaya of Kóùâamiéra, an allegorical drama propounding the Advaita
philosophy, as translated by John Taylor of the Society, a work which
Ellis had already read in the original and in a Tamil translation as well,
and Ellis helps get subscribers for the Society’s plan to publish Taylor’s
translation of the LEl1vatE. In another letter, Ellis gives detailed comments
on two inscriptions from Ceylon, which appear to be those which the
Minute Book says were received from one Major Franklin (Ellis to Er-
skine 9 Sept 1810; Minute Book 26 Sept 1815).

In this connection I mention a most intriguing letter of recommen-
dation for one Haji Mahammed, a Turk from Smyrna, which Ellis wrote
to Erskine (3 April 1817), which shows that Ellis and Erskine shared
the further bond of being Masons. Haji Mahammed, “found his way
to Calcutta and, being one of the order, came recommended to us from
the masons there.” This is one of but a few tantalizing suggestions of a
connection between Freemasonry and Orientalism in India.3

Erskine’s expertise lay in Persian, and the great project that he car-
ried through his life was to write a history of the great Mughals from
Baber to Aurangzeb—“A History of the House of Timur” as his son
Claude put it in a letter (BL Add. Mss. 39,945). The first volume to ap-
pear was a kind of preliminary to the history proper, namely, a transla-
tion of the memoirs of Baber, done jointly with Leyden. Erskine began
it early in his Bombay years, and he published it on his return from In-
dia, in 1826. He had completed a translation of the Persian text of the
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memoir some ten years previous, while Leyden was translating it from
the original Turki. When Leyden died, his translation was less than half
finished, and it came to Erskine in 1813. He compared and corrected the
two translations, and when Elphinstone supplied him with a manuscript
of the Turki text, he compared the whole to the original, and supplied it
with notes. It was a most laborious and time-consuming project, com-
plicated by Leyden’s death and the fact that the latter’s translation was
incomplete and still rather rough. The first installment of the history
proper was the History of India under Baber and Humayun, completed
in 1845, according to the date of the preface, but not published till 1854,
after Erskine’s death. Erskine’s life project, the “History of the House of
Timur” up to the death of Aurangzeb, remained unfinished. He left many
translations and summaries of Persian manuscripts bearing on this project,
as well as 486 Persian manuscripts, 195 of which his son sold to the
British Museum.

In addition to this great project, Erskine published five articles in the
two volumes of Transactions of the Literary Society of Bombay, which,
as secretary, he prepared for press. These were on a variety of topics: bur-
ial urns from the Persian Gulf; a landmark treatment of the Elephanta cave
temple with beautiful illustrations and ground plan; the religion and texts
of the Parsis, with discussion of the “Zend” language, or Avestan, a sub-
stantial early contribution to the study of this important subject; a dis-
proof of the authenticity of two texts supposed to be of high antiquity,
the Desatir and Dabistan, which the author shows to have been com-
posed in Mughal times, though Sir William Jones had relied upon them
as works of much greater age; and a paper on the relative antiquity of the
Buddhist, Jain, and Vedic religions, contributing to the discussion of a
question that remained unsettled till the work of Brian Hodgson and Eu-
gène Burnouf put the history of Indian Buddhism on firm footing.

Although he did not suffer the early death to which so many British-
India hands were vulnerable, and which deprived him of his two good
friends, Erskine suffered a catastrophe of a different kind which dark-
ened his life. Shortly after his arrival in Bombay, Sir Edward West, judge
of the Recorder’s Court, was proposed and elected to membership in the
Literary Society of Bombay (Minute Book, 26 Feb and 26 March 1823).
Shortly after that he removed Erskine from judicial offices on charges
of defalcation. The deed sent shock waves throughout the British com-
munity in India. And it set off a storm of protest from Erskine’s many
friends and supporters, who included Monstuart Elphinstone, the Gov-
ernor of Bombay. The Erskine affair became a cause célèbre, the rever-
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berations of which lasted for decades. Warring texts were published in
the newspapers of the day and continued to appear as late as 1900 (Doug-
las 1900, Glimpses of old Bombay, siding with Erskine) and 1907
(Drewitt’s sympathetic memoir of West, Drewitt 1907:105). The case
against Erskine alleged excessive and fraudulent charges extorted from
Indian suitors at the Small Claims Court; Erskine blamed his Indian clerk,
to whom the business of the office was entrusted because of his own poor
health. One cannot at this great distance of time be sure of the rights
and wrongs of the case. My sense of it is that, on the one hand, Erskine
conceded that wrongs had been done by his office and, on the other, that
his sudden and shocking removal was the result of a savage rectitude.
In any case, the toll on both parties was terrible. West’s biographer says
that he endured a hostile press and a hostile governor, that “he was never
forgiven by those whom he was obliged to expose” and was subjected
to slights and insults. “Attempts were made . . . to drag him into duels,
and after his death his memory, as was to be expected, has been severely
handled by the admiring biographers of his opponents” (Drewitt 1907:54).
For his part, Erskine recorded in his diary, anno 1827, that five years,
“years of sadness & sorrow unmixed,” had passed since he had last made
an entry in his diary. It was, he said, a period of horror and suffering
upon which he did not dare to turn his eye. What he had thought were
impossibilities had occurred—the destruction of his peace of mind and
his station in life gone forever. He desired death. “I may long for, but
will not hasten, the end of my miseries. There is now but one port of
rest for me” (BL Add. Mss. 39,945, f. 4). Erskine’s departure from In-
dia was abrupt. Shortly after, at a meeting of the Literary Society, upon
the motion of the Elphinstone, president of the Asiatic Society of Bom-
bay and Governor of Bombay, and seconded by the archdeacon, it was
unanimously resolved to send Erskine a letter expressing the high esteem
in which the Society held his service to the Society and his scholarship,
and the Society’s hope that “the interest of Literature will be materially
promoted by [his] now being relieved from the interruptions of official
business” (Minute Book 30 July 1823). This was a highly visible show of
support for Erskine and, although it said nothing of the affair, was by
implication a rebuke to West by the Society of which both were members
(West was not present at the meeting). It was further resolved that Er-
skine be requested to sit for his portrait at the expense of the Society,
and that the painting would be placed in its rooms. The sitting seems
never to have come about. After returning from India, Erskine resided
on the Continent for many years at Pau and Bonn; later he traveled to
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Edinburgh, where he became rector of St. Andrews University, a kind of
public vindication. He wrote occasionally for the Edinburgh review and
worked at his life project. In 1923 a marble bust of Erskine was pre-
sented to the Society by his descendants, and it may be seen in the
vestibule leading to the library (Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic So-
ciety 1954: 3).4

Turning now to John Leyden (1775–1811), the third in this trio of
Orientalists, we find him to be very different from Ellis and Erskine,
indeed, in many ways one of a kind: a man with a brilliant gift for lan-
guages, eccentric in the extreme, a vivid character with a buccaneering
impetuosity of manner and a high opinion of his own accomplishments,
and a non-stop talker with a “screech voice” which did not endear him
to everyone. Indeed these qualities divided people sharply, some finding
him (taking him at his own always generous estimate) a genius and end-
lessly entertaining, others finding him hard to bear and difficult to es-
cape. Erskine and Ellis were both friends of Leyden, but in different ways
and degrees. Erskine was immensely fond of Leyden and deeply mourned
his loss. With Ellis it was much more complicated; his relation to Ley-
den was marked by reserve and criticism of what he saw as the fault of
coming too quickly to scholarly judgment. It could hardly have been oth-
erwise. Leyden landed in Madras in 1803, took up Tamil quite soon, and
began developing his great project of mapping the languages of South
and Southeast Asia—of blanketing them, as it were, with grammars and
dictionaries, which is to say, he was working in very much the same vein
that Ellis was, so that an element of competition and rivalry was inev-
itable. He was a quick study, and impatient to rush into print. Ellis, as
we have seen, was of the exact opposite temperament, perfecting his
knowledge through long years of study and intending not to publish be-
fore age forty. The two marched at completely different tempi, and in-
evitably their relations, while friendly enough, were cool rather than warm,
being based more on shared intellectual interests than on personal chem-
istry. Leyden soaked up information for his own use and put it out quickly
as his own. And he was a one-man self-publicity machine. Ellis disap-
proved of the speed and the clatter, and was not as admiring of Leyden
as Leyden was.

Nevertheless Ellis asked Leyden to consider him “one of the warmest
of your friends” in the closing of a long letter (Ellis to Leyden 7 Aug–28
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Sept 1808, OIOC Mss. Eur.D.30, p. 141), and calls Leyden “our
friend” in a letter to Erskine after Leyden’s death (Ellis to Erskine 25
April 1812, NLS Mss. 36.1.5, f. 72). His letters to Leyden were prob-
ably few, judging by the one which did survive (a very long, detailed
letter, it must be said), in which he speaks of having chanced upon a
letter from him, turning over old letters and papers, written four years
previous, which he had not answered till that moment. Ellis was criti-
cal of Leyden’s published work on “Indo-Chinese” (of which more
later), and his general disapproval of Leyden’s rushing to judgment col-
ors his comment to Erskine: “I agree with you most sincerely in your
regrets for Leyden; we regret in him, in part, the loss of a personal friend,
but any friend of Literature has great cause for unmixed regret; had his
life been extended I have no doubt that the latter part would have been
much more valuable than the former, for age, which paralyzes less san-
guine natures, would have moderated his ardour, without impairing his
vigour.” This evaluation comes from one who valued moderation, the
steady, systematic accumulation of knowledge, and a well-matured
scholarly judgment.

Born the son of a poor shepherd, John Leyden nevertheless got him-
self into Edinburgh University by dint of his evident talent and some help-
ful patronage from the local laird. Along the way he had acquired some-
thing of a reputation as a poet, an editor, and a collector of border ballads
for Sir Walter Scott; in fact in Scottish letters he was a figure of some
note whose reputation would only have grown had he remained in Scot-
land. At the conclusion of his studies in Edinburgh he was licensed to
preach in the Church of Scotland and took up a post, but he was not
suited for the life because of his various tics, including above all his pierc-
ing voice, which, by all accounts, was startling to hear. Learning of an
opening for the position of surgeon in the East India Company, he quickly
completed the remaining requirements for an M.D. degree at St. Andrews
in only six months. He was chosen for the service and shipped out to
Madras, arriving in 1803.

Upon reaching Madras, Leyden was put in charge of the general hos-
pital for four months, during which time he studied the languages. It is
probably Ellis of whom he speaks when he says in a letter to Erskine that
he had been completely unable to find reliable information on the lan-
guages of South India before leaving Britain and found himself on ar-
rival completely in terra incognita, but “I fortunately was introduced by
accident to one of the few young men that in this Presidency have a lit-
erary turn, which circumstance was of great importance in directing my
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future exertions” (15 Sept 1804, BL Add. Mss. 26,651, f. 50). He be-
came friends with Ellis and also Colin Mackenzie, and toured Mamal-
lapuram with them and Sir Thomas Strange, judge of the Supreme Court,
“gentlemen whose company and conversation I was sure would amply
compensate for any disappointment which I might experience from the
view of these ancient caves & ruins” (“Tour to the Seven Pagodas,” BL
Add. Mss. 26,568, f. 6). He made a favorable impression on the gover-
nor, Lord William Bentinck, and was appointed surgeon and naturalist
to the commissioners who had been appointed, under Mackenzie, to sur-
vey the large territories of the South Indian interior that had fallen to the
British by the defeat of Tipu Sultan. He was very ill much of the time,
and although he drew up reports on the geology, diseases and medicines,
and agriculture and languages of Mysore, the results of his labors were
rather preliminary and limited. Because of ill health he proceeded to Ker-
ala to recuperate, where he remained four months. He took ship for
Penang in October, where he resided till the beginning of 1806, during
which time his health improved and he also made friends with Raffles,
the governor, and later Governor of Java.

Leyden returned to India in February, this time to Calcutta since his
health did not permit a return to Madras. In October of 1807 Bentinck
proposed to Calcutta that Madras be authorized to create a Civil Institu-
tion, matching the Military Institution at which cadets learned Persian
and Hindustani, to teach younger civil servants the native languages, and
that John Leyden be appointed its superintendent, but somehow this did
not come to pass and Leyden remained at Calcutta. He was elected pro-
fessor of Hindustani at the College of Fort William, a post which would
have made use of his formidable skill and great interest in languages,
and he became a member of the Asiatic Society. Soon after, however, the
newly arrived governor-general, Lord Minto, appointed him judge of
the Twenty-Four Parganas, where he spent his energies capturing, try-
ing, and imprisoning bandits, at which he appears to have been very
good. Ellis reports, “By his account of himself when last here, he ap-
peared to have thrown away a good deal of his time entirely in hunting
Decoyets, who might probably have been as officiously hunted by one
less gifted than himself” (Ellis to Erskine 25 April 1812, NLS Mss.
36.1.5, f. 72). Two years later (January 1809) he became one of the com-
missioners of the Court of Requests at Calcutta, which made ample, if
not good, use of his linguistic talents. In March of 1811 he sailed with
Lord Minto as translator for the expedition to Java, but it took him to
an early grave. Not long after arriving in Java, as it says in a memorable
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passage of the Dictionary of national biography, he entered “an unven-
tilated native library” and, “fever supervening,” he died. He became a
martyr to Orientalism.

Because Leyden was such a colorful character I cannot forbear quot-
ing some of the better remembrances of him. One of these is by Henry
Cockburn, who captures Leyden well in his admirable sketches of Ed-
inburgh worthies, Memorials of his time:

John Leyden has said of himself, “I often verge so nearly on absurdity, that
I know it is perfectly easy to misconceive me, as well as misrepresent me.”
This was quite true; especially the vergency on absurdity. He cannot be
understood till the peculiarities to which he alludes are cleared away, and
the better man is made to appear. His conspicuous defect used to be called
affectation, but in reality it was pretension. A pretension, however, of a
very innocent kind, which, without derogating in the least from the claim
of any other, merely exaggerated not his own merits, nor what he had done,
but his capacity and ambition to do more. Ever in a state of excitement,
ever ardent, ever panting for things unattainable by ordinary mortals, and
successful to an extent sufficient to rouse the hopes of a young man igno-
rant of life, there was nothing that he thought beyond his reach; and not
knowing what insincerity was, he spoke of his powers and his visions as
openly as if he had been expounding what might be expected of another
person. According to himself, John Leyden could easily in a few months
have been a great physician, or surpassed Sir William Jones in Oriental
literature, or Milton in poetry. Yet at the very time he was thus exposing
himself, he was not only simple, but generous and humble. He was a 
wild-looking, thin, Roxburghshire man, with sandy hair, a screech voice,
and staring eyes—exactly as he came from his native village of Delholm;
and not one of these not very attractive personal qualities would he have
exchanged for all the graces of Apollo. By the time I knew him he had
made himself one of our social shows, and could and did say whatever he
chose. His delight lay in an argument about the Scotch Church, or Oriental
literature, or Scotch poetry, or odd customs, or scenery, always conducted
on his part in a high shrill voice, with great intensity, and an utter uncon-
sciousness of the amazement, or even the aversion, of strangers. His daily
extravagances, especially mixed up, as they always were, with exhibitions
of his own ambition and confidence, made him be much laughed at even by
his friends. (Cockburn 1974:172–73)

“Whatever he did, his whole soul was in it,” Cockburn goes on to say.
“His heart was warm and true.” Many responded to that ardor, and evi-
dently Cockburn was one of them, Erskine, another.

Lord Minto, Governor-General of India at the time of the takeover 
of Indonesia from the Dutch during the Napoleonic Wars, has left us an-
other sketch of Leyden, every bit as lively as Cockburn’s and worth quot-
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ing at length. It comes in a letter to his wife and daughters at Calcutta
while on shipboard with Leyden, bound for Java:

Dr. Leyden’s learning is stupendous, and he is also a very universal scholar.
His knowledge, extensive and minute as it is, is always in his pocket, at his
fingers’ ends, and on the tip of his tongue. He has made it completely his
own, and it is all ready money. All his talent and labour indeed, which are
both excessive, could not, however, have accumulated such stores without
his extraordinary memory. . . . It must be confessed that Leyden has occa-
sion for all the stores which application and memory can furnish. I do not
believe that so great a reader was ever so great a talker before. You may be
conceited about yourselves, my beautiful wife and daughters, but with all
my partiality I must give it against you. You would appear absolutely silent
in his company, as a ship under weigh seems at anchor when it is passed by
a swifter sailer. Another feature of his conversation is a shrill, piercing, and
at the same time grating voice. A frigate is not near large enough to place
the ear at the proper point of hearing. If he had been at Babel he would infal-
libly have learned all the languages there, but in the end they must all have
merged in the Tividale How [Tiviotdale twang], for not a creature would
have got spoken but himself.

He adds: “The only little blemish I have sometimes regretted to see in
him is a disposition to egotism; not selfishness—but a propensity to bring
the conversation from whatever quarter it starts round to himself, and
to exalt his own actions, sufferings, or adventures in a manner a little
approaching the marvelous” (Kynynmound 1880:253–55). Clearly, Ley-
den was a strong dose, and some were powerfully attracted while others
wished only to get safely out of earshot.5

Leyden’s life, though it was cut short even before Ellis’s, is the better
known of the two. In addition to the memorials just mentioned by con-
temporaries who knew him personally, we have a memorial by Sir Wal-
ter Scott (Leyden 1858), an article by G. Smith (1848), and substantial
biographies by James Morton (Leyden 1819) and P. Seshadri (1912), as
well as a doctoral thesis from Edinburgh University of over five hundred
closely typed pages by I. Brown (c. 1967) that is very useful. Leyden left
a few published works and a great many manuscripts, scholarly papers,
and letters, most of them now in the British Library and the National
Library of Scotland. The difficulty in interpreting his life is that it went
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in so many directions and so requires an array of special skills on the
part of the biographer which perhaps only he united in one person. In
the absence of expertise in some aspects of his work, one inevitably tends
to take his own interpretations at face value. Yet as we have seen, Ley-
den was continually overestimating what he had done and would do in
the future, and on many points we have only his testimony. It is on the
Oriental side of his work that the difficulties are greatest because his work
was spread over so large a surface and over so many languages and scripts.

Leyden had dozens of projects underway at any given time, and some
of them reached print, notably, his translation of the Shajrat Malayu,
edited by Raffles and published posthumously under the title of Malay
annals (Leyden 1821), also his unfinished translation of Baber’s memoir,
which was completed, revised, and annotated by Erskine (Erskine and
Leyden 1826). But amid the dozens of smaller projects there was one big
project that was the centerpiece of Leyden’s work in India and South-
east Asia. Even though little of it reached print, manuscripts of the project
allow us to discern the overall direction of Leyden’s life work, or at any
rate the Orientalist part of it, and it is valuable for our purposes as a
clear expression of the languages-and-nations project described in chap-
ter 1. Leyden’s big project was an ambitious comparative study of the
structure and genealogy of languages in India and Southeast Asia, de-
scribed in great detail in several manuscript versions that are currently
in the British Library (BL Add. Mss. 26,564–67, 26,600). I will call it,
simply, the Plan. The Plan had the following four parts:

1. Plan for investigating the languages, literature, antiquities, 
and history of the Deccan

2. Plan for investigating the languages, literature, antiquities, 
and history of the Indo-Persic nations

3. Plan for investigating the languages, literature, antiquities, 
and history of the Indo-Chinese nations

4. On the comparative utility of the Dekkani, Indo-Persic, and
Indo-Chinese languages, and the works most necessary for
facilitating their acquisition

The three regions over which this inquiry is spread are, essentially, South
India and the Deccan, North India, and Southeast Asia (which he calls
Indo-China, but which includes Indonesia).

It is in the fourth part that Leyden sets forth the rationale of the Plan,
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showing full awareness that he is participating in a worldwide project.
He stresses the value of the cultivation of Indian languages from the com-
mercial, political, economic, and literary points of view but identifies him-
self especially with the literary, which is to say the scientific, objective.
It is important “in the literary point of view,” he says, to study all lan-
guages, even the obscure ones that have no written literature, because of
their importance in mending the imperfections in the historical record
contained in written texts. And he quotes Samuel Johnson’s dictum: “The
similitude and derivation of languages afford the most indubitable proof
of the traduction of nations, and the genealogy of mankind. They add
often physical certainty to historical evidence; and often supply the only
evidence of ancient migrations, and the revolutions of ages which have
left no written monuments behind them” (13 Aug 1766 in Boswell
1791:374).6 Johnson’s observation is highly pertinent to the present state
of Indian records, Leyden comments, as “even the unwritten languages
and dialects of the rudest tribes of India acquire an adventitious impor-
tance from the light they are likely to throw on ancient migrations and
conquests and the authenticity they are likely to confer on historical in-
vestigation (BL Add. Mss. 26,600, f. 114v). He refers to the parallel
project of Catherine of Russia, published by Pallas (1786–89, discussed
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6. The passage by Samuel Johnson begins, “I am not very willing that any language
should be totally extinguished,” and continues, “My zeal for languages may seem, per-
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who have nothing in their thoughts but trade or policy, present power, or present money,
I should not think it necessary to defend my opinions; but with men of letters I would
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row in its extent, or however incommodious for common purposes, till it is deposited in
some version of a known book, that it may be always hereafter examined and compared
with other languages, and then permitting its disuse” (13 Aug 1766 in Boswell 1791:374).
It reminds us that the “explosion in the grammar factory” expands as the number of spo-
ken languages shrinks, and that there is an aspect of salvage scholarship to the project.
There is a strikingly similar passage in Jefferson: “A knowledge of the several languages
[of the American Indians] would be the most certain evidence of their derivation which
could be produced. . . . It is to be lamented, then, very much to be lamented, that we have
suffered so many of the Indian tribes already to extinguish, without our having previ-
ously collected and deposited in the records of literature, the general rudiments at least
of the languages they spoke. Were vocabularies formed of all the languages spoken in
North and South America, preserving their appellations of the most common objects in
nature, of those which must be present in every nation barbarous or civilized, with the
inflections of their nouns and verbs, their principles of regimen and concord, and these
deposited in all the public libraries, it would furnish opportunities to those skilled in the
languages of the old world to compare them with these, now, or at any future time, and
hence to construct the best evidence of the derivation of this part of the human race” (c.
1782:510–11).



in chapter 1), and, in the vein of the work of Jefferson and Du Ponceau
on the comparison of American Indian languages, he mentions Barton’s
New views on the origin of the tribes and nations of America (1797) and
Volney’s View of the climate and soil of the United States of America
(1804). The argument of the piece is that since the British are, for the
moment, in charge of the government of India, it is incumbent upon them
to promote the scientific investigation of India’s past.

Coming to specifics, Leyden states that the first and most necessary
work is the making of a grammar and “radical vocabulary,” and that
where languages are obviously related to one another there is much ad-
vantage in treating them comparatively. An elementary work of this kind
would include (1) a series of alphabets, from the most ancient to the
present, “confirmed and illustrated by inscriptions”; (2) comparative ta-
bles of the inflections of nouns, pronouns, verbs, and verbals of ancient
and modern dialects; (3) exposition of syntax with specimens of vari-
eties of style; and (4) a radical comparative vocabulary of nouns, pro-
nouns, verbs, and particles, to which could be added “an historical ac-
count of the rise and progress of the language and notices of its present
extent” (BL Add. Mss. 26,600, f. 115).

Second in sequence and importance would be dictionaries of the lan-
guages. I give here the huge list of works that Leyden, with full confidence
in his superhuman powers, proposed to write and asked the Government
to fund, grouped into the three categories of Dekkani, Indo-Persic, and
Indo-Chinese or, as we would say, South Indian, North Indian, and South-
east Asian.

in the dekkani languages

1. Comparative grammar and radical vocabulary of Tamil, Telugu,
Kannada, Malayalam, Sinhalese, and Tuluva languages, “all of
which are intimately connected”; 800 pages quarto

2. Comparative grammar of Marathi, Konkani, Oriya, and Guja-
rati, “which, though not so intimately connected, have yet con-
siderable resemblance in their structure”; 400 pages quarto

3. A polyglot dictionary of Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Malayalam,
Sinhala, and Tuluva languages, “in which I conceive two thirds
of the whole of vocables would be found to be the same in all,
which would greatly diminish the extent of the work”; about
2000 pages
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4. A polyglot lexicon of Marathi, Konkani, Oriya, and Gujarati;
about 1200 pages

5. History of the languages and literature of the Deccan; about
500 pages

6. A supplement on the languages of secondary importance or
materials that are more difficult to procure; about 400 pages

in the indo-persic languages

1. Comparative grammar and radical vocabulary of Pahlavi,
Pashtu, and Baloch; 500 pages

2. Comparative grammar and radical vocabulary of Kashmiri and
Panjabi, and perhaps also Braj Bhasha and Marwari; 600 pages

in the indo-chinese languages

1. Comparative grammar and radical vocabulary of the Pali,
Prakrit, and Zend languages; about 1000 pages

2. Grammar and glossary of Malay, Burmese, Thai, and Viet-
namese (the “Anam language”); 400 or 500 pages quarto

3. Grammar and glossary of the Mon Khmer and Lao languages;
400 pages

4. Grammar and glossary of the Javanese, Buggis, Bima, Balla,
and Tagalog languages; 500 pages

5. Dictionary of Malay distinguishing words of Sanskrit and
Arabic origin from the native terms of the language; 600 pages
quarto (ibid., ff. 116v–117r)

To this a supplementary volume might be added on other languages of
the eastern islands. Leyden has “no hesitation in stating that I could un-
dertake to complete the whole of them in five years and any part of them
in a proportional length of time” if health permitted and adds that “from
him who professedly aims at little, much can never be expected” (ibid.,
f. 117v).

Leyden submitted the Plan to the Government at Calcutta, but he took
it back a few days after submitting it for reasons we do not know; per-
haps someone intimated that it would not be well received. In any case,
his grand project was not funded. Nevertheless, it is clear that two of the
few works he did complete were derived from part 3 of the Plan: a small
book called A comparative vocabulary of the Barma, Maláyu and T’hái
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languages (1810) printed at the Mission Press of Serampore, and a very
long article that appeared in Asiatic researches after his death, “On the
languages and literature of the Indo-Chinese nations” (1812). It is to the
latter (in an earlier, manuscript version presumably) that Ellis directed
his criticisms, to which I will return later.

The superhuman rate of production which Leyden proposed to im-
pose upon himself would have relied both on his quickness in acquiring
languages and on peculiar methods of study described by his friend John
Malcolm, who published a memorial tribute in the Bombay courier (2 No-
vember 1811). They are of interest both in explaining Leyden’s style of
his scholarship and, more importantly, showing something of his rela-
tion with Indians. We might call these methods extractive. Malcolm says
of Leyden:

When he read a lesson in Persian, a person near him whom he had taught,
wrote down each word on a long slip of paper, which was afterwards
divided into as many pieces as there were words, and pasted in alphabetical
order, under different heads of verbs, nouns, &c. into a blank book that
formed a Vocabulary of each day’s lesson. All this he had in a few hours
instructed a very ignorant native to do, and this man he used in his broad
accent to call “one of his Mechanical aids.”

Besides the difference of temperament, perhaps the greatest difference
between Ellis and Leyden was in their attitude toward Indians and India.
We shall shortly examine Ellis’s working relations with Indians such as
Sankaraiah and Pattabhirama Shastri; here I need only say that there was
nothing of the “mechanical aid” in his conception of them. Moreover,
Ellis greatly admired Indian literature—excessively, Erskine thought—
and one of his major purposes was to assist in its revival. As to religion,
the Rev. Dr. Taylor thought Ellis an atheist. Leyden, on the other hand,
had been a minister of the Scottish church, advanced the cause of the Ser-
ampore missionaries with his friend Lord Minto, the governor-general,
detested Hinduism, and considered its effects on the Indian people per-
nicious: “Indeed the moral character of the Hindus—‘the blameless, mild,
patient, innocent children of nature,’ as they are ridiculously termed by
gossiping ignoramuses, who never set eyes on them—is as utterly worth-
less and devoid of probity, as their religion is wicked, shameless, impu-
dent, and obscene” (quoted by Morton in Leyden 1819:lxv).

Quite different was the attitude of Ellis, of whom Erskine said:

He was remarkable for the proficiency he had made in the various lan-
guages of Southern India, and for his thorough acquaintance with the
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manners, customs and literatures of the Hindus. He is said to have written
the Tamil with great elegance, and was a poet in that tongue. . . . He was
eager to improve the condition of the natives, but had perhaps too high an
opinion of their literature and acquirements. . . . He lived much among the
natives & had a perfect knowledge of their habits of thinking.

Thus while Orientalist scholarship rested on knowledge of Indian lan-
guages and the authority of Indians and their texts, the relations of British
Orientalists with Indian scholars were subject to varying degrees of cul-
tural inhibition and degrees of respect.

the madras circle: ellis, campbell, 
pattabhirama shastri, sankaraiah

On 11 May 1797, the Court of Directors of the United East India Com-
pany received a petition from Francis Whyte Ellis to be admitted to the
service in the manner required of aspiring writers (there are dozens, per-
haps hundreds, of such petitions in the Oriental and India Office Col-
lections of the British Library), both as an example of his penmanship
and as a formal request for appointment:

To the Honourable the Court of Directors of the United East India Company.

The humble petition of Francis Ellis

Sheweth
That your petitioner has been educated in Writing and Accounts and

humbly hopes he is qualified to serve your Honours.
He humbly therefore prays your Honours will appoint him a writer 

in the ______ Establishment, and should he be so fortunate as to succeed 
he promises to behave himself with the greatest diligence and fidelity, and 
is ready to give such Security as your Honours may require.

And your Petitioner will ever pray.

The blank in the petition was filled by another hand with the name of
the post to which he was to be sent: “Madrass.”

A few days earlier (9 May), Ellis, “late of Compton in Bedfordshire,
but now of London” had signed a sworn statement attesting the year of
his birth to be 1777, according to his parents, no certificate of birth hav-
ing been found. A few days later (17 May) a bond of £500 was made by
Sir James Wright of Bedford Street, Covent Garden, Baronet, and Roger
Palmer of Oxford Street, with the Company on behalf of Francis Ellis of
London, Gentleman, “Appointed a writer and Covenant Servant at Fort
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St. George in the East Indies” (OIOC O/1/4, ff. 55–57). The terms of his
indenture were standard: he was to serve for five years at a mere five
pounds sterling a year. Ellis entered the service at the tail end of an era
in which Company servants were paid poorly but given rights of private
trade by which they could make fortunes on the side in India while work-
ing for the Company. The structural corruption of the system became
notorious and gave way to a more orderly and bureaucratic form of gov-
ernment with high salaries and the abolition of private trade.

The final item in the collection of papers about Ellis’s appointment
is a certificate from one Robert Roy of the Academy, Burlington Street,
attesting that Ellis “has acquired an extensive knowledge in classical
Learning—He has studied with much success the French Language, Math-
ematics and particularly Arithmetic Writing &c. and his Manners are po-
lite manly and regular.” This completes what we know about Ellis’s birth
and education before his arrival in India, nearly a year later, on 7 April
1798 (OIOC J/1/16, ff. 514–17).

There is no book-length biography of Ellis; we have only brief sum-
maries of his official career (e.g., Dodwell and Miles 1839) and schol-
arship (Wilson n.d.), and the short pieces by Elliot (1875, 1878). The
following is a summary of the civil service career of Ellis, as it appears
in official lists:

1798 Assistant under the Secretary to the Board of Revenue

1801 Deputy Secretary to the Board of Revenue

1802 Secretary to the Board of Revenue

1806 Judge and Magistrate of the Zillah of Masulipatam, in the 
Telugu country

1809 Collector of Land Customs

1810 Collector of Madras

1819 Died, 9 March, while on leave at Ramnad, in the southern-
most part of the Tamil country

Ellis’s career was somewhat exceptional in that he mostly resided in
Madras city, the seat of government, except for three years at Masuli-
patam. When he arrived, Lionel Place was Collector of the Jagir, the large
tract of territory surrounding Madras that had been granted to the Com-
pany by the Nawab of the Carnatik in 1760 but had come under the Com-
pany’s direct administration only in 1786. The Company had hitherto had
only an imperfect report on the land tenures of the jagir, made by Colonel
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Thomas Barnard in the 1770s. During Place’s short, vigorous, and con-
tentious period as collector, he assembled a massive report, with detailed
information on jagir land tenures. Place’s report was an important prior
text to Ellis’s Treatise of mirasi right, which Ellis submitted to the Board
many years later as Collector of Madras. About the same time, the Com-
pany, in the course of its war with Tipu Sultan, acquired new inland terri-
tories to which the revenue machinery was extended through the settle-
ments imposed by Captain Alexander Read and his associates, including
Thomas Munro. Thus Ellis got an education in the intricacies of land rev-
enue at the very beginning of his career, a time when knowledge of South
Indian land tenures was rapidly increasing and colonial policy was rap-
idly changing, especially around the introduction of a ryotwari settlement.
His close involvement with revenue would continue when he later became
Collector of Land Customs and then Collector of Madras, that is, the en-
larged, twenty-six-square-mile territory including the Fort and the city,
garden suburbs, and farming villages, which had been under British con-
trol for a long time and through which colonial knowledge of Indian land-
revenue practices had been developed prior to the conquest. Ellis’s knowl-
edge of and involvement with land tenure was to put him and the Board
of Revenue on a collision course with Thomas Munro, chief architect of
the ryotwari system and, at the time of Ellis’s death, Governor of Madras.

Following his apprenticeship with the Board of Revenue, Ellis, in his
very first judicial appointment, was sent to open up a new court in ter-
ritories recently come under British administration, under the treaty with
the Raja of Tanjore. He was posted to Tanjore in 1806, to be judge and
magistrate at the zillah court of Kumbakonam (Judicial Department, 13
May 1806), a posting so brief and so disastrous that it was omitted from
the lists of his postings in the Madras almanac and other civil service hand-
books. In a letter to Leyden he says that his “removal from Tanjore and
consequent banishment from the southern provinces” was a violent shock
(BL OIOC Mss. Eur.D.30, p. 127).

The affair involved two incidents, of which the first was his arrest of
a servant of the Raja of Tanjore. According to a petition submitted to the
court by one Ayam Perumal Padaiyachi dated 1 November, a certain Sa-
vandaiyan Pillai, who superintended the garden lands of the Raja of Tan-
jore in Kumbakonam, had sought to collect from the petitioner taxes due
the raja by some other party for whom he was mistaken, and Savandai-
yan’s peon had “put bruised chillies on my eyes, sprinkled water on them,
& placed Ketticals on my hands & ordered a man to press them down
by trampling on them with his feet” (OIOC BC F/4/268 no. 5895, p. 7).
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Hearing that a complaint of torture had been made against him, Savan-
daiyan Pillai took refuge in one of the raja’s palaces, which was used as
a prison and so had a guard of sepoys. When Ellis, in his role as magis-
trate, sent an officer to serve a summons, Savandaiyan Pillai used the raja’s
guard against Ellis’s authority. The peon who did the torture on Pillai’s
orders was later seized under a warrant from Ellis, but he had to be taken
by force from sepoys of the raja, under whose protection he had placed
himself.

Ellis wrote to Captain William Blackburne, the Resident at Tanjore,
about the matter, who wrote back requesting him very earnestly to sus-
pend further proceedings against the king’s two servants, as “His Excel-
lency’s mind is disturbed in a very extraordinary degree.” The Raja was,
indeed, so disturbed that he wrote Governor Bentinck he “never would
have signed any Treaty however advantageous to me in other respects if
it had contained any clause by which I might be considered to be per-
sonally amenable to the Jurisdiction of this Honorable Company’s
Courts” (ibid., p. 334). The Government of Madras tabled Ellis’s report
on the subject, but the matter reached the Court of Directors in London,
who reacted strongly, recognizing the “youthful inexperience” of Ellis but
nevertheless censuring him for lack of discretion, and the Government
of Madras for tabling the matter.

The Government of Madras had tabled the matter because by the time
it came before them, Ellis and another youthful judge thrown into the
maelstrom of introducing Company justice into Tanjore, Daniel Crau-
ford, had already been whisked away and reassigned to distant Masuli-
patam and Rajahmundry, respectively, the Government censuring their
conduct “for impeding the collection of the public revenue in Tanjore”
(MJC 8 Nov 1806 IOL). This second affair involved the monopoly the
British government at Madras asserted over the sale of betel leaf, for
which it issued a cowle, or contract, to the renter or revenue farmer who
purchased the right. This renter was given powers to enforce sales by be-
tel growers at a fixed price, including powers to issue fines and to enter
and search private dwellings to find sequestered stocks of betel from grow-
ers who were holding out for a higher price. The protests of local grow-
ers of betel against the novel monopoly and the oppressive actions of the
renters led Crauford and, apparently, Ellis to halt the actions of the renters,
finding as they did that the issuance of cowles for this monopoly was not
authorized by a published Regulation from the Board of Revenue. A
higher court, the Court of Sadr and Faujdari Adawlet, ruled against Crau-
ford, who seems to have been the principal in the matter, though both
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he and Ellis are named in a minute of the governor following the court’s
decision. In that minute Bentinck said,

I cannot persuade myself that either Mr. Crauford or Mr. Ellis could 
have had the intention of throwing any unnecessary impediment in the 
way of the public service or of acting from the wish to make a vain display
of superior authority. I have too good an opinion of these Gentlemen, to
attribute to them any such motives. But it is impossible for me to acquit
them of an extraordinary degree of indiscretion and I cannot be insensible
to the ill effects that their conduct must have upon the authority of the
Collector of the Revenues. (MJC 7 Nov 1806)

Ellis and Crauford were accordingly transferred.
Ellis felt this “banishment from the southern provinces,” that is, from

the Tamil country to the Telugu-speaking region, was a disgrace and an
exile. But it must have had the unintended benefit of forcing him to mas-
ter Telugu, which certainly contributed to the formulation of the Dra-
vidian proof. It also put him in connection with an important Telugu
scholar there, Mamadi Venkayya, a remarkable Komati trader who had
retired to a life of scholarship. Venkayya was writing dictionaries of
Telugu and Sanskrit in which Ellis had a great interest and which, under
his urging, the College of Fort St. George later sought to purchase and
publish. Ellis had already spent a few months, in the winter of 1804–5,
in the Northern Circars of Andhra, “with a view to qualifying himself
for a judicial station to which Lord William Bentinck had it in contem-
plation to promote him”; now he spent three years in Andhra, at Ma-
sulipatam. He speaks of this period, in the above-mentioned letter to
Leyden, as one in which he was “continually in motion,” as having
“scarcely been out of tents for three months together,” as he rolled
through the Company’s territories from Jagannath to Kanya Kumari,
holding court and dispensing justice (Ellis to Leyden 7 Aug 1808, OIOC
Mss. Eur.D.30, p. 127).

Another benefit of the otherwise painful Tanjore interlude was that
he came to know Sankaraiah, with whom he was to have a long con-
nection, and who would play an important role in the Madras School of
Orientalism. Sankaraiah was sheristadar, or chief of staff, to Ellis and
his successors at Kumbakonam, and later joined the Collectorate of
Madras, shortly before Ellis took charge in 1809, and they worked closely
together.

Ellis was appointed Collector of Land Customs, or Land Customer,
toward the end of 1809, and the office was soon combined with that of
Collector of Madras, in charge of the land revenue and other matters. It
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was a large, complex job, two jobs indeed. On the one hand, like that of
other district collectors, his jurisdiction was divided into several taluks
(Mylapore, Egmore, Pudupaukam, Tandiarpalla) under amildars, for
the collection of the revenue upon agriculture; on the other hand, the job
entailed overseeing the departments of Arrack and Toddy, Company’s
Land, Quit Rent, Home Farm, Salt Revenue, and Fencible Corps (list of
establishment of servants, Madras District Records 4 June 1810). Much
the greater part of the work, and the receipts of revenue, lay in the con-
trol and taxation of commodities, including the harsh business of en-
forcing the Company’s monopoly rights over salt, liquor, and tobacco,
which involved advertising and issuing licenses to renters, dealing with
smuggling, and preventing and punishing corruption among Government
servants in his charge. When Ellis took on this position, Sankaraiah was
a writer in the Arrack and Toddy Department at the miserable pay of 23
pagodas monthly (ibid.), which was nevertheless the second highest salary
in the establishment; Ellis soon made him sheristadar, increasing his
monthly pay to 40, then to 60 pagodas, the highest the Board of Rev-
enue would permit. As sheristadar, Sankaraiah was in overall charge of
the native Government servants of the Madras District cutchery.

Ellis seems to have been a very good at his work, and to have been
held in the highest esteem by the Board of Revenue, to whom he reported.
The Board noted with satisfaction that his amalgamation of the two posi-
tions into one had resulted in a decided savings in costs, and that in his
first year the receipts of revenue exceeded those of every previous year but
one. This good report reached the Governor in Council, who forwarded
it to London. The Court of Directors, in their dispatch to Madras, noted
that the overall savings through reduction of staff and salary, amount-
ing to 7,707 pagodas annually, but went on to complain that the pay of
the collector, which was a percentage of the revenue receipts, at 9,228
pagodas, was too high, and should have the same limit of a collector of
an unsettled district, namely 7,500 pagodas; but they “abstained from
giving the orders above recorded a retrospective operation in consider-
ation of the increase which has been already affected in the Revenues of
the Presidency under the judicious management of Mr. Ellis” (general
letter 6 Jan 1814 in MDR Aug 1815). The combination of praise for rais-
ing the revenue and cutting his salary to increase the profits of the Com-
pany did not sit well with Ellis, and he contested the matter before the
Board, arguing that the passage in the general letter applied only to the
emoluments of the Collector of Madras, not to the (larger) emoluments
of the Collector of Land Customs, which were “confirmed to him by the
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regulation by which the duties themselves are imposed and can only be
abolished by the revision of such part of the regulation as relates to them”
(MDR 27 April 1816). The Board was sympathetic, and the existing rate
continued for a time while the matter was referred to higher authority.
My overall impression is that Ellis was highly efficient and effective in
his work as Collector and Land Customer, doing what amounted to two
jobs and getting an unusually large salary, commensurate, he seems to
have felt, with the work he did.

It is worth remarking that the very large difference between Ellis’s large
compensation and the small compensation received by his chief of staff,
Sankaraiah, was the pattern in British Indian government since the end-
ing of private trade: a small body of civil servants, paid well to put them
beyond the temptations of corruption, supervising a vast army of low-
paid Indian government servants. This kind of asymmetry was a struc-
tural feature of Orientalist scholarship in British India as well, shaping
the relations between British and Indian scholars.

It was during this very busy period of his life, from late in 1809 until
his death in early 1819—less than a decade—that Ellis came into his own
as a scholar through the founding of the College of Fort St. George in
1812 (which we will examine in the next chapter) and the creation of
the Literary Society of Madras, in which he was highly active, the same
year. And in the group of scholars who came together around Ellis, none
are more important than A. D. Campbell, Sankaraiah, and Pattabhirama
Shastri, whom I must now introduce.

Alexander Duncan Campbell (1789–1857), was something of a pro-
tégé of Ellis. Born at St. Andrews, a son of the second laird of Fairfield
and educated at the High School of Edinburgh, Campbell acquired an
appointment in India and arrived in 1808. During his early career he
served at the Board of Revenue in Madras, and was made secretary to
the College at its founding, so that all of the College’s official corre-
spondence with the Government of Madras at that time is signed by him.
In the course of a long career in the service, till his retirement in 1842,
he served variously as secretary to and later member of the Board of Rev-
enue, Collector and Magistrate of Bellary District, judge of the Sadr and
Faujdari Adawlet courts, and member of the Board of Superintendence
at the College. He wrote an important survey of native schools in South
India, gave testimony on the land systems of the South to a Parliamen-
tary committee at the renewal of the East India Company’s charter in 1832,
and composed a three-volume Code of regulations for internal govern-
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ment of Madras, published in 1843, among other things. After resigning
from the service he lived with his wife in London till his death.

Upon his arrival in India, Campbell lived frugally on his 60 pagodas
per month and worked hard at languages. From 8:00 in the morning to
10:00 in the evening he “fagged at business and study,” winning the prize
of 1,000 pagodas for proficiency in Hindustani (which he had begun in
Scotland, under Gilchrist, before embarking for India) in May of 1810,
and for proficiency in Telugu in September, 1813.7 Immediately after win-
ning the prize, he commenced writing his grammar of Telugu with the
help of Udayagiri Venkatanarayana, from whom he had learned the lan-
guage, and he presented the text to the Government of Madras in May
of 1814. Printed by the College Press two years later, toward the end of
1816, the work went into second and third editions before it was over-
taken by the Telugu grammar of C. P. Brown—who had first learned Tel-
ugu from Campbell’s grammar. In his grammar Campbell argues for the
non-Sanskrit origin of Telugu, and he uses the method of the word list
in making his case. His views are very much in tune with Ellis’s inter-
pretation of the Indian grammarians and the concept of Telugu as an orig-
inal language, and it is in Campbell’s grammar that Ellis’s introductory
note is found that contains the Dravidian proof. Campbell also composed
a Telugu dictionary, drawing upon the manuscript dictionaries of Ma-
madi Venkayya and one drawn up in French by the Jesuits. It was pub-
lished in 1821, on the draft of which Ellis, in the last days of his life,
composed a critique on behalf of the College Board. Both works claim
to render into English the work of the recognized Telugu grammars of
the past, and they cite them by name. Underlying the dictionary entries
is the categorization of nouns according to the etymological categories
of the Indian grammarians: tatsama, tadbhava, deéya, and gr1mya.

Indians do not appear so frequently, and their lives are not so sharply
etched, in the colonial record as the British civil servants. In the case of
Sankaraiah (1771–1817), however, we have a pretty full outline of his
lifetime of service to the Company because in 1816 the Board of Rev-
enue asked Ellis to submit a detailed list of native servants of the Madras
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District cutchery (MBR 3 Dec 1816). Sankaraiah, whose proper name
was Bomakonti Shankara Shastri, was “a Bráhman of the Telugu nation”
of the 0treya gotra and Smarta sect. His family had moved to the South,
that is, the Tamil country, first to Cuddalore, but for three generations
had been settled at Madras. At the writing of the list, Sankaraiah had
been in the Company revenue service for twenty-three years, beginning
in 1788 or 1789 as a writer to the Resident of Tanjore, and serving suc-
cessively as accountant and interpreter to the Collector of Tanjore; then
in the Guntur collectorate; then superintending accounts at Masulipatam
under the deputy paymaster; from 1806 serving as sheristadar to the suc-
cessive judges at Kumbakonam, beginning with Ellis’s brief and troubled
stay there; and finally with Ellis in the Madras District cutchery, rising
quickly to the position of sheristadar. For a brief time he served as Head
English Master in the College of Fort St. George, where the pay was bet-
ter, but then was reappointed to his previous position.

Ellis says of Sankaraiah, “He understands well the Telugu, Tamil, and
English, which he writes and speaks with much correctness, and has a
considerable knowledge of the Sanscrit, with the literature of which, the
legal writings especially, he is well acquainted” (ibid.). Ellis commented
further that Sankaraiah was conversant in accounts, in judicial and rev-
enue affairs, the Regulations of Government in both branches, that his
information was extensive and his industry and diligence afforded sat-
isfaction to his superiors. “Of the perfect integrity and the correctness
of the sentiments and conduct of this very respectable man, on all oc-
casions, during the period I have known him, I can speak with the con-
fidence of entire conviction” (ibid.). Writing within the constraints of
the high formality of official correspondence, Ellis is here expressing,
one feels, a considerable warmth of feeling toward his long-time asso-
ciate. Sankaraiah died before Ellis, not long after this was written.
Sankaraiah played an important role in the Dravidian proof, as we shall
see, and was discussing these matters with Ellis over a considerable
period of time. Sankaraiah’s writings on mirasi land tenure in the Madras
area are published in the Treatise of mirasi right (1818), which appeared
after his decease.

Of Vedam Pattabhirama Shastri (1760–1820), whose role in the Dra-
vidian proof was crucial, as we shall see in chapter 5, we find less in the
colonial record, but that little is telling. He was a brahmin of the Puduri
é1kha, coming from Viruru village, Atmakur taluk, Nellore district (Ven-
kata Rao 1957:22). He was appointed head master for Sanskrit and Tel-
ugu at the inception of the College of Fort St. George. His teaching du-
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ties were extensive: he taught tarka (logic), vy1karaâa (Sanskrit grammar),
and dharmaé1stra (law) to the Indian students, as well as Telugu gram-
mar to the Telugu students studying to become teachers of Telugu. He
served the College in that capacity from 1812 till his death in 1820.
Significantly for our purposes, he wrote a most valuable dh1tum1la, or
dictionary of roots, for Telugu, which was an essential ingredient in the
Dravidian proof. A copy of the manuscript exists in the Government Ori-
ental Manuscript Library (no. 1227), made after his death, in 1826; parts
of it were copied by a successor at the College, Paravastu Chinnayasuri
(1806–62) and published long after, in 1930, mistakenly attributed to
the latter, as Venkata Rao notes (1957:24). Pattabhirama Shastri also
wrote a commentary in Telugu prose on the Sanskrit grammar attributed
to Nannaya, the 0ndhraéabdacint1maâi, and a grammar of Telugu in
verse, presumably for use in teaching Telugu grammar to Indian students
in the College, since published (1951) by Venkata Rao (ibid.).

Both Pattabhirama Shastri and Sankaraiah are found in an interest-
ing list of “respectable inhabitants” of Madras of 1813, which names the
leading brahmins, “Gujarati” traders, Baniyans, Telugu traders (“Gen-
toos and Coral Merchants”), Mudaliars, and Pillais (MPC 26 Oct 1813).
But they both also appear, in a very different light, in the Sarvadevavil1sa.

This rare and precious Sanskrit text, edited and published by the great
Sanskritist V. Raghavan, gives a picture of the notable patrons, scholars,
and artists of Madras in a different perspective from the one we find in
records of the colonial government (Raghavan 1957–58). It is a poem,
a campu-k1vya, or poem written in a mixture of prose and verse, in which
two pandits visit the leading patrons of the city (these being the various
gods, sarva-deva, of the title) and describe to one another the parties these
godlike wealthy patrons throw for musicians and scholars, and the reli-
gious festivals they host (the pleasures, vil1sa, of the title). The patrons
are not rajas, as they would have been in the past, but, in the new era of
international trade and colonial rule, wealthy Indian merchants and
dubashes (agents) to the Company, during the moment of their greatest
wealth and influence around the beginning of the nineteenth century, as
ably described by Susan Neild-Basu (1984). The influence and wealth of
the dubash class would fade, as did that of the Vijayanagara rulers be-
fore them, and new institutional forms would become the custodians of
South Indian high culture; in particular, as we shall see (chapter 6), the
College of Fort St. George itself aspired to be an institutional patron of
Indian literature and played an important role in the development of a
print culture for Tamil and Telugu classics. In terms of fast-changing con-
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ditions for high culture, the Sarvadevavil1sa gives a freeze-frame picture
of a vanishing moment.

In this poem the patrons include the leading trinity, likened to Brahm1,
çiva, and Viùâu, namely, Vedacala Mudaliar, a Tuluva Vellalar agent of
the East India Company; Kalingaraja, a wealthy patron about whom lit-
tle is known; and Sriranga, a Telugu brahmin. Other patrons mentioned
include Deva Nayaka Mudaliar, from a family of dubashes to the Com-
pany since 1725 (Raghavan 1957–58, pt. 2, 65–80). The anonymous au-
thor paints appealing word pictures of musicians, poets, and scholars per-
forming new works and being rewarded generously in the parties hosted
by the patrons in their homes in the garden suburbs of Madras, and of
temple festivals subsidized by the patrons as administrators (dharma-
kart1) of Madras’s great temples. What makes this record is so appealing
is that what the colonial archive foregrounds, the work of government
and commerce, is here put in the background. The East India Company
is present in the Sarvadevavil1sa, but merely as the source of wealth and
influence of the patrons, whose liberality and good taste create the cul-
tural and religious performances the text describes.

I was pleased to find Pattabhirama Shastri and Sankaraiah among the
learned and influential brahmins (paâbit1n vipra-prabh[n) holding im-
portant positions in the Company, who are described as both scholars
and patrons (ibid., pt. 1, 409). Pattabhirama Shastri is the first of this
group to be mentioned; he is likened to çiva meditating at the foot of a
banyan tree and is called a master of all shastras and a great scholar
(ibid.). Sankaraiah appears as çaãkara; he is the last to be mentioned,
where the text breaks off. He is said to have first become eminent in re-
ligious scholarship (vaidika) and subsequently to have excelled in worldly
affairs (laukika) and been held in high esteem by all rulers (ibid. pt. 1,
414; pt. 2, 87–88).

Raghavan made good use of the colonial archive to identify the Madras
notables spoken of in the text. His study of the text is invaluable, but he
does not identify Pattabhirama Shastri and Sankaraiah. The text is not
dated, but Raghavan shows that persons mentioned in the text are date-
able to the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, and gives evi-
dence showing that the text could not have been written earlier than 1787
or later than 1817. He thinks it belongs to about 1800. Had he known
the identity of Pattabhirama Shastri and Sankaraiah he might have dated
it somewhat later, in their heyday, around 1815. Further comparison of
this text with the colonial record, especially the Madras District Records
and the Public Consultations, would almost certainly be profitable; for
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example, the important patron Kalingaraja may be the A. Collingaroya
Moodelliar, who is included in the previously mentioned 1813 list of re-
spectable inhabitants of Madras along with Pattabhirama Shastri and
Sankaraiah. In any case the enchanted world of the Sarvadevavil1sa gives
us valuable insight into the cultural and religious life of the Indian elite
of Madras at a time when patronage was in the hands of wealthy mer-
chants and bankers, since royal patronage was going into terminal de-
cline, and scholarship was sustained by those who were servants of the
Company.

Returning to Ellis, it remains to explain the peculiar circumstances of
his passing away before turning to the analysis of his life project.

Ellis died suddenly on 9 March 1819, not of disease, as many English-
men in India did, but of a fatal accident. He had gotten a medical certifi-
cate attesting to attacks of dyspepsia accompanied by considerable de-
rangement of the liver and recommending “a change of air towards the
cooler climate of the interior” to restore his health (MDR 18 Nov 1818).
Dyspepsia appears to have been a chronic ailment, for in his 1808 letter
to Leyden, Ellis had written of “a damnable fit of Dyspepsia, which has
tormented me for the last five months, and I fear will ultimately drive
me either to England or out of the world.” Instead of heading for the cooler
climate of the hill stations, however, he went south to carry out his re-
searches, and was residing with the Collector of Madurai, Rous Petrie.
During a trip to Ramnad in the southernmost tip of India, while med-
icating himself for his ailment, he took something poisonous by mistake
and died. Erskine suggests the poison was laudanum “or some other nox-
ious liquid,” but of course Erskine was not on the scene and his infor-
mation would have been at secondhand at best (Erskine, NLS Mss.
36.1.5, f. 21).

Ellis died slowly and inexorably over a period of several hours and
wrote a will as he contemplated his own untimely end. He bequeathed
his property to his mother and left legacies to a brother and the family
of an aunt, to four servants, and to his dubash. Having named no ex-
ecutor, and having no kin in India, the estate was administered by the
Supreme Court of Judicature, Madras. His household goods and personal
effects were sold at public auction in Madurai and Madras, including an
excellent library of books and manuscripts of over five hundred items,
which must have been one of the best personal libraries of European
works in Madras. As mentioned previously, according to Walter Elliot,
Ellis’s private papers were “lost or destroyed” and according to current
report were used by Petrie’s cook “to kindle his fire and singe fowls.”
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Erskine’s sketch of Ellis, quoted in the previous section, contains this
description of his temperament:

He was very learned & ingenious but shy, irritable, proud & obstinate. 
His peculiarities were injurious only to himself. He was eager to improve
the condition of the natives, but had perhaps too high an opinion of their
literature and acquirements. He was an excellent & attached friend; liberal
to his servants & dependents, and had his mind ever open to conviction.
He was an excellent classical scholar, & his ideas on the accent & prosody
of the ancient languages, derived from his study of Sanscrit &c seemed to
me new and ingenious. His death was an irreparable loss to Indian Litera-
ture, especially at Madras. (NLS Mss. 36.1.5, f. 21v)

Shy and proud at once, irritable and obstinate, Ellis’s peculiarities were
indeed occasionally injurious to himself, as at Tanjore and on other occa-
sions; but also an excellent and attached friend, and superb scholar: this
was Ellis, to the life, according to one who knew him well.

the dissertations

Ellis was a true Orientalist in the full sense of the word, who fulfilled the
ideal type of the scholar-administrator better than anyone I know of. He
was very good at his work, but there is no mistaking that what he really
loved was the scholarship, and that all his ambitions rested on it. In this
section I will try to specify the overall direction of that scholarship—his
big project—much as I have done for Erskine and Leyden. What that big
project, involving what he called the dissertations, was and was not Ellis
explained in a letter to Erskine dated 3 July 1809.

In the letter Ellis discusses the problem of history in India, specifically
what he calls “Hindu history,” in distinction from Erskine’s grand project
of writing a history of the (Muslim) Mughals from Persian sources, and
he makes it clear that he is actively involved in the problem as it affects
South India. He begins by correcting an impression he had given his friend
in a previous letter which has not survived:

In speaking of the possibility of composing a History of the two Dynasties
of Vijayanagaram, I never meant to say that I intended to undertake it. I
had indeed at one time some idea of giving some account of Crishna Rayalu,
not as a Regular History, but as a dissertation for the Bengal or some other
society. Anything in the form of regular History respecting the Hindu Dynas-
ties, though much information has been obtained, is in my opinion prema-
ture. So much is yet to [be] learned, so many facts are yet in doubt, and so
many points are yet to be ascertained, that were a person to set down now
to [write] a Regular History either of this or of any other Hindu Dynasties,
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he would probably have to rewrite it more than once, before he could 
make it satisfactory even to himself. (NLS Mss. 36.1.5, Ellis to Erskine 
3 July 1809, ff. 42–43)

Ellis continues by identifying two projects for the history of South India
then underway: Colin Mackenzie’s ambitious collection of historical ma-
terials, using a small army of Indian assistants working out of Madras,
which produced a mountain of material on inscriptions and local histo-
ries; and Colonel Mark Wilks’s history of Mysore, which came to be pub-
lished in three volumes (Wilks 1810–17). Ellis had a hand in both of these
projects, and some few traces of his interactions with them remain. Er-
skine records that Ellis helped Mackenzie with the decipherment of his
collection of inscriptions (NLS Mss. 36.1.5, f. 21), and Wilks notes the
help Ellis gave with Sanskrit texts showing that the ancient Hindu king
was not the owner of all the land (Ellis 1810).

“All that can now be done” on the Hindu history of South India, Ellis
says, “is in progress, and in very good hands. Major Mackenzie is digest-
ing the very extensive information he possesses, and more is daily col-
lecting.” He advises Erskine “to select some detached portion of Hindu
History (I do not mean Fable by that word though they are often syn-
onymous)” as a potential project, such as the transactions of the Hindu
Maratha kings, connected with the downfall of Bijapur, as Wilks has al-
ready done, “whose story, springing from the decline of the Vijayanagaram
government, must necessarily contain many circumstances connected
with this event: & this I am endeavouring to do, by bringing together all
that I know (though that all is not much) regarding the Tamil principal-
ities.” While stressing the importance of recovering the history of South
India, Ellis nevertheless distinguishes his own project from it:

We should endeavour, however, to impress on those it may interest, 
that India is not entirely without history, referring for the proof to what
time must inevitably embody, whoever be the operator. For my own 
part, though somewhat ambitious of literary reputation, I do not think 
that history will be my walk, I have naturally so strong an inclination to
fable, that if the subject could be adorned by it, I scarcely expect myself
capable of resisting the temptation to fabricate. (Ellis to Erskine 3 July
1809, ff. 43–44)

The reference to fabrication is not entirely facetious, as we shall shortly
see when we speak of the pur1âa-like Tamil text Ellis composed on the
smallpox vaccine. In the meantime, what is to be noticed is that history
was not to be his “walk.” This is a surprising statement for someone whose
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scholarship is so deeply historical. What it really means is that his con-
tribution would not be to the writing of political history, for when we
come to the part of the letter in which he defines what his walk is, we see
that history of a kind is central to it.

Ellis opens that discussion with mention of his work on the prosody
of Tamil verse, in connection with which he speaks of his intention to
write four dissertations. The work on prosody, he says, is nearly finished
and requires only to be arranged. But he wishes to preface it by an ac-
count of Tamil, of its dialects “which pervade the whole of Southern
India,” and of its literature. This, he says, proceeds slowly and even the
ultimate shape of it is uncertain. Ellis has the notion of four dissertations
being necessary to complete the subject, namely:

1. On the history of the countries in which the Tamil is spoken

2. On the Tamil language and its ancient and modern dialects

3. On the rhythmic measures of the Tamil, i.e., the work on
prosody

4. On Tamil literature

He fears that carrying out this plan will result in a heavy book instead
of a series of dissertations (articles, we would say). For the present, he
intends to complete the first and the third topics—history and prosody—
in a couple of papers, leaving the last one, on Tamil literature, for a “reg-
ular and separate work, to be accumulated as I proceed through the lan-
guage and to be hereafter digested when a sufficiency of materials were
procured.” He adds that the Jesuit missionary and Tamil scholar Con-
stantius Beschi—“I have mentioned this extraordinary man to you, as
holding a high rank among Tamil Authors”—had an intention of com-
posing such a work but unfortunately never carried it out. The four dis-
sertations together, we can say, would have formed a history of Tamil
language and literature, to give a name, which Ellis does not, to the big
project of his life as he conceived it at that stage. It is telling of his ad-
miration for Beschi that he thinks of his own project as identical to that
which the great Italian Jesuit scholar of Tamil did not live to accomplish.

Nearly eight years later, as we see in a letter to Erskine dated 24 March
1817, the project has developed and broadened into a large work of com-
parison, and the dissertations are identified somewhat differently. Now
Ellis is actively producing a set of dissertations on the major languages
of southern India, not just Tamil, and the plan is “to illustrate the ori-
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gin and connection of the dialects.” There are now to be five disserta-
tions (which perhaps are meant to include the earlier project on Tamil):

1. On the alphabetic writing of India in general and South India
in particular, including notices of the alphabets of the Sinhalese
and those of Burma and Java, which can be demonstrated to
derive from the Tamil

2. On low and high Tamil

3. On Telugu

4. On Malayalam

5. On Canarese (Kannada) and the minor dialects Kodagu,
Tuluvu, and so forth

At the time, the dissertation on Telugu had been printed (“not published,”
Ellis specifies) at the College of Fort St. George, and the one on Malay-
alam was being printed. This seems to mean that they were printed as
separate papers for the use of the students of the College. None of these
original papers has survived in that form. Ellis sent copies of them to Er-
skine, but they are not in the Erskine collections at the British Library
and the National Library of Scotland, nor have I found copies elsewhere.
But both have been published. The dissertation on Telugu, included in
A. D. Campbell’s grammar of Telugu published by the College Press as
a “Note to the introduction” (Ellis 1816) is of course what I call the Dra-
vidian proof. The dissertation on Malayalam was published long after
Ellis’s death by Walter Elliot in the Indian antiquary (Ellis 1878). Ersk-
ine states, however, that the chief dissertation was that on the Tamil,
“which I know not if he completed,” and Elliot stated it as his belief that
the Tamil dissertation was never printed. I have not found the disserta-
tion on the scripts of South India nor the one on Canarese, and they may
not have been written.

What one sees here is that Ellis’s project of writing the history of Tamil
language and literature, which remained his central objective, was con-
tained within a larger, comparative Dravidian framework; or perhaps
we should say, his central interest in Tamil opened out into a more am-
bitious program for the major Dravidian languages as a set. The frame-
work itself mirrors the design of the College he built, as we shall see in
the next chapter, and the pieces printed at the College Press were intended
for the students, although they are far more than works of pedagogy.

Ellis’s central interest in Tamil language and literature, particularly
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the impulse to understand it within the largest frame of comparative
study, did not develop slowly through his life; it was present early on, as
we see from a couple of remarkable letters Ellis wrote in 1800 to the Gov-
ernment of Madras (MPC 2 May and 27 June 1800). Responding to a
notice that the Government would receive proposals for grammars and
dictionaries of Marathi, Telugu, or “Malabar” (i.e., Tamil) languages,
Ellis, then scarcely four years in India, boldly proposed to write a gram-
mar and dictionary of Tamil. The Government expressed pleasure at this
display of zeal and industry but maintained that he should first pass the
examination in the Malabar language. This Ellis declined to do, and it
is a curious fact that he never took the examination, or at any rate that
his name does not appear on the surviving lists of those who did so. At
that juncture his competence in Tamil was incomplete, he said, “as my
course of study hitherto has been rather theoretical than practical,” and
he had little conversant acquaintance with it. He explains:

Into [this] course of study I was originally led by conceiving the most perfect
knowledge of this or any other Language might be acquired by founding
practice on Theory, and from a wish rather to gain an insight into the In-
dian Dialects in general than to confine myself to one in particular. These
Dialects are indeed so intimately connected that to obtain a perfect Gram-
matical knowledge of one is to obtain a knowledge of all, a few partial
deviations of Phrase and Idiom excepted, and this is so much the case 
that in translating Malabar into Gentoo [i.e., Tamil into Telugu], or the
reverse, the position of a single word in a thousand need not be changed.
(MPC 27 June 1800; emphasis in original)

Thus already at this early stage Ellis had come to think, on theoretical
grounds, that a full knowledge of the Tamil language would require the
widest framework of comparison, and, specifically, he was already think-
ing about its closeness to Telugu.

Ellis’s grand project, it need hardly be pointed out, is another instantia-
tion of the European languages-and-nations project, as was Leyden’s—the
latter, of course, being shaped by Leyden’s friendship with Ellis, whom
he met in Madras just a few years after the letters just quoted from were
written. The difference between the two projects reflects different casts
of mind: Leyden’s desire to quickly reach a grand overview, Ellis’s scholar-
ship deeply centered on Tamil using the most wide-ranging comparison
to elucidate Tamil while also considering Tamil the key to elucidating the
whole story of languages and nations in South India.

In the previously cited letter of 24 March 1817, Ellis says, “I made
many years ago a resolution not to publish anything until I was forty
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years old and I have kept it pretty well considering, for I shall not have
completed that age until the conclusion of the current year, and the only
thing like a literary production I have yet printed is the dissertation [on
Telugu] I shall send you.” One cannot help feeling how very unfortunate
that resolution was in the face of his impending death, and that the non-
completion of his grand project was, as Erskine believed, “an irrepara-
ble loss to Indian literature, especially at Madras.” As a result, what did
not make it into print was the central project itself, the history of Tamil
literature, and what did make it into print was material peripheral to
that central project, though important insofar as it treated of the larger,
theoretical frame. Ellis’s publications, then, are a periphery without the
center, which would have been a splendid history of the Tamil language,
literature, and people.

Nevertheless the fragments of the grand project and other writings of
Ellis that survive are substantial, if we include the manuscript materials
from private papers and the colonial archive as well as the published
works. To begin with, the grand project itself is not entirely lost. Besides
the published dissertations on Telugu and Malayalam, rough drafts of
the dissertation on Tamil were rescued from among the discarded papers
of the College by Elliot, bequeathed to G. U. Pope, and deposited by Pope
in the Bodleian Library. The drafts give a good sense of how the work
would have proceeded. Moreover, Elliot preserved the very long manu-
scripts of his work on Tamil prosody, two versions of which are in the
Elliot Collection of the British Library (OIOC); in his letter to Erskine,
Ellis had said the work was effectively complete.

In the bibliography I give a list of all the published works of Ellis, most
of them published after his death. Within his own lifetime, besides the
dissertation on Telugu published in Caldwell’s Telugu grammar, a “Note,
by Mr. Ellis, on the 239th and 243d verses of the eighth chapter of Menu”
was printed as an appendix in Wilks’s Historical sketches of the south
of India, arguing against the theory of Oriental despotism (royal own-
ership of all the land) and in favor of the view that private property in
land existed in ancient India (1810). To the same effect was the so-called
Treatise of mirasi right (1818), on the property rights of peasant joint-
proprietors of a village. This had not been intended for publication; it
had been submitted to the Board of Revenue in answer to a circular re-
quest for answers to a list of questions about ownership rights of persons
called mirasidars. It is an important and much-discussed production, in-
corporating both Ellis’s and Sankaraiah’s treatments of mirasi land tenure,
with translation, notes, and supportive documentary evidence, including
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texts and translations of inscriptions and land contracts of various kinds,
and the Board of Revenue thought it so good that it deserved to be pub-
lished for the use of the service. At the time of Ellis’s death. another piece
of his was going through the College Press, but was not completed; this
is Ellis’s annotated translation of the Tirukkuôa{ of Tiruva{{uvar, which
was intended for the use of the students but was also, surely, another
step toward his big project on the history of Tamil literature. Copies of
this rare work exist (Ellis c. 1819), and it has since been published (Tiru-
valluvar 1980). G. U. Pope completed a translation of N1labiy1r that Ellis
left incomplete at his death (Naladiyar 1963).

A major article by Ellis appeared posthumously in Asiatic researches,
the journal of the Asiatic Society at Calcutta; the article had been read
before the Asiatic Society, as well as before the Bombay Literary Society,
several years earlier (Ellis 1822). It is a splendid analysis of the Ezour
Vedam, a text famous in Europe because it had been cited by Voltaire to
show that a just apprehension of God was not confined to Christian
thought. This strange text, kept in the Jesuit library in Madurai, is in bad
Sanskrit written in roman script. Ellis gave an elaborate demonstration
that it was a hoax, probably of the missionaries; he thought it the work
of Roberto Nobili. The exposure of this missionary hoax—and the perpe-
tration in the colonial interest of a hoax of his own (“The legend of the
cow-pox,” discussed below)—may have been on his mind when Ellis made
his lighthearted remark to Erskine about his own inclination to fable.

Two other posthumous publications are a lengthy piece on the Sanskrit
lawbooks authoritative in the South that contains abbreviated versions
of lectures on the topic Ellis gave before the Literary Society of Madras
(Ellis 1827), and an analysis of the copper-plate grant of the Jewish com-
munity of Cochin, edited by Elliot, who says it was found “among some
old papers in the College” (Ellis 1844).

In addition to these publications, there are several unpublished works.
The most intriguing of these is “The legend of the cow-pox,” an English
translation of a text Ellis says he composed in Tamil concerning the small-
pox vaccine, which had just been developed by Jenner and was about to
be introduced into Madras. The text being so very curious, I have included
it here in appendix A. It is in the form of a colloquy between the God-
dess (çakti) and Dhanvantari, the physician to the gods. The Goddess
describes the new vaccination, derived from the teat of a cow infected
with cowpox, as a new, sixth gavya, or sanctifying product of the cow
(the canonical gavyas being milk, butter, yoghurt, urine, and dung), to
protect humankind against the fearful disease. Besides being very clev-
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erly done, the story is a perfect example of Orientalism as both a philo-
logically based scholarship and a colonial practice. It was intended to
convince Indians of the goodness of the new vaccine and to support the
vigorous program of reaching the whole population with it. This text,
the Tamil original of which I have not been able to find so far, is pre-
served in the papers of Erskine and Leyden, to whom Ellis sent copies.
Ellis speaks of writing other texts in Tamil, but he does not give us the
details. He was perhaps following the example of Beschi, whose Tamil
writings are well known.

Finally, the colonial archive, preserved at the Tamil Nadu State Ar-
chives and in the British Library’s Oriental and India Office Collections,
contains a number of scholarly pieces by Ellis amid the dry details of tax-
ation, customs on arrak, toddy, and tobacco, road mending, the perennial
problem of encroachments, and suchlike details of his life as Land Cus-
tomer and Collector of Madras. These include, besides the published Trea-
tise of mirasi right, a long minute on systems of land revenue in South
India by the Board of Trade, in the making of which he probably played
a role and to which he certainly contributed the information for the sec-
tion on the Tamil country (MBR 5 Jan 1818). He wrote a number of in-
teresting short minutes on inam and other indigenous categories of the
Tamil land system (MDR 20 Apr 1817). He also wrote a most learned
minute on the right and left divisions among the castes of South India,
with abundant quotations from 1gama texts, in which he ventures an
hypothesis about the origin of this important classification. He produced
this paper in the wake of serious riots of right- and left-hand castes in
Madras (MPC 6 March 1812, written 20 Aug 1810, Brimnes 1999). But
by far and away the most important colonial records involving Ellis con-
cern the language problem and the solution for it that Ellis had devised
and which he supervised, the College of Fort St. George, which we must
now examine.
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chapter 4

The College

Having met the leading personnel involved in producing the new knowl-
edge about South India, we must now examine the College of Fort St.
George, which was the main locus for this process. This chapter is not a
history of the College as such (though such a history is very much to be
desired). It is, rather, an inquiry into the relation of the College to the
Dravidian proof. As such, our examination is limited to the period from
the College’s founding in 1812 till the death of Ellis in 1819.

madras before the college

The College of Fort St. George was the brainchild of Ellis, and as senior
member of the Board of Superintendence from its inception, he lavished
on it his best knowledge and care. It filled his thoughts and ambitions,
and was more important to him than the full-time day job he had as Col-
lector of Madras. From a letter of his successor it appears that Ellis had
rooms at the College where he kept books, as a result of which the cutch-
ery, or court, of the Collector of Madras did not possess a complete set
of the Regulations of Government when he died (MDR 29 May 1819,
nos. 215, 256). From this we can infer that Ellis was accustomed to do-
ing much of his scholarly work at his College rooms.

The College was proposed as a solution to the problems of language
in colonial Madras, and so I need to begin with a word about the lan-
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guage situation at Madras, and in British India generally, prior to the
College’s founding.

Madras had been in possession of the East India Company since 1639,
and the Company’s servants had been trading there since that time with-
out producing a single grammar or dictionary of the languages of South
India. The dictionaries and grammars that were available for Europeans
had largely been made by Jesuit missionaries, and most of these circu-
lated in manuscript form. By and large, the Company worked through
Indian agents, or dubashes (people “having two languages,” though they
were much more than translators), who by the end of the eighteenth cen-
tury had acquired considerable power through their ability to manipu-
late the local political situation. Brahmins opened schools for teaching
English of a sort to those who aspired to this profession. Some English-
men learned Hindustani or Portuguese (the latter was in use along the
coasts for quite some time as a language of trade, and has left a deposit
of loanwords in many Indian languages), and Persian was cultivated as
a language of diplomacy and continued as a language of government for
the Company into the nineteenth century. The use of Persian and Hindu-
stani largely perpetuated the pattern of the Mughal empire, to which the
Company was to some degree the heir. In the first century of the East India
Company’s occupation of Madras, Englishmen rarely learned the Dravi-
dian languages indigenous to the South except, one supposes, a few phrases
needed in the kitchen, the garden, and the bedroom. They barely even
knew the names of the South Indian languages, calling them Malabar
and Gentoo languages, or Malabars and Gentoos, rather than Tamil and
Telugu, up to 1800 or so.

The situation was similar at other East India Company factories and
did not change till some while after the defeat of the Mughal power in
Bengal (1757), when the Company assumed the administrative powers
(diwani) of the Bengal government (1765) and faced the complex demands
of administering the land tax for large areas of the Indian countryside.
Though the English had acquired from the Mughals a firman, or charter,
permitting them to trade in Bengal as early as 1634, it was not till after
the all-important transition from trading company to ruling power that
the first grammar of Bengali was published, in 1778, by an Englishman,
Nathaniel Brassey Halhed. At that time, Halhed said, Bengali was utterly
unknown in Europe and, indeed, “it is scarcely believed that Bengal ever
possessed a native and peculiar dialect of its own” distinct from “Moors”
(Hindustani or Urdu), which had been thought to prevail over all of In-
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dia (Halhed 1778:ii). Halhed tells us that Europeans arriving in India, “re-
duced to a necessary intercourse with Mahometan servants, or Sepoys,
habitually acquire from them this idiom [Urdu] in that imperfect and
confined state which is the consequence of the menial condition of their
instructors.” Contrary to the general supposition of Europeans, this lan-
guage was unintelligible to villagers in Hindustan and Bengal, being used
only in large towns frequented by Muslims and foreigners (ibid., xiii–xiv).

Halhed’s preface to A grammar of the Bengal language is a very impor-
tant text for us, as it is the first account in English concerning Sanskrit
and its relation to other languages, and presents some of the general views
of Sanskrit that prevailed at the Orientalist establishment at Calcutta.
He describes Sanskrit as “the grand Source of Indian Literature, the Par-
ent of almost every dialect from the Persian Gulph to the China Seas . . .
a language of the most venerable and unfathomable antiquity,” which,
though now shut up in the libraries of brahmins, “appears to have been
current over most of the Oriental World” (ibid., iii). Traces of it are still
to be found in almost every part of Asia. Halhed was astonished to find
Sanskrit’s similarity with Persian and Arabic, and even Latin and Greek—
not in the technical and metaphorical terms, which, he says, belong to a
higher stage of civilization and thus might have been borrowed from other
languages, but in “the main ground-work of language, in monosyllables,
in the names of numbers, and the appellations of such things as would
be first discriminated on the immediate dawn of civilization” (ibid., iii–iv).
We see at work here the theory subtending the method of the word list
examined in chapter 1. The resemblance extends to the similarity of
scripts seen on coins of Assam, Nepal, Kashmir, and many other king-
doms, and the impressions of seals from Bhutan and Tibet. Another
ground of resemblance lies in the alphabetical order of Sanskrit (discussed
in chapter 2), which is “so very different from that of any other quarter
of the world. This extraordinary mode of combination still exists in the
greatest part of the East, from the Indus to Pegu, in dialects now appar-
ently unconnected, and in characters compleatly dissimilar; but is a
forcible argument that they are all derived from the same source” (ibid.,
iv)—an astute point which is, in fact, correct. Names of persons and
places, titles and dignities, show traces of Sanskrit to the farthest limits
of Asia, Halhed argues—as is still true, for example, of Thai and In-
donesian personal names. In his enthusiasm engendered by discovering
the wide scope of Sanskrit across Asia, Halhed goes overboard and spec-
ulates that even the ancient Egyptians got their sciences and education
from the brahmins of India.
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The three fundamental parts of speech in Sanskrit, Halhed tells us, are
the roots of verbs (dh1tu), “original nouns” (éabda), and particles (avyaya,
indeclinables). He is aware of the rules of grammar (vy1karaâa), apply-
ing to verbal roots and nouns, in which “the art of the Grammarian has
found room to expand itself, and to employ all the powers of refinement.”
He says, “Not a syllable, not a letter can be added or altered but by reg-
imen; not the most trifling variation of the sense in the minutest subdi-
vision of declension or conjugation can be effected without the applica-
tion of several rules; and all the different forms for every change of gender,
number, case, person, tense, mood or degree are methodically arranged
for the assistance of the memory” (ibid., vii). What he goes on to say is
of great importance as an expression of what I call “the linguistic unity
of India” view that dominated Calcutta, a mistaken view against which
the Dravidian proof had to make its way:

To this triple source [Sanskrit verbs, nouns, and particles] I conceive that
every word of truly Indian original in every provincial and subordinate dia-
lect of all Hindostan may still be traced by a laborious and critical analysis;
and all such terms as are thoroughly proved to bear no relation to one of
the Shanscrit roots, I would consider as the production of some remote 
and foreign idiom, subsequently ingrafted upon the main stock. A judicious
investigation of this principle would probably throw a new light upon the
first invention of many arts and sciences, and open a fresh mine of philo-
logical discoveries. (ibid., viii)

The idea that every truly Indian word was traceable to a Sanskrit verbal
root, original noun, or particle, and that all others not traceable to them
were later and foreign imports, was a historicizing reading, perhaps, of
the pandits’ doctrine of Sanskrit as an eternal language.

The Company’s transition from trading venture to ruling power after
the conquest of Bengal promoted the study of India’s languages for the
directly instrumental purposes of colonial rule. But the cultivation of lan-
guages had also to do with the fact that the transition to ruling power
brought into the service of the Company, for the first time, a lot of people
with university education, such as Halhed himself, and also William Jones.
These men brought with them an interest in the languages-and-nations
project of European high culture, which, in a sense, could now use colo-
nial institutions as a vehicle for its global spread, just as earlier it had
used the missionizing projects of Catholic orders, especially the Jesuits.

The Orientalist establishment at Calcutta consisted of three intercon-
nected institutions: the Government itself (in particular, the courts of law
which administered Hindu and Muhammadan law, based on Dharmaé1-
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stra and Shariah texts, in matters of marriage and inheritance), the Asi-
atic Society (formed only in 1784), and the College of Fort William, which
was established in 1804 to train arriving civil service recruits in Indian
languages under the supervision of Orientalists of the Asiatic Society such
as H. T. Colebrooke. This pattern, as I have said before, served as a model
for Madras and Bombay in the times of Ellis and Erskine.

The College of Fort William was created by the governor-general, the
Marquess Wellesley (Kopf 1969; Das 1978). It was his “University of
the East,” and all arriving writers were to spend three years there in
study before taking up their postings in Bengal, Madras, or Bombay.
The course included the three classical languages (Arabic, Persian, and
Sanskrit), and the six modern languages (Hindustani, Bengali, Telugu,
Marathi, Tamil, and Kannada); in other words, most of the major lan-
guages of India, both north and south, were to be learned at this single
center. In the original conception of the College of Fort William, Cal-
cutta was to be the educational center for the entire India civil service,
including those who were to be posted to Madras and Bombay. It was to
be a production center for a usable knowledge of the languages of all
of India, and a flood of teaching grammars and dictionaries accompanied
its growth.

But in forming this centralizing and ambitious plan the governor-
general acted on his own initiative, without first seeking the authoriza-
tion of London, and the result did not sit well with the Court of Direc-
tors (Farrington 1976). For one thing, members of the Court of Directors
enjoyed lucrative powers of patronage, collecting large fees from the par-
ents of young lads they recommended to the service. For another thing,
a committee led by Charles Grant had recommended the creation of a
school for Company servants in England, so they could get a good edu-
cation in British patriotism and Anglican religion on British soil and not
go “unfortified against erroneous and dangerous Opinions” when they
were first exposed to what were viewed as the moral dangers of India
(East India Company 1804, cited in Trautmann 1997:115). As a result,
an East India College was established at Hertford Castle, and later moved
to permanent quarters at Haileybury, offering the first two years of edu-
cation to young writers, with a full course of study, including Indian lan-
guages, mainly Persian, Hindustani, Bengali, and Sanskrit, prior to their
arrival at Calcutta and entering the College of Fort William (Farrington
1976; Danvers 1894). Until the creation of the East India College, Indian
languages had to be learned in India from Indian teachers; Company ser-
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vants who had learned the Indian languages, though they retired to En-
gland, did not pass on that knowledge there. Calcutta had enjoyed a vir-
tual monopoly of the production of new European knowledge of Indian
antiquities. The founding of the East India College was the beginning of
the end of that monopoly, and the formation of the Royal Asiatic Soci-
ety in London completed the process. Calcutta’s Asiatic Society became
the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Thus Calcutta’s College of Fort William lost its centralizing role soon
after its creation, and the requirement that new recruits spend time there
before going to postings in Madras or Bombay was dropped, too, leav-
ing them to make their own arrangements for language teaching. How-
ever, the changed situation did not prevent the Calcutta Orientalist estab-
lishment from continuing to present itself as a center of production of
Orientalist knowledge within India, and to make pronouncements about
all of India. This combination of circumstances led to some tensions be-
tween Calcutta, on the one hand, and Bombay and Madras, on the other.
Madras created the College of Fort St. George and the Madras Literary
Society in 1812, completing the Orientalist triangle on the Calcutta model;
Bombay had founded its Literary Society much earlier, in 1804, and Er-
skine took Madras as a possible model for a college at Bombay.

Both of the leaders of Orientalist projects at Madras, Mackenzie and
Ellis, were members of the Asiatic Society, and both published in its jour-
nal, the Asiatic researches. Ellis showed his allegiance to Calcutta’s lead-
ership in Orientalism in certain ways, for instance, by adopting the
transliteration scheme of Sir William Jones in all his renderings of Indian
languages in roman script; and we can often identify Ellis as the author
of an anonymous report in the colonial archive of Madras by the spellings
of words, for example, “Telugu” instead of “Teloogoo,” and the use of
diacritical marks in the representation of long vowels and aspirated con-
sonants. Nevertheless, while Ellis in various ways situated himself as an
adherent of the Calcutta model of Orientalism, he was also consistently
critical of the way Calcutta Orientalists got the South wrong. Often they
erroneously assumed that what was true of the North was true of India
as a whole. It was around this sense of the inadequacies of the Calcutta
model that there developed a Madras School of Orientalism, as I want
to call it, around the Ellis and Mackenzie projects, a school that was both
allied to and critical of the Calcutta school. The most telling instance of
this critique of Calcutta occurred when Carey (1814) produced a gram-
mar of Telugu from Calcutta (or Serampore, where the press was), and
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it was answered by A. D. Campbell’s Telugu grammar (1816), published
at Madras by its College, containing the Dravidian proof.1

I should now like to examine, through the eyes of Ellis, the state of
the European study of Indian languages at Madras prior to the creation
of the College of Fort St. George. We find an elaborate analysis of the
attempts to promote knowledge of Indian languages among Company
servants in a report dated 20 October 1811 of the Committee for the Ex-
amination of the Junior Civil Servants; Ellis is a signatory, and the text
bears all the marks of Ellis having been its main author (MPC 10 Dec
1811). The report conveys, briefly, the results of recent language exam-
inations over which the Committee presided, but it goes on to analyze
at length the problems with the current arrangements for language in-
struction and to then outline a plan for the creation of the College of
Fort St. George. I give the substance of the report in some detail.

The Madras Government, beginning 15 December 1797, offered a re-
ward of 1,000 star pagodas to civil servants who showed proficiency in
the study of native languages, and the purpose of the Committee was to
set examinations and report the results for that purpose. The reward was
substantial, being the equivalent of £400, and was twenty times the
monthly salary of a beginning writer (50 pagodas) at the time of the report.
Language instruction was offered by the staff of the Madrassah in Fort
St. George to newly arrived junior servants, who came with two years at
the East India College behind them. The Committee found these arrange-
ments woefully inadequate.

The leading problem was that the number of students in Persian and
Hindustani greatly outnumbered those “in the more useful dialects of
the territories dependent on this Government,” especially Tamil and Tel-
ugu, the “two most useful languages.” The report includes a table of the
twenty-two winners of the prize to date. Up to the end of 1809 there had
been only eight for Tamil, three for Telugu, and one for Kannada; there-
after, there was not one in any of the “native dialects of the Peninsula”
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(MPC 10 Dec 1811, paras. 12, 13). Through the whole period, however,
the prizes for Persian and Hindustani were numerous.

The preference for Persian and Hindustani on the part of candidates,
the Committee thought, was partly due to the existence of many excellent
elementary books for their study published in the last few years—and, by
implication, the lack of them for the languages of the South. But it was
mainly attributable to the East India College at Hertford. The College
opened in 1806, “and its operation on the Madras Service was felt imme-
diately after the first set of Junior Servants who had passed through the
College arrived in the Country in 1809” (ibid., para. 14). The effective-
ness of the language training at Hertford was evident in “the short peri-
ods within which those who had studied in the College have been enabled
to claim the reward” and the greater number of such examinations since
1809, at two a year, compared with one a year in the period before. But
because the East India College had been connected with the College at
Calcutta at the outset, its language offerings—Persian, Hindustani, Bengali,
and Sanskrit—spoke to the needs of the Bengal service but paid no atten-
tion whatever to any of the languages peculiar to Madras (ibid., para. 15).
Students arriving at Madras, finding “the same reward held out and the
same prospect of rising in the Service” for Persian and Hindustani as for
any of the “native dialects,” had been biased to continue studies in the lan-
guages they had begun at Hertford, though these would be of no public
utility “compared with the dialects peculiar to these territories” (ibid.,
para. 16).

Persian, the Committee said, “is no more useful than it has artificially
been made by the recent introduction of the Mahomedan Criminal law”
in Madras, and in any case the practice of writing court decrees in Persian
could easily be dispensed with, given that Persian is known by scarcely
one person in ten thousand living under the Madras Government. Hindu-
stani was useful in every part of India as a lingua franca, and was the uni-
versal language of the army, but its public advantage for a civil servant
was small. It enabled a judge or collector to communicate with native
servants of his court, but for communication with the people, “a few
Mahommedans in a few districts excepted,” he would need an interpreter
as surely as if he spoke only English (ibid., para. 18). In many districts even
the Muslims did not use Hindustani, such as those deriving from the early
Arab immigrations, the Tamil-speaking Labbies on the east coast, and the
Malayalam-speaking Mapillais on the west coast. The Hindustani-speaking
descendants of northern invaders of the peninsula under its partial con-
quest by the Mughals were now, “except where a solitary Mosque at-
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tracts a few ragged Fakirs,” confined to larger inland towns or colonies,
where some (Muslim) jagirdar or inamdar (holder of a land grant) might
give them employment (ibid., para. 19).To rectify the bias without erring
in the opposite direction of discouraging the study of Persian and Hin-
dustani too much, the Committee recommended either raising the reward
for the acquisition of Tamil, Telugu, and other South Indian languages or
declaring that no one could receive the reward for proficiency in Persian
or Hindustani without having first passed the examination in one of the
native dialects of the South. Of the two, the Committee thought the sec-
ond was the better path, and, indeed, probably because it did not raise
the cost, it quickly won the sanction of the Madras Government.

The Committee then addressed two other measures: the provision of
competent language teachers for the junior servants, and the provision
of “elementary books” for the study of the “Southern dialects” (ibid.,
para. 23).

The native teachers who offered themselves for teaching at the time of
the report were, the Committee judged, with very few exceptions, utterly
incompetent. Their whole qualification consisted in having acquired an im-
perfect knowledge of English and an ability to write out a few meager vo-
cabularies, mostly acquired from Indian headmasters of schools teaching
English to aspiring dubashes. They knew little grammar, and of the art of
teaching they knew still less. More often than not, the student directed the
teacher, acquiring conjugations and declensions by interrogation. In fact,
an intelligent student drilled his instructor “into a knowledge of the lan-
guage more correct and regular than he before possessed” (ibid., para. 24).
The Persian and Hindustani munshis were little better, and being gener-
ally ignorant of English, were even less capable of teaching beginners from
England. This general lack of competence was due to poor pay and the
uncertainty of employment. The Persian or Hindustani munshi seldom re-
ceived more than 10 pagodas per month, and few teachers of the South
Indian languages receive more than 5 or 6 pagodas. The prospect of contin-
uing to earn even this small pay was inversely proportional to their exer-
tions in teaching, for when the students became proficient in the language,
the teachers were dismissed and their pay came to an end. By comparison,
a very inferior writer-copyist in the Madras offices was earning 15 to 25
pagodas a month, and even more in the Revenue Department. As no one
could make teaching a regular livelihood, those who taught did so as a
temporary employment and quit on the first better opportunity that ar-
rived. Only those who could not do better remained as teachers. At the
time, four Hindustani or Persian munshis, one Tamil teacher, and one Tel-
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ugu teacher were employed at the Madrassah in the Fort on salaries the
highest of which was 15 pagodas for instruction of junior servants who
sought instruction there. But as the munshis and teachers were not allowed
to go to the junior servants’ homes to give instruction, most junior servants
hired munshis at their own expense and studied at home, so that the posi-
tions in the Madrassah were “little better than sinecures” (ibid., para. 28).

Thus the institution that the Government had created for language in-
struction was virtually useless. The Committee contrasted this situation
with the school begun by the Jesuits at Pondicherry for the instruction
of Indians in Latin, French, and Tamil. It produced a considerable num-
ber of well-educated Indians, and after the British capture of Pondicherry,
the Company placed them in the courts and cutcheries of nearly all the
districts south of Madras. The few good teachers of Tamil at Madras had
been either educated at Pondicherry or taught by those who had been
teachers at the College at Calcutta, which had been able to promote a
high level of ability among its Indian staff.

As for the provision of textbooks of the South Indian languages, the
Committee believed that although the Madras Government had hitherto
done little to follow the example of the Bengal Government in encour-
aging their production, the materials were at hand and needed only the
Government’s liberal patronage to bring them into print. The Commit-
tee listed the books that could be immediately published “at no further
expense than the charges for paper and printing.” This list is a most
searching survey of the materials by which Europeans might learn, and
had learned in the past, the languages of the South. Notably, most of the
sources were the productions not of the Government but of Christian
and especially Catholic, more especially Jesuit, missions, before the sup-
pression of the Jesuit order in 1773. Only some of this material was in
print; most of it circulated in manuscript copies.

The Committee reported that for Tamil, “the principal dialect of South-
ern India,” valuable books existed but had become scarce. Tamil, specif-
ically high Tamil, was “the key to all the other dialects of Southern India”;
some of the best compositions in it were the works of Catholic mission-
aries (ibid., para. 39), especially the eighteenth-century works by the Je-
suit J. C. Beschi, of the Madura Mission.2 I give in paraphrase the list of
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works as given in the report, following the wording fairly closely but ab-
breviating and summarizing at places:

1. The Tonnul, Beschi’s Latin grammar of the “superior dialect”
of Tamil, or “high Tamil,” with sections on orthography, ety-
mology, composition, prosody, and rhetoric. It is an original
work but contains the substance of the Tolkappiyam, the Nan-
nul, and other older treatises of Tamil grammar. The rules are
in verse, accompanied by prose commentary. “A person moder-
ately skilled in the low Tamil might soon make himself master
of this Grammar.” Although the work seems never to have
been printed, there are many good manuscript copies available,
both on cadjan (palm leaf ) and paper.

2. The Catur Akaradi, a Latin dictionary of the “superior dialect”
of Tamil composed by Beschi, consisting of four distinct diction-
aries, under the titles of “Peyar” (meanings of words), “Porul”
(words bearing the same meanings—synonyms), “Tokai” (tech-
nical and general terms of science and literature), and “Totai”
(a rhyming dictionary). It was compiled from older dictionar-
ies, of which a great number exist, but it is the only one entirely
in alphabetical order [which the word ak1r1di (“a, etc.”) indi-
cates]. This work too has never been printed, but manuscript
copies are very numerous and it is the best of the available
dictionaries.

3. Beschi’s Latin grammar of the high Tamil is not a self-contained
grammar, but a supplement to his Latin grammar of the low
Tamil (Grammatica Latino-Tamulica, sive de vulgari Tamulicae
linguae idiomate kotuntamil dicto, a “complete Grammar of the
low, and an excellent key to the high Dialect”; ibid., para. 44).
This grammar was printed for the first and perhaps last time by
the Protestant missionary press at Tranquebar in 1738; the Com-
mittee does not approve of the English translation recently
published at the Vepery Press.

The Committee recommended that Beschi’s low-Tamil grammar should
be printed in the original Latin, along with his dictionary. The Commit-
tee members presumed that the junior servants would have been well ed-
ucated in Latin at the East India College at Hertford (an assumption that
was apparently too optimistic, since the grammar was subsequently trans-
lated into English and published by the College Press for its students).
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Furthermore, Latin “is of all others the language best calculated for
conveying grammatical instruction” (ibid., para. 45). Lastly, to trans-
late it into English would spoil the grammar’s scheme, in that the Tamil
is compared with the Latin, and the arrangement and expression all
have reference to the Latin. A literal translation would be virtually
unintelligible.

4. The Danish missionary Christopher Theodorus Walther com-
posed another work in Latin on the low Tamil language, in-
tended as a supplement to Beschi’s grammar and published 
(at Tranquebar, presumably) a year after. It is of limited use, 
as it frequently confounds the high and low dialects and makes
errors of colloquial usage.

5. Beschi’s Tamil-Latin dictionary, which is a complete diction-
ary of the “low dialect” of Tamil; this and his Catur Akaradi
together constitute a perfect dictionary of the whole language.
Different meanings of words are illustrated by using them in
phrases; peculiar observances, manners, and opinions are
explained. Translation would be valuable, but publication of
the original would be desirable and necessary for the preserva-
tion of the work, which is not known to have been printed and
of which only a few manuscript copies are known to exist.

6. Beschi’s Portuguese, Latin and Tamil dictionary. In this the
alphabetical arrangement follows the Portuguese, not the Latin.
“It would form an excellent foundation for an English Tamil
Dictionary, but in its present state could be of little utility,
unless a knowledge of the Portuguese previously existed.”

These grammars and dictionaries were the work of a man perfectly quali-
fied for the task “by previous education, by long and intimate intercourse
with the people of the Country, and by a radical knowledge of the two
dialects of the language he has illuminated.” The Committee expressed
its surprise that “these works should have been allowed to fall into obliv-
ion,” given that the country where these two dialects of Tamil were in
use was part of the British dominions, and the cultivation of this lan-
guage “has long been of the first importance to our subjects and our-
selves” (ibid., para. 49).

These works indeed were the produce of religious enthusiasm and since 
the operation of that enthusiasm has been diverted from this quarter of the
Globe, every interest of a worldly nature, all considerations of commerce,
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of politics, and of humanity have been too weak even to preserve a remem-
brance of them, much less to supply their place; two miserable dictionaries,
and a still more miserable Grammar of the low dialect are all that have ever
been composed in English in the Tamil Language. . . . There has recently
been printed a vocabulary English and Tamil which is still more defective
than the works here noticed. (Ibid.)

For Telugu, “though not cultivated in the same degree as the Tamil,
which is scarcely exceeded by any language in the number and variety of
its compositions original and translated,” there were several grammars,
all written not in Telugu but in Sanskrit, the main one being the 0ndhra-
vy1karaâa of Nannaya Bha••a. The Committee thought that Nannaya’s
work would be a good foundation for writing a grammar of Telugu in
English, making use also of other works of the same kind such as the
0ndhraéabdacint1maâi, a commentary on the former, or rather, a larger
work on the same plan. Many natives at Madras were perfectly compe-
tent to translate these works, and would do so for a suitable reward.
Though the Committee thought that writing such a grammar would take
considerable time to complete, this is exactly what was later done, at the
College, by the secretary, A. D. Campbell, and it was published by the Col-
lege Press in 1816. At the time, there were also various English transla-
tions of a small grammar of Telugu originally written in French. Though
incomplete, the grammar contained nearly all the rudiments of the lan-
guage and was correct as far as it went, the Committee said. It was, the
Committee believed, superior in every way to the English grammar of Tel-
ugu edited by Protestant missionaries at Vepery and was widely used.

A complete and very excellent Telugu dictionary arranged alphabeti-
cally had recently been compiled at Masulipatam by a Komati of that
area, Mamadi Venkayya (whom I have mentioned in chapter 3), called
0ndhradEpaka. Being all in Telugu, it would not be useful to students till
they had made considerable progress in the language. The Committee noted
that a complete Telugu-English dictionary could eventually be made on
the basis of this work, and with that in mind it should be immediately
published, “saving, of course, the copyright to the learned and respectable
author” (ibid., para. 54). Venkayya had also completed a dictionary of
Sanskrit, in alphabetical order, in the Telugu script, which could be printed
at the Egmore Press. There existed, in addition, a Telugu-Sanskrit-French
dictionary which might assist the compiler of a Telugu-English diction-
ary but was of little use in its present form; the explanations were cor-
rect but brief, the Sanskrit was imperfect, and the words were arranged
alphabetically according to the roman rather than the Telugu script.
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As for Kannada and Malayalam, the Committee considered them “very
inferior dialects.” During the most flourishing period of the Canarese (i.e.,
Vijayanagara) empire, the Committee noted, Telugu (rather than Kan-
nada) had been the language of court and literature; while the “mental
slavery” to which the Nambudiri brahmins subjected the aborigines of
Kerala prevented the development of Malayalam literature. Nevertheless,
both languages were spoken by large populations under British rule, and
so some provision had to be made for learning them. Kannada had at least
one grammar plus a dictionary, but the Committee did not know of any
grammar or dictionary of Kannada composed in a European language.
The Committee had heard of works on Malayalam in both Dutch and
Portuguese, but the only work any of the Committee members had seen
was the grammar of Mr. Drummond, “which might be greatly improved
here, for as this dialect is the immediate, though degenerate offspring of
the Tamil, a knowledge of the parent language would afford great facil-
ities in correcting and extending it” (ibid., para. 58). The lack at Madras
of type fonts for the scripts of these languages also posed an obstacle.

The Committee’s take on Sanskrit is most interesting. An extensive
knowledge of Sanskrit grammar could not promote the learning of the
southern languages, given that it has a different grammatical structure.
Because of the many Sanskrit loanwords in the South Indian languages,
acquaintance with Sanskrit was nevertheless useful, especially knowledge
of the rules for forming words from roots and the meanings of various
suffixes, which teachers could easily convey to their students. Junior ser-
vants, then, should be encouraged to pay some attention to Sanskrit, and
elementary textbooks such as those recently published at Calcutta should
be put at their disposal. The best Sanskrit grammar to date was Cole-
brooke’s, of which the first volume had been published. It included all
the rules for the formation of nouns and furnished all the information
about Sanskrit that is useful for the study of the southern languages. Cole-
brooke had also translated the main Sanskrit “vocabulary,” the ancient
compilation of AmarasiÅha, the Amarakoéa. William Carey and Charles
Wilkins had each published complete grammars of Sanskrit, and Forster
the first part of another, the second part of which was in press. The Com-
mittee recommended that a few copies of each should be deposited at
the Madrassah for the use of both native teachers and British students.

This, then, is the Committee’s assessment of the state of “elementary
works.” Besides reading it as a report to the Government by a commit-
tee, we can also read it autobiographically, as a statement by Ellis about
his own formation. That Beschi was his hero is evident here and else-
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where in his writings, and it is evident as well that he went to great lengths
to locate Beschi’s writings in print and in manuscript. We can hardly go
wrong to infer from the detail and warmth of the assessment of Beschi’s
contribution—especially alongside Ellis’s early statement about how he
learned Tamil, beginning with the higher register and taking a wide, com-
parative view of the South Indian languages (MPC 27 June 1800; dis-
cussed in chapter 3)—that Ellis drew deeply on the works of Beschi in
his own education in Tamil, perhaps aided by some of those Indians ed-
ucated at the Jesuit school at Pondicherry of whom he speaks so well.
His interest in Telugu, second only to his interest in Tamil and, as we
know indirectly, formed very early after his arrival in India, conforms as
well to the profile of this report, and we may well suppose that his ad-
miration for Mamadi Venkayya of Masulipatam was formed during his
years at that city as judge of the zillah court. The subordinate character
of his own interest in Kannada and Malayalam is also evident. What we
cannot perceive from this report is how deeply knowledgeable Ellis be-
came in Sanskrit literature. Shot through this survey, finally, is a series
of ideas about the languages of the South that anticipate, indeed embody,
Ellis’s version of the idea of a Dravidian language family: the connect-
edness of the four major languages with one another, their derivation
from Tamil, their nonderivation from Sanskrit, and the presence in them
of Sanskrit words not as indigenous formations but as loanwords.

the plan of the college

What was the relation of the College to the Dravidian proof, which was
published by the College Press four years after its founding? When I be-
gan this research I supposed that the College was the cause of the Dravi-
dian proof, in the sense that it was the site where a synoptic view of the
Dravidian languages became possible and a body of scholars who had
the necessary skills for their comparison had assembled. I had in mind a
pleasing correspondence between what I imagined to be the physical
structure of the College, dispensing instruction in the languages of South
India in adjacent classrooms, and by their very juxtaposition giving rise,
in the mind of Ellis and his circle, to the Dravidian idea. That is, the need
to provide teaching in the languages spoken in the territories under the
Government of Madras led to the creation of the College, which required
the collection of the scholars of South Indian languages in a centralized
space where their vocabularies and grammatical structures were exposed
and, inevitably, compared.
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The conception of a homology between the structure of the College
and the structure of the Dravidian idea proved to be correct, but, as we
see from the Committee’s report dated 20 October 1811, the causal re-
lation is the other way around: the Dravidian idea is already evident in
the report that proposed the creation of the College and gave it its struc-
ture. The College was not the cause of the Dravidian idea; rather, the
Dravidian idea was the cause of the College’s structure from the outset.
We need, then, to examine the College not so much in its actual, histor-
ical functioning during its initial seven years under Ellis’s direct influence,
but in his plan for the College and the way in which the Dravidian idea
is woven into it.

For the plan to be realized, it had to be made appealing to a govern-
ment that had shown interest in promoting the study of languages by its
junior servants but reluctance to spend very much money on it beyond
the one-time rewards of 1,000 pagodas and offers to subsidize the pub-
lication of grammars and dictionaries that would be useful to the junior
servants in their pursuit of these rewards. These feeble gestures had failed.
The small number of junior servants successfully examining for the re-
ward was disappointing by itself, and the pitifully low proportion of jun-
ior servants pursuing and winning rewards in the South Indian languages
was more so. The Committee had an opening to propose a bold new de-
parture but one that was not too costly—something like the College of
Fort William but on a much cheaper plan. The project had to appear to
be value for money to the Governor in Council at Madras, and above all
to the Court of Directors in London.

The price tag for the College of Fort St. George was kept low by put-
ting all the teaching in the hands of Indian teachers, instructed and su-
pervised by Indian head masters whose salaries were modest, rather than
appointing Europeans as professors at high salaries, as at the college in
Calcutta. Overall supervision of the College was put in the hands of the
Board of Superintendence, whose members included the official transla-
tors to government and a secretary, A. D. Campbell. All the supervisors
had other full-time positions for which they were paid; I find no evidence
that they drew any supplementary pay for overseeing the work of the
College, and there is no provision for it in the financial statements sub-
mitted by the Board to the Governor in Council, excepting a salary of
50 pagodas for the secretary. While the proposal for a college inevitably
involved some additional expense, therefore, the addition was not great
when seen in relation to that of the College of Fort William. The College
of Fort St. George was the functional equivalent of the latter and, at first
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glance, a smaller version of it. But on closer inspection we see that it was
on quite a different plan. Moreover, the Committee proposing the college
was able to subtract from the cost of a proper college the existing cost of
the Madrassah, which was, they showed, largely a waste, since the junior
servants were obliged to live so far away that they did not take instruc-
tion there. The increased cost would not be great, and the college would
deliver the language learning that was so badly wanting.

To see how the idea of a Dravidian language family gave the College
its structural logic, we need to consider the plan of the College in some
detail, specifically, the provisions for Indian head masters and teachers,
the course of study, and the College Press. I begin with a sketch of the gov-
ernance of the College and the overall change in the language policy of
the Madras Government that the proposal for the College introduced.

The Board of Superintendence generated voluminous reports to the
Madras Government, including annual reports on the overall state of the
College, reports on the twice-yearly examinations of the junior servants,
reports on the training of the native teachers and law students, and others.
For present purposes we will consult the first annual report, for the year
1812, submitted to the Government with the expectation that it would
be forwarded to the Court of Directors in London. It is very long—289
paragraphs—virtually a book. It is dated 1 January 1813 and was en-
tered into the Madras Public Consultations on 2 February. The College
had by then become a reality, and the recommendations of the Committee
had been elaborated into a structure governed by a set of proposed rules
which were in actual use as they awaited the sanction of London (MPC
2 Feb 1813, para. 149).

Under these rules, the College was governed by the Board of Super-
intendence, consisting of the translators to government and other mem-
bers appointed by the Governor in Council. Members submitted matters
for consideration at meetings of the Board through the senior member
present, who for the first seven years was Ellis, except for brief intervals
when he was on leave and out of station. During deliberations the opin-
ions of junior members were to be taken first, and other members ac-
cording to rank; the senior member had the deciding vote in case of a
tie. The Board was to meet twice monthly. The day-to-day supervision
of the College was to have been undertaken by Board members on a ro-
tation, but this proved impractical and in a fairly short time this rule was
dropped and the secretary, who attended on a daily basis in any case,
carried out this function, implementing the decisions of the Board and
overseeing the head masters, teachers, and junior servants. The Board was
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to hold examinations of the junior servants twice a year, on the first
Wednesday of June and December, and on subsequent days as needed.
An annual report (which in practice incorporated the report on the De-
cember examinations) was to be submitted to the Government on the
first of the year and forwarded to the Court of Directors.

The creation of the College brought about big changes in the lives of
newly arrived junior servants, and not all of them may have been wel-
come. Hitherto, junior servants had been on their own, employed in mi-
nor roles in government offices of the city while presumably studying
languages with a hired teacher in their rented lodgings in the cheaper
suburbs and staying away from the Madrassah in the Fort. They were
out of direct supervision after working hours, and if their pay was on
the low side, their credit with moneylenders was good. Now the junior
servant was to come under the charge of the College and its Board of Su-
perintendence for a period of three years—following his two years at the
East India College at Hertford—unless the Board of Superintendence rec-
ommended his removal to the Government at an earlier time, that is, if
he reached the desirable level of language skills and was ready for full-
time employment in the service.

What the Board had largely achieved was a supervisory control over
the newest junior servants. The College did not at the beginning have its
own building and had to rent cramped quarters, during which time the
junior servants found housing where they could. But eventually the Col-
lege became a live-in facility, and the supervision of the junior servants’
lives became complete. The other great change was in keeping the junior
servants in Madras for several years of full-time study and not sending
them immediately to posts in the interior, or even to low-level jobs in
government offices in the city. The withdrawal of as much as three years’
labor at even low levels of skill was a large cost of the new system that
did not appear in the various financial statements the Board submitted
to the Government.

The Board was greatly concerned about the woefully inadequate start-
ing pay for the junior servants at 50 pagodas, plus a mere 10 pagodas
for housing, leading the junior servants into debt to moneylenders. The
Board proposed that the pay be raised to 75 and 100 pagodas in steps,
as students showed progress in the mastery of languages and other as-
pects of their education. This created an incentive to progress in learn-
ing languages in addition to the prize for proficiency. Each student was
assigned a teacher of his own as he prepared for the twice-yearly pro-
ficiency examinations. The 1,000 pagodas reward for proficiency in a
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language was continued, but now the reward would not be granted for
Marathi, Sanskrit, Hindustani, Persian, or Arabic unless the student had
previously passed the examination in Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, or Kan-
nada (ibid., Junior Civil Servants, rule 7).

The result of all these developments was an enormous change, truly
a linguistic revolution. For one thing, the creation of the College displaced
the Madrassah, governed by the culture of the munshi, who was now re-
duced to a teacher of one language among many within a European-style
college over which he had no say. For another, the restructuring of lan-
guage preferences set aside the essentially Mughal pattern, centuries old,
of treating Persian and Hindustani as the leading languages of gover-
nance. At the same time, Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, and Malayalam, which
had played a distinctly subordinate role to Persian and Hindustani in gov-
ernment culture and practice, were brought to the fore and treated as a
set of languages indigenous to the South, as distinguished from languages
brought to the South by conquest. In this way a new pattern regarding
language was set for British-Indian Madras, though the military service
continued to promote the study of Hindustani and Persian in the man-
ner of the Mughals.

A curious effect of promoting the languages we call Dravidian to the
forefront of the training for civil servants was that it promoted the study
of Sanskrit at the same time. This had to do with the language training
available in England at the East India College. The Board of Superin-
tendence was critical of the fact that junior civil servants came out of
their two years at Hertford prepared, for the most part, in Persian and
Hindustani. Of the languages taught at Hertford at the time of the re-
port (1813)—these two plus Bengali and Sanskrit—the last was the only
one of direct relevance for the South. They recommended that junior ser-
vants bound for Madras be advised to take up Sanskrit as a good back-
ground preparation for learning the languages of the South; the Gov-
ernment of Madras forwarded the recommendation to the Court of
Directors in London, and it received their approval. The effects of this
change were palpable. Some years later the Board of Superintendence re-
marked that the students now coming out of the East India College (by
now at Haileybury) prepared in Sanskrit were progressing well, thanks
to the merits of Alexander Hamilton, the Sanskrit professor there (indeed,
Hamilton was the first professor of Sanskrit in Europe; MPC 14 Aug
1816). Thus the needs of the civil service at Madras consolidated the
teaching of Sanskrit at Haileybury. And while the Southern languages
were being foregrounded by the College, Sanskrit, too, was being sin-
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gled out as an important language of South India, further contributing
to the displacement of Persian and Hindustani in colonial Madras.

indian head masters, teachers, and students

While the purpose of the College was to give adequate language training
to the junior servants newly arrived from England, in order to accomplish
that purpose the College also became a training school for Indians, pre-
sided over by leading scholars and, as such, a center for the revival of let-
ters in the languages of the South. As we shall see later, this was not an
accidental or secondary consequence but one which Ellis had very much
in view from the start. However, the creating of a machinery for the teach-
ing of Indians was justified on the strictest grounds of necessity.

The principle evil which the College was invented to overcome was the
poor quality of the language instruction available to the junior servants,
and its cause was the teachers’ lack of grammatical knowledge of both
English and the languages they taught, as well as the fact that they were
poorly paid, with little prospect of permanent employment. The first
proposal the Committee made to raise the standard of teaching was to
require all munshis and other teachers at the Madrassah to be examined,
and to receive a certificate from a Madrassah committee appointed for
the purpose in order to continue as teachers. The Madrassah committee
in fact evolved into the Board of Superintendence, and the arrangement
to create a body of qualified teachers quickly developed into the College
of Fort St. George. Attracting a body of intelligent teacher candidates
with the prospect of permanent employment at good pay and training
them in grammar under able scholars was the nub of the matter.

Besides the need for teachers, therefore, there was need for a cadre of
Indian head masters to teach “a correct, and grammatical knowledge 
of English, and of their own languages, which few profess” and which
was not being conveyed in the schools for dubashes (MPC 3 Mar 1812,
p. 1259), This being so, the College was to admit a body of Indian stu-
dents aspiring to be teachers, place them under the tutelage of the head
masters, and have them sit for examinations in hopes of gaining
certificates that would allow them to teach the junior servants in the Col-
lege. The College, then, was to be a school for Indians as well as British
junior servants, a site at which grammatical knowledge of the South In-
dian languages was cultivated and disseminated.

When the College was first proposed, the Committee was at pains to
suggest the highest pay for teachers that it judged would be acceptable
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to the Government while keeping the overall costs low. The highest salary,
that of the head masters, would be fixed at 50 pagodas. This, the high-
est pay of the best-qualified and most senior Indian staff of the College,
was the rate at which the junior servants began their careers at Madras,
which, as we have seen, the Committee regarded as inadequate. Even so,
the Committee seems to have anticipated difficulty from the Government
and was at pains to muster its best arguments in making the case. This
figure, the Committee held, was the minimum that could be offered with
hope of attracting qualified persons, and even on this salary they appre-
hended much difficulty in procuring fully qualified native teachers (MPC
3 March 1812, p. 1261). The plan called for a full complement of head
masters, one each for English, Tamil, Telugu, Sanskrit, Persian, and Hin-
dustani, but only in the fullness of time. To get started, they said, it was
not necessary to employ a single head master for each language. For one
thing, the headship for Telugu and Sanskrit could be combined in one.
Moreover, as the service was already well supplied with Persian and Hin-
dustani teachers, the appointment of head masters in those languages
could be postponed to the future, when it might be necessary to prepare
a new generation of teachers. And they need only appoint an acting head
English master, at half pay, for now. Thus the highest salaries were kept
to a minimum. The Government grumbled but sanctioned the amount.

For the teachers it was essential to hold out the prospect of perma-
nent employment and liberal pay, as “nothing less than these inducements
could influence respectable Natives to pursue the particular studies req-
uisite to the attainment of this object.” Those who offered themselves
for the situation of native teacher to junior servants were to be arranged
in three classes. The first class consisted of those who were qualified to
be teachers and needed no further training. The second class was made
up of candidates studying under the head masters and preparing them-
selves for the examinations leading to the certificates which would allow
them to be assigned as teachers to junior servants. These were to be paid.
Teachers in the first class had a salary of 15 pagodas per month if they
were attending one of the junior servants, to be increased to 20 or 25 if
it was desirable to assign them to more than one person. Those in the
second class were to be paid between 4 and 10 pagodas, as a kind of re-
taining salary so that prospective teachers would be assured of income
while waiting for an opening in the teaching ranks, in response to the
eight to ten junior servants arriving at Madras each year. The third class
consisted of volunteer students who entered the College and received in-
struction from the head masters with hopes of eventually filling vacan-
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cies in the second class, but at no pay. “We have reason to believe, that
numerous respectable Natives would be glad to place their younger rel-
atives under the Masters. We think that great public advantage might be
derived were some of those most respectably connected admitted to study
at the institution, and the Masters allowed to accept of honorary gifts
which at fixed periods of the year are customarily made by Natives to the
Superior Class of their Instructors,” a kind of gurudakùiâa (ibid., p. 1270). 

By these modest arrangements the Committee was authorized to ap-
point three, or really two and a half, head masters. The most brilliant of
these appointments was that of Pattabhirama Shastri, who in the Sarva-
devavil1sa is called the foremost pandit in its list of influential brahmins
(vipraprabhu; Raghavan 1957–58, pt. 1, 409). He was known to Ellis
before, having supplied testimony to a committee on which Ellis served
concerning aspects of the right- and left-hand division of castes which
had rioted in 1809, in connection with which Ellis wrote a learned minute.
The Tamil head master was Chidambara Vadiyar, a Pandaram. The half
position was occupied by the young Udayagiri Venkatanarayana, who
was eventually promoted to head English master. Persian and Hindus-
tani had to do without a head master for the time being, and so suffered
a kind of demotion. The Committee thought it sufficient to make Sayyid
Abdul Qader the head Persian munshi, a gesture of recognition for his
former status which put him at the front of the twenty native teachers
comprising the first class, who were paid 10 pagodas. The second class,
of native students, contained fourteen members, each at 4 pagodas, and
there was an unspecified number of volunteer students.

Soon after its creation the College undertook to train Indians in Hindu
and Muhammadan law, and teaching these subjects to Indian students
was made a part of the head masters’ duties. Law examinations were
given that would qualify the students to become either pandits and mun-
sifs in the courts, giving expert rulings on Dharmaé1stra and Shariah law,
or pleaders. The junior servants were also to be given a rudimentary train-
ing in Hindu and Muhammadan law, as well as the Regulations of Gov-
ernment. But it is the teaching of law to Indian students that deserves 
to be noted. It is a little-known fact that the College of Fort St. George,
in this way, became the first colonial educational institution in Madras
through which Indians could enter the legal profession. Thus, while os-
tensibly being devoted to the training of the junior servants, the College
from the start was a center of higher learning for Indians as well.

The headmasterships were positions of great authority and power,
their holders presiding over the body of Indian students and supervising
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their training in grammar and law. The head masters were encouraged
to write books that would serve the needs of their students, and the Col-
lege Press undertook to publish them. It is likely that the new head mas-
ters were previously known to Ellis; Pattabhirama Shastri certainly was,
as we have seen. He and the others contributed directly to the Dravidian
proof, as we shall see in the next chapter. Udayagiri Venkatanarayana
assisted A. D. Campbell in the making of his Telugu grammar. Ellis’s
sheristadar, Sankaraiah, later held the position of head English master,
and, though he did not hold the position long, he in any case was closely
involved in scholarly investigations with Ellis throughout their associa-
tion. In short, we can suppose a close working relationship between the
head masters and the British members of the Board of Superintendence,
especially Ellis and Campbell, and the head masters’ active involvement
in new writing and publication in South Indian languages.

the college press

In its report of 20 October 1811, as we have seen, the Committee iden-
tified a number of grammars and dictionaries of the four major languages
of the South that should be printed with government assistance. The Com-
mittee gave no information about how this was to be accomplished, but
subsequently, in the 29 January 1812 report of the Committee for the
Improvement of Superintendence of the Studies of the Junior Civil Ser-
vants, also headed by Ellis (MPC 3 Mar 1812), it was proposed to place
the Press under this committee’s immediate inspection, for the complex
nature of the books to be printed “will require an unremitted attention
on our parts to secure even tolerable correctness” (ibid., p. 1273). This
was followed by a surprising offer: “We have reason however to believe
that with some assistance from Government this difficulty will easily be
overcome. Our Senior Member has offered to place at the disposal of the
Institution, the requisite printing presses, and a complete font of Tamil
types.” The senior member was of course Ellis. The intriguing informa-
tion that he had printing presses and Tamil types of his own is not ex-
plained, and one wonders what he used them for. The inventory is given
in the margin: one large press, one small press, “Europe Iron work for
a large Press,” a font of small letters weighing four hundred pounds, and
a font of large types weighing two hundred pounds. In addition, the su-
perintendent of the Government Press at Egmore had agreed to supply
Telugu type, Telugu workmen, ink, and so forth, on condition of receiving
some books for sale to benefit the Male Asylum, an orphanage for the
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sons of British soldiers who were trained as printers and did the print-
ing of the Madras almanac. The Government would need to furnish paper
and authorize the expense for a person to superintend the workmen, the
Committee said. A font of English type, recently imported from Europe,
“by far the best that [has] ever been brought to India, as a reference to
the Commercial Circulater, the press work of which is executed by a font
exactly similar, will demonstrate,” could be had for about 2,000 pago-
das. Evidently the Committee, and probably Ellis himself, had gone into
the matter in considerable detail.

We see adjustments being made to this plan in the subsequent report,
dated 1 January 1813 (MPC 3 Feb 1813). Five boys from the Male Asy-
lum had been provided to the College Press by the superintendent of the
Government Press, but the arrangement had not worked out; though
well qualified as compositors, they were too young to undertake the
harder labors of the Press. Instead it had been necessary to employ “na-
tives acquainted with the business,” namely, one supervisor (10 pago-
das), one press man (4 pagodas), and one ball man (3 pagodas). English
and Tamil type were in hand, but fonts for the other languages had yet
to be found.

Two fonts of Telugu type had been cast, the first of which had been
cut and cast at Madras about twelve years previous by the senior mem-
ber of the Board—another tantalizing bit of information about Ellis, which
tells us that his interest in Telugu started very early. This had been em-
ployed in the Government Press but “had long since been exhausted”
(ibid., para. 160). The second Telugu font, cast in England and currently
in use at the Government Press, was not suitable for more than “common
work required in printing the regulations and occasional advertisement
of Government” (ibid.) and could not be of use to the College. Hiring
someone to cut 240 puncheons for all the characters and conjuncts, at a
rate of one a day, would call for tools, five hundred pounds of type metal,
hire of the cutter of puncheons for eight months at 10 pagodas, hire of
someone to cast the type for four months at 4 pagodas, pay of a bellows
boy for eight months at 1 pagoda, and purchase of charcoal—altogether
235 pagodas, 36 fanam, and 20 cash. For a slightly larger cost, the re-
port said, the work could be speeded to a conclusion by hiring several
cutters of puncheons working simultaneously.

While awaiting the Government’s sanction for the making of a font
of Telugu type, the College Press would start work with the existing En-
glish and Tamil fonts, beginning with Beschi’s Grammar of the low Tamil,
this being the most immediately useful of his two grammars for a be-
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ginner. Furthermore, “as a work of a more easy and elementary Nature
was required for the use of the Native students belonging to the Col-
lege,” the Press also planned to print the Tamizh Surucca Vilacum, brief
exposition of the Tamil, a Tamil grammar composed by the head Tamil
master, Chidambara Pandaram (Chidambara Vadiyar), following the sys-
tem of the Tolk1ppiyam.

A complete bibliography of the works published by the College Press
would be very valuable. The College and its head masters came to play
a large role in the “revival of letters” in South India and the transition
from the culture of the manuscript to the editing of printed works, and
from royal patronage to patronage by government institutions and the
market for printed works, as we shall see in chapter 6. Indeed, the study
of publication and readership in nineteenth-century South India is woe-
fully lacking and badly needed; we have a few catalogues published in
the nineteenth century, such as those of John Murdoch (1865) for Tamil
printed books and William Taylor (1857–62) for Oriental manuscripts,
but more and better works are wanted, along the lines of what Kath-
leen Diehl has done for colonial Calcutta (Diehl 1964, 1969, 1971). As
to the College Press, the difficulty is that the works were published in
very small numbers and are rare or impossible to find. A place to begin
is the “List of books printed, printing, or preparing for press at the Col-
lege of Fort St. George,” issued 22 December 1815, a few years after
the Press’s creation, which shows an ambitious plan for the Press. I give
the list in paraphrase which follows the original quite closely, but with
some abbreviation and summary.

tamil works

Printed: A Latin grammar of the low Tamil: Grammatica Latino-
Tamulica, sive de vulgari Tamulica linguae idiomate kotuntamil
dicto, by J. C. Beschi.

Preparing for the Press: A Latin grammar of the high Tamil, Gram-
matica Latino-Tamulica, ubi de elegantiori linguae tamulicae
dialecto centamil dicto, cui adduntur Tamulica Poseos rudi-
menta, also by Beschi.

Printing: A Tamil and Latin dictionary. A dictionary of the low
dialect, forming with the next a perfect dictionary of the whole
language, by Beschi.

Printing: Caturakarati. A dictionary in Tamil, in four parts, peyar
(meanings of words), porul (synonyms), tokai (“the subordinate
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species of the technical and general terms of science and litera-
ture”) and totai (a rhyming dictionary), by Beschi.

Printed: Ramayana Uttarakantam. The translation from Sanskrit
into Tamil of the Uttarakanda of the Ramayana by Chidambara
Vadiyar, Head Tamil Master of the College. A class book for
Junior Civil Servants attached to the College.

Printing: Tamilcurukkavilakkam. A treatise on Tamil grammar for
the use of beginning Native students at the College, by Chidam-
bara Vadiar. A prose exposition of the meaning of the sutras of
grammar, i.e., of the Tolkappiyam.

Prepared for the Press: Mitaksharavivakarakandam. A translation
from Sanskrit into Tamil of the Vyavaharakanda of the Ritu
Mitakshara of Vijnanesvara, begun by the late Porur Vadiyar,
completed and revised by his brother, Chidambara Vadiyar.
Verses of the smriti, gloss, and easy prose commentary to facili-
tate the memorization of the text and the comprehension of its
meaning.

telugu works

Prepared for the Press: A grammar of the Teloogoo language,
commonly termed Gentoo, by A. D. Campbell, Member of 
the Board of Superintendence. The author has collected the
substance of native grammars, but arranged the matter similar 
to that generally observed by European grammars. “This work,
of which the copy-right has been purchased by Government, 
may be expected to appear in print, at an early period, as the
fount of Teloogoo Types now casting for it in the College is
nearly finished.”

Prepared for the Press: Andhradipaka. A very voluminous and
excellent dictionary of Telugu by Mamadi Venkayya, a learned
Komati of Masulipatam, containing 30,000–40,000 words in
alphabetical order. It will be of use to the student after he has
overcome the first difficulties of learning the language, and will
in some degree supply the want of a Telugu-English dictionary,
“the compilation of which, if ever undertaken, must be a work
of a great labour and time” (though, in fact, one was later made
by A. D. Campbell and published by the College Press). “The
work of Mamadi Venkaya is rather deficient in pure Teloogoo
words, the columns of the Dictionary being filled chiefly by those
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of Sanscrit origin, and the illustration of the meaning of each
word is also rather too concise, but the work is, on the whole,
highly valuable, and, to encourage the composition of similar
books by learned Natives, the copy-right has been purchased 
by the Government at a liberal price.”

Preparing for the Press: A vocabulary, English and Teloogoo,
the words of the common being distinguished from those of 
the classical dialect, by J. M’Kerrell [John McKerrell], Esq., 
of the Civil Service, Telugu translator to Government and ex
officio member of the Board of Superintendence.

kannada works

Preparing for the Press: A grammar of the Carnataka language,
commonly called the Canarese, founded upon an approved
treatise in the classical dialect. By M’Kerrell.

Preparing for the Press: A vocabulary of English and Carnataca
to which is added a list of Carnataca roots. By M’Kerrell.

These two works, planned for publication as soon as the Telugu font of
type was ready, would be “perhaps the first in any European language
that treat of the elements of this useful tongue and when completed will
prove a great acquisition to the College, as constituting a set of elemen-
tary works on one of the three grand dialects of the Peninsula at present
less known then either of the other two.”

english works

Preparing for publication: Dissertations on the several modes 
of computing time observed by the inhabitants of the Indian
Peninsula, and on the method of converting time, computed
according to any of these modes, into European time and vice-
versa, by Captain J. Warren of the Madras 56th Regiment of
Foot. Copyright purchased by the government. The three modes
of computing time are the Hijri era of the Muslims, based on the
Prophet’s flight from Mecca to Medina in 620 a.d.; the Hindu
solar year employed by the Saka era beginning 78 a.d., which 
is used where Tamil is spoken; and the Hindu soli-lunar year 
employing the Saka era used in the northern provinces, where
Telugu is spoken. The work includes the translation of a tract 
by Beschi on the Hindu solar year reckoning, according to the
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methods of the Vakiyam and Siddhantam, the leading Tamil
treatises on astronomy, with rules, tables, and examples for
converting such time into “European time, and European time
into the solar time of the Hindus.”

Not preparing for the College Press, but about to be published in
communication with the College and under immediate patron-
age of the Government: A lexicon of that peculiar dialect of the
Hindostanee language which prevails in the Dekhan of South of
India, by H. Harris, M.D., Second Member of the Medical Board
at this Presidency. A dictionary of the dialect of Hindustani cur-
rent in the Madras Presidency.

In this list we see again the primacy of Tamil and Telugu. Kannada, how-
ever, is not neglected, thanks to John McKerrell, and the College Press
edition of his grammar was the first English grammar of Kannada to have
been published. As for Malayalam, Ellis made several inquiries, with Er-
skine’s help, trying to locate the font of type that had been used to print
Drummond’s grammar, but without success (Ellis to Erskine 10 Mar
1813, NLS Mss. 36.1.5, ff. 62–71). We also see in this list the impulse to
use the College Press as an instrument to “promote the revival of letters”
among Indian scholars of the Madras Presidency, using the newly intro-
duced notion of copyright and encouraging the Government to make gen-
erous copyright purchases as a way of promoting scholarship.

The ambitions for the College Press far outran its shoestring budget.
The scale of operations was ludicrously small. The presses were oper-
ated from the verandah of the College. The projects were complex and
needed skilled compositors in Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, and English. Tel-
ugu type had to be made from scratch. The type was insufficient to do a
whole book at once, and the type for several pages had to be torn down
when they were struck off so the next grouping of pages could be set in
type. The type was subject to battering and, because lead had some re-
sale value, it was subject to theft as well, so its use had to be under con-
stant supervision, and periodically it had to be weighed as a check against
pilfering. Good paper had to be shipped from England; it was expensive
and scarce.

We get a measure of the degree to which the reach of the Press exceeded
its grasp in a letter written to the Government shortly after Ellis’s death,
proposing a revision in the rules of the College. The letter also gives us
a sense of how the remaining members of the Board drew the balance of
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the Ellis years, and the problems that needed to be addressed. The teach-
ing arrangements had worked well, and a body of competent teachers had
been formed under the tutelage of the head masters; the College in its cen-
tral function was a success. The two areas in which the College did not
live up to expectations were the course of study, which I will discuss in
the next chapter, and the College Press, “which it must be confessed is in
an imperfect and defective state” (MPC 4 Dec 1819, para. 31).

Since the College was established in 1812, according to the Board,
only four books had been printed, namely, Beschi’s Latin grammar of
the low Tamil, the Tamil translation of the Uttarak1âba of the R1m1yaâa,
Campbell’s Telugu grammar, and a book of Telugu tales. Books still in
press were (OIOC Mss. Eur.D.29; following the original wording):

1. Beschi’s Tamil dictionary, the Caturakaradi.

2. The Treatise on Tamil grammar by the head Tamil Master,
commenced in 1815 and only half printed.

3. A translation of the Kural of Tiruvalluvar, “accompanied by 
a full commentary by the late Mr. Ellis,” commenced 1818 
and two-thirds printed.

4. Babington’s translation of Beschi’s grammar of the high Tamil,
just commenced.

5. A second edition of Campbell’s Telugu grammar, one-fourth
printed.

6. Campbell’s Telugu dictionary, just commenced.

7. A work on Arabic grammar by the head Arabic master, com-
menced 1817 and two-thirds printed.

Works “which, with a proper establishment, might have passed through
the press within two months, have not been completed within one or two
years” (MPC 4 Dec 1819, para. 34). However, with some changes, not
only these books but all the translations of the Regulations of Govern-
ment into the native languages could well be done by the College Press,
whose fonts of type for Persian and Telugu were greatly superior to those
at the Male Asylum Press. The Board proceeded to show how the College
Press could be improved, at minimal additional expense, by purchasing
two new presses, hiring a superintendent of the Press at a salary suitable
to attract a qualified candidate, and no longer using compositors from
the Male Asylum, whose numbers had dwindled from eight or ten to one,
causing the work to languish. With additional support, the College Press
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did manage to produce a series of important works, and Ellis’s grand
hopes for it were at least partially fulfilled.

mamadi venkayya

In his letters to Erskine, Ellis sent information about the College, which
interested Erskine as a possible model for Bombay. Ellis made it clear
that, while the College was established to educate the junior servants, it
was also intended to promote learning among Indians, though it was nec-
essary to keep this second purpose in the background. In a letter of 25
April 1812, when the College was just getting started, Ellis spoke of how
it would give “encouragement to literary pursuit among the natives,
which we know to have been greatly promoted by the establishment of
the College at Calcutta.” In this matter he felt that Madras has the
greater chance of success than Calcutta, “as I have no doubt we have
better materials.”

In truth a literary spirit always has been and to the present day continues to
be prevalent in Southern India; besides poetical compositions, which, those
of the lighter sort especially, here abound, we have recently seen works of
considerable merit produced; among these may be reckoned, to mention 
no more, a compilation from nearly all the Sanscrit Dictionaries, arranged
alphabetically, and a translation of the Commentary of Vijnáneswara into
Tamil. These are works of considerable labor and were undertaken without
any expectation of advantage, and scarcely any of fame. To what then may
we look forward if works of utility are systematically encouraged by rewards
and if the College Press is the certain road to notority? (NLS Mss. 36.1.5,
ff. 76–77)

A year later, when the College had taken shape, Ellis, in a letter to Er-
skine of 10 March 1813, expressed pleasure in having got the necessary
sanction of the Government to acquire new works for publication from
outside the College staff. He sent a copy of the printed rules for the Col-
lege and observed that the Government had placed it “on a very liberal
footing” with regard to not only the junior servants, whose education
was the immediate object of the College, but also “the natives attached
to the Institution” and the program of encouraging the composition of
literature:

On this subject we agree perfectly; though it is not a point I must insist
upon to others, I cannot help anticipating even greater benefits from the
College by the influence it will have on the native character, than from 
that which is ostensibly its principal motive, the instruction of the Junior
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Servants. The influence has already begun to operate, we shall shortly
have in the Press works on various subjects by natives attached to the
Institution, and as we have begun to act on that part of the rules which
authorizes us to purchase the copy right of Authors (see Table first Sec-
tion XX) the encouragement to literary pursuits it is to be expected will
extend itself beyond the bounds of our immediate superintendence (ibid.,
ff. 62–63).

One senses from this passage that the ostensible purpose of the College
served, for Ellis, as a pretext for its true purpose, the one he most prized
and strove for, namely, the “revival of letters” in South India.

We can get some sense of what the revival of letters meant under the
changed circumstances of colonial rule by following the case of Mamadi
Venkayya and the purchase of copyright on his Telugu dictionary. First,
however, it needs to be said that the College actively sought to form a
scholarly library that would include not only printed books—such as the
language-learning texts it purchased from Calcutta, the products of its
own publishing program, and the collection of Colin Mackenzie, when
he was reassigned to Calcutta to become director of the Survey of India—
but also manuscripts in Sanskrit, Tamil, and Telugu. Manuscripts were
collected systematically by sending out two of the College’s Indian staff,
one to the north and one the south, to acquire copies of important texts
in Telugu and Tamil. This happened in a period when the royal patron-
age of manuscript libraries, and therefore the entire machinery of man-
uscript production, was in decline. The College collection, therefore, was
an important bridge to the new age of print editions of ancient texts sup-
ported by the market and the new cultural institutions, which served the
functions previously served by royal courts.

Mamadi Venkayya (1764–1834) was a remarkable man, a Komati
merchant supplying “clay goods,” or crockery and the like, to the Dutch,
French, and English factories until the year 1787, when he “was obliged
to remain quiet for want of suitable employment” (MPC 28 Sept 1813,
Mamadi Venkayya to Collector of Masulipatam 2 May). He had acquired
a knowledge of Telugu and Sanskrit literature as a youth, and in his re-
tirement from trade he became a scholar, compiling dictionaries of Telugu
and Sanskrit. It took him fourteen years to complete these, and his schol-
arly ambitions were carried out against the opposition of local brahmins
who, according to William Thackeray, Telugu translator to the Madras
Government (and uncle of the novelist), twice pulled down his house to
discourage him (MPC 15 Mar 1811). These two dictionaries the College
wished to publish. The Government would not authorize purchase of the
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Sanskrit dictionary, as Colebrooke was preparing to publish one at Cal-
cutta, but it did authorize a sum of 1,000 star pagodas to purchase the
copyright of Mamadi Venkayya’s Telugu dictionary. The College Board,
in its letter to the collector, asked that as much publicity as possible should
be given to the matter, “as by the purchase of the copy-right of this work
by Government being more generally known it may be expected that the
exertion of literary talents similar to those of Mamadie Vencaya will be
encouraged” (MPC 28 Sept 1813, Board to Collector 6 April).

At the time, Mamadi Venkayya was bedridden with a serious illness
from which it was not certain he would survive. This complicated the nego-
tiations, which were carried out by the College through the Collector of
Masulipatam. The exchange of letters has been preserved, and it shows
how perplexing the idea of copyright, possibly being introduced in South
India for the first time, then appeared to a learned South Indian. The con-
tract was a simple one, a notable feature being that while the author sold
the copyright for a printed edition, he and his family could continue to
copy and distribute the work in manuscript (MPC 15 Mar 1811). This
shows just how tied to the technology and market conditions of print
this novel form of property was, and how foreign, therefore, it was to the
world of the manuscript and the scriptorium.

Mamadi Venkayya, writing the collector from his sickbed, rejected the
offer of 1,000 star pagodas for the copyright of his Telugu dictionary. He
said that he had composed his two dictionaries, Telugu and Sanskrit, with
great labor, “intending them as a present to the Honourable the Gover-
nor in Council, and hoping by that means to merit his favour to such a
degree as to get some durable allowance settled for the support of my fam-
ily” (MPC 28 Sept 1813, letter of 2 May). He became ill just a few days
before the works were finished, a fact that prevented him from proceed-
ing to Madras for that purpose, as he had intended.

This being Honored Sir, the wish I entertained in undertaking the work, I
trust that the Honourable the Governor in Council will be so generous and
benevolent as to grant it by settling what allowance he may think proper
(either in money or land) for the support of my family; but in the event of
his deeming it inexpendient to do so, I humbly entreat that he will at least
accept of my works as a present and have them printed for the use of the
public as I will by no means print them on my own account. (Ibid.)

Before the introduction of print and copyright, the publishing of a work
of scholarship had involved its presentation to a patron in open court,
in the presence of discerning critics and with the hope of liberal reward.
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It is clear that Mamadi Venkayya expected the Governor of Madras to
play the role of a discerning and liberal patron, a raja of sorts. But what,
exactly, did he want in the way of a reward? The College Board asked
the collector to ascertain this. In his second letter to the collector Ma-
madi Venkayya reiterates that in his letter “I left the matter entirely to
the will and pleasure of the Government, but as the Board wishes to as-
certain the same from myself, I can only intimate, that I have a family
whose expences amount to one Pagoda pr. Day, but that I shall be satisfied
with such quantity of land in the neighbourhood of Masulipatam, as the
Government may deem an adequate compensation for the transfer al-
ready mentioned. I expect it will be granted to continue to all my pos-
terity” (ibid., Mamadi Venkayya to Collector, 1 July)

The collector thought this would be impossible in light of the per-
manent settlement of the territory in that region upon a zamindar. He
professed himself “at a loss to understand what you mean by request-
ing the grant of land near Masulipatam which you must well know is
the property of the Zemindars and not that of Government” and re-
quested a more explicit answer for the Board (ibid., Collector to Ma-
madi Venkayya, 3 July). Mamadi Venkayya coolly replied, “At the time
when the Government granted the permanent Cowles [charters] to the
Zemindars they retained the Authority to resume the land, when any
occasion happened—‘which circumstance is known to you’—as you are
my superior. I wrote this to you, in hopes, that you have the authority
of obtaining for me some maintenance in land permanently, so that it
may be continued to all my posterity” (ibid., 10 July). The collector, in
reply, repeated that his request had no chance of succeeding. The Gov-
ernment would not order lands which had been granted to the zamin-
dars in perpetuity to be given to anyone, and there was no use in repeat-
ing those expectations (ibid., 11 July). Mamadi Venkayya, not entirely
convinced that the era of tax-free grants of land in perpetuity was over,
reluctantly replied,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your orders of the 10th In-
stant, wherein it is stated that the Government would never order the lands
to any one, which were granted to the Zemindars in perpetuity. As the Gov-
ernment can do any thing they please, I wish that the remuneration, which
they offered to grant for the maintenance of my family may be in the descrip-
tion of lands. But as you have informed me that it is an inconvenient thing I
beg you will be pleased to recommend to the Government that the remunera-
tion should be fixed either in lands or in cash. I shall be satisfied with either
of these which the Government think proper to approve. (Ibid., 14 July)
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The Government considered a grant of land and a perpetual pension to
be equally out of the question but sanctioned a monthly allowance for
the remainder of his life and the lifetime of his widow.

Mamadi Venkayya had struggled mightily to construct his relationship
with the Government along the lines of a scholar receiving an unasked-
for gift from a liberal royal patron as a reward for writing a work of ex-
cellence. Such a patron would show his discernment and munificence by
giving a permanent tax-free grant of land, a shrotrium. Mamadi Venkayya
did not wish to take up the new role the Madras Government wished
him to assume, that of an author selling his rights of intellectual prop-
erty for a sum of money. But the new regime of property and govern-
ment was hostile to privileged land tenures and committed to private
property, including the property rights of authors bringing their works
to print. The “revival of letters” was not the restoration of a previous
regime of intellectual production but its reinvention under new condi-
tions of property and government.

In his sparring with the collector, Mamadi Venkayya acutely noted
that the Government had the powers in reserve, even under the perma-
nent zamindari settlement, to make him a perpetual grant if it wished.
The problem was that it did not wish to use these powers in that way.
On another occasion the Court of Directors gave not a grant of tax-free
land but a gold snuff box to Subbarayam Mudaliar, author of the Tamil
expositor (MPC 8 April 1817). There are other such instances, as when
the Board of Superintendence sought the sanction of London to give a
pair of gold bracelets (valued at 120 pagodas) and a raise in salary to
the deputy head master for Telugu, for having translated the Tales of
Vikram1ãka (MPC 28 Apr 1819). However, the Government’s reluctance
to make grants of land that were tax-free and perpetual was not absolute,
as it was allowed for charitable purposes. For example, when Chidam-
bara Vadiyar completed the translation of the Mit1kùar1, the Govern-
ment granted 1,000 pagodas for the erection of a choultry, or rest house,
for the use of travelers in South Arcot district, and a grant of land rent
free, “sufficient for the support thereof” (MPC 18 Dec 1818; 19 June
1819). But when Sankaraiah built another such choultry, to increase his
spiritual merit, on lands granted by a zamindar, he had to petition the
Government to confirm the arrangement and make provision to pay for
the revenue lost to the Government by the grant (Madras Government
1934, p. 725, 20 May 1816).

Although the correspondence of the College Board often speaks of pub-
lishing Mamadi Venkayya’s Telugu dictionary, it appears that the Board
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never actually did so. The problem, of course, was that the dictionary was
entirely in Telugu, and so was not of use to British students learning Tel-
ugu until they had become advanced. In the meantime, A. D. Campbell
published a grammar of Telugu, and went on to publish a Telugu-English
dictionary that presumably incorporated some of Mamadi Venkayya’s
work. Much the most important impact of Mamadi Venkayya’s dic-
tionary, however, lay in his introduction, in which he surveyed the his-
tory and grammar of Telugu through the older Telugu grammars writ-
ten in Sanskrit. Both Campbell and Ellis quoted this directly (in English
translation) and at length in Campbell’s work. It was a key proof text
of the Dravidian proof, to which we now turn.
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chapter 5

The Dravidian Proof

We come now to the Dravidian proof itself, its argument, and the related
argument of A. D. Campbell in the introduction to his Telugu grammar.
But before doing so we need to contextualize the Dravidian proof’s ap-
pearance by considering the public course that was designed as the center-
piece of the junior civil servants’ education at the College, and the disser-
tations on the South Indian languages that Ellis intended to write and
print up for the students’ use as part of the course. This is necessary be-
cause the Dravidian proof is in fact the dissertation on Telugu. We need
also to look more closely at the Prakrit grammarians, whose work we
considered in chapter 2, since they were the creators of the chief analyt-
ical terms that structure the Dravidian proof. Then, after having ana-
lyzed the writings of Campbell and Ellis on the Dravidian concept, and
the role of Mamadi Venkayya’s text in the Dravidian proof, we shall look
at the lists of roots for Tamil and Telugu—especially that of Pattabhi-
rama Shastri for Telugu—composed in the College and show how they
enter into the Dravidian proof. Finally, we will survey the manuscript
record, examining both private papers and some surprising finds in the
colonial archive, to probe the history of the idea of the Dravidian lan-
guage family prior to its first publication by Ellis. One of the most in-
teresting of these earlier, unpublished discussions appears in a quarrel
about the history and nature of Telugu in which Sankaraiah played an
important role.
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the public course and the dissertations

To examine the public course we need to return to the plan for the Col-
lege set forth in the report of the Committee for Examination of the Junior
Civil Servants dated 20 October 1811 (in MPC 10 Dec 1811). The aim
of the educational innovations proposed by Ellis and his committee was
to impart “that fundamental knowledge of the relative connection and
character of the several Southern Dialects . . . which, as it is always un-
certain in what province a Junior Servant may be stationed, would be
far more beneficial to the public service than the most intimate ac-
quaintance with one dialect only” (ibid., para. 66). Here, in a word, is
the colonial utility of the idea of a Dravidian language family: grasp the
general structure of the Dravidian languages, and no matter which dis-
trict one is stationed in, one will have the means of learning the local
Dravidian language and its script, or “character.” This accords with Ellis’s
own experience, for he had studied the languages of South India as an
interrelated group, and for years at a time earlier in his career had been
“continually in motion” from one language area to another while serv-
ing as a judge.

Indeed, the Committee thought that the junior servants’ instruction
in the languages of South India should begin in the East India College in
England. A general knowledge of Sanskrit, sufficient to give aid in the
inflection of Sanskrit loanwords in the South Indian languages, was al-
ready available there. Some arrangement should also be made to offer
“the same elementary knowledge of the languages peculiar to the Penin-
sula” as was provided for Persian and Hindustani. Elementary books (by
Beschi) for learning Tamil were “immediately obtainable,” and “among
the Christians of Pondicherry, many of whom rank among the best ed-
ucated, and best informed, natives in this part of India, persons might be
found well qualified to teach this language, who would not decline a voy-
age to England” to serve as teachers of the South Indian languages at the
East India College. Although the recommendation that Tamil be added to
the curriculum of Hertford College did not bear fruit, the Committee’s
recommendation that junior civil servants bound for Madras study San-
skrit was favorably regarded by the Court of Directors and duly put into
effect, as we saw in chapter 4.

The Committee proposed the formulation of the public course as an
arrangement for teaching the junior civil servants once they arrived at
Madras. And, like the plan for the College itself, the Committee’s ratio-
nale for the public course was a clear expression of the conception of a
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Dravidian language family. The College would not absolutely interdict
students from studying any language they wished (such as Persian or Hin-
dustani), but they would be required to follow a certain course of study,
the principal object of which would be, the report again says, “the attain-
ment of a knowledge of those general principles of grammar and of the
idiom and terms, which are common to all the vernacular dialects of the
South of India, so that, in whatsoever province the student might be sta-
tioned, he might be enabled to acquire with equal facility the local lan-
guage, although it might not have previously been the object of his par-
ticular attention.” The course of study would follow the nature of and
relations among the five cognate dialects: high Tamil, low Tamil, Malay-
alam, Telugu, and Kannada. The general grammar, idiom, “verbal col-
location” (perhaps meaning conjugations), and especially the terms, or
vocabulary, in all these languages are the same. Their grammar, idiom,
and so forth “derive wholly from the Tamil”; the vocabulary, “with cer-
tain dialectic variations,” from Tamil and Sanskrit (ibid., para. 67). In a
note this pattern of the five vernacular dialects of the South is extended
to “other languages of this same derivation” such as Kodagu, spoken in
Coorg, and Tulu (Tuluvei) and Tigali spoken in Kanara, “but these are
too local, and obscure to require notice” (ibid.).

The report goes on to say, “Hence it is of little importance in which
of these five languages grammar is in the first instance studied, the knowl-
edge of it once obtained is applicable, in its main branches, to all, and
dialectic variation is the only difficulty remaining to be overcome.” How-
ever, the report urged that the preference should be given to Tamil, not
only because it was the only one for which elementary books then ex-
isted, but more especially because it was “the parent of the rest.” More-
over, it was the language of nearly two-thirds of the population of the
Madras Presidency and was used in religious ceremonies “over the whole
peninsula, and, we believe, to a certain extent, throughout India.” This
last statement is, of course, wrong on both counts. Clearly the Committee,
and Ellis as its leader, tended to inflate the importance of Tamil vis-à-vis
the other languages of the South (ibid., para. 68).

The aims of the public course would be for the students to achieve
the following: to perform exercises in Tamil grammar; to attain some
knowledge of Sanskrit grammar, especially of nouns; to gain “a perfect
acquaintance with all terms common to the Southern dialects, whence-
soever derived, and with their more usual dialectic variations”; and to
acquire a knowledge of the characters (i.e., scripts) in which these di-
alects are written. Concerning the last, the Committee believed that the
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various scripts were closely related, the Malayalam script being derived
from the Tamil script, and the Kannada from the Telugu (ibid., para. 69).

These preliminary ideas of the plan for the College, discussed in the
20 October 1811 report, were elaborated upon in the proposed rules for
the College of Fort St. George, set forth in the voluminous first report of
the Board of Superintendence, discussed previously, dated 1 January 1813
(in MPC 2 Feb 1813). In these draft rules, four courses of public study
were proposed, additional to the private study of particular languages.

The first course was to be the study of the scripts used in South India,
grouped in families: the Tamil alphabet and the variations between it and
the Grantha (for writing Sanskrit) and the Ariyam (for Malayalam) scripts;
the Telugu alphabet and the variations between it and the Karnataka (for
Kannada); the Nagari alphabet and its several variations, such as the Bal-
abund, Maharashtra, (i.e., Marathi), Oriya, and so forth; and the Ara-
bic, or Persian, alphabet and the several modes in which it is written (MPC
2 Feb 1813, para. 149, p. 895).

The second course was to consist of three parts: the study of Tamil
grammar and as much Sanskrit grammar as would be useful for learn-
ing the languages of the South; the study of the variation of the gram-
mars of Telugu, Kannada, and Malayalam from Tamil, and “the influence
of the Sanscrit on each”; and the study of terms, “whether of Tamil or
Sanscrit origin,” common to all the South Indian languages, the general
rules of derivation from Tamil and Sanskrit languages, and the distin-
guishing peculiarities of each dialect of South India (ibid., p. 896).

The third course would comprise the study of “Oriental literature”
in general. Students had the choice of studying the grammar, prosody,
and rhetoric of Sanskrit, high Tamil, Arabic, or Persian, and the literary
works of these languages and of Telugu, Hindustani, and so forth. The
wording here is cryptic, but the idea seems to be that Tamil is grouped
with Sanskrit, Arabic, and Persian, and one studies the grammar, prosody,
and rhetoric of these four as a key to the literatures of other languages
such as Telugu and Hindustani. These four, we might say (although the
report does not use the word), were treated as classical literatures that
set the pattern for later literatures (ibid., p. 897).

The fourth course was to be the study of Hindu and Muhammadan
law, to be studied both through English translations and in the original
languages (ibid.).

According to the proposed rules of the College, the first two courses
were obligatory, the last two optional. Students were to be examined twice
a year in the public courses they had taken at the time. In addition to the
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four courses, the rules required, almost as an afterthought, that students
must “make themselves acquainted with” the Regulations of Government
concerning management of the revenues and the administration of jus-
tice and, as a catchall to that afterthought, “generally with all subjects
tending to qualify them for the discharge of public duties,” for which
they would be provided with books (ibid., pp. 898–99).

The idea of the Dravidian language family, then, preexisted the Col-
lege and gave it its plan, in both senses of that word: the structure of the
College—its intellectual ground plan so to say—and its intended future
direction. The public course was to be the medium through which that
intention was accomplished, but it could not be implemented at once. In
the first place, the students lived in lodgings scattered here and there in
Madras, and it was not feasible to ask them to attend the College daily,
with the result that they could not be massed for the purpose of taking
the public course. In the second place, it was not at all evident by whom
the public course was to be taught; the head masters were fully occupied
instructing and supervising the teachers and teacher candidates, and the
members of the Board of Superintendence had full-time jobs that made
it out of the question that they could become teachers. In any event, the
public course was never launched, and after Ellis’s death it was removed
from the rules. But even though it never came into being as a proper col-
lege course of study, it did get implemented, in a concentrated form, in
the “dissertation on Telugu,” that is to say, in the Dravidian proof.

It was for the public course, Ellis says, that he proposed to print a set
of “dissertations on the languages of Southern India,” as we have seen
(Ellis to Erskine 24 March 1817). The plan of these dissertations marched
with the plan of the public course; they were intended for the use of the
students of the College as brief versions of what the public course would
have contained. Ellis tells Erskine that the dissertations would “illustrate
the origin and connection of the dialects”; that the dissertation on the
Telugu had been printed, the one on Malayalam was being printed; and
that the set when completed would number five dissertations: (1) on the
alphabets of India in general and South India in particular, including the
scripts of the Sinhalese, and of Burma and Java, all of which he believed
were derived from the Tamil script; (2) on high and low Tamil; (3) on
Telugu; (4) on Malayalam; and (5) on Kannada and the minor dialects
of Kodagu, Tuluva, and so forth. It is in the context of elaborating his
life plan that (in a passage cited previously) he speaks of the Dravidian
proof: “I made many years ago a resolution not to publish anything until
I was forty years old and I have kept it pretty well considering, for I shall
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not have completed that age until the conclusion of the current year, and
the only thing like a literary production I have yet printed is the disserta-
tion [on the Telugu] I shall send you.” This was the Dravidian proof.

As we have seen, only the dissertations on Telugu and Malayalam were
printed in Ellis’s lifetime, and both survive in reprint, the Telugu one in
A. D. Campbell’s grammar of Telugu, published by the College in 1816,
and the one on Malayalam, printed for the College but published much
after Ellis’s death, in the Indian antiquary. The latter was edited and an-
notated by A. C. Burnell, the great epigrapher of South India, who as-
sesses the high importance of Ellis’s achievements in the two disserta-
tions in the following note:

The above dissertation is of remarkable historical interest, for (taken with
the essay on Telugu) it proves that before 1816 Mr. Ellis had already fore-
seen the possibility of comparative philology, not only as regards the so-
called Aryan tongues, but also in respect of the Dravidian. Now it was not
till 1816 (so Brunet says, and I must take his assertion for I cannot refer to
the original) that Bopp published his Conjugations System, which was the
beginning of comparative philology in Europe. Ellis could (considering the
means of intercourse available in those days) hardly have seen or heard of
this work at all, for he died early in 1819. He must then, in future, be con-
sidered one of the originators of one of the most remarkable advances in
science in this century. His unfortunate end—he was poisoned by accident—
prevented his doing much, for he was only forty when he died, but he cannot
be robbed of his due fame by the success of others more lucky that he was.
(Ellis 1878)

The essay on Malayalam is a closely reasoned argument for consid-
ering Malayalam to be derived from Tamil, specifically “high Tamil” (also
called “pure Tamil” in this piece). It compares the lexicons of high Tamil,
low Tamil, and Malayalam and the treatment of Sanskrit terms in the
three languages, as well as the declension of nouns, the conjugation of
verbs, and the comparison of idioms. The last section of the essay is il-
lustrated by a passage from the Keralotpatti, Kerala’s creation narrative,
with an interlinear translation into Tamil, probably by Ellis himself, to
highlight the similarities and differences between the two languages. Other
passages quoted here are taken from the Vyavah1rasamudra, a treatise
on law, and the R1m1yaâa, showing a “hybrid language” in which San-
skrit terms retain their primitive form and rarely take Malayalam ter-
minations. Some of the details of the argument now seem antiquated, es-
pecially when Ellis argues (ibid., 280–81) that “the general progress of
human speech” is from complex to simple: “as far as history can ascend,
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language will ever be found more artificial, more fertile in terminations,
more abounding in inflections, and more copious in terms, in propor-
tion to its antiquity; and during the last fifteen hundred years every pro-
gressive change in language, either from desuetude or intermixture, in
Asia as well as in Europe, has invariably tended to reduce this exuber-
ance.” This view is given in proof that the direction of change had been
from high Tamil to Malayalam, much like the change from Latin to the
Romance languages, and not the reverse.

Yet it was not the dissertation on Malayalam that was the site of the
Dravidian proof. Malayalam and Tamil had differentiated themselves
from one another so gradually and so recently in history that it was, one
might say, too easy to demonstrate their relationship, and the demon-
stration did not have to work against strong resistance from existing be-
liefs. Telugu, not Malayalam, was to be the site at which the Dravidian
proof was made in all fullness, for reasons which will shortly become
apparent.

the prakrit grammarians

Campbell’s introduction to his grammar on Telugu and Ellis’s disserta-
tion that follows it conform to the same line of argument and the same
rhetorical strategy, Campbell confining himself to Telugu, Ellis explain-
ing Telugu within a comprehensive view of all the South Indian languages.
The overall stance is polemic. Both pieces are directed against the argu-
ments of the Orientalists at Calcutta, specifically against William Carey,
whose Telugu grammar had been published by the Serampore Press two
years previously (Carey 1814), and Henry Thomas Colebrooke, whose
essay on Prakrit asserted the Sanskrit origin of the “polished” or liter-
ary languages of modern India, both north and south (Colebrooke 1801).
Campbell and Ellis alike cite many Indian texts in support of their ar-
guments, using them as authorities against Carey and Colebrooke. The
nub of the matter is the status of the deéya vocabulary in Telugu. In a
nutshell, the Dravidian proof consists of showing that the deéya words
of Telugu are traceable to roots found not in Sanskrit but in the South
Indian languages generally.

As we have seen in chapter 2, the word category called deéya emerged
through the process of extending vy1karaâa analysis, first devised for San-
skrit, to the Prakrit languages. This process assumes that Sanskrit and the
Prakrits are related in some way, but there is a considerable difference
of opinion about what that relationship is.
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One of the early texts to comment on this question is the N1•yaé1stra,
the foundational text for all the fine arts, since the Prakrit languages were
regularly used in the Sanskrit dramas by characters of all but the highest
status. Prakrit is characterized there as a language that is devoid of refine-
ment, implying that Sanskrit is the refined language (saÅsk1raguâavar-
jita, 17.2 quoted in Acharya 1968:39) and playing upon the meanings of
“natural” or “unrefined” for the word pr1kóta and “polished,” “per-
fected,” “refined” for saÅskóta. In this view, Sanskrit is a more refined
register of natural, unrefined speech, and its refinement has to do with
its being, as P1âini says, the language of the learned (éiù•a bh1ù1), being
cultivated by the poets and having a proper grammar. But as the Prakrits
became literary languages themselves—considered to have a refinement
of their own as they were cultivated by poets and patronized by kings
and recited in their courts—they came to have grammars of their own;
or rather, the vy1karaâa analysis of Sanskrit was extended to the Prakrits.
Therefore, in the Prakrit grammars we get a different definition of Prakrit
from that in the N1•yaé1stra. The Prakrit grammars as a class say or im-
ply that the name “Prakrit” derives from prakóti, “basis,” because Sanskrit
is the basis of Prakrit (prakóteh saÅskót1d 1gatam pr1kótam; SiÅhade-
vagaâin on V1gbha•1laãk1ra 2.2, cited in Acharya 1968:39, and many
other passages to the same effect).

The universal view of the Prakrit grammars—all of them written in
Sanskrit—is that Prakrit derives from Sanskrit, and their analysis of the
language follows suit. For example, in the earliest surviving Prakrit gram-
mar, the Pr1kótaprak1éa of Vararuci, the treatment of Maharashtri, con-
sidered the Prakrit par excellence and the sole object, perhaps, of this
text in its original form, concludes its s[tras for Maharashtri by saying
that the remaining rules are as in Sanskrit (éeùan saÅskót1t,V1gbha•1laã-
k1ra 9.18, cited in Acharya 1968:47). Subsequent chapters devoted to
other Prakrits—which seem to have been added to the text at a later
time—open by stating that Shauraseni is the prakóti, or basis, of Paishachi
and of Magadhi, while Sanskrit is the prakóti of Shauraseni (V1gbha•1laã-
k1ra 10.2, 11.2, 12.2, cited in Acharya 1968:47). Thus the overall stance
is that Prakrit grammar is not complete in itself but takes Sanskrit gram-
mar as its starting point and develops further s[tras to account for the
transformation of Sanskrit into the Prakrit languages.

It is well to remember that the assumptions of the Prakrit grammar-
ians—meaning those grammarians who derive the Prakrits from Sanskrit—
did not go unchallenged, especially by the Jains and Buddhists, whose
sacred languages were themselves Prakrits. Although the great Jain scholar
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Hemacandra wrote his Prakrit grammar within the tradition I have just
described, other Jain scholars took a very different view. In Acharya’s
valuable discussion (1968:54–55) we come across the interesting coun-
terargument of Namis1dhu, an eleventh-century Jain scholar (in a com-
ment upon Rudra•a’s K1vy1laãk1ra 1.12), in which he also derives the
term “Prakrit” (Pr1kóta) from prakóti, but takes it in the sense of the nat-
ural speech used by all beings in the world, which is not refined by gram-
mar. Prakrit, in this argument, means “first produced” (pr1k+kóta), the
speech easily intelligible to children and women and the source of all other
kinds of speech. It is also the speech of the gods and sages (i.e., the Jain
scriptures). Prakrit is the same everywhere, like the rain, which is every-
where alike, the same in every country (deéa) in which it falls; it becomes
specialized by refinement into Sanskrit and other languages by P1âini and
others in their rules of grammar. Thus, inverting the relation as it is un-
derstood by the Prakrit grammarians, Namis1dhu argues that Prakrit is
the basis of Sanskrit.

The Jain belief that the Addham1gah1 V1âE, or Ardhamagadhi lan-
guage, in which the oldest Jain texts are written, was the original Prakrit
language from which all the others were derived is based on a statement
in the Jain canon that Mah1vEra preached his doctrines in that language.
It is also mentioned there that this language undergoes modifications
when it is spoken by Aryans, non-Aryans, and other living beings such
as the bipeds, the quadrupeds, the wild and the tamed animals, the birds,
and the insects—opening up an enchanted world in which the languages
of all creatures, even the crickets, have a common origin and, at bottom,
a common structure (Acharya 1968:65). Similarly, in Buddhist writings
and grammars of Pali, it is often Pali (or Magadhi as it is also called) that
is named the mother of all languages. In short, there is among some Jain
and Buddhist authorities a distinct opposition to the doctrine of the
Prakrit grammarians that the Prakrits derive from Sanskrit.

Given the belief that the Prakrits are derived from Sanskrit, the project
of the majority of Prakrit grammarians was to account for the literary
Prakrits by means of supplementary s[tras that presuppose and add to
the rules making up the body of Sanskrit grammar. In this connection
the Prakrit grammars make a threefold distinction that is crucial for un-
derstanding how the Dravidian proof was reached. The first two classes
of Prakrit words are “same as Sanskrit” (saÅskóta-sama, shortened to tat-
sama, “same as that”) and “originating from Sanskrit” (saÅskóta-bhava,
shortened to tad-bhava, “originating from that”). Tatsamas are Sanskrit
words that are used in Prakrit unchanged except for the addition of
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Prakrit endings; tadbhavas are Prakrit words that are thought of as al-
tered forms of their Sanskrit cognates.

The third category consists of the deéya, or deéi, words, which in con-
trast to the tatsamas and the tadbhavas are not obviously and transpar-
ently derivable from Sanskrit. As Hemacandra says in his compendium
of deéya words, the Deéin1mam1la, they are not derived by grammati-
cal rules (lakùaâa), not found in Sanskrit dictionaries, and not derived by
metaphorical use of Sanskrit words. Moreover, unlike Sanskrit words,
which in principle do not change across time and place, deéya words have
had different usages in different countries from time immemorial (1.3–4,
cited in Acharya 1968:41–42). Similarly, Rudra•a says that deéya words
lack the derivation from root and affix found in Sanskrit (prakótiprayaya-
m[l1 vyutpattir n1sti yasya deéyasya; K1vy1laãk1ra 6.27, cited in Acharya
1968:44).

The admission of the deéya category introduces an element of tension
into the analysis, as Acharya notes, a tension that is never fully resolved.
For if Prakrit is defined as based on Sanskrit, it is somewhat contradic-
tory to admit some words into the analysis that cannot be derived from
Sanskrit roots (listed in the Dh1tup1•ha) and affixes by means of the trans-
formational rules of P1âini. Are we to understand from the fact that deéya
words cannot be derived from Sanskrit roots that they are not somehow
derived from Sanskrit? Perhaps not, but the Prakrit grammarians leave
the matter ambiguous. It is symptomatic of that tension, for example, that
Hemacandra treats of Prakrit and Apabhramsha grammar within his
large treatise on Sanskrit grammar, but devotes a separate treatise, writ-
ten in Prakrit, to the deéya words. This exemplifies well enough the fault
line that Acharya has identified and that the Prakrit grammarians did
not overcome.

This internal tension does not get out of hand, however, because the
deéya words are only a limited part of the literary Prakrit lexicon. The
purpose of the Prakrit grammarians was to analyze not ordinary speech
but the literary languages used by the great poets, so only the deéya words
the poets have sanctioned by use need be noticed by the grammarians.
For that reason, the name deéya connotes something like “country” words,
in the sense of nonstandard, less-refined words which are nevertheless
adopted by the poets and in that way given a certain refinement. There
is another reason as well. In the grammarians’ works we find lists of
names of the Prakrit languages in various groupings. The late Prakrit gram-
marian M1rkaâbeya, for example, recognized four categories: Bh1ùa,
Vibh1ùa, ApabhraÅéa, and Paié1cika. Among these, especially the last,
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are many names that suggest a South Indian ambience, such as K1ñci-
deéEya (of the region of the city Kanchipuram in the Tamil country), D1k-
ùiâ1•ya (of the Deccan), and Dr1viba (of South India or Tamil Nadu). But
in every case the Prakrits actually analyzed by the Prakrit grammarians
are Indo-Aryan languages and not Dravidian ones; presumably those with
South Indian names were also literary dialects of Indo-Aryan, used in
South Indian courts. However that may be, the deéya class of words was
kept within fairly narrow limits by the fact that the Prakrit grammars
limited themselves to Indo-Aryan languages, derivable, for the most part,
from the roots and affixes of Sanskrit by means of specifiable rules. Fi-
nally, with sufficient ingenuity a Sanskrit root can be found for any deéya
word, and one often sees a tendency at work among these grammarians
to find a Sanskrit origin for words clearly not Sanskritic. Taken altogether,
the non-Sanskritic component of the literary Prakrits was minimized and
the problems of accounting for them were not suffered to grow acute.

It is when the analytic machinery of the Prakrit grammarians is di-
rected toward Telugu that the deéya element becomes large, and indeed
dominates the lexicon. It was in connection with this aspect of the lan-
guage that the Dravidian proof emerged.

campbell on the non-sanskrit origin of telugu

Alexander Duncan Campbell, whom I introduced in chapter 3, was young
in the service, and something of a protégé of Ellis, with whom he worked
closely. He passed the examination for the prize in Telugu only in 1813,
after becoming secretary to the Board of Superintendence of the College.
The College published his grammar and dictionary of Telugu for the use
of its students, and the colonial record contains long, interesting reviews
of these projects in their early stages, reviews in which Ellis participated
and which he probably drafted.

Campbell’s project was to give the students of the College of Fort St.
George a grammar of “the superior dialect” of the Telugu language, fol-
lowing the existing native grammars, as distinguished from the “inferior
or colloquial dialect in common use among all classes of the people”
(1816:xvi). The distinction of superior and inferior—elsewhere, gram-
matical and vulgar, which agrees with Beschi’s treatment of Tamil, whose
work was an explicit model for Campbell—is common, Campbell says,
to Telugu, Tamil, and Kannada. His plan for the grammar of Telugu
was to give all the rules for the superior dialect, but to give only those
aspects of the inferior dialect which depart from the superior dialect. Since
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the inferior dialect was used in conversation and official business, using
the higher register of the language as the basis of the grammar may seem
a poor choice for the education of English civil servants training to be
judges and collectors; but to this objection (one which, as we shall see,
was raised by the Governor of Madras against the language teaching pol-
icy of the College) Campbell replies that his aim is to teach both dialects,
so the student can understand the rules governing the classical texts and
also learn to speak and write common Telugu. To this end he has fol-
lowed the native grammarians, tracing the language to its source in the
superior dialect and at the same time giving instruction in “its more use-
ful branches in the inferior dialect, which, as being Vulgar, Native au-
thors have considered beneath the notice of the learned” (ibid., xvii). This
approach was in complete accord with that Ellis took for teaching Tamil,
which also followed Beschi, as previously described.

Accordingly, Campbell draws upon the tradition of Telugu grammar,
said to have originated with K1âva, though the earliest work available
to him was the 0ndhraéabdacint1maâi, attributed to Nannaya Bha••a,
an eleventh-century poet who translated the Mah1bh1rata into Telugu,
plus Nannaya’s commentators and successors. All of these grammatical
works were written in Sanskrit by brahmins and directed toward the lan-
guage of courtly poetry. Campbell acknowledges the help of one Mr.
Stokes of the civil service for examining the manuscript before it was sub-
mitted to the Government; of the Board of Superintendence of the College,
especially Ellis and Archdeacon Mousley, for helpful criticisms (the Board
issued a long report on the manuscript to the Government, presumably
mainly written by these two); and of Udayagiri Venkatanarayana and
Pattabhirama Shastri. The first of these was Campbell’s Telugu teacher,
who guided Campbell through the Telugu grammars and gave aid and
advice throughout his labors on the text; subsequently this young brah-
min, a man “of superior intelligence and remarkable acquirements . . .
by his own merits alone, subsequently rose to the situation of Head En-
glish master at the College of Fort St. George, and lately to the more hon-
orable office of Interpreter to the Supreme Court of judicature at the Pres-
idency” (ibid., xxv). The latter was head Sanskrit and Telugu master at
the College. In brief, Campbell’s grammar was very much a product of
the Madras school of Orientalism formed around the College and was
fully in harmony with the overall vision of Ellis.

In his introduction, Campbell attacks Carey of the Serampore Mission
near Calcutta, “one of the learned Professors in the College of Fort Wil-
liam,” who in the preface to his own Telugu grammar, published two years
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prior to Campbell’s, argued that the languages of South India, namely,
Telugu, Kannada, Tamil, Malayayam, and Sinhalese, derive from Sanskrit
as do the languages of the North, but differ greatly in other respects,
“especially in having a large proportion of words the origin of which 
is unascertained,” that is, deéya words (Carey 1814). Campbell asserts,
rather, that although Telugu contains many Sanskrit words, perhaps more
than any other South Indian language, there is nevertheless reason to be-
lieve that the origins of Sanskrit and Telugu are “altogether distinct.”

Campbell’s proposition that Sanskrit and Telugu have different origins
rests mainly on his reading of the Telugu grammarians. Some of them, he
says (he cites the 0tharvanavy1karaâam of the 0ndhrakaumudE, Camp-
bell 1816:xx), maintain that before King 0ndhrar1yalu moved his palace
from Srikakulam on the banks of the Krishna River to the environs of
Rajahmundry on the banks of the Godavari, the only Telugu words were
those of pure (acca) Telugu, called “the language of the land” (deéya),
considered primeval, created by the creator god Brahm1. This king’s fol-
lowers adopted Sanskrit terms with Telugu terminations (that is, tatsa-
mas), “and by degrees corruptions from the Sanscrit crept into the lan-
guage” (that is, tadbhavas) due to the ignorance of the people concerning
their correct pronunciation. Campbell comments: “This would imply that
the nation still retain some faint remembrance of those times, in which
their language existed independent of the Sanskrit” (ibid., xvii). The proof
is that every Telugu grammarian, from Nannaya Bha••a to the present,
“considers the two languages as derived from sources entirely distinct,”
for they classify the words of the language under four headings: deéya,
tatsama, tadbhava, and gr1mya, or “provincial,” terms. To these, Camp-
bell notes, later authors added anyadeéya, for “foreign words or those
from other lands.”

Campbell’s quarrel with Carey hinges on the interpretation of the deéya
category. Carey said the deéya words were of unascertained origin, and
we can see that this definition flows directly from the tradition of the
Prakrit grammars, which say that deéya words are those not derivable
by combinations of Sanskrit roots and affixes as governed by the rules
of vy1karaâa. Campbell thought Carey wholly wrong. Instead, he relied
on the etymological connection of the term with deéa, country or region,
interpreting deéya to mean “that which belongs to the country or land.”
This class is not merely a “large proportion” of the words of Telugu, as
Carey said, but constitutes the most numerous class of words in the lan-
guage, and it forms the model upon which words of the other classes are
modified from their original languages. It will be obvious to a Sanskrit
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scholar reading this book, Campbell says, that many aspects of Telugu
morphology and the whole of its syntax are entirely different from the
Sanskrit, while the scholar of Tamil and Kannada “will at once recognize
their radical connexion with each of these languages.” Just as Jones had
presented the idea of an Indo-European language family as occurring spon-
taneously to someone examining the sibling languages of the family, so
Campbell presents the kinship of the leading Dravidian languages as a
spontaneous product of direct inspection.

Campbell goes on to invoke explicitly the theory of the comparative
vocabulary: “The reader will find all words denoting the different parts
of the human frame, the various sorts of food or utensils in common
use among the Natives, the several parts of their dress, the compart-
ments of their dwellings, the degrees of affinity and consanguinity pe-
culiar to them—in short all terms expressive of primitive ideas or of things
necessarily named in the earlier states of society, to belong to the pure
Telugu or language of the land” (ibid., xx; emphasis in original).

It is true, Campbell says, that Telugu has become so mixed with San-
skrit that derivatives or corruptions of the latter may occasionally be used
to denote some of these primitive ideas or things. This, however, is not
common. The majority of Sanskrit words admitted into the language are
abstract terms and words connected with science, religion, or law, much
like Greek and Latin words incorporated into English (as indeed the the-
ory of comparative vocabulary leads one to expect). Moreover, Sanskrit
words thus introduced into Telugu are not allowed to retain their origi-
nal forms, but are made to undergo changes and assume terminations
and inflections unknown to Sanskrit, that is, Sanskrit words are never
admitted into Telugu unless they appear in the dress peculiar to the lan-
guage of the land, meaning pure Telugu (acca-Telugu).

The rhetorical strategy of the piece is to show that the non-Sanskritic
origin of Telugu is evident from the plain meaning of ancient texts by the
Indian grammarians of a distant past, and from the unmediated inspec-
tion of the South Indian languages. Thus Campbell attacks Carey by
showing that the ancient Telugu grammarians are on his side and not
Carey’s. But the real source of his argument is the theory underlying the
method of the word list and the radical distinction it makes between prim-
itive words and borrowed ones. Although the Telugu grammars function
here as found objects that, as it were, confirm Campbell’s argument even
before it is made, in truth Campbell is reinterpreting the meaning of the
deéya category through the theory of the comparative vocabulary. If this
were not so, the non-Sanskritic origin of Telugu would have needed no
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demonstration. Although Campbell portrays his opponent, Carey, as sim-
ply misinformed, in fact Carey is expressing the view of the Prakrit gram-
marians. Campbell, in short, may think he is giving the plain meaning
of ancient authors, but he is really expounding a new idea which came
about when the European and the Indian traditions of analysis came to-
gether in British-Indian Madras.1

ellis and the dravidian proof

Like Campbell, Ellis opens his essay (the text of which is reproduced in
appendix B) with a statement directed against the Orientalists of Cal-
cutta: “The real affiliations of the Telugu language appears not to have
been known to any writer, by whom the subject has been noticed.” Carey,
Charles Wilkins, and H. T. Colebrooke are cited. Carey had provided a
number of passages that made good targets. In the preface of his San-
skrit grammar (Carey 1804) he says that Hindustani and Tamil, and the
languages of Gujarat and Malayala (Kerala, i.e., Malayalam), “are evi-
dently derived from the Sanscrit,” though “the two former are greatly
mixed with foreign words,” and that Bengali, Oriya, Marathi, Kannada,
and Telugu “are almost wholly composed of Sanskrit words.” In his gram-
mar of Telugu (1814) Carey writes, “The languages of India are princi-
pally derived from the Sanskrit”: the structures of the languages in the
middle and north of India are generally the same, while those of the South,
namely Telugu, Kannada, Tamil, Malayalam, and Sinhalese, though of
the same (Sanskrit) origin as the northern languages, differ greatly from
them in other respects, “especially in having a large proportion of words,
the origin of which is unascertained”—virtually the definition of deéya
words given by the Prakrit grammarians. Wilkins states in his grammar
of Sanskrit that Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, and Malayalam, together with
the idiom of the Maratha states and Gujarat, “so abound with Sanscrit,
that scarcely a sentence can be expressed in either of them without its
assistance” (Wilkins 1808). Colebrooke’s important 1801 paper on the
Prakrit languages more or less implies that all the main languages of the
North and the South are derived from Sanskrit.2

Ellis plainly rejects this chorus of opinion emanating from Calcutta:
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“It is the intent of the following observations to shew that the statements
contained in the preceding quotations are not correct; that neither the
Tamil, the Telugu, nor any of their cognate dialects are derivations from
the Sanskrit; that the latter, however it may contribute to their polish, is
not necessary for their existence; and that they form a distinct family of
languages, with which the Sanskrit has, in latter times especially, inter-
mixed, but with which it has no radical connexion” (Ellis 1816:2). The
rejection of the Calcutta consensus could not be more plainly stated.

Ellis then lists the languages of the proposed family, which we now call
Dravidian: high and low Tamil; Telugu, grammatical and vulgar; Kan-
nada, ancient and modern; Malayalam which, according to Paulinus a
Sancto Bartholomeo, is also divided into a higher and lower register, the
higher one containing many Sanskrit terms and forms; and Tuluva of the
Kanara country on the west coast of the peninsula. Besides these there
are a few local dialects such as Kodagu (a variation of Tuluva and spo-
ken in Coorg district), Sinhalese, Marathi, and Oriya, which, “though not
of the same [Dravidian] stock, borrow many of their words and idioms
from these tongues,” thus quite correctly stating what has remained the
consensus view of these (Indo-Aryan) languages. Ellis thought it an extra-
ordinary fact that the language of the “mountaineers” of Rajmahal, an
“uncivilized race” of the North, “if not of the same radical derivation,”
nevertheless “abounds in terms common to the Tamil and Telugu.” Ellis’s
identification of this language, called Malto, as a member of the Dravidian
family was very acute indeed. The material upon which he worked, al-
though he does not name his source, must have been a word list of the
language of Rajmahal sent to the Asiatic Society by one Major Roberts
(1808) and published in the Asiatic researches as a supplement to an ar-
ticle on the inhabitants of the place published the previous year (Shaw
1807). From this short list—a distant relative of the list of Leibniz, testify-
ing to the wide scope of the languages-and-nations project—Ellis drew
the quite correct conclusion about the Dravidian nature of this northern
language, spoken in the Ganges basin, far from the main body of Dra-
vidian languages. Thus, the inclusions and exclusions Ellis states here are
fully in accord with current expert opinion, nearly two centuries after
his piece was published. The identification of Malto at this early date
was a brilliant hit.

Telugu is formed, says Ellis, from roots of its own, which in general
have no connection with Sanskrit or any other language except “the cog-
nate dialects of Southern India,” with which, allowing for “the occasional
variation of consimilar sounds,” they generally agree. The differences
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among Telugu, Tamil, and Kannada are found only in the affixes by which
words are made from roots; “the roots themselves are not similar merely,
but the same.”

The doctrine Ellis here advances, of a radical difference between San-
skrit and the South Indian languages and the existence of a single stock
of roots underlying all the Dravidian languages, is then developed. The
first step is to make a comparison between the roots of Sanskrit and Tel-
ugu, making use of the Sanskrit dh1tum1la, or list of roots (I presume
this is the Dh1tup1•ha connected with P1âini’s grammar), and a dh1tu-
m1la for Telugu which had been compiled by Pattabhirama Shastri, an
original work of great value.3 In parallel columns Ellis gives a sampling
of ten roots each beginning with the letters a, k, p, and v, and to make
the comparison easier to follow he gives both the Sanskrit and the Tel-
ugu in the romanization scheme proposed by Sir William Jones, slightly
modified. That the stock of roots in Sanskrit is completely different from
that in Telugu is evident.

The second step is to show “that an intimate radical connection ex-
ists between the Telugu and other dialects of Southern India,” again
through a comparative table, this one showing likenesses rather than dif-
ferences. Ellis takes the first fifteen roots in alphabetical order beginning
with a and similarly the first fifteen beginning with k, from Pattabhirama’s
dh1tum1la of Telugu, and corresponding roots of Tamil and Kannada,
the Tamil ones from a list compiled by the head Tamil master of the Col-
lege (Chidambara Vadiyar) and compared with Beschi’s dictionary, the
Caturakar1di, and the Kannada roots “from an old list explained in San-
skrit.” The table—three columns of romanized Telugu, Kannada, and
Tamil roots—is much more complex than the previous table, showing
often close agreement in cognate roots among the three languages, and
sometimes cognate roots shared between only two of the languages, in
every combination of pairs of languages. Here again the table itself is the
proof. The immense labor and skill that went into its construction is not
so much as hinted at, though it is perfectly evident to readers.

The third step of the argument is a comparison of words made from
Telugu, Kannada, and Tamil roots; for though a (literally) radical con-
nection among the South Indian languages may be proved by showing
the unity of the stock of their roots, their connection “may not be inti-
mate” in respect of the words made from those roots. For this Ellis makes
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much use of the Telugu dictionary 0ndhradEpaka compiled by Mamadi
Venkayya, the copyright of which had been purchased by the Govern-
ment of Madras at the urging of the Board of Superintendence, which is
to say, virtually at the urging of Ellis, as we have seen. This dictionary
has a long introduction giving an analysis of Telugu grammar, based on
the earlier Telugu grammarians, whom it cites. Ellis translates a large
chunk of this introduction that concerns the categorization of words as
tatsama, tadbhava, deéya, and gr1mya. Once again, the rhetorical strat-
egy is to show that the Indian grammarians agree with Ellis against the
Calcutta Orientalists, and to show that the latter have misinterpreted
them. I paraphrase Ellis’s translation of Mamadi Venkayya, giving the
gist of his reading of it.

Ellis writes that tatsamas, or “pure Sanskrit terms received into Tel-
ugu,” are illustrated through a table of Sanskrit words and their corre-
sponding tatsamas in Telugu, romanized, with glosses in English, for in-
stance: Skt. vanam, Tel. vanamu, “a forest”; Skt. gaun, Tel. govu, “a cow.”
Tadbhavas are derived from Sanskrit either directly or through one of
the six Prakrits, with alteration of letters as explained in the Vaikóta-
candrika. Lists are then given of tadbhavas derived from Sanskrit imme-
diately, or from Sanskrit through Maharashtri, Shauraseni, Magadhi, Pai-
shachi, Chulika or Chulika-Paishachi, and Apabhramsha. In a long note
on the Prakrits, Ellis estimates that the proportions of the tadbhavas in
Telugu are: Sanskrit tadbhavas one-half, Maharashtri one-quarter, Shau-
raseni one-tenth, Magadhi one-twentieth, and one-tenth for Paishachi,
Chulika, and Apabhramsha taken together. Against Colebrooke’s view
that Apabhramsha is “a jargon destitute of regular grammar,” Ellis quotes
a Sanskrit passage from the Prakrit grammar of LakùmEdhara, the úabbh1-
ù1candrik1. This text, though concerned only with the tatsamas and tad-
bhavas of the six Prakrit languages, expressly says that each possesses
its own deéya, or native, terms. Of Paishachi, for example, LakùmEdhara
says “These are the Paishachi countries (deéa), and the deéya terms of each
have their own particular quality” (ete paié1cadeé1s syus, tad deéyas tad
guâo bhavati).

Ellis notes that the third category, deéya—in other words, Telugu, or
Andhra—refers to words of two kinds: the language which originated
in the country of Telingana, and anyadeéa, or “the language of foreign
countries intermixed with it.” The text then cites the 0tharvanavy1ka-
raâam as to the boundaries of the Triliãga-deéa (or Telingana). The acca-
Telugu, or pure Telugu, spoken there is described in another text, the Ap-
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pak1vEyam, as “pure native speech of Andhra” (éuddha-1ndhra-deéyam).
A list of acca-Telugu words, romanized and with English glosses, is then
given: p1lu, milk; perugu, curdled milk; ney, clarified butter (ghee); rOlu,
a mortar; rOãkali, a pestle; and so forth. Ellis explains the anyadeéyas,
“terms introduced into Telugu from foreign countries,” by quoting a verse
from the Appak1vEyam to the effect that “the natives of Andhra, having
resided in foreign countries, by using Telugu terms conjointly with those
of other countries, these have become Andhra terms of foreign origin.”
The examples given in the 0ndhradEpaka, Ellis says, are of anyadeéya terms
(1) in which aspirates occur (since aspirates do not belong to the “thirty
letters proper to the Telugu” but are for the expression of Sanskrit words),
e.g., bhal1, a eulogistic exclamation; (2) which end with a final long
vowel, such as an1, the sixteenth part of a rupee; and (3) “difficult words”
such as kalanu, battle; toyyeli, a woman; m;nu, the body; ullamu, the
mind. Ellis comments that the first (words with aspirates) are of uncer-
tain derivation, the second (ending in a long vowel) are either Hindus-
tani or terms whose last syllable has been lengthened “casually.” Most
of the third (difficult words), he says, “are common in the southern dia-
lects,” and he goes on to give Dravidian cognates for Mamadi Venkayya’s
list: Telugu kalanu answers to Tamil kal, from the root kala, to join, com-
mon to Telugu, Tamil, and Kannada; Telugu toyyeli, to Tamil taiyel, from
tai, to beautify; Telugu m;nu, to Tamil m;ni, from m;l, upward/outward;
and Telugu ullumu, to Tamil ul, inward/mind.

The fourth category, the gr1mya words, are “terms which cannot be
subjected to the rules of grammar, and in which an irregular increment
or decrement of letters occurs.” This ends the translation of the long ex-
tract from Mamadi Venkayya’s 0ndhradEpaka. Ellis comments:

In the preceding extracts, the author, supported by due authority, teaches,
that, rejecting direct and indirect derivatives from the Sanscrit, and words
borrowed from foreign languages, what remains is the pure native language
of the land: this constitutes the great body of the tongue and is capable of
expressing every mental and bodily operation, every possible relation and
existent thing; for with the exception of some religious and technical terms,
no word of Sanscrit derivation is necessary to the Telugu. This pure native
language of the land, allowing for dialectic differences and variations of
termination, is, with the Telugu, common to the Tamil, Cannadi, and the
other dialects of southern India. (Ellis 1816:18; emphasis in original)

We see here again, in the distinction between the words that are neces-
sary and native, and those that are technical and borrowed, the theory
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of the word list at work. Ellis quotes Mamadi Venkayya’s text at such
length because it gives untainted evidence of the correctness of this inter-
pretation of Telugu’s deéya words. This interpretation, which expands
upon Mamadi Venkayya’s analysis of Telugu by putting it in a larger,
South Indian field of vision together with Tamil and Kannada, is then
clinched by taking the list of deéya words that Mamadi Venkayya had
quoted from the Appak1vEyam, against which Ellis juxtaposes columns
of Kannada and Tamil words “expressive of the same ideas.” This sec-
ond three-column table is the basis for the third step of the argument,
showing that not only are the roots of these three languages the same,
but the words formed from the roots in these languages also correspond.
Although, Ellis says, it would have been easy to draw up from the three
languages a far longer list of words that exactly agree with each other,
he chose to use Appakavi’s list because it is an unimpeachable source, a
work of recognized authority to which no suspicion of bias can attach,
as the author, though a good Sanskrit scholar, was ignorant of all the
languages of South India except his native Telugu. Appakavi’s list of deéya
words is the basis, then, of a list in three columns of cognate words in
Telugu, Kannada and Tamil, words such as Telugu p1lu, Kannada h1lu,
Tamil p1l, “milk” and so forth. Here again, the demonstration is bril-
liantly constructed and beautifully clear.

From this analysis Ellis concludes that the Telugu language may be
divided into four branches, using the terms of the native grammarians
but putting them in what he considers their natural order: deéya, or acca-
Telugu, “pure native terms, constituting the basis of this language and,
generally, also, of the other dialects of southern India”; anyadeéya, “terms
borrowed from other countries, chiefly of the same derivation as the pre-
ceding” (i.e., from other Dravidian languages); tatsama, pure Sanskrit
terms with Telugu affixes; and tadbhava, Sanskrit derivatives received
directly from Sanskrit or through one of the six Prakrits, “in all instances
more or less corrupted.” Gr1mya, the rustic dialect, is not a constituent
part of the language but is formed from the acca-Telugu “by contraction,
or some permutation of the letters not authorized by the rules of Gram-
mar.” The proportion of acca-Telugu terms is one-half, of anyadeéya
terms one-tenth, of tatsamas three-twentieths, and of tadbhavas one-
quarter. Thus, by putting the categories of the Prakrit grammarians, as
embraced by the Telugu grammars, in a larger comparative framework
that uses Tamil and Kannada as examples of the South Indian languages
as a group, Ellis gives them a new reading, both historical and structural
at once, that shows their underlying logic.
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The Dravidian proof is an act of reinterpretation that validates the
existing classification while revealing its hitherto hidden rationale. In this
it is rather like the chapter on classification in Charles Darwin’s Origin
of species, which shows that the theory of natural selection validates and
supplies the hitherto unknown logic of the Linnean classification of
species. The likeness is by no means a distant one. Darwin employs the
image of a branching tree to explain the relations among species through
time, and he explicitly draws the tree image from the languages-and-
nations project:

It may be worth while to illustrate this view of classification, by taking 
the case of languages. If we possessed a perfect pedigree of mankind, a
genealogical arrangement of the races of man would afford the best clas-
sification of the various languages now spoken throughout the world; and 
if all extinct languages, and all intermediate and slowly changing dialects,
had to be included, such an arrangement would, I think, be the only pos-
sible one. . . . The various degrees of difference in the languages from the
same stock, would have to be expressed by groups subordinate to groups;
but the proper or even only possible arrangement would still be genealogi-
cal. (Darwin 1859:422–23)4

In a similar way, Ellis uses the idea of a genealogical tree to reinterpret
the categories of the vy1karaâa analysis of Telugu, showing their valid-
ity and their hitherto unknown logic.

In the final section of the Dravidian proof, Ellis, having dealt with roots
and with words, turns to the third of his triad on language, the “idiom,”
a term largely meaning syntax but also including prosody, a subject in
which Ellis had a deep interest. The preliminary, incorrect view from which
this section sets out (the p[rvapakùa, as the pandits would say) is that,
though the roots and words may be the same in the cognate dialects of
South India, “a difference in idiom may exist so great, that, in the acqui-
sition of one, no assistance, in this respect, can be derived from a knowl-
edge of the other” (Ellis 1816:22). The burden, of course, is to show the
reverse, which he does in the conclusion (the uttarapakùa or siddh1nta).
It is something of a bravura performance, for Ellis gives short passages
from Sanskrit, which he translates into Telugu, Kannada, and Tamil, and
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the sentence structure of each is analyzed minutely. It ends with versified
translations into these four languages of an English sentence: “When thou
art an anvil, endure like an anvil; when a hammer, strike like a hammer,”
the Tamil in kuôa{ veâba meter, the Telugu and Kannada in dvipada, the
Sanskrit in anuù•ubh. It is a brilliant coda to an argument of great power
and beauty.

the dh1tum1la

Although Ellis articulated the Dravidian proof, it will be evident by now
that it did not emerge in a vacuum but was fashioned with the help of
the community of scholars brought together at the College of Fort St.
George. In particular, the central part of the proof is the two-column com-
parison of roots in Telugu and Sanskrit, showing their utter difference,
and the three-column comparison of roots in Telugu, Kannada, and Tamil,
drawn from the lists of roots, or dh1tum1las, constructed for these lan-
guages, showing their close similarity. The list for Kannada was taken
from an “old” list, presumably in manuscript. The other two were made
by head masters of the College, the one for Telugu by Pattabhirama Shas-
tri, the head Sanskrit and Telugu master, and the one for Tamil by Chidam-
bara Vadiyar, the head Tamil master. The Telugu one was of special impor-
tance to the proof, and to the construction of Campbell’s grammar. This
emerges clearly when we examine the report on Campbell’s manuscript
that was submitted to the Madras Government and forwarded to the
Court of Directors in London for approval.

This report, by the Board of Superintendence of the College, is a re-
markable document. Since Campbell was secretary to the Board of
Superintendence, it was hardly an independent review, and, as one would
expect, its overall tone is one of praise for the manuscript and recommen-
dation that it be published by the College Press. But it is not a perfunc-
tory endorsement. What one does not expect from the close relation be-
tween the authors of the review and the author of the grammar being
reviewed is the abundance of closely argued criticisms and suggestions
for revision. There are abundant signs (including the careful use of the
Jonesean romanization scheme for Indian words) that the body of the re-
port was written by Ellis, and it displays a considerable knowledge of Tel-
ugu. The report is a long one, it is studded with Telugu words in Telugu
script, and it argues with a formidable depth of detail. It is unlikely, there-
fore, that the Governor and Council of Madras, to whom it was ad-
dressed, would have understood it, and it is virtually certain that it was
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not understood by any member of the Court of Directors, to whom it
was forwarded for approval of the report’s recommendation to publish.
However, the length and complexity of the report would have conveyed
a sense of the seriousness with which the Board examined Campbell’s
manuscript, and this was sufficient to gain the sanction of the Court. The
report was certainly closely read and acted upon by Campbell, and so in
a sense its content has been incorporated into the printed grammar. In
all likelihood, the report has not been read by anyone since that time
until I came across it in the Madras Public Consultations.

The most penetrating criticisms, which concern Campbell’s manuscript
chapter on verbs, are “founded on, or are supported by a work com-
posed, since Mr. Campbell’s Grammar was finished” by head Sanskrit
and Telugu master Pattabhirama Shastri. “In this, the form of the verb,
according to its several variations, and as used in the grammatical and
common dialect, are minutely explained, and a list compiled of all the
roots of the language, shewing the treatment of each, on the plan of the
Sanskrit Dhatu Malas” (MPC 22 Dec 1815). Pattabhirama’s list of Tel-
ugu roots, then, which had been only recently composed, was much more
than a bare list. It was also an analysis of the “form of the verb,” and out
of Pattabhirama Shastri’s analysis was fashioned the Board’s—which is
to say, Ellis’s—critique of Campbell’s treatment of the verb.

The gist of the Board’s critique is that all verb forms require three things:
root, intermediate particle, and personal termination. The personal termi-
nations are readily identified, but they are subject to modifications depend-
ing upon the particles placed between root and termination. The criticism
of Campbell’s manuscript treatment of this subject is that, “for the ease
of the student,” his table of terminations does not discriminate between
the particle and the termination in some cases. And failure to do so

destroys the simple and, if such a term may be so employed, the elegant
system on which the Telugu verb is constructed, and, what is of material
consequence to the persons for whose use the work is principally intended
(the students in the College of Fort St. George) it destroys, also, the analogy
which subsists in this respect between the Telugu and the Tamil, the Carna-
tuca, and other dialects of Southern India, the verbs of which are all con-
structed on the same model, and differ from each other, only by the variation
of the intermediate particle, the root being the same, the termination the
same, or similar. (Ibid., p. 3394)

Here again Telugu is illuminated by setting it within a larger, Dravidian
comparative framework.

How valuable Pattabhirama’s analysis of the Telugu verb was to the
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formation of the Dravidian proof may be inferred from the examples
given in a long marginal note to this passage, using the regular root p1bu,
“to sing,” and the irregular root pabu, “to suffer.” The note shows how
the same root is variously inflected in the making of verbal forms in Tamil,
Kannada, and Telugu. In Tamil, the past tense is formed by inserting the
particle in or the particle du, or modifications of the latter, before the per-
sonal termination; thus p1bu, “to sing,” always takes in, never du, and
forms the past tense p1bu+in+en = p1binen, “I sang.” Kannada rejects
the particle in altogether and affixes idu (nearly the same as Tamil du), or
some modification of it, to make the past tense from the root: thus, adding
the Kannada first person singular termination, we get p1bu+idu+anu =
p1binanu, “I sang.” Telugu retains both in and itu (nearly the same as
Tamil du and Kannada idu) and makes two forms from p1bu, namely,
p1bu+in+anu = p1binanu and p1bu+itu+ini = p1bitini, “I sang.” “Here
it is clear that it is not the variation of the root, which is the same, nor
the termination which differs immediately, but the varied use of the in-
serted particles that occasions the difference of the form of the past tense
in the three dialects.” The three languages treat irregular verbs in the same
way, as well. Thus the verb pabu, “to suffer,” inserts du to form the past
but, dropping the final u of the root, the final consonant of the root and
the first consonant of the particle coalesce, forming the double letter ••
in Tamil and Kannada, and bb in Telugu, to which the personal termi-
nations are added. Thus Tamil pabu+du+en becomes pa••u+en or pa••en,
“I suffered”; Kannada pabu+du+anu becomes pa••u+anu or pa••anu, and
Telugu pabu+du+anu becomes pabbu+anu or pabbanu. This root also
has the regular forms pabinnanu and pabutine in Tamil and Kannada
(ibid., p. 3395).

The note concludes by drawing from this early adumbration of the
Dravidian proof an Orientalist conclusion about the value for colonial
rule of a deeply philological education: “These examples will sufficiently
demonstrate that which they are intended to prove; namely the great ad-
vantage that will accrue to the student who is obliged to acquire more
than one of these languages from the observation of correct theory in the
grammar of each. If correct, the knowledge he has acquired by the study
of one will be easily extended to the other; if incorrect, no assistance will
be afforded him, and his labor, therefore, will be, to be renewed, not con-
tinued” (ibid.).

Thus the College head masters played a crucial role in formulating the
published proof of the idea of the Dravidian language family. But, as we
have seen, the Dravidian idea itself preexisted the College, providing the
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logic of its design in the plan of Ellis. We can, to an extent, trace the pre-
history of the Dravidian proof by tracing earlier expressions of the Dra-
vidian idea. One of the most remarkable among the government docu-
ments that help us do so concerns another Telugu grammar, that of
William Brown.

hullabaloo about telugu

Though Ellis was the first to publish what I have called the Dravidian
proof, this does not mean he was the discoverer of it, or that the idea of
the Dravidian family of languages originated with him. Examining the
period leading up to the Dravidian proof, we find a number of glim-
merings of what was to come.

The first glimmering originated with Ellis himself, in his early and, as
the Government thought, premature proposal to write a grammar and
dictionary of Tamil in response to a Government advertisement solicit-
ing proposals early in 1800, to which I have previously referred (MPC
2 May and 27 June 1800). In this correspondence Ellis says that he has
already commenced writing a grammar of Tamil, and he expresses his
preference to understand the Indian languages in general rather than to
confine himself to one in particular, since they are so intimately connected
with one another “that to obtain a perfect Grammatical knowledge of
one is to obtain a knowledge of all.” As an example he comments that
in translating Tamil into Telugu or vice versa, “the position of a single
word in a thousand need not be changed” (MPC 27 June 1800). Although
the Government did not accept his proposal, and the grammar of Tamil
Ellis was writing has not survived, the ultimate fruit of his thinking was
the Dravidian proof of many years later.

John Leyden, as we have seen, came to know Ellis shortly after his
arrival in Madras in 1803, and it was from Ellis, we may suppose, that
Leyden came to a rough approximation of the Dravidian idea. Leyden
soon was assigned to the survey of Mysore, newly conquered from Tipu
Sultan under Colin Mackenzie. Although his efforts were hampered by
serious illness and he eventually went to Penang to convalesce, his work
did get written up, though it was never published, as the first part of the
four-part plan for investigating the languages of India and Indo-China
that he presented to the supreme government at Calcutta, as I have dis-
cussed in chapter 3.

In part one of this ambitious project, the “Plan for investigating the
languages, literature, antiquities and history of the Dekkan,” Leyden even
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used the word “Dravida,” following Colebrooke’s 1801 essay on Prakrit,
which had applied to languages the distinction made in the lawbooks
(dharmaé1stras) between brahmins of the North (the five Gaubas) and
of the South (the five Dr1vibas). Leyden’s list of the southern “Hindu
tribes,” as he calls them, consists of the Tamils, Telingas, Karnatas, Mar-
athis, and Gujaratis, to which he adds the Oriyas, also following Cole-
brooke, as a “nation” of the Deccan. Right at the outset Leyden departs
from Colebrooke, however, when he says that Sanskrit, being mainly a
language of religion and science, “is not the native or indigenous lan-
guage of the Dekkan but only superinduced by the propagation of reli-
gion and foreign conquest” (BL Add. Mss. 26,600, ff. 3–4). His overall
conception is that the languages of the Deccan “graduate into each other
by almost imperceptible shades as they extend from South to North till
they finally blend with those of Hindustan proper.” By fixing Tamil of
the South and Sanskrit of the North as the two extremes, one can class
and arrange the intermediate languages. Tamil “seems to be the most orig-
inal in the southern peninsula and in its purest state exhibits little anal-
ogy to Sanscrit” (ibid., f. 5), and Malayalam is closely related to it, though
the ancient form of Kannada also has considerable claims to being an
original language (called Hullé Canara; ibid., f. 20). Telugu (called Telinga
here) is of a more mixed character than Tamil, Malayalam, or Kannada
and “seems to have borrowed freely from all quarters to add to the orig-
inal stock of its vocables” (ibid., f. 27). The idea of an imperceptible shad-
ing of languages intermediate between Tamil and Sanskrit does not, how-
ever, allow for a clear delineation of the Dravidian family of languages
such as we find in the Dravidian proof. Marathi, Gujarati, and Oriya are
not clearly assignable to either side of the divide separating Tamil and
Sanskrit, and indeed, there can be no definite dividing line under a concep-
tion of imperceptible shades of gradation between these extremes. More-
over, Leyden’s model leads him into error when he says that Sinhala is
closely connected in origin with ancient Tamil and that the morphology
of its nouns and verbs are deducible from Tamil “with an occasional inter-
mixture of Sanskrit” (ibid., ff. 30–31). Though Leyden gives a great deal
of information about existing grammars and dictionaries in the course of
a long disquisition on the Deccan languages, running to forty-one folios,
when speaking of the historical relations he finds among these languages,
he simply asserts them rather than demonstrating them with evidence
and argument.

Leyden’s reference to Hullé Canara gives reason to think that the inqui-
ries into language made by Colin Mackenzie’s assistants may have shaped
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Leyden’s views, though Leyden was also in communication with Ellis
from the start and might have gotten his ideas from both sources. A cir-
cular letter of 1807, written by Mackenzie, which Rama Mantena has
found in the Godavari District Records, giving a list of “Desiderata and
enquiries connected with the Presidency of Madras,” includes the follow-
ing passages on the sought-for parent of the South Indian languages and
their nonderivation from Sanskrit:

It is certain that the Hindu languages of the south of India are not derived
from the Sanscrit, and it is a tradition which this circumstance confirms
that the Brahmans, with their religion and language, came from the north.
The question regarding the time when the Vadamozhi or northern tongue
(the Sanscrit) was introduced, is one of great interest.

A comparison of the different languages of the south and an examination
of what they have borrowed from the Sanscrit, with an accurate account 
of the geographical limits of these languages.

Which is the most ancient character in use in the south of India?

Is there any trace of a language which may be considered the parent of those
now existing in Southern India? If so, what is its name? Where was it ver-
nacular? And how far has it entered into the formation of the other penin-
sular languages?

Does the Purvada Hali Canada answer in any degree this description? Some
account of this language with a well written alphabet of its characters as
appearing in inscriptions, it is believed, may be obtained from learned Jain
Brahmans. One of this Sect, employed by Colonel Mackenzie, thoroughly
understood it, and if still living, might probably furnish the information here
desired. (Mantena 2002:58–59)

Thus it is clear that a version of the Dravidian idea informed the project
of Colin Mackenzie, though it did not lead to a published proof, for which
Mackenzie himself, being unfamiliar with the languages of the South, was
not suited.

But the most interesting expression of the Dravidian idea in the period
before the Dravidian proof was published comes from Sankaraiah, Ellis’s
chief of staff at the Madras Collectorate and a formidable scholar in his
own right, judging from the praise accorded to him in the Sarvadevavil1sa.
His views lay buried and forgotten in the colonial record as part of a re-
sponse to a proposal by one William Brown to write a Telugu grammar
for the Company, till I came across them while doing research for this
book.

William Brown—not to be confused with the great Telugu scholar
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C. P. Brown, who belongs to a later generation—wrote a grammar of Tel-
ugu which was published in 1817, the third to appear in a few years, fol-
lowing those of Carey (1814) and Campbell (1816). This mini-explosion
of grammars testifies to the fact that by this time the British had come
to recognize the importance of Telugu.

The Madras Government had made it known that it would subsidize
the publication of grammars and dictionaries of the South Indian lan-
guages, and Brown submitted the draft of his grammar to the Govern-
ment in about 1810 for that purpose. The Government formed a com-
mittee of two civil servants with knowledge of Telugu, William Thackeray
and William Sanders, to evaluate the draft. Thackeray, who was later
Telugu translator to the Madras Government, became a member of the
Board of Superintendence when the College was formed. The commit-
tee tried to get evaluations of Brown’s grammar from pandits of Masuli-
patam whom Brown had named in his manuscript as his advisors in the
writing of it, and who were also known to Thackeray, namely, Chandra-
gula, Gopal Rao, Purushottam Pantalu, and Mamadi Venkayya. The
committee said they had already suggested bringing Mamadi Venkayya
to Madras to supervise the teaching of Telugu in the Madrassah: “He is
a very extraordinary man, a banian who in spite of the opposition of the
Brahmins who, enraged at the presumption of a man of his cast [sic] in
venturing to apply himself to literature, have more than once had his
house pulled down, has persevered in his literary pursuits and has com-
piled two most curious Dictionaries from one of which Mr. Brown has
taken the English and Gentoo Vocabulary which he has annexed to his
Grammar” (MPC 15 Mar 1811, para. 20). However, they were unsuc-
cessful in getting evaluations from these pandits.

The committee, in turn, sent the manuscript to a learned brahmin of
the city, who was none other than Sankaraiah, soon to become sherista-
dar to Ellis, for evaluation. Sankaraiah was very critical of it. The commit-
tee’s report, enclosing the report of Sankaraiah, both reports being long
and detailed, was sent to the Government, which in turn sent a copy of
the whole to William Brown, with a letter of rejection. Brown was ex-
tremely angry and sent a long rebuttal to the Madras Government, en-
closing also a long rebuttal in response to Sankaraiah’s critique by his
pandit, Purushottam of Masulipatam, who was the vakil, or Hindu law
expert, to the provincial court there (MPC 15 Dec 1818). But by then
Campbell’s grammar had been published, and Brown was obliged to pub-
lish his grammar himself, without government help. Buried in the Madras
Public Consultations, the two hundred or so folio pages of the commit-
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tee’s report plus Brown’s response, handwritten with a steel nib pen and
probably not read since the time of their writing, comprise a splendid five-
sided hullabaloo about Telugu grammar involving three British scholars
and two Indian ones. In it we can see very clearly the cross-cutting ways
in which Indian and European ideas about language were being com-
bined and contested in colonial Madras.

By far the most interesting parts of the hullabaloo are the contrasting
readings of Telugu given by Sankaraiah of Madras and Purushottam of
Masulipatam.

Sankaraiah offers a number of criticisms of Brown’s manuscript gram-
mar of Telugu. One of them is that Brown uses the five cases of English
grammar (or we should rather say, the five cases of Latin grammar that
were conventional for grammars of English) for Telugu nouns rather than
the seven cases plus vocative of the Indian grammatical tradition. Inter-
estingly, Campbell also stuck to the five-case plan that would have been
more familiar to the British beginner, and in the critique of Campbell’s
grammar Ellis made the same point as Sankaraiah makes here, arguing
that the Indian analysis is more natural and in any case would facilitate
communication between the Indian teacher and the British student. San-
karaiah also criticizes Brown for including as Telugu the naturalized Per-
sian and English words used as technical terms in colonial courts and
government. Sankaraiah prefers to coin new words from Sanskrit roots,
a view Thackeray and Sanders do not endorse. Criticisms of this kind
are fairly direct reflexes of the Indian tradition of language analysis.

However, Sankaraiah gives a very novel and imaginative reading of
that tradition when he refers the words of Telugu to the roots of two dif-
ferent languages, Sanskrit and Tamil, concluding that Telugu is a mix-
ture of the two. He states that part of the Telugu language is referable
to Sanskrit roots, and supplies a list of such words, including tadbhavas
such as dEvi, kaÅcu, and pavabamu, derived from Sanskrit dvEpa (island),
k1Åsya (bell metal), and prav1la (coral bead). Of the deéya words, which
of course make up the greater part of the Telugu lexicon, he gives a list
with Tamil cognates: for instance, Telugu mOru, mala, kabali, and ceppu
correspond to Tamil mOr (buttermilk), malai (mountain), ka•al (ocean),
and cerappu (sandal).5 Sankaraiah further says that the four conjugations
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of Telugu verbs consist of three conjugations of accadeéyamu origin, refer-
able to pure Tamil and governed by rules of the Tamil N[l, that is, the
grammar called Naçç[l, while the fourth conjugation concerns verbs of
Sanskrit derivation that are governed in part by the rules of Sanskrit gram-
mar. He supplies detailed examples of the four conjugations.

Sankaraiah’s view that Telugu is a mixture, derivable from roots in
Sanskrit and Tamil, was, I venture to think, quite unprecedented, though
it was entirely constructed with the tools of Indian grammatical analy-
sis. What is unprecedented is that it combines the ancient traditions of
grammatical analysis of Sanskrit and of Tamil (which are distantly but
definitely related in some way) and applies them to a third language,
Telugu. 

Just how novel this was may be measured by the answering comments
of Purushottam on Sankaraiah’s report, which were hostile. Purushot-
tam takes a position completely in keeping with that of both the Prakrit
and the Telugu grammarians, in that he treats Telugu as the last term in
a continuum beginning with Sanskrit, with Prakrit as the middle term.
He illustrates this analysis with columns of tadbhavas showing the con-
tinuity from Sanskrit to Prakrit to Telugu. Examples from his list are:
siÅha (Skt.), siÅgh1 (Pkt.), siÅgamu (Tel.) “lion”; and l1kù1 (Skt.), lakk1
(Pkt.), lakka (Tel.), “sealing wax.” The intent here is to interpret as many
Telugu words as possible as bhavas of Sanskrit. Puroshottam leaves the
deéya residue unremarked, and it was generally the position of the Tel-
ugu grammarians to regard deéya words as having an ancient and mys-
terious origin (see Paravastu Venkata Ramanujaswami’s very interesting
and useful introduction to Hemacandra’s Deéin1mam1la, 1938 ed.).

Brown’s grammar, even as it was written, was being superseded by
the advances of language study under the new Orientalism at Calcutta
and in Madras, and its out-of-dateness shows. It was a workmanlike
primer of Telugu meant to give a British civil servant the ability to con-
verse with a minimum of fuss and a maximum of colonial utility—a kind
of Berlitz School approach based upon Samuel Johnson’s grammar of
English. One of the signs of Brown’s resistance to new trends is his de-
fensive clinging to the once-customary expressions “Gentoo” and “Mal-
abar” as adjectives (“Gentoos” and “Malabars” as substantives), whereas
by this time “Telugu” and “Tamil” were the normal names in English.

Brown’s argument is, at bottom, not very coherent. He claims that his
grammar is sound because it was written with the assistance of learned
Telugu pandits of Masulipatam, and he also engaged one of them to coun-
teract the authority of Sankaraiah; yet he is at the same time scornful of
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Sanskrit, Sanskrit grammar, and its utility in learning Telugu, as well as
the Sanskritic element in the Telugu language. Thus his view that Telugu
“at one time flourished without those adulterations from the Shanskrit
with which it is at present overwhelmed” (MPC 15 Mar 1811, para. 11)
places him quite at odds with the Sanskritocentric position of his cham-
pion, Purushottam, and creates a contradiction within his own position.

The argument of Brown’s critics, Thackeray and Sanders, has its own
weakness. They extol the virtue of knowing Sanskrit as an aid to learn-
ing Telugu and its grammar and answer the charge that Sanskrit has adul-
terated Telugu by airily saying that these adulterations are in fact im-
provements, rather like the adulteries of Arabian stallions with English
mares. But they admit that they do not themselves know much Sanskrit,
remarking, also airily, that the volunteer (Brown) must be held to a higher
standard than those (Thackeray and Sanders) who have been ordered
to the service—ordered, in their case, to evaluate his manuscript by the
Madras Government. This tells us that their grasp of the latest Orientalist
scholarship relating to Indo-European and Dravidian languages (they cite,
for example, Colebrooke 1801 and Hamilton 1809), and especially what
they had learned from Ellis, ran ahead of their own acquaintance with
Sanskrit. It is abundantly clear from their references to other scholars
that their critique of Brown’s manuscript was informed by this larger
horizon of scholarship, especially by conversations with Ellis, and that
Brown had not kept up with these developments or was out of sympa-
thy with them.

Brown’s view that Telugu once existed without Sanskrit borrowings,
interestingly enough, is consistent with the Dravidian idea, and his quar-
rel with Thackeray and Sanders has only to do with whether, given that
position, Sanskrit improved Telugu or disimproved it. In the course of
their long discussion of the relationship between Sanskrit and Telugu,
Thackeray and Sanders reimagine the way in which brahmin scholars of
the past must have come to believe in the linguistic unity of India. The
brahmins, they say, assert that all languages ultimately derive from San-
skrit, and, consistent with this view, “the similarity of words expressing
objects which engage the attention of mankind in the Infancy of Society”—
the method of the word list—has led European scholars to derive Greek,
Latin, Gothic, and Persian from Sanskrit, “or from some language the
Common Mother of all,” in short, the conception of the Indo-European
language family as propounded by Jones and developed by Hamilton.
The method of comparative vocabulary does not sustain the view that
Telugu is derived from Sanskrit, and perhaps other Indian dialects as well,
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and yet “almost every language in India . . . is so filled with Shanskrit
words that any person well grounded in one Indian language will easily
understand at least one half the terms used in any other” (MPC 15 Mar
1811, para. 13). Thus Thackeray and Sanders, like Brown, maintain that
Telugu is radically different from Sanskrit, but on quite different grounds,
namely, the differences between the conjugations of Telugu and Sanskrit
verbs, and between the Telugu and Sanskrit words expressing “objects
of early sensation, and common life”—words which must be classed as
deéya.

Thackeray and Sanders go on to say that complex ideas connected with
science, art, religion, and law are expressed in Sanskrit words through-
out India (except in Tamil, as Ellis informs them), so it is hardly surprising
that brahmins insist that Sanskrit was formerly universal. If a brahmin
renouncer (a vair1gi) were to travel from the Indus to Pegu (in Burma),
or from Cape Comorin to Tibet, he would find Sanskrit words denot-
ing almost everything he thinks holy or important: every term in the sci-
ences and the arts; every attribute of the deity; every quality and opera-
tion of the human mind; every part of the human body; the sun, moon,
and stars; the years, days, weeks, and months; ceremonies and books.
These terms, moreover, are in common use “among those who have the
least pretensions to education.” He would find, to be sure, that the words
used by the vulgar for father, mother, cow, dog, horse, river, fire, water,
and other such entities (i.e., the simple words of the comparative vo-
cabulary) seem to have no connection with Sanskrit, “and if he were quite
unprejudiced and addicted to philology, he would endeavor to decide
whether these words were Corruptions, which had crept into a language
derived immediately from Shanskrit, or whether they were the remains
of an original dialect which prevailed before the Shanskrit was known
[i.e., deéya words]” (ibid., para. 16).

Mr. Brown, they continue, thinks the Sanskrit is an innovation and
the original Telugu was a rich and copious language, yet he has over-
looked the principal argument for this, namely, that Telugu terms ex-
pressing “those things and ideas which in the infancy of society are first
named” are not from Sanskrit. It is exactly such words that have been
fastened upon by scholars who have been struck by the similarity among
Sanskrit, Persian, Latin, Greek, and Gothic, arguing therefrom the prob-
ability of a common origin of these languages and nations, while the terms
of science and art, which developed later in these languages, are hetero-
geneous. The authors quote Hamilton’s review of Wilkins on the theory
of the word list: “There are things which must have been named in the
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very infancy of Society and before the first dawn of Civilization where
these names correspond. Therefore in different Countries we may confi-
dently infer that the one has been peopled by the same stock as the others”
(Hamilton 1809:372). By this rule, they argue, Telugu and several other
Indian dialects might be set down as of an origin radically different from
that of Sanskrit, since the Indo-European situation is here inverted, words
of science and art in South India being pure Sanskrit but terms express-
ing primitive ideas seeming to be quite unconnected with Sanskrit. This
is the idea, in a nutshell, of the Dravidian family of languages, though
the analysis is directed to only one of them.

Thackeray and Sanders imagine, they say, that the existence of non-
Sanskritic words of this kind (i.e., deéya words) has led Sir William Jones
and other scholars who have discussed the subject in India to think that
such words are traces of an original language antecedent to or indepen-
dent of Sanskrit; and they think that either an original Telugu dialect may
be traced in such words or “the opinion of some learned natives who as-
sert that these independent words are Tamil, is to be adopted”—the opin-
ion, in short, of Sankaraiah and apparently some others (MPC 15 Mar
1811, para. 17). But they consider it pretty certain that the arts, knowl-
edge, and civilization followed the Sanskrit language, which has left its
imprint throughout India, from the Indus to Pegu.

This is the burden of the report on Brown’s manuscript, to which, as
we have seen, Brown vigorously objected. But Brown’s complaint was not
only directed to the substance of the report. He also claimed that a ma-
lign influence had been working upon Thackeray, coming from unnamed
outsiders who overvalued Sanskrit. He offered in proof a letter which
Thackeray wrote him when Brown first submitted the grammar, along
with a vocabulary of Telugu, to the Government in 1809. In this letter
Thackeray had expressed the opinion, unofficially and on a cursory ex-
amination to be sure, that he “highly approved” of both, and thought
they would be of the “greatest practical utility to a student.” Why had
Thackeray turned against Brown’s grammar in the report? The commit-
tee’s objections seemed “to have arisen from the opinion of others, whose
fanciful and ostentatious predilection for Shanscrit, prevented them from
judging dispassionately of a work, which professed no blind devotion to
that sacred & mysterious tongue.” Had Thackeray’s opinion been “un-
shackled by a superfluous display of Shanscrit rules with which that re-
port has been crowded to an excess,” Brown complained, the merits of
his “humble production” would have been better appreciated (MPC 15
Dec 1818, para. 9). This seems essentially right. I believe Thackeray had
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consulted Ellis after his initial, favorable reading of Brown’s manuscript,
and Ellis persuaded him otherwise. Ellis is cited favorably as an author-
ity three times in the report, and there are a number of other clues that
link the report and its “take” on Telugu to Ellis and his circle. The most
important of these, of course, is Sankaraiah himself, who had been
sheristadar to Ellis at Kumbakonam and would shortly be sheristadar
to Ellis as Collector of Madras and, briefly, English head master at the
College. Ellis and Sankaraiah would certainly have discussed the rela-
tionship among Tamil, Telugu, and Sanskrit, and these discussions must
have informed Sankaraiah’s report on Brown’s grammar.

Did Ellis share Sankaraiah’s view that Telugu is a mixture of Sanskrit
and Tamil? Ellis doesn’t quite put it like that. In his analysis he presents
a list of roots (dh1tum1las) for each of the three languages, Telugu, Tamil,
and Kannada, while Sankaraiah argues that the roots of the deéya words
in Telugu are to be found in the Tamil Naçç[l. Yet Ellis goes on to say
that the roots of the three languages are not simply similar, they are the
same; that is, they are not three stocks of roots, but one. And elsewhere
he makes it clear that he believes Tamil preserves the South Indian lan-
guage with the greatest purity and that other languages are, on the whole,
deviations from Tamil. Putting these statements together, we come to a
view that is virtually indistinguishable from that of Sankaraiah.

Brown suspected that his grammar had fallen victim to a conspiracy
when the College published Campbell’s Telugu grammar and the Gov-
ernment declined to subsidize the publication of his own. To give him his
due, Brown had, I believe, identified more or less accurately the author
of his difficulties. Ellis and his circle at the College and in Madras gen-
erally, including Campbell, Sankaraiah, Pattabhirama Shastri, Chidamba-
ram Vadiyar, and Udayagiri Venkatanarayana, were engaged in discus-
sions leading to innovative ideas about the South Indian languages and
Sanskrit, in the course of which the grammatical traditions of P1âini and
Tolk1ppiyar were mixing with the language-nation obsession of Europe,
and strange, unanticipated hybrids were being born. One of these was
Sankaraiah’s view of Telugu.

Brown and Purushottam could make much of the fact that Sankara-
iah was a native of Madras, not of the Telugu country proper, yet he was
being taken as the expert on the Telugu spoken to the north, while Puru-
shottam, as “an able expounder of the merits of his own language, . . .
must of course be supposed superior to a stranger and a southern man”
(ibid., para. 3). But of course Sankaraiah’s strength was exactly that he
was a Telugu brahmin of Madras, on the borderland between the Telugu
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and Tamil regions, conversant in Telugu, Tamil, Sanskrit, and English.
That Purushottam lived in Masulipatam in the Telugu-speaking region,
with little exposure to Tamil, is consistent with the argument he makes,
which is within the vy1karaâa tradition. The novelty of Sankaraiah’s analy-
sis has to do with the fact that it is the view from Madras, a colonial metro-
polis where Telugu, Tamil, and English mingled, and where vy1karaâa,
the Tamil N[l, and the linguistic analysis that had grown out of the Mosaic
ethnology conversed, clashed, and converged. In this mixed British-Indian
space something quite new came into being.

Thackeray and Sanders’ report is structurally similar to A. D. Camp-
bell’s argument in the introduction to his grammar of Telugu, published
by the College in preference to that of Brown, in that it directs itself to
the analysis of Telugu alone among the Dravidian languages and Telugu’s
relation to Sanskrit; while Sankaraiah’s report within the report, with
its three-cornered analysis of the relation of Telugu to Sanskrit and Tamil,
is structurally similar to Ellis’s Dravidian proof, though of course less
extensive in its scope—the Dravidian proof in a nutshell. Two Dravid-
ian languages plus Sanskrit provide the minimum material for a proof
that languages of South India are related to one another and not derived
from Sanskrit. Tamil and Telugu need not have been those two languages,
but they were in many ways an ideal pair for the purpose.

A pleasing aspect of this story, as with many stories of origin, is that
we cannot, in the end, get to the bottom of it. We cannot say for certain
whether Sankaraiah got the idea of a Dravidian family of languages from
Ellis, or Ellis got it from Sankaraiah. To be sure, as early as 1800, much
earlier than we can trace the relationship between Ellis and Sankaraiah,
Ellis had expressed something like the Dravidian idea in his letter to the
Government proposing that it subsidize him in the writing of a Tamil
grammar and dictionary, but where that idea came from we do not know.
In the end, all we can say is that the Dravidian idea emerged from the
conjuncture of certain ideas and a certain network of scholars in colo-
nial Madras.
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chapter 6

Legacies

Ellis was involved in generating a whole array of new understandings
of South Indian history and culture concerning such matters as law, land,
literature, religion, and caste. Some of these were highly consequential,
especially his work on land tenure, which included writing, with Sankara-
iah, the Treatise of mirasi right, and introducing the ryotwari system (over
which Ellis clashed with Thomas Munro), which brought a new mode
of government to bear on the South Indian countryside. This is not the
occasion to go into these dimensions of Ellis’s work. I have chosen to
concentrate in this book on the Dravidian proof, which was certainly
the heart of his project, but it is well to keep in mind that it was part of
a larger vision about the past of South India.

The legacy of the Dravidian proof most evident today is the Dravid-
ian political movement in Tamil Nadu, which began with the Justice Party
of the 1920s and continued with the DMK (Dravida Munnetra Kazha-
gam) Party and its offshoots. The very word “Dravidian” is strongly asso-
ciated with that political formation. Assuredly, there is a lineal connec-
tion between the Dravidian proof and the Dravidian political movement,
but the nature of the connection is not self-evident, and it is not simple.
The political movement came about nearly seventy years after Caldwell’s
comparative grammar of the Dravidian languages (1856) and a full cen-
tury after the Dravidian proof (1816). To derive it from the Dravidian
proof directly would be to evacuate the large time interval and the many
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historical developments that mediated between them. The Dravidian
movement, moreover, was largely successful in only one part of the Dra-
vidian language region, Tamil Nadu, and in its origins was associated with
the attempt to overcome brahmin hegemony in government. These fea-
tures do not flow directly from the Dravidian proof. Indeed, in the light
of the Dravidian movement, it is something of a paradox that it was two
Telugu brahmins, Sankaraiah and Pattabhirama Shastri, who were the
most closely involved with Ellis in the proof’s formulation.

In this chapter we will examine not the well-studied Dravidian move-
ment of the twentieth century but the Dravidian proof’s more immediate
legacies: for Indians of the College of Fort St. George, and for the College’s
philological activity in the years following Ellis’s death, for these legacies
are little-known yet momentous in their own way. We will first take up
the death of Ellis and the fortunes of the College before and after. Then
we will turn to the Indian students of the College and their program of
instruction, especially in law, as an indicator of the effects of the College
upon this class of its Indian constituents. Finally, we will sketch the publi-
cations of the College’s head masters and their contributions to Tamil and
Telugu letters. As we shall see, these scholars had a significant role in the
recovery of the classics, the publication of first printed editions of the lit-
erature of the past, and the transformation of the written language it-
self. These were the very real legacies of the “revival of letters” that the
making of the College had put in train.

the death of ellis

At the College’s creation and for its first few years, both the institution
and Ellis enjoyed the full confidence of the Government of Madras. It was
during the governorship of Sir George Hilaro Barlow (1807–13) that Ellis
and his fellow members of the Committee for the Examination of the Ju-
nior Civil Servants had been invited to devise and present proposals for
the improvement of language instruction, and the plan for the College of
Fort St. George which the Committee put forth was sanctioned with
alacrity. The Government of Madras smiled on the early accomplishments
of the College, and so did the Court of Directors in London.

This situation did not last. On 16 September 1814, Hugh Elliot ar-
rived to assume the governorship of Madras, accompanied by Mrs. Elliot,
Miss Emma Elliot, Miss Harriet Elliot, Miss Caroline Elliot, Mr. Martin
Frederick Elliot, H. Elliot Esq., aide de camp, and H. M. Elliot Esq.,
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writer, as well as Colonel Thomas Munro and Mrs. Munro. The new
governor came ashore under a nineteen-gun salute from the battery near
the northeast angle of the Fort, and was met on the beach by various
dignitaries (Bombay courier 1 Oct. 1814).

Under the governorship of Elliot the atmosphere changed abruptly for
the worse, and the College could no longer count on the Government’s
ready assent to its actions. The change was partly due to a growing con-
cern on the part of the Government that the College was too philologi-
cal and insufficiently directed to the practical ends of colonial rule in its
language instruction, and partly owing to an unfortunate happenstance
that got entangled with this question. The report of the Board of Super-
intendence on the first examination of students in 1815, submitted 15
June, listed all the students in order of their proficiency in the various
languages, and commented on the progress and attainments of most of
them in considerable detail. But the report gave only a laconic reference
to those at the bottom of the list for Tamil. “In the hope that the four
Gentlemen whose names are entered last on the list of Tamil students will
enable us at the next examination to report favorably on their progress,
we refrain from any particular mention of them at present,” said the re-
port (MPC 3 Nov 1815, para. 28). Included in this list of the bottom
four in Tamil was Mr. H. M. Elliot, the governor’s son.

The problem would not have arisen if the governor’s son had been an
apt student of Tamil, but he was not. The next report to which this re-
port looked forward so hopefully would have been in December, but try-
ing to ease a delicate situation, the Board gave a special examination for
young Mr. Elliot and another writer in September. It sent a short letter
to the Governor in Council, the burden of which was to report on the
satisfactory progress of two of the four students, “this day examined at
their own request”:

Mr. Crowley and Mr. Elliot have very materially improved their knowl-
edge of Tamil Grammar, and they are now tolerably well versed in the ele-
ments of this language; but their command of words is yet very limited, and
consequently their translations of even the most easy papers very incorrect
and defective, and their means of colloquial intercourse with the natives
restricted to the most common and simple questions. The laudable atten-
tion, however, which these two Gentlemen have lately evinced to study, 
and the success with has attended their assiduity and application, induce 
us to recommend that the Right Honourable the Governor in Council may
be pleased to confer upon each of them the increased allowance of Pagodas
75 pr. Mensem, which we trust will not fail to encourage them to further
exertion. (Ibid., para. 2)
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In short, the Board of Superintendence proposed to promote the gover-
nor’s son to the second stipendiary level not because he had reached the
expected level of proficiency but because he had made some progress and
was now applying himself. It was hardly a strong record of attainment.
The report was not signed by Ellis, who was in Bengal on a three-month
leave at the time (MDR 22 Aug 1815). The leave completely explains the
absence of his signature, but we may wonder whether the giving of an ad
hoc examination in Tamil, his special passion, and the writing of this less
than honest letter might not have been rushed through by the Board mem-
bers while Ellis was away. Had Ellis been present, he might have been
an obstacle to the shabby solution the Board was offering for the prob-
lem, though this must remain pure speculation in the absence of any di-
rect evidence. The letter closed with a gentle reminder that its report of
15 June had not yet been acted upon by the Governor in Council.

Two months passed before the governor replied, in a minute of 3 No-
vember. In his apology for having taken so long to reply he cited “a very
long and severe illness,” on the one hand, and, on the other, the newness
to him and the importance of the subject, that is, the instruction of the
junior civil servants. Expanding ominously on this theme, he said that be-
fore departing from England he had heard complaints about the expense
of the College, and been asked to investigate how far the expense of the
College could be reduced without injury to its principal object, namely,
procuring the means for junior servants of the Company “to acquire a
sufficient knowledge of the vernacular languages of this country, to be use-
fully and practicably employed in the different departments of Govern-
ment” (MPC 3 Nov 1815, para. 3). There was, he continued, a consider-
able difference of opinion among those expert in the details of the Madras
Government as to the course of studies that the students should follow.

On the one hand Gentlemen deeply versed in Indian literature, conceive
that the student ought to be grounded in the knowledge of some of those
original languages, from which they contend that the idiom at present in
use in various parts of the Peninsula, have been originally derived, altho’
these roots must be traced back with great labour, to a deep antiquity. On
the other hand it is asserted, that to become useful servants of the Com-
pany, it is merely requisite in the first instance, to understand the different
languages, as they are now written and spoken, by the natives over whom
the Government presides, and whose relations with them are principally
included in the Judicial and Revenue branches of the service. (Ibid., para. 4)

The first of these opposing visions was of course the plan of Ellis. It can-
not have been much of a relief to the College Board that the governor
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said he was deferring consideration of the main question to a future time.
In the meantime, he spoke to the issues at hand, of which the one that
concerns us is the treatment of his son. In its letter of 7 September, said
Governor Elliot, the Board stated that Mr. Crowley and Mr. Elliot “have
very materially improved in their knowledge of Tamil Grammar, and
that they are tolerably well versed in the elements of the language; but
attached to this statement in their favour the same sentence contains a
list of various deficiencies, which did not accompany the approbation
which was given to the Gentlemen recommended in the former report
for the increased allowances” (ibid., para. 13). This being so, he declined
recommending increased allowances of 75 pagodas per month for Mr.
Elliot and Mr. Crowley till they received from the Board a recommenda-
tion equal to that given to others named in the report of 15 June, “to
whose deficiency in the command of words, in translation of papers,
and in the means of Colloquial intercourse with the Natives, it was not
thought necessary to advert” (ibid., para. 14). The Board’s attempt to
smooth over a difficult situation was so transparently dishonest that
the governor felt obliged to reject it. Far from defusing the problem, it
caused it to blow up in their faces. It stirred the governor’s anger and
provoked him to look more closely at the College with a less friendly eye.
In the end, young Mr. Elliot gave up the attempt to master Tamil and
left the service.

Ellis had anticipated such developments two years earlier and expressed
this to his friend Erskine at Bombay, and he planned to return to England
in order to lobby for the College with the Court of Directors:

I foresee that my presence in Europe at no distant period will be of great
advantage to the College of Fort St. George and as my prospects in the
service are bounded at present by the situation I now hold, the temporary
relinquishment of which could affect my primary concerns only and then
not permanently, I am resolved to proceed thither about the commence-
ment of next year. Sir George [Barlow, the then Governor of Madras]
indeed has done everything in his power for the Establishment, and as 
busy as he remains will no doubt continue to do so, but how the Court 
of Directors may feel, or what may be the opinions of the new Governor
which the revolution of two or three years must, in the customary routine
send us, it is not so easy to anticipate. It is certain, however, than an advo-
cate on the spot must be greatly advantageous, and I have no doubt that
when in England I shall be able to make arrangements which will be much
more beneficial to the Institution, and to my own interests, which of course
it behooves me not to leave out of the calculation, than could result from
my remaining in India. (Ellis to Erskine 10 March 1813)
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He asked Erskine to get him information about the overland journey from
Bombay, especially the best season of the year for crossing the Syrian desert
from Basra, at the head of the Persian Gulf in Iraq, and whether there might
be a party making the journey which he could join to lower the expense.

From this first mention, the overland journey to England became a leit-
motiv in Ellis’s letters to Erskine, much discussed but never acted upon.
In August of the same year, Ellis wrote that he would not be able to join
Captain Digby, who, Erskine had informed him, was to make the jour-
ney. After much thought he had decided to wait till the next year, as “cer-
tain irons which I have now in the fire require to be beaten out, and I
am allowing myself another year.” The College needed his attention—
“the printing of books, for instance of which we have many in hand and
which I find so much slower than I expected.” He also felt a certain am-
bivalence about returning to England after having lived so long—by now
the greater part of his life—in India:

A man is at no period of his life sure of the continuance of his prevailing
habits and dispositions, however fixed he may consider them; on this point
I feel very diffident with respect to myself, and I think it, therefore, better
to accomplish as much as I can in India before I quit it. Whether Europe
with respect to myself will operate any material change I know not but it 
is probable that many objects I now hold in estimation may by a residence
there lose their value. I have every thing indeed to learn with respect to
Europe and as I become acquainted with it, therefore, as I europeanize, I
think there is a great chance that I shall deindianize in proportion.” (Ellis
to Erskine 24 August 1813).

In a letter to Erskine of 1815, Ellis speaks again of the plan to make
an overland journey, “which after nine cancellations, I am positively de-
termined to undertake in the course of the coming year, 1816.” The eas-
iest way, he understands, is to take passage on one of the Arab ships that
leave the ports of Malabar and Kanara in February and March, proceeding
directly to Morcha; but he prefers to go via Basra over the great desert,
making a tour of Syria through Damascus to Jerusalem, which he is re-
solved to see, though it is off the beaten track (NLS Mss. 36.1.5, ff. 88–98).
The following year he writes thanking Erskine for information he had
sent concerning the overland route, which, “unless disease, death, or some
other accident intervenes to prevent it,” he will surely make use of, a
facetious statement that is more somber for us, knowing that death indeed
intervened to prevent the journey. His visit to Bengal in the autumn of
1815 he had intended as a preparation for leaving India, but he again
found, “for at least the fifth time,” that he had to postpone the journey
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for some months, if not more. One of the greatest difficulties was the set-
tlement of official accounts; his accounts for his first year as Collector
of Madras were not yet finally adjusted—“adjusted or not, however, I
intend certainly to be off in the Autumn of 1817, and this time I think I
shall not fail.” Speaking of the College, he thinks its reputation is every-
where increasing except at Madras, by which he means the governor, Hugh
Elliot. “The old Gentleman at the head of affairs here regards us with no
complacent eye. We reported too honestly on the progress or rather the
non-progress of his son, and he thought proper to remove him from the
service, a result which he attributes to us—he has thought proper also,
as you must have observed, to prevent the publication of our reports on
examinations, though his son being now removed he has not the same
reason for continuing as for originating the prohibition”(ibid., ff. 112–
18). The College would flourish, but it needed the sanction of higher au-
thority, that is, of London.

If only Ellis had made that journey to England! Instead, a medical
mishap brought him to an early grave in Ramnad. Writing to Leyden in
1808, he had spoken of ill health that might drive him to England or to
death. At that time he was serving as judge in the zillah of Masulipatam,
in the Telugu country, to which he had been sent two years previous af-
ter his brief, disastrous appointment in Tanjore. Over the past several
years, he tells Leyden in the letter, he has been travelling constantly and
camping out. “During this period I have at times met with a check or
two in my progress, but two only have been of sufficient consequence to
give me a shock of any violence; one of these was my removal from Tan-
jore and consequent banishment from the southern provinces, and the
other is a damnable fit of Dyspepsia, which has tormented me for the
last five months, and I fear will ultimately drive me either to England or
out of the world” (Ellis to Leyden 7 Aug–28 Sept 1808, OIOC Mss.
Eur.D.30, pp. 127–28). One gets a sense from this what a hardship it
had been for Ellis, a scholar of Tamil, to have been banished from the
Tamil region to the Telugu country (though he was not prevented from
traveling through Tamil Nadu on his way from Jagannath in Orissa to
Kumari at the southern tip of India). The shock of his removal from Tan-
jore stuck with him, and so did the dyspepsia.

Ten years later, when he was applying for three months’ leave from
his labors as Collector of Madras, the grounds of the request were the
“restoration of my health.” He enclosed the certificate of a surgeon, which
refers to attacks of dyspepsia “accompanied by considerable derange-
ment of the liver” and recommending “a change of air towards the cooler
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climate of the interior” (MDR 18 Nov 1818). But Ellis went to Madurai,
where he stayed with the collector, Rous Petrie, rather than to the hills,
as one might have expected, and from Madurai he went to Ramnad in
the deep south. So, although the chronic stomach problems were gen-
uine, the itinerary may have had more to do with his research interests
than with seeking cooler air. In Ramnad he unexpectedly died.

We know little of his final trip except what we learn from the three
documents he wrote as he lay dying in Ramnad. We know of course that
the dyspepsia from which he had suffered so greatly in 1808 was a con-
tinuing problem, and he tells us while dying that he took “poison instead
of medicine,” which caused his death. His dying took several hours, dur-
ing which he dictated his will, in three parts (OIOC L/AG/34/29/219,
pp. 44–45). The first, dated Ramnad, 9 March 1819, says,

I give all my property to my mother Elizabeth Hubbard except.—

Item 5000 £ to my Brother George Item 2000 £ to the elder daughter of
John Howeth, 1000 £ to the Son of John Howeth & 500 £ to each male
and female child of the said John Howeth, 100 £ to John Howeth Sen 
to buy mourning and 500 £ to my Aunt Dianna Howeth.

The second is as follows:

I request that what remains after paying my funeral charges to give fifty
(50) Pags. To Sangera Sixty Pagodas to Veerasawmy Thirty Pagodas to
Vencatraswamy & Daniel if there is not enough they will apply to my
dubash Mambharangayanag who has property of mine in his possession.

The third is a letter to this dubash:

My Dear Rungiah Nack

Pay the whole of my Bond to the Register of the Court. I take poison
instead of Medicine at Ramnad and I am at point of death.

These three brief writings were evidently dictated and written out by
someone else, as the handwriting and the vernacular spellings of Indian
names show. Each was signed by Ellis. The witnesses were A. Campbell—
presumably not his protégé A. D. Campbell—and D. Schreyvoyd.

Since Ellis died without having named an executor and had not left any
next of kin in India, his estate was administered by the Registrar of the
Supreme Court. It was a goodly estate—worth over two lakhs (200,000)
of Madras rupees—including an excellent library, the inventory of which,
as we would expect, is strong on philology; it lists over 550 books and
manuscripts in both Sanskrit and Tamil, and includes a number of guide-
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books for the overland journey to England he never took (OIOC L/AG/
34/29/22/ pp. 123–37). The whole of his effects were sold at public auc-
tion in Madras and Madurai. It is a great pity that his library was broken
up and scattered, but at least (one supposes) the books found readers and
contributed in that way to the improvement of knowledge at Madras. The
papers were another matter. I have already recited the story circulating
years later in Madras, which Walter Elliot reports, that the Ellis papers
went up in smoke, one at a time, in the kitchen of Rous Petrie, “to kindle
fires and singe chickens.” A year after Ellis’s death, the Court of Direc-
tors gave George Hubbard and John Howorth [sic] Jr. permission to pro-
ceed to Madras to settle the estate (MPC 1 Nov 1820, paras. 5–6).

According to a historian of the Madras Literary Society, the Society
foundered following the death of Ellis, who had been its most active and
able member, and was resuscitated only some years later (Ramaswami
1985). When it revived and published the first volume of its transactions,
the manuscript of Ellis’s lectures on Hindu law provided material for the
first article, published as a tribute to the Society’s most illustrious scholar.
The Society continues to this day, but the episode reminds us of the fragility
of life in colonial India, and the fragility of institutions of this kind, sus-
tained by the energy and interest of a few.

The College, on the other hand, was by this time, seven years after its
founding, a viable government institution, well able to survive its founder’s
demise. Ellis’s report on the manuscript of Campbell’s Telugu-English dic-
tionary was one of his last contributions to the work of the College, and
when the dictionary came out, Campbell dedicated it to him in these words:
“To the memory of the late Francis Whyte Ellis, Esq. of the Madras Civil
Service, who planned the establishment of the College of Fort St. George,
and, while he lived, was it’s [sic] chief ornament and support, this work,
the offspring of that institution, is inscribed; as a tribute of friendship
due from the author.”

Ellis did not make the mark on scholarship he certainly would have,
had he lived. Nevertheless, his accomplishments were considerable. In
Madras his reputation lingered, and several people sought to keep his
memory green and record his accomplishments. Walter Elliot, a prize-
winning student of the College of Fort St. George in Tamil and Hindus-
tani who went on to be a distinguished civil servant and Orientalist, as
we have seen, rescued and published Ellis’s dissertation on Malayalam.
G. U. Pope, the missionary and professor of Tamil at Oxford to whom
Elliot bequeathed the Ellis papers, published Ellis’s work on the Kuôa{
and N1labiy1r, and deposited the papers in the Bodleian Library. Even
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the Rev. William Taylor, who regarded Ellis as an atheist, acknowledged
his greatness as a scholar, and C. P. Brown, himself a great scholar of Tel-
ugu, who rarely had a good word to say about other Orientalists, mixed
his blame with praise when it came to Ellis. As we have seen, A. C. Bur-
nell, the great paleographer and historian of grammar, considered Ellis’s
Dravidian proof the equivalent of Bopp’s famous pamphlet of the same
date (1816) on Indo-European.

At the College some changes were immediate. The course of study that
had been written into the rules of the College had never been actuated;
shortly after Ellis’s death the rules were revised and the course of study
was dropped. The work of the College Press, which was proceeding very
slowly, was reorganized and put under a full-time supervisor. A new mem-
ber of the Board of Superintendence was needed, especially one who knew
Sanskrit, in which the remaining members were deficient.

The College long outlived its founder, but it too was not immortal. It
continued till 1854, when it was closed along with Haileybury and the
College of Fort William, and the business of preparing the junior civil ser-
vants was thrown on the universities of England. Moreover, it contin-
ued according to the original plan only till 1836, when it was reduced
to an examining body, its staff let go, and its library dispersed as a result
of an anti-Orientalist revolution stemming from the much-described vic-
tory of the Anglicists, led by Charles Trevelyan and Thomas Babington
Macaulay, over the Orientalists at Calcutta. In its relatively short life-
span its effects on Indian society were nevertheless substantial, as I will
now try to show, not with any hope of making a definitive assessment
but, in a preliminary way, opening the matter for further study.

native students

In a letter to Erskine early in 1812, Ellis laid out his plan for the College
in a manner that revealed his deeper, hidden reasons for its design: in a
word, not only to contribute to the education of the junior civil servants
but also to encourage the pursuit of letters among South Indians. I para-
phrase here what he said.

Ellis announced to Erskine that, in imitation of Bengal, they were
establishing a college at Madras for the instruction of the junior civil ser-
vants in the various dialects of South India. It would differ from the col-
lege at Calcutta both in being very much less expensive and in the staffing,
as the instruction would be given not by European professors but by In-
dians; and in order to do this there would be provision for the instruc-
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tion of a certain number of native students in English, Sanskrit, Tamil,
and the like. The college was to be superintended by a board consisting
of senior civil servants with pertinent knowledge. Another object of the
college would be the publication of textbooks for the languages of south-
ern India, as well as works in all subjects useful to civil servants in Madras,
such as Indian literature, religion, history, and customs. They had at their
disposal an excellent font of type for English, purchased for them by the
Government, also fonts for Tamil and Telugu, and would in time add those
for other scripts. Erskine would no longer have to prod Ellis to publish,
for, Ellis said, he would now be doing so at the College Press. Though the
Catholic missionaries had left many valuable books on the languages of
southern India, there were still many lacunae that Ellis would have to
fill. However, Erskine need not expect voluminous publication like that
of Gilchrist (who had undertaken the composition and publication of
Hindustani textbooks at Calcutta as a moneymaking venture), though
it would be more excusable at Madras, inasmuch as displaying the hid-
den beauties and literary wealth of languages that had been “at one period
highly cultivated, is more beneficial and praiseworthy than licking into
form a barren jargon” (NLS Mss. 36.1.5, Ellis to Erskine 25 April 1812,
f. 74). Apparently Ellis considered Hindustani nothing better than a pid-
gin, and not a cultivated language.

After discussing the project to improve the Abbé Dubois’s text on the
manners and customs of the South Indians—essentially a work on caste—
and mentioning the History of Mysore of Wilks, recently noticed in the
Edinburgh review, Ellis goes on to speak of the effect he hoped from the
college, namely, “the encouragement to literary pursuit among the na-
tives.” This had been greatly promoted at Calcutta by the college there;
and he believed that at Madras they had a greater chance of success than
at Calcutta, “as I have no doubt we have better materials,” meaning, of
course, the South Indians themselves.

The prospects, then, for a revival of literary endeavor in South In-
dia appeared boundless, the College and the Government supplying the
stimulus.

The “encouragement to literary pursuit among the natives,” or “the re-
vival of letters,” in South India was Ellis’s great overall objective for the
College, cleverly engineered into the structure of a plan to provide for the
instruction of British civil servants. As we have seen, to an unsympathetic
observer such as Governor Elliot, dead to the delights of philology and
uninterested in the revival of letters in Madras, the expense, small as it
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was, would appear greater than needed to achieve the College’s practical
colonial purposes. But for the moment Ellis and his plans for a simpler,
cheaper version of the college at Calcutta that nevertheless took on a large
body of “Native students” and placed them under the instruction of the
head masters enjoyed the warm encouragement of the Government.

The phrase “revival of letters” presumes a former greatness and a de-
cline in recent times. Campbell expressed his sense of former greatness
in Telugu literature in the introduction to his Telugu grammar. Telugu, he
says, was a cultivated language at a very early period, though few Telugu
works have survived the violent political and religious changes through
which the Deccan has passed. A great number of books composed un-
der Kóùâadevar1ya, the great king of Vijayanagara, are still to be found
in the libraries of the poligars, their former vassals; but “the intolerant
zeal of the Mahommedans” who extinguished the Vijayanagara empire
has left of the ancient Telugu works “little else remaining than the name”
(Campbell 1816:xiii). “Under the fostering auspices of the British Gov-
ernment,” he goes on to say, “ it is confidently hoped that the Teloogoo
may recover that place which it once held among the languages of the
East, and that the liberal policy of the Legislature may be successful in re-
newing, among the Natives of Telingana, that spirit of literature and sci-
ence, which formerly so happily prevailed among them, and still so much
endears to their remembrance the days of the most enlightened of their
Hindoo rulers” (ibid.). In a note he quotes from the Parliamentary legis-
lation giving the Governor-General in Council power to spend a sum not
less than one lakh of rupees annually on “the revival and improvement
of literature, and the encouragement of the learned Natives of India, and
for the introduction and promotion of a knowledge of the science among
the Inhabitants of the British Territories in India” (ibid., xi, xiii).

The Parliamentary act in question was the 1813 renewal of the charter
of the East India Company for a further twenty years. The “revival and
improvement of literature,” the “encouragement of the learned Natives
of India” in knowledge of science, and the miniscule sum of a lakh of
rupees for education for the whole of British India were to become the
battleground for the education wars provoked by the Anglicists Trevelyan
and Macauley against the Orientalists in the 1830s, long after the death
of Ellis. That battle, which deeply affected the College and its personnel,
lies beyond the scope of this book, though I must touch on the positions
of the two sides.

“Revival of literature,” or “revival of letters,” was the phrase the British
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used to describe the Renaissance brought about in Europe by the recov-
ery of ancient Greek learning—“literature” or “letters” meaning not only
art literature but formal, written learning in all its branches. In the minds
of Ellis and Campbell, South India’s past literary greatness had occurred
before the “Muslim intrusions,” and the establishment of a British gov-
ernment in India was in the nature of a disestablishment of Muslim rule
and a restoration for Hindus. The renaissance it promised was the revival
of ancient literary greatness through the recovery of the classics and the
composition of new works in the languages of South India. The Angli-
cists contested this Orientalist viewpoint with their own version of ren-
aissance imagery: As Latin education had civilized the Anglo-Saxons now
English was the most highly cultivated language in the world, and its study
would raise the overall level of civilization in India. It would be an An-
glicist renaissance for India (cf. Trautmann 1997:109–13). It was the Ori-
entalist position, however, that underlay Ellis’s goals for the native staff
and students of the College.

On 7 April 1813 the College held the first examination of the native
students and subsequently reported the results to the Government. The
report stressed these students’ low level of education at the starting of the
College. It had been difficult, the report said, to find even a few persons
tolerably well qualified to be teachers, most being entirely ignorant of En-
glish grammar, having very limited knowledge of Tamil grammar, and
no acquaintance whatsoever with Telugu grammar since all the original
treatises on that grammar were composed in Sanskrit and the teachers
were not sufficiently acquainted with that language. Head masters had
been engaged to direct the studies in these subjects, one for English (Udaya-
giri Venkatanarayana, acting), one for Tamil (Chidambaram Vadiyar), and
one for Telugu and Sanskrit (Pattabhirama Shastri). They had been lec-
turing to the students daily on these languages. In addition, the acting
English master had translated one of the most esteemed Sanskrit trea-
tises on Telugu grammar; the Tamil master has composed an easy Tamil
grammar for the use of the native students, now at the College Press; and
the Telugu and Sanskrit master has nearly completed a similar work on
Telugu grammar in verse. Thus the College, from the start, was actively
producing new literary works in the languages of the South.

Examinations of Indian teachers and students were held on three suc-
cessive days, with questions on English, Tamil, Telugu, Persian, and Hin-
dustani grammar, and translations of very difficult compositions from
native languages into English. Though the more learned Indian students
had only begun the study of English, the report said, the results in the
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Tamil and Telugu papers showed a complete knowledge of the princi-
ples of these languages. The Board considered the result highly satisfac-
tory and found great improvement in the knowledge of Indian teachers
and students alike. “It presents to us as nearly accomplished, one of the
principal objects for which the College was originally instituted, and shews
in prospect other benefits thence resulting in the revival and encourage-
ment of a taste for literature, and the extension of a correct knowledge of
the English, and of their own languages among the Natives generally, and
in the formation of a body of well educated men whose abilities may here-
after be found as useful in other branches of the Public Service, as in that
in which they are at present employed” (MPC 22 June 1813, para. 6).

The report went on to praise the exertions of Udayagiri Venkatanara-
yana, whom it described as an able young brahmin holding the acting En-
glish headmastership at half pay, and it recommended his promotion to
full pay. He understands Sanskrit and Telugu fully, the report said, and is
well acquainted with colloquial Tamil, has completely mastered English
grammar, and has competent knowledge of several other languages.

Besides arranging for competent teachers, the other objective of the
College was the provision of elementary books. The Board asked for 150
pagodas for the purchase of “native books” (manuscripts, that is) for that
purpose, with the idea of deputing “an intelligent native” into the coun-
try to find and purchase them. It asked for an additional 240 pagodas for
cupboards or presses to store books in. Thus began the College library
and its manuscript collection.

The Government replied, in a curious locution which raised, as if anti-
cipating the later complaint of Hugh Elliot, a concern about an excess of
grammar at the College, only to answer it in the Board’s favor:

The Governor in Council is satisfied that both in educating those Teachers
and in employing their Services, you will keep in view the substantial object
of the Institution, which is to qualify the Junior Civil Servants of this Estab-
lishment for the discharge of the duties hereafter to be imposed upon them,
and that the study of such grammatical niceties as may be more curious than
useful will not be allowed to supersede or obstruct the acquisition of that
practical knowledge of the languages, which is all that the purposes of the
public service can in ordinary cases require. The Governor in Council has
principally been led to make the foregoing observation in consequence of 
the great improvement in the study of the native languages which has taken
place since the College was established, and of his earnest solicitude that
this improvement should not have any tendency to defeat the important
public end which it is naturally calculated to promote, and he is happy to
observe that the course of instruction described in your letter now replied
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to does not in any respect disagree with the view of the subject which he
has taken. (MPC 22 June 1813, para. 1)

The teaching of law to native students was begun later. The rationale
for teaching law to Indians was that the colonial courts required pandits
and maulvis as sources of expert knowledge on Hindu and Muslim law,
principally on such family matters as marriage, adoption, and inheritance,
of which the court of Sadr Adawlet was perpetually in need. Raising the
quality of training for pleaders, or courtroom lawyers, was a secondary
objective that fit well with the primary one. The College proceeded to insti-
tute the teaching of Hindu and Muslim law, and although existing histo-
ries of education in South India that I have examined do not mention this,
it became thereby the first colonial school of law in South India. At the
same time its annual examination became a mechanism for certification,
which was made a requirement for government service. And since pan-
dits and maulvis had long been gaining their skills in many different ways
that preexisted British rule, the annual examination of native students in
Muslim and Hindu law was thrown open to anyone who, “having pros-
ecuted their studies in the interior,” considered themselves qualified. Thus
the College also quickly became the gateway, through the certification
process, to positions as court pandits and maulvis and to the profession
of pleader.

The Board proposed new rules to regularize the practices it had in-
stituted in its report on the examinations in law for 1816. The proposed
rules, which were duly sanctioned by the Government, provided for three
classes of law students, each consisting of six brahmins and six Sunni
Muslims, and a separate class of an unlimited number open to all Mus-
lims and Hindus “of pure caste” as a fourth class for aspiring pleaders.
The head masters’ duties were now to include the instruction of the law
classes. Students in the first three classes received salaries of 4 to 10 pago-
das per month, while those in the pleader class received no salary. The
annual exam was to be held by the Board, assisted by the head masters
and the Hindu and Muslim law officers of the court of Sadr Adawlet, and
reported to the Governor in Council. Students of the superior class and
those brahmins and Sunni Muslims who had not studied at the College
but appeared for the annual examination would, upon passing the ex-
amination, be issued a certificate qualifying them to serve as law officers
and to have their names entered on the list of candidates. While waiting
for openings in the court, their salaries would continue, and they would
be employed teaching other students. Students in the unsalaried pleader
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class and others not trained in the College would sit for the examination
for a certificate, and if they passed, their names would be put on a list
of candidates for the office of pleader (MPC 23 April 1816).

In the same report the Board reported a “highly satisfactory” result
in the 1816 examinations of native students on law, “evincing in the ex-
amined zealous application to study, honourable emulation to be dis-
tinguished by the success of their labours, and confidence that talent and
assiduity would receive their merited reward” (ibid., para. 3). This was
particularly true of the Hindu students. In all their answers and dispu-
tations they used Sanskrit, and they and the head masters earned the
praise of the law officers of the court. Certificates issued to both Mus-
lim and Hindu law students were reported. The Board was so pleased with
its own success in the native law branch of the College that it was led to
contemplate reviving the traditional titles used in the South to honor lit-
erary achievement, titles “still in use, but greatly abused by being derived
from hereditary succession, and not from individual merit” and of con-
ferring them, with a certificate “under the seal of the College,” on per-
sons who have established “their claim to these honours” before the Board
of Superintendence and the head masters, Muslim and Hindu. (ibid., para.
13). In other words, the College was contemplating taking on the tradi-
tional function of the royal assembly at which scholarly eminence was
publicly rewarded.

The emulation which had already been manifested by the [law] candidates
of different and distant provinces has appeared to us to establish a fair
claim to distinctions which have formed a part of the institutions of every
civilized Society, and which, although greatly changed in India from the
original intention, under a succession of revolutions, we have no doubt
may be revived with success in peaceable and prosperous times. Consult-
ing several learned natives on this subject, we were pleased to find them
entirely concurring with us in opinion, that titles of honour so conferred
would be received with gratitude, and acknowledged with respect. (Ibid.,
para. 14)

The Board proposed to gather more information and submit a proposal
for the revival of traditional scholarly honorific titles at a later time, and
the Government encouraged it to do so. The College’s achievements in
teaching law and becoming an examining body and certifying authority
for students coming from all parts of the province, then, had encour-
aged the Board to think of extending that mechanism to all branches of
literary learning in its ancient but now decayed forms—a projected Ori-
entalist renaissance.
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How greatly this ambitious program depended upon Ellis’s extraor-
dinary skills, especially in Sanskrit, and how difficult, indeed impossible,
it was to carry it out without him, became apparent after his death. A let-
ter of the Board to the Government (MPC 29 Nov 1819) spoke at length
of the “unrelaxing attention” Ellis had paid to the interests of the Col-
lege and the value of his intimate knowledge of the languages, literature,
and habits of the people of South India. His death, above all, left the
study of Sanskrit without benefit of supervision by a member of the
Board. Young gentlemen destined for service in Madras were studying
Sanskrit at the East India College at Haileybury—and this was so be-
cause of the express recommendation of the Board, endorsed by the Gov-
ernment of Madras and accepted by the Court of Directors. The Board
noted the rapid progress made in the languages of South India by those
gentlemen whose proficiency in Sanskrit was the most distinguished (ibid.,
para. 4). Sanskrit, the Board went on to say, was also the only medium
through which to study logic and law according to the Hindu shastras.
The Board, in its reports on the law examinations of Indian students,
had noted the increased number of those qualifying as candidates for po-
sitions as pandits and pleaders, and the extraordinary rapid advances they
had made in the knowledge and use of Sanskrit, “in which disputations
are now held with unimpeded fluency of expressions for any length of
time that the discussion may require or admit of” (ibid., para. 5). The use
of Sanskrit in speaking on philosophical subjects, the Board held, was
further evidence of the acquisition of clear and definite ideas, since San-
skrit best supplies precise terms.

Whether that high standard of Sanskrit at the College continued af-
ter Ellis’s time we do not know. But while he lived, and for many years
thereafter, the College educated a substantial number of young South In-
dians in grammar, literature, and law, and promoted the composition of
works in these fields among its head masters. The College’s role in the
education of Indians has been largely if not completely forgotten and de-
serves further study. But it is through consideration of the head masters
who did the educating that we can see most clearly the importance of
the College. We turn now to them.

the tamil renaissance

Long after his death, and indeed to this day, Ellis is remembered as Ellis
Durai (“Lord Ellis,” approximately) in Tamil publications, and the Mad-
ras College as the Chennai Kalvi Sangam, a new saãgam, or college of
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learned persons, not entirely unlike the saãgams of old, in which poets
recited their works before persons of learning and discrimination whose
judgments formed the canon of Tamil literature. It was the head masters
who presided over this new saãgam.

We have already seen, from the encomia of Pattabhirama Shastri and
Sankaraiah in the Sarvadevavil1sa, that they were admired by their con-
temporaries both for their learning and for the influence they had through
the important positions they held in the Government service. We can get
a fix on the historical significance of this class through consideration of
Kamil Zvelebil’s pioneering work on this question.

The sixth chapter of Zvelebil’s Companion studies to the history of
Tamil literature (1992) is called “Rediscovery of ancient Tamil literature:
The Tamil Renaissance.” He argues that the period spanning the late nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries was a time in which the ancient, clas-
sical “Sangam literature” was recovered. Between roughly 1850 and 1925,
most of the Tamil classics, hitherto forgotten and neglected or consid-
ered lost, were recovered and put into print for study and research, and
scholars became aware that India had a second ancient classical language
in addition to Sanskrit; indeed, the Tamil Sangam literature is claimed to
be very much older than any other non-Sanskrit literature. The begin-
ning of the period identified by Zvelebil coincides with the closing of the
College of Fort St. George. Its culmination was the work of U. V. Swami-
natha Iyer (1855–1942), for whom the first generation of makers of print
editions, scholars such as Arumuga Navalar, Malavai Mahalinga Aiyar,
and Simon Casie Chitty, were a generation of “forerunners” in Zvelebil’s
account. But Zvelebil goes on to say that the story really began fifty years
before this formative period: “To trace the initial stages of editing and
printing the classics in Tamil, however, we have to go back half a cen-
tury before Simon Casie Chitty, to a man almost forgotten in our days,
called Muttusami Pillai” (1992:158). This takes us directly to the Col-
lege of Fort St. George.

It was at the College, indeed, that the process of recovering and prepar-
ing the first printed editions of Tamil classics of ancient and medieval
times was initiated. According to Zvelebil, the key figure was Appu Muttu-
sami Pillai (d. 1840), to give his full name, librarian of the College and
later head Tamil master (1992:158–59). Muttusami Pillai was one of the
Pondicherry Tamil Christians educated at the Jesuit college there whose
training Ellis so admired. Besides his native Tamil, Muttusami Pillai had
some knowledge of Sanskrit, Telugu, English, and Latin. It was he whom
the Board sent, in 1816, on a tour of the southern provinces to collect
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Tamil manuscripts, and in this way he created the manuscript collection
of the College—or at any rate the Tamil part of it, since Telugu manu-
scripts were collected at the same time by another agent of the College.
From this we see that the College’s collection of manuscripts must have
been an important source for the Tamil renaissance of the nineteenth cen-
tury. It is a great pity that we have only a sketchy and imperfect knowl-
edge of this collection. The reconstruction of its contents is a great desider-
atum for advancing our knowledge of the Tamil renaissance. Some of the
items of this collection appear among the manuscripts in William Taylor’s
bafflingly written Catalogue raisonné of Oriental manuscripts in the Gov-
ernment Library (3 vols., 1857–62), which would be the starting point
for such a reconstruction. After the winding-up of the College in 1854,
the collection was eventually included in the Government Oriental Man-
uscripts Library, now at Madras University. The published catalogues of
the latter do not identify the provenance of its manuscripts, making it
difficult to identify manuscripts that came from the College library.

It is worth looking closely at Zvelebil’s account, because it gives a well-
documented and persuasive overview of the process of the recovery and
formation of print editions of the classics of Tamil, though there are slight
inaccuracies here and there. Zvelebil writes of the munshis, or language
teachers, appointed for Tamil, but we need to understand that the per-
sons he is talking about were not teachers of Tamil to the British junior
civil servants but were the head masters for Tamil supervising the educa-
tion of the Tamil teachers—the teachers of the teachers, so to say. These
men occupied important positions in the College, and their influence ex-
tended widely. The succession of head Tamil masters, according to Zvelebil,
was as follows:

Chidambara Pandaram

Tandavaraya Mudaliar

Muttusami Pillai

P. Naranappa Mudaliyar

Sivakolundu Desikar

M. Kandasami Pillai

and a few others. (1992:159 n. 36)

These scholars published a considerable amount, some of it through the
College Press, some of it at the other publishing venues for Tamil printed
books that were sprouting up during that period. The Tamil renaissance,
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then, was a matter of recovering ancient Tamil literature from oblivion
and of making it newly and widely available in print, giving it the new
formats and the breadth of circulation that print made possible. The Col-
lege was triply involved in this renaissance through the collection of Tamil
manuscripts, the scholarly work of its head masters, and the publication
of Tamil books by the College Press. To get some sense of the process we
can follow the publications of some of these Tamil head masters as dis-
cussed by Zvelebil.

Chidambara Pandaram (Chidambara Vadiyar, of the Pandaram caste),
according to Zvelebil, “translated into Tamil two parts of the Sanskrit
lawbook M1navadharmaé1stra, and is said to have been awarded the prize
of one thousand gold pieces (var1ha) for the job; as far as we know, his
translation was not published” (1992:160). This is slightly inaccurate;
it was not the lawbook of Manu that he translated but Vijñ1neévara’s
great commentary on Y1jñyavalkya, the Mit1kùar1. As we have already
seen, the translation was begun by Chidambara’s brother, Puriar Vadiyar,
who died before completing it. The Board urged the Government to pur-
chase the copyright of the work, which the author and his brother’s widow
were willing to part with for 1,000 pagodas (the English term for the
Tamil var1ha) for the erection of a choultry for travelers on the inland
road from Madras to Trichinopoly, “where accommodations of that kind
are particularly wanting,” plus a grant of rent-free land sufficient for its
maintenance. This was approved by the Court of Directors, and land was
so granted in the village of Anunyare, Vellarpuram taluk, of South Arcot
district (MPC 19 Jan 1819).

Ellis says that the greater part of the translation was made by Puriyar
Vadiyar, and that “what he left unfinished and a general revisal of the
whole” was done under his brother’s supervision. It included original
texts of Y1jñavalkya and of other fundamental law texts, or m[lasmótis,
in verse translation, followed by a paraphrase of the text and commen-
tary in prose. Every effort was made to make the text intelligible to per-
sons of moderate education, and it was put “in the plainest style, which
a proper attention to elegance of expression and grammatical propriety
would admit.” Ellis adds:

The importance of this work in those countries of which the Tamil is 
the current language, now that a System of regulated law has superseded
the arbitrary proceedings, which, since the abolition of the Hindu Gov-
ernments, had obtained, is too evident to require illustration; not the least 
of the benefits which will result from it is it’s [sic] tendency to diminish 
the influence of the Brahmans by enabling the Sudras to attend to a knowl-
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edge of law independently of them, and without that gloss which their
peculiar pretensions and prejudices ever incline them to give to the text. 
Of this influence the people of Southern India have always been jealous,
and though it is assuredly not the policy of our Government entirely to
abrogate it, of the propriety of abating it, of being able, should it be expe-
dient, to act without the interference of this class, there can be no doubt.
(Ellis, “Memorandum respecting the proposed translation of the Rju
Mitacshara,” Erskine Collection, OIOC Mss. Eur.D.30, pp. 294–55)

This work was to have been printed with the Tamil and the English trans-
lation in the same book, “rendering thereby the provisions of the Hindu
law at once intelligible to the Judge and the Suitor.” Ellis elsewhere says
that he had translated much of the Mit1kùar1, and possibly it was he who
was preparing the English text for this projected publication. Printed
sheets had been made up as a sample, but I have not been able to locate
a copy and cannot verify that the book was ever published. We may sup-
pose, at the least, that the manuscript was used in the classes of native
law students.

Tandavaraya Mudaliar (d. 1850) was a student at the College be-
fore becoming head Tamil master, a position he held till 1839, when he
was appointed a judge of the court in Chingleput, according to Zvelebil
(1992:161–62; 1995:652). He was an outstanding scholar of the College,
well educated in Tamil, English, Telugu, Kannada, Marathi, Hindustani,
and Sanskrit. In 1824 he edited Beschi’s Tamil dictionary, the Caturakar1ti.
His treatise on Tamil grammar, Ilakkaâaviç1vi•ai, was completed in 1825
and published in 1828. He translated the well-known collection of fa-
bles, the Pañcatantra, from Marathi into Tamil (published 1826). His col-
lection of these fables, called Kath1mañjari (Kat1mañcari), Zvelebil says,
is “one of the earliest books of Tamil narrative prose” and was reprinted
many times in various forms. Both books would have been textbooks for
the British students studying Tamil. He edited the first ten parts of a tenth-
century Jain lexicon of Tamil, the C[•1maâi nikaâ•u (1856), and, with
K. Ramasami Pillai, edited eight parts of the earliest (ninth-century) Tamil
lexicon, the Div1karam (C;ntaç tiv1karam), published in 1835 and many
times reprinted. He collaborated with Muttusami Pillai on the collec-
tion of grammatical texts called Ilakkaâa pañcakam (1835), which in-
cluded the Naçç[l, Akapporu{ vi{akkam, and Puôapporu{ veâp1m1lai.
Zvelebil adds that Tandavaraya Mudaliar also wrote many original plays
and poems.

Of Appu Muttusami Pillai’s invaluable work of collecting manuscripts
for the College I have already spoken. Besides the work on grammar in
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which he collaborated with Tandavaraya Mudaliar, he was author of a
book of Catholic prayers, rituals, and doctrines, the 0ttumavuttiy1çam,
1817; a defense of Christianity against the attacks of Ponnampalam (Tik-
k1ram); a defense of Ellis (Taravu koccakakkalipp1), about which one
would like to know more; a lexicon of Tamil on the model of the old ni-
ghaâ•us, or lexicons, of Sanskrit and Tamil (N1ç1rtta tEpikai, published
by Madras University in 1936); and a biography of Beschi (Brief sketch
of the life and writings of Father C. J. Beschi or Vira-Mamuni, 1840; Tamil
version 1822) (Zvelebil 1995:453). P. Naranappa Mudaliyar (1779–1845),
according to Zvelebil, “was a true pioneer of Tamil critical editing”
(1992:160), taking note of textual variants and making emendations in
his printed editions of texts he collected and collated. Among his edi-
tions were the Tañcaiv1âaçkOvai of Poyy1mo~ippulavar (1834), N;min1-
tam (1836), N1{a•iy1r (1844), Tiv1kara nikaâ•u, parts 9 and 10, and parts
of the C[•1maâi nikaâ•u. He was preparing an edition of the Tamil ver-
sion of the Mah1bh1rata, Villiputturar’s P1ratam, when he died suddenly
at age 46.

T. Sivakolundu Desikar of Kottaiyur was court poet to Raja Sarfoji of
Tanjore. He transferred to the College during the headmastership of Tan-
davaraya Mudaliyar with the Raja’s consent. His most memorable la-
bor, according to Zvelebil, was the first printed critical edition of M1â-
ikkav1cakar’s massive work of Shaiva devotionalism, Tiruv1cakam
(1857). He also published several older pur1âas and prabandhas (Zvele-
bil 1992:163–64).

One might add to Zvelebil’s recitation of forerunners the name of San-
karaiah. He was of course only briefly at the College, as head English
master, and most of his career was spent in administration, as sheristadar
to Ellis at the Collectorate of Madras. And of course he is not known for
preparing editions of Tamil works of literature, as are the others of this
list. But he was certainly a very visible public figure, known for his San-
skrit learning. Susan Neild, for example, in her history of Madras, records
that he published a refutation of Rammohan Roy’s account of Vedanta
in the Madras courier of 31 December 1816 (Neild 1976:235). He was
also involved in an early attempt to create a literary society (Mantena
2002:94), and was memorialized in the Sarvadevavil1sa. So far as I know,
however, apart from the article in the Courier, his only published piece
was his set of answers to questions on land tenure in Madras in the Trea-
tise of mirasi right.

In Zvelebil’s analysis we see that the College was the single most im-
portant locus for the “revival of letters” in the Tamil country, a project
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its founders had aimed for from the institution’s creation until the mid-
nineteenth century, when it was closed, after which the sites and projects
in this recovery of the literary works of the past become many and var-
ious. The Tamil renaissance had the two aspects of recovering old works
and of casting them into the new medium of print. The College occupied
a strategic moment, when the old forms of patronage of letters associated
with the royal courts had, for a while, devolved upon the great dubashes
and merchants but were soon to take on new institutional forms of which
the College itself was a leading example. As patronage declined, and with
it the copying of manuscripts so essential to the transmission of the liter-
ary works of the past to future generations, the College undertook to copy
and preserve works in manuscript, providing a new institutional frame
for manuscript collection and preservation and in this way contributing
to the essential foundation for the casting of Tamil literature into print.
The collection of manuscripts for the College library and the publication
of printed editions of ancient works both at the College Press and else-
where, by its illustrious head masters, made the College a significant site
at which the Tamil Renaissance was begun, in the first half of the nine-
teenth century.

the modernization of telugu

The head Telugu masters of the College were no less figures of importance
than their Tamil colleagues, especially in the struggles over Telugu gram-
mar in the era of print and prose. From the research of Lisa Mitchell (2003),
on whose valuable work I draw in the following paragraphs, we learn that
three leading Telugu head masters of the College each published a gram-
mar of Telugu, presumably for the instruction of the Indian students pre-
paring for positions as teachers of Telugu in the College. They were Vedam
Pattabhirama Shastri (1760–1820), Ravipati Gurumurti Shastri (1770–
1836), and Paravastu Chinnayasuri (1802–60).

Pattabhirama Shastri was, as we have seen, the first Sanskrit and Tel-
ugu head master of the College, and he remained in this joint position till
his death, teaching Hindu law (dharmaé1stra) as well as grammar. His emi-
nence during his lifetime was considerable; he appears on a list of “re-
spectable native inhabitants” among the notable residents of Madras from
whom testimony was taken by the committee investigating the causes of
the right/left caste riots of 1809, and, as noted previously, is the first of
a series of able and influential scholars eulogized in the Sarvadevavil1sa.
Ellis refers to him several times in his Dravidian proof, and clearly had
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a great regard for Pattabhirama Shastri’s scholarship. The list of Telugu
roots that Pattabhirama composed was highly regarded by C. P. Brown
and others, and was an essential resource for the Dravidian proof. His
grammar of Telugu, 0ndhra vy1karaâamu, was published in 1825 and
reprinted in 1951.

Ravipati Gurumurti Shastri’s Telugu vy1karaâamu appeared in 1836
(reprinted 1951), and Chinnayasuri’s B1la vy1karaâamu was published
in 1858 (reprinted 1967), according to Mitchell (ibid.). It is evident, then,
that the College, through its learned head masters and their publications,
had considerable influence on Telugu grammar. The nature of that influ-
ence is for others, more knowledgeable in these matters than I, to deter-
mine. One has the impression that there was considerable tension between
the high formalism of the vy1karaâa tradition and the desire for a printed
prose Telugu closer to speech and the prose of workaday documents—
the prose of the karaâam, or scribe, of which Velcheru Narayana Rao,
David Shulman, and Sanjay Subrahmanyam have written (2003:93–139;
239–48).

These tensions, and other ones as well, can be seen in the writings of
the great Telugu scholar C. P. Brown, whose role in the recovery, editing,
and printing of classic Telugu works was immense, as one learns from
Peter Schmithenner’s excellent biography (2001; see also 1991). Brown
was a product of the College and learned Telugu from A. D. Campbell’s
grammar in 1817, while Ellis was still at the helm of the Board of Su-
perintendence. But his relations with the College and with Campbell’s
work were extremely fraught. Anyone reading Brown’s works soon be-
comes aware that he was a contrarian with strong views, and that he was
quick to criticize and slow to praise anyone whom he considered a rival.
This was most emphatically the case with regard to Campbell and his
grammar, as we may see from Brown’s furious, obsessive annotations in
a copy now in the British Library (OIOC Mss. Eur.D.867). The feelings
about Campbell that are revealed therein are of a kind a clinician would
probably label as oedipal. His marginal comments include: “lost labour,”
“silly nonsense,” “wrong,” “rubbish,” “useless.” He did grant Campbell
certain merit as a pioneer and for surpassing the grammar of Carey (“a
deplorable affair . . . wrong in every page, nearly in every sentence”), but
for the most part he heaped scorn upon the grammar of Telugu from which
he had his first lessons, from a man who, though proud, “was a kind man
and always treated me with respect” (ibid., 23). His greatest satisfaction
was that his own grammar (1840, 1857) replaced Campbell’s; he became,
by a kind of cannibalism, the new Campbell.
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Brown became Postmaster General of Madras at a high salary, high
enough to keep a coach and four, give lavish parties, and maintain a siz-
able company of pandits, whom he referred to as his college, to assist
him in the preparation of his several grammars, dictionaries, and edi-
tions of Telugu works (Schmithenner 1991:253–65, 325–26). The condi-
tions of his scholarship, unfettered by any institutional structure, fostered
an eccentricity of manner and judgment on which many commented and
allowed for the free play of his unique scholarly genius, resulting in a
veritable flood of books, many of them still in print.

In these works one sees a back-and-forth over which register of Tel-
ugu to recognize. Brown’s critique of Campbell was, among other things,
that his grammar was too tied to the high register of the vy1karaâa tra-
dition and too distant from everyday spoken Telugu. On the other hand,
Brown himself created a dictionary for what he regarded as pure Telugu,
colloquial and poetic (Brown 1852), and consigned “mixed Telugu,” in-
cluding foreign borrowings used in speech and legal documents, to an
appendix, subsequently issued as a separate dictionary (Brown 1854).
This shows an impulse to separate pure, native Telugu from foreign ac-
cretions, a purism somewhat at odds with his criticism of Campbell for
following the native authorities too slavishly.

C. P. Brown is a fascinating figure over whom one would like to linger.
He was a brilliant linguist and admirer of Telugu, but his Christian beliefs
made him strongly disapproving of Hinduism, as was Leyden, in a way
we do not see in Campbell or Ellis, and this kept him from gaining a
sympathetic understanding of certain areas of his chosen field of endeavor.
He had characteristic Protestant Christian beliefs critical of brahmins,
but he employed several and was on the best of terms with them as in-
dividuals. He was very much a product of the College and became an
Orientalist in the tradition of Ellis and Campbell, yet he entertained strong
feelings of rivalry toward them. Eventually he retired from the service
and became professor of Telugu at University College, London. He is
greatly admired among scholars of Telugu literature for his many schol-
arly editions of Telugu works, which began the process of producing print
editions of the literary heritage of Telugu and created pioneering mod-
els of scholarly editions to be followed by others.

In addition to commenting on the students and head masters of the
College, I should say a word about the personnel for Colin Mackenzie’s
project, the other institutional pole of the Madras School of Orientalism.
Rama Mantena’s interesting study of the Telugu speakers among Macken-
zie’s assistants, especially the three Kavali brothers, opens up an investi-
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gation of their contribution to the development of history writing in Tel-
ugu prose, especially the history of Telugu literature (Mantena 2001). And
Phillip Wagoner’s recent study examines the role of Telugu Niyogi brah-
mins, that is, secular brahmins whose traditional occupation is to work
with documents in the chancelleries of kings, on Mackenzie’s staff (Wag-
oner 2003). Wagoner argues that these scholars had formidable linguistic
skills, which, however, differed from those of grammarians of the vy1ka-
raâa tradition, being oriented toward the assessment of diplomatic and
legal documents in many languages, including the detection of forgery.
Wagoner argues that these abilities were the crucial ones around which
the Mackenzie project devised practices for surveying, collecting, and reg-
istering masses of inscriptions, a culture of practice that was carried over
into the Archaeological Survey of India when it was formed at mid-century
by Alexander Cunningham.

These, then, are a few of the lines of influence connecting the head mas-
ters and students of the College with wider cultural developments in the
Tamil and Telugu regions of South India. I must leave it to others to work
out these connections more fully. The College’s contributions to Kannada
and Malayali cultural developments were assuredly less; the College Press
published the first grammar of Kannada in English, that of John McKer-
rell (1820), and Ellis, as we have seen, printed a treatise on Malayalam
for the use of students in the College (Ellis 1878). There were no head
masters for these languages in Ellis’s lifetime. The College’s great and
lasting effects were in Tamil and in Telugu. It was in respect of these two
languages that the College made a distinct contribution to the “revival
of letters” in South India.
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chapter 7

Conclusions

Having completed our analysis of the Dravidian proof, the conditions
of its emergence, and its effects in India, we return to the larger phenome-
non of the languages-and-nations project in relation to India and the In-
dian tradition of language analysis. I begin by reprising the analysis of
the languages-and-nations project as it now appears, in the light of the
Dravidian proof as an illuminating instance of British-Indian Oriental-
ism, showing the specific authority claim upon which the new Oriental-
ism of British India based itself and the rhetoric of proof that followed
from it. Then I take up two concluding topics: One is the emergence of
the “race science” idea and the racial theory of history as the assumption
of a tight connection between languages and nations came increasingly
into question in the nineteenth century. The other is the matter of theory,
specifically, the place of Indian theories of language in modern thought.

philology, orientalism, and the dravidian proof

The languages-and-nations project, as we have seen, was not a matter of
pure science freeing itself from the shackles of religion, as it has often been
represented. To the contrary, its deep roots are in the Bible, in the gene-
alogy of the nations that descended from Noah and his three sons. Be-
cause of these biblical roots, the project is found in Christian Europe and
not in pagan Greece and Rome. The genealogical paradigm of the Bible
for locating the nations in relation to one another, the Mosaic ethnol-
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ogy as I have called it, was shared by the Peoples of the Book: Jews, Chris-
tians, and Muslims; but only in Europe did it also become a model for the
locations of languages in relation to one another and, conversely, a key to
the lost bits of the genealogy of nations. The study of languages could make
good the imperfections of the historical record, based on collective mem-
ory, and extend the reach of history back four thousand years to the Tower
of Babel and the Confusion of Tongues.

From the fact that the languages-and-nations project has arisen only
in a part of the world that adheres to the biblical religions we draw the
inference that it does not arise spontaneously from the Bible but rather
is a specific way of interpreting the Bible narrative, arrived at through
many mediations that might have led to a different result. It is the prod-
uct of historical contingencies that occurred in a specific part of the world
and under specific circumstances. These circumstances can be identified
once it is recognized that the prevailing representations of this history
have obscured aspects of the story by drawing too sharp a line between
religion and science and making that line a threshold for passage from
one to the other.

In this book we have explored but a portion of this development, and
assuredly there is much more to be learned. Comparing the way the Indo-
European idea appears in the work of Sir William Jones and the work
of Father Coeurdoux, we see that Jones’s genealogical (or as linguists
now say, genetic) conception of the relations among Sanskrit, Greek, Latin,
and the others, and Coeurdoux’s narrative of the linguistic mixing be-
tween neighbor nations, were alternative interpretations of their time. I
have no doubt that Jones and Coeurdoux were not the first to use the ideas
of genealogical relations among languages and language mixture as inter-
pretative means, and it is certain that the Indo-European idea had yet
earlier anticipations. It is not my purpose to trace these anticipations,
which doubtlessly lead as far back as J. C. Scaliger, if not further, and
may have no absolute starting point.1 My purpose has been merely to
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identify genealogy and mixture as competing theories. In the long run,
comparative philology developed in such a way that mixing came to be
seen as a secondary and late phenomenon, and genetic relations were
taken to indicate what is early and at the core of a language. Indeed,
the idea of a “mixed language” came to be ruled out as a possibility in
nineteenth-century comparative philology, even though all languages are,
in truth, mixed. A language was identified with its unmixed, original core,
as known through its grammar.

The striking similarities among the Indo-European languages that
Jones pointed out in his famous pronouncement are found in “the roots
of verbs and in the forms of grammar,” elements that constitute the inner
cores of those languages—which suggests genealogical relations between
them rather than a process of language mixture. Jones asserts that the mere
examination of these affinities would lead philologers spontaneously 
to infer their co-descent from a parent language, “now perhaps lost.” In
so saying he naturalizes a process that is, shall we say, highly processed,
through the prior formulation and writing of grammars. By implication,
to determine the genealogical relations among all languages, this writing
of grammars needs to be universalized to all languages, and this industry—
this “explosion in the grammar factory”—which was well under way in
the eighteenth century, continues apace today.

The comparative vocabulary or word list that was the starting point
for so much language comparison in the eighteenth and nineteenth cen-
turies, and was the substance of Marsden’s work on Malayo-Polynesian
and the Romani language, is another example of a naturalizing rhetoric
of mere inspection, a pure empiricism, that needs to be deconstructed so
we may see the complex work of abstraction from which it is made. As
I have shown, the seemingly simple word list for comparisons of vocabu-
lary among languages is not an arbitrary list made up of words chosen at
random, but one whose inclusions and exclusions implement a series of
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work of William Wotton. It is clear from the evidence given that ideas of genetic connec-
tion of languages were already in play, and that ancient Indian languages were being con-
nected with those of Persia and Europe by these Dutch scholars. Plainly, the Indo-Euro-
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sal of nations as having contributed to “obscuring the overall picture” of the genetic con-
nections among languages for European scholars leading up to the Renaissance. But it is
my view that the development of the Indo-European idea presupposed the genealogy of
nations in the Bible and applied it to languages; in other words, the idea of a family of lan-
guages and of genetic connections among them was not naturally given and had to be fash-
ioned from the idea of a genealogical tree of nations.



contrasting binaries of core/periphery, native/foreign, original/borrowed,
simple/complex, unlearned/learned. An implication of these binaries is
that a language is identified by its core, and its periphery is secondary.
The genealogical relations among languages are relations among cores
of languages, which are found only after identifying and clearing away
borrowed words, setting aside their misleading testimony about the affini-
ties of languages. We have traced the structure of the word list and the
conception of its method back to Leibniz, though doubtless it, too, has
earlier beginnings. My purpose in this analysis is to dispel the rhetoric
of simple empiricism that surrounds these proofs of genealogical rela-
tions among languages and to show how very highly processed the lan-
guages that enter into such comparisons are. They are, in fact, abstrac-
tions from real, living languages.

It is because this exercise requires a high degree of prior processing 
of the material of comparison, specifically the composition of written vo-
cabularies or dictionaries and grammars, that British India was especially
favorable for carrying out the languages-and-nations project, given In-
dia’s long, rich tradition of phonological and grammatical analysis. Car-
ried to India by the imperial expansion of European power, the languages-
and-nations project found rich soil there in which to grow. And because
Jones’s essay on the Hindus in which he outlined the concept of the Indo-
European language family was in the form of a lecture, and is therefore
very brief, while Ellis’s Dravidian proof is a “dissertation,” a formal writ-
ten demonstration of a proposition worked out at some length, it is in the
latter that we see more clearly the relation between the languages-and-
nations project and the properly Orientalist scholarship of the British in
India.

Orientalism, in the expansive definition of Edward Said, is “the cor-
porate institution for dealing with the Orient—dealing with it by mak-
ing statements about it, authorizing views of it, describing it, by teach-
ing it, settling it, ruling over it: in short, Orientalism as a Western style
for dominating, restructuring, and having an authority over it” (1978:3).
Virtually everything said by Westerners about the Orient can be called
Orientalism in this sense. But in British India, while Orientalism meant
something fitting this description, it also had a much more narrow scope;
it meant scholarship that derived its claim to authority from knowledge
of Indian languages.2
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In British India, Orientalism was a self-conscious intellectual formation
with a definite ideology. It staked its claim to authority upon mastery of
the languages of Asia as giving access to the minds and intentions of Asians,
in contrast to the authority of what the Greeks called autopsy (autopsia),
or self-sight, which had authorized ethnographies and histories going
back to the times of Herodotus and Thucydides. John Zephaniah Hol-
well, in his Interesting historical events, relative to the provinces of Ben-
gal (1765–71), states the Orientalist position well in his attack upon “all
the modern writers” who represent Hindus “as a race of stupid and gross
Idolaters”:

A mere description of the exterior manners and religion of a people, will 
no more give us a true idea of them; than a geographical description of 
a country can convey a just conception of their laws and government. 
The traveller must sink deeper in his researches, would he feast the mind 
of an understanding reader. His telling us such and such a people, in the
East or West-Indies, worship this stock, or that stone, or monstrous idol;
only serves to reduce in our esteem, our fellow creatures, to the most abject
and despicable point of light. Whereas, was he skilled in the languages of
the people he describes, sufficiently to trace the etymology of their words
and phrases, and capable of diving into the mysteries of their theology; he
would probably be able to evince in us, that such seemingly preposterous
worship, had the most sublime rational source and foundation. (Holwell
1765–71, 2:9)

As this statement shows, the claims of British-Indian Orientalism were,
in the first place, language-based, although language served not as an end
in itself—that is, their interest was not linguistics—but as a means of
accessing the thoughts and purposes of, in this case, the Hindus. In this
respect Orientalism was a pure product of the languages-and-nations
project, resting as it does upon the presumption that languages and na-
tions are so closely identified with one another that the one is the gate-
way to the inner meaning and constitution of the other. Second, this Ori-
entalism presented itself as a new formation, replacing the writings about
India of the “philosophical traveler” and the Catholic missionary, dismis-
sing them, (quite unfairly, actually, especially the language-based knowl-
edge of the Jesuits) as based solely upon the ancient authority of autopsy,
the mere “I-was-there-and-saw-with-my-own-eyes” kind of authority. The
critique, then, was founded upon a differentiation of inner and outer. Fi-
nally there was a distinct note of empathy, both as source and as conse-
quence of this style of inquiry, in contrast to the lack of engagement and
the contempt that derive easily from the mere observation of externals.
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This spread an appealing glow of humanism over British-Indian inter-
actions, which, in truth, were inescapably hierarchical.

It is worth saying that while in theory the style of Orientalism that came
into being in British India canceled out the Orientalism of the traveler and
the missionary that preceded it, in practice it drew upon this prior fund
of knowledge. Nevertheless, the Orientalism of Calcutta constructed it-
self as a New Orientalism (my term, but the sense of newness is explicit
in the writings of the Calcutta Orientalists), quite different from the older
Orientalism of Europe, which had been an extension of Bible study into
the wider philological terrain of Hebrew, Aramaic, Arabic, and Persian.
While the first Orientalists of British-Indian Calcutta initially approached
India through Persian and Hindustani, they hoped to reach an entirely new
understanding of India through access to the Sanskrit language and the
recovery of the Veda, thought to have been composed very shortly after
the dispersal of humanity over the face of the earth and therefore a pre-
cious testimony of the primitive state of humankind independent of the
Bible and offering, therefore, an unimpeachable test of its truth. There was,
then, something distinctly new about the Orientalism of Calcutta, even
though it overstated its newness in relation to the knowledge production
of missionaries such as Nobili and Beschi, for example. Raymond Schwab’s
classic study of this formation shows how the Sanskrit-and-Veda-based
New Orientalism emanating from Calcutta was expected to be the foun-
dation for a second renaissance in Europe—an Oriental renaissance, in
the coinage of Edgar Quinet (Schwab 1984:11)—which, like the first Re-
naissance, based on the recovery of ancient Greek literature, would lead
to some higher level of civilizational development. This hope sustained
a considerable wave of Indomania in Europe, of which British-Indian Cal-
cutta was the point of origin and over which it held monopolistic powers
for several decades (Trautmann 1997:62–98).

From the authority claim of Orientalism, deriving as it did from Indians
and Indian texts, it follows that the rhetoric of Orientalist scholarship
was a rhetoric not of discovery or imposition but of derivation. We see
this especially clearly in the Treatise of mirasi right, which presents itself
as deriving knowledge of land tenures in the Tamil country by eliciting
responses to the Board of Revenue’s questions from an authoritative source,
Ellis’s sheristadar, the learned Sankaraiah, quoting them in Tamil (al-
though he was perfectly capable of rendering them in English) along with
Ellis’s English translation. This proof text is ranged alongside other, older
proof texts in the form of inscriptions collected from the various parts
of South India by the Mackenzie project and others.
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The same rhetorical structure is evident in the Dravidian proof. A large
portion of the text is given over to Ellis’s translation of the words of Ma-
madi Venkayya. Far from presenting his work as a heroic act of discovery
or personal genius, Ellis is at pains to show that the Dravidian idea is al-
ready implicit in the Indian tradition of grammatical analysis, and needs
only to be displayed and made comparative by a few transparently sim-
ple operations, making use of the technical means already present in the
Indian tradition or, in the case of Pattabhirama Shastri’s inventory of
Telugu roots, indigenous methods for the teaching of Telugu grammar
to the native teachers of the College of Fort St. George.

Here again a certain naïve empiricism is at play. The Indian tradition
of grammatical analysis, which is presented in the Dravidian proof as if
it speaks for itself and is self-explanatory, is in fact being interpreted in
a very specific way, toward a history and comparison of languages—the
tendency, that is, of the European languages-and-nations project.

Putting it very broadly, we may say that the European tradition of lan-
guage analysis was strongly oriented toward language history, and that
of India toward language structure. This formula is no sooner stated than
it needs to be qualified. On the European side of this contrast, I hasten
to say that there was also a strong tradition of “universal grammar” that
sought to identify the categories of grammar found in all languages. While
the languages-and-nations project searched out the historical connections
among languages, universal grammar studied the structure of Language
as a universal singular and without reference to time-bound phenomena.
This “Cartesian linguistics,” revived in our own time by Noam Chomsky
(1966), takes no great interest in the differences among languages and
their genealogical affinities, and may be pursued through the study of a
single language, which in principle might be any language of the world
but in practice has generally been a language of Western Europe.3 Para-
doxically, universal grammar has tended to stay at home.

But in many respects the languages-and-nations project was the stronger
tendency of the two in eighteenth-century in Europe. Not only was the
genealogy of languages newly seen as the key to the genealogy of nations;
no language was to be taken as a wholly self-contained entity. It could be
explained not entirely on its own, from within itself, so to say, but only
in reference to its historical relation to other near-kindred languages. This
required a vigorous development of etymology. We see both these trends—
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to explain a language in the context of its related languages and to ex-
plain it through etymology—for example in the grammar of English that
prefaces Samuel Johnson’s great dictionary (Johnson 1755), written well
before the discovery of Grimm’s law and the other regular sound-shift prin-
ciples that characterize the historical progression of Indo-European lan-
guages. Jacob Grimm’s Deutsche Grammatik (1819) explained the gram-
mar of German by seeing it through the wide-angle lens of Indo-European,
and the lawlike rigor of the sound changes which he propounded, iden-
tifying different historical stages of the Indo-European languages lead-
ing to modern German, energized the new scholarship and created its
self-confident sense of being a new science. His work marked the begin-
ning of the German takeover of comparative philology. But even before
Grimm had deepened the analysis of German by putting it in an Indo-
European frame of reference and formulating the sound shifts we call
Grimm’s law, Johnson’s dictionary showed the same aspiration to explain
a language in the context of its related languages and through etymology.

Historicization and the energetic pursuit of etymology in the European
tradition of language analysis thus long preceded the development of ex-
act means of attaining these ends. The eighteenth century was indeed a
period of “wild” etymologizing, in which everyone had a scheme of et-
ymology and no one scheme prevailed over all others. Sir William Jones,
for instance, lampooned the etymologies of Jacob Bryant, but his own were
indeed little better and included some real howlers (Trautmann 1997:43–
47). As Hans Aarsleff’s fine book The study of language in England,1780–
1860 (1967) has shown, the British had a vigorous indigenous scholar-
ship of Anglo-Saxon, nourished by the etymological system of Horne
Tooke, whose system eventually proved to be a blind alley and was swept
aside and forgotten. Meanwhile, a younger generation of British scholars
was learning anew how to read their ancient texts in German universities
and in the illumination cast by Grimm’s law. In a very real sense, the ac-
complishment of nineteenth-century comparative philology was to do-
mesticate the wild etymology of the eighteenth century by creating a sin-
gle standard, based on the lawlike sound shifts it had identified, that was
seen to be scientific and that put an end to the exuberant and endless pro-
liferation of systems of etymology in eighteenth-century Europe.

In the Indian tradition of language analysis there was considerable vari-
ation as well; we have seen, for example, that there was complete dis-
agreement about whether Prakrit was the source of Sanskrit (Jain and
Buddhist grammarians) or its descendant (the Prakrit grammarians writ-
ing in Sanskrit)—a question that continues to be debated. There are his-
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torical elements in the grammatical analysis at several points, and many
analytic procedures can be read both historically and structurally. Nev-
ertheless, there is nothing in the Indian grammatical tradition like the Euro-
pean rage for creating a family tree of all languages.

At the same time, the former did have what the latter was badly in need
of. The Prakrit grammarians had identified a large body of words that could
be derived from the grammar of Sanskrit by the addition of further s[tras
to those of P1âini, thus treating those words as further transformations of
Sanskrit morphological changes applied to Sanskrit roots. The British Ori-
entalists regularly read these essentially structural changes as historical
ones, and indeed, while the s[tras of P1âini seem entirely structural in na-
ture, the supplementary s[tras of the Prakrit grammarians are, or can be
read as, historical sound shifts of a kind not unlike Grimm’s law. Thus the
analysis of tatsamas and tadbhavas in Prakrit lend themselves to a his-
toricizing interpretation. The deéya category is outside this kind of analy-
sis and cannot be derived from the Sanskrit list of roots. When the Telugu
grammarians conceptualized deéya words as entirely confined to a par-
ticular region (deéa), this could again be, and was, interpreted historically.
The Indian tradition of language analysis was very useful to the Orien-
talists because it contained within itself what the languages-and-nations
project of Europe most needed: ideas of regular sound shifts and a sys-
tematic etymological procedure. That was the nub of the conjuncture that
produced such strikingly new and enduring knowledge in British India.

language, nation, race

Orientalism, then, was one of the products of the close relation of lan-
guages and nations in eighteenth-century European thought. The key
idea, that language mastery is the conduit to the inner lives of other na-
tions, continues in many forms, including social or cultural anthropol-
ogy and area studies. It is still very much a living idea. But by the mid-
dle of the nineteenth century, the belief that was the source of that idea,
the close connection of languages and nations, came under scrutiny and
began to loosen, creating new possibilities. The decay of the languages-
and-nations idea had a certain timing and shape, and the products of that
decay, some of them toxic, others valuable, are also still with us. Although
these outcomes go beyond the purposes of this book, a sketch, at least, is
necessary to complete the fixing of the Madras School of Orientalism in
its largest context.

The loosening of the languages-and-nations relation became evident
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in two interconnected developments. The first of these was the swelling
chorus of voices saying what is common sense today: that languages and
nations or races are not necessarily connected, that the relation between
them is contingent. Thus people of the same nation or race may speak
different languages, and the same language may be spoken by people of
different nations or races. We now take this idea for granted, but by about
1860 various writers were putting it forth as a new concept that was by
no means obvious; indeed, it was stated as a novel and surprising truth.
This tells us that the taken-for-granted quality of the languages-and-
nations relation was coming under skeptical examination for the first
time, and a new common sense was being formed on the ruins of an ex-
ploded common sense. Of course, to say that languages and nations or
races have no necessary connection is not to say there is no relation be-
tween them, but it leaves the relation problematic and dependent upon
historical circumstances. This quality of throwing the question open is
what I mean by the “loosening” of the relation.

The second development was that the concepts of nation and race,
hitherto virtually interchangeable, began to differentiate themselves and
acquire distinct valences. In eighteenth-century British writing, “nation”
and “race” are little different from one another, and, if anything, the word
“nation” is the more usual term. For this reason I have preferred the word
“nation” in treating what I have called the languages-and-nations project,
but it should be understood that “nation” here is not used in its modern
sense or as distinct from race. After the American and French revolutions,
the sense that the nation was the subject of a progressive march of his-
tory grew ever stronger, becoming normative in the nineteenth century,
when “nation” acquired a strong political charge as the idea of a people
whose proper destiny was to form a state based on popular representa-
tion, a nation-state, as we say. At the same time, “race” became ever more
connected with the body and its visible signs; it was biologized. The rapid
expansion of the race concept, unhampered by a connection with lan-
guages, was now a possibility and in fact is what occurred.

The view I am proposing departs from the general understanding, which
was articulated by Max Müller and has been repeated ever since. Max
Müller said, in 1854, that the same blood flowed in the veins of the sol-
diers of Clive that flowed in the veins of the “dark Bengalese,” and that
this truth, contrary to the testimony of skin color, was guaranteed by the
linguistic connection between English and Bengali as members of the same
Indo-European language family (1854:29). Thus language, not complex-
ion, is a sign of the inner and invisible entity called race and symbolized
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by blood. Later in life, however, alarmed by the growth of racial doctrines,
Max Müller repented of having identified race and language, and he pro-
posed an amicable divorce between philology and ethnology. There are,
he now acknowledged, “no dolicocephalic languages.” Great mischief, he
believed, had come about through mixing race and language, and the two
needed to be kept separate. This is the common view of the matter today,
that the nineteenth-century roots of, above all, the Aryan doctrine as the
centerpiece of the politics of racial hatred had to do with the fatal con-
flation of language and race. This is the view, for example, in Léon Poli-
akov’s very interesting book The Aryan myth (1974). Much as I like the
book, I believe this view of the matter is mistaken and virtually the reverse
is true; that the real mischief began not with the close identification of race
(or nation) and language in the first half of the nineteenth century (though
that caused mischief enough), but with their disconnection at mid-century.
Since this interpretation is so very opposed to the prevailing view, and since
it can easily be misunderstood, let me explain it as clearly as I can.

The best illustration of the relation of language and race before the
great divorce of philology and ethnology is provided by James Cowles
Prichard, whose two great works on the races of man (Researches into the
physical history of man, 1813; The natural history of man, 1843; 4th ed.
1855), several times expanded and reissued, dominated the scientific study
of race in Britain through nearly the whole of the first half of the nine-
teenth century. Prichard was a physician and attentive to the physiolog-
ical attributes of race, but he was deeply read in contemporary work on
the classification of languages, including the Indo-European and Dravi-
dian families, and he himself contributed to the comparative philology
of Celtic in a book called The eastern origin of the Celtic nations proved
by a comparison of their dialects with the Sanskrit, Greek, Latin and Teu-
tonic languages (1831), written as a supplement to his Researches. More
than that, he had subordinated the physiological study of human bodily
variations to the broad classifications of languages into families, which
supplied the highest level of classification for races in his work. That is,
language dominated physiology as a sign of race, not because of some
perceived tension between them but, to the contrary, because Prichard
assumed language was intimately connected with race and that language
provided signs of race every bit as decisive as bodily signs, if not more
so. His book is a grand synthesis, harmonizing the growing knowledge
of language history and the accumulations of new information on the
physiological variations of humankind. Prichardian ethnology was very
much a child of the languages-and-nations project.4
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The breaking apart of the assumed connection between language and
race is evident in the work of the next generation of British ethnologists,
especially Robert Gordon Latham and John Crawfurd. Latham was a
scholar of the English language who wrote extensively on languages and
races (Latham 1850, 1859a, 1859b, 1862); Crawfurd had been a medical
officer in North India, subsequently spent most of his career in Southeast
Asia at Penang, and wrote memoirs of his diplomatic services and a gram-
mar and dictionary of Malay (Crawfurd 1830, 1834, 1852). Both were
philologists, both were admirers and successors of Prichard, and both
departed from the languages-and-nations assumptions of the Prichardian
formula for drawing up a natural history of man. Both, moreover, were
leading figures of the Ethnological Society of London—Crawfurd was its
president—in which (as also in the rival Anthropological Society of Lon-
don) the fledgling “race science” formula was trying its wings, and the
close relation of language and race was being contested, especially as con-
cerns the Indo-European family. Latham located the homeland of Indo-
European in Lithuania, arguing that when philologers determined the age
of the Vedas at three thousand years and derived Latin and its (Indo-
European) relatives from Asia, they were wrong by at least a thousand
years and as many miles (Latham 1862:619). He especially attacked Max
Müller, opposing English common sense to the idea that language could
prove what complexion denied: a relationship between the English and
the Bengalis. Crawfurd came to the heart of the matter in an article on
what he called the Aryan or Indo-Germanic [i.e., Indo-European] theory,
which he characterized as the view that the nations and tribes from Ben-
gal to Europe are of a single race, excepting the Arabs, Jews, and others
who speak cognate (Semitic) languages. He argued that the theory fails
because it is founded on a supposed conformity of language and nation-
ality “without regard to physical form or intellectual capacity” (Craw-
furd 1861:268). Here we see the explicit rejection of the foundational as-
sumption of the languages-and-nations project and the freeing of the idea
of race from its constraints. For Crawfurd as well as Latham, Max Müller’s
pronouncement was the provocation, and he attacked it explicitly:

From the facts I have adduced in the course of this paper I must come to
the conclusion that the theory which makes all the languages of Europe 
and Asia, from Bengal to the British Islands, however different in appear-
ance, to have sprung from the same stock, and hence, all the people speak-
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ing them, black, swarthy, and fair, to be of one and the same race of man,
is utterly groundless, and the mere dream of learned men, and perhaps 
even more imaginative than learned. I can by no means, then, agree with
the very learned professor of Oxford [Max Müller], that the same blood
ran in the veins of the soldiers of Clive as in those of the Hindus whom, 
at the interval of two-and-twenty ages, they both scattered with the same
facility. (Ibid., 285)

Later writers, notably Isaac Taylor in his book reviewing the new race
science work being done in France and Germany, The origin of the Aryans
(c. 1889), wrote of “the tyranny of the Sanskritists”—one cannot doubt
that Max Müller is the type case—that interfered with a true and sci-
entific understanding of race. For such writers, the languages-and-nations
project was based on a false premise and race science was emerging from
its ruins. It is in this sense that race only truly emerged after the great di-
vorce of languages and nations (see Trautmann 1997:165–85).

Race came fully into its own as a fundamental cause in history in Arthur
de Gobineau’s Essay on the inequality of the human races (Essai sur l’iné-
galité des races humains, 4 vols., 1853–55). This is the mother lode of
all modern racist theories. Racially based antipathies, of course, existed
long before Gobineau, and he was not the first intellectual to theorize
about race, but he was the inventor of the racial theory of history. By
this I mean that he invented a theory of history in which race acted not as
one factor of history among others but as the prime mover, the cause of
causes, in the process of history.

According to Gobineau, there have been ten civilizations in the history
of the world, and all are the work of the white race. Racial whiteness, in
this theory, has some mysterious virtue which brings about the rise of
civilizations, and the mixture of the races which the great empires inev-
itably bring about is the cause of their fall. All of the great empires, in-
cluding the Roman Empire, on whose ruins Europe was built, have come
to grief because of the mixture of races that follows their success, since
peoples of different races are encompassed as empires expand their fron-
tiers. Race and race mixture have been obscured as keys to history by the
attention devoted to language, but language and race have no necessary
connection. Thus Gobineau’s theory is based on the explicit rejection of
comparative philology as a key to ethnology and of the languages-and-
nations connection that comparative philology had assumed. The rejec-
tion of language as a sign of race enabled Gobineau to argue that among
speakers of Indo-European languages, all are of mixed race except the
Germanic race, the last pure remnant of the civilization-building white
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race. In this way, the Aryan concept became a purely racial one, and Gob-
ineau’s theory became the precursor to Nazi race doctrine.

The new European view of race as a fundamental force of history had
a deep effect on the interpretation of Indian history, and what I have called
the racial theory of Indian civilization (Trautmann 1997, ch. 7) is the re-
sult. By this theory, Indian civilization is the product of a clash and par-
tial mixture of two races: the fair-skinned, Sanskrit-speaking, civilized
Aryan invaders and the dark-skinned, Dravidian-speaking, savage indi-
genous inhabitants. The outcome of this originary clash is the caste sys-
tem, the central institution of the new civilization that emerged. This view,
which for a very long time has been the master narrative of the history
of Indian civilization, is only now coming under skeptical scrutiny. I have
shown elsewhere (ibid.) how much text torturing is necessary to sustain
the idea of the encounter of Indo-European and Dravidian languages in
India as racial in character, and how false is its racially essentializing iden-
tification of civilization with whiteness and savagery with dark complexion.
What I had not then seen is Gobineau’s central role in the transforma-
tion of the languages-and-nations project into a racial theory of history,
with profound effects on the history of Indian civilization. But that is a
long story whose full elucidation must be left for another time.

india in theory

It remains to say a word about the fate of the Indian tradition of language
analysis in the modern world. This raises the question of theory, which
in various ways has been hovering over this study and needs now to be
confronted directly, even though I cannot hope to do more than scratch
the surface of the matter.

I begin with a passage from Dipesh Chakrabarty, who puts the prob-
lem of theory in the study of India (in the social sciences, at any rate) in
a particularly arresting way:

Today the so-called European intellectual tradition is the only one alive in
the social science departments of most, if not all, modern universities. I use
the word “alive” in a particular sense. It is only within some very particular
traditions of thinking that we treat fundamental thinkers who are long dead
and gone not only as people belonging to their own times but also as though
they were our own contemporaries. In the social sciences, these are invari-
ably thinkers one encounters within the tradition that has come to call itself
“European” or “Western.” I am aware that an entity called “the European
intellectual tradition” stretching back to the ancient Greeks is a fabrication
of relatively recent European history. Martin Bernal, Samir Amin, and others
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have justly criticized the claim of European thinkers that such an unbroken
tradition ever existed or that it could even properly be called “European.”
The point, however, is that, fabrication or not, this is the genealogy of
thought in which social scientists find themselves inserted. Faced with the
task of analyzing developments or social practices in modern India, few 
if any Indian social scientists or social scientists of India would argue
seriously with, say, the thirteenth-century logician Gangesa or with the
grammarian and linguistic philosopher Bhartrihari (fifth to sixth centuries),
or with the tenth- or eleventh-century aesthetician Abhinavagupta. Sad
though it is, one result of European colonial rule in South Asia is that the
intellectual traditions once unbroken and alive in Sanskrit or Persian or
Arabic are now only matters of historical research for most—perhaps all—
modern social scientists in the region. They treat these traditions as truly
dead, as history. (Chakrabarty 2000:5–6)

This passage asserts that India had theory but it is dead, and offers a cri-
terion of that deadness: that great thinkers of India’s past are not treated
today as our contemporaries, are not argued with seriously. Thus they be-
come wholly past, no more than data for historical study or objects of
veneration.

Is this deadness of Indian theory—of ancient theorists of logic, language,
and aesthetics, topics on which ancient Indian theorists had very pro-
found things to say—a fact? And if so, how did it come about? How did
Indian theory become, at best, data for analysis by theories emanating
from Europe?

It seems to me that in the early phase of Orientalism, Indian theory
was by no means wholly dead, either for Indians or for Europeans. In the
first anniversary discourse, Sir William Jones laid out a program of study
for the Asiatic Society that included examination of Asiatic improvements
and methods in arithmetic, geometry, trigonometry, mensuration, me-
chanics, optics, astronomy and general physics, systems of morality,
grammar, rhetoric and dialectic, surgery and medicine, and anatomy and
chemistry, among other things (Jones 1788b). However, the early Ori-
entalists were not in doubt about the far greater advancement of Europe.
In the second discourse Jones spoke of “the superiority of European tal-
ents” and “our superior advancement in all kinds of useful knowledge”
in relation to those of Asia, while in the sciences, on the other hand, the
Asiatics, “if compared with our Western nations, are mere children.” He
added that, on the whole, “reason and taste are the grand prerogatives
of European minds, while the Asiatics have soared to loftier heights in the
sphere of imagination,” which is to say, in the arts (Jones 1788c). Ac-
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cordingly, expectations of what an examination of Asiatic science might
yield was limited. Jones’s greatest enthusiasm was for the Hindu system
of music, “formed on truer principles than our own,” a knowledge of
which might assist in the recovery of much of the ancient Greek musi-
cal theory, much as Ellis, as Erskine tells us, thought that Indian prosody
(of Sanskrit and Tamil, presumably) could improve the European under-
standing of the topic (see chapter 3). On the other hand, Jones’s exam-
ination of an ancient Sanskrit book of mathematics was disappointing,
as he found it to contain only elementary material; and he believed the
Europe of Newton could anticipate no new methods or the analysis of
new curves from examining the works of the geometricians of Iran, Turk-
istan, or India. The history of modern mathematics might be improved,
Jones thought, through knowledge of the works of Asia, but not its sub-
stance. Nevertheless, the search for the sciences of India should be con-
tinued and rewards held out for those Indians writing the best essays or
dissertations. Indian literature held out the brightest promise of new value,
both for the elucidation of the past and for the stimulus it might offer to
the European present. Indeed, through Jones, Indian literature had a role
in the Romantic movement in Europe, though Indian aesthetic theory
remains surprisingly neglected by critics, even in India.

Thus Indian, indeed Asiatic, theory was consigned largely to the past
by the leading Orientalist of his day, its various writings serving primarily
as data for historical reconstructions and only in limited ways offering
theories for Europeans to argue seriously with. It was for Indian scholars
such as Rammohan Roy (1772–1833) to keep alive the theorists of the
past and bring them into relation with Enlightenment categories of knowl-
edge coming into India through the British.

As I have suggested at the beginning of chapter 2, however, the true
architects of the death of Indian theory were neither the Orientalists nor
Indian modernizers but the anti-Orientalists James Mill and G.W.F. Hegel.
Both undertook systematic reviews of Indian civilization, drawing upon
the writings of the Orientalists with an impressive thoroughness and de-
gree of engagement; both rejected the Orientalists’ enthusiastic and pos-
itive appraisals of Asian civilization; both thought that Indian civiliza-
tion would be elevated by British rule. Mill’s evaluation of the place of
Hindu India on the scale of civilization in his influential History of British
India (1817; see Majeed 1992 and Trautmann 1997:117–24) found it to
be very low indeed; in his view, and contrary to the Orientalists, it had
been raised by Muslim rule, as it was being further raised by the British.
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Hegel, who was a leading figure in what Chakrabarty calls the fabrication
of an unbroken European tradition beginning with the Greeks, stressed
that theoria and philosophia are Greek words. In his palindromic works,
the Philosophy of History (1878) and the History of Philosophy (1892–
96), Hegel determined that India had no historical consciousness, and what
passed for Indian philosophy—what he knew of it through the existing
Orientalist scholarship, which he examined with care—did not rise to the
level of the ancient Greeks (Hegel 1878; 1892–96, vol. 1). The limited
accomplishments that Indian history and philosophy had achieved be-
longed to a pre-Greek or early-Greek horizon of development, and, along
with the contents of all past philosophies, were objects of historical con-
templation from the raised height of Europe, which had been built up
by the accumulation of learning. For Hegel there could be no question
of a living Indian theoretical tradition, of Indian contemporaries worth
arguing with. Schopenhauer was the major dissenter from Hegel’s view,
and his followers formed something of an opposition to it, but theirs was
a minority position, marginalized by the success of Hegel and the Hegel-
ians (see Halbfass 1988, ch, 6; Droit 1989).

Karl Marx, writing for the New York Daily Tribune, endorsed Hegel’s
judgment against India in his own way. He did not share, he said, the
opinion of the Orientalists, who believed in a golden age in India’s past;
he held that the pattern of Indian history was one of constant political
change—“civil wars, invasions, revolutions, conquests, famines, strangely
complex, rapid and destructive”—that did not, however, bring about so-
cial change and improvement. This unprogressive history was the result
of the peculiar relation between a despotic, centralizing government
needed for vast irrigation works and an unchanging village community,
largely self-sufficient and indifferent to its rulers. These idyllic and ap-
parently inoffensive village communities were the solid basis for an Ori-
ental despotism. They “restrained the human mind within the smallest
possible compass, making it the unresisting tool of superstition, enslav-
ing it beneath traditional rules, depriving it of all grandeur and histori-
cal energies.” “We must not forget,” he continues, “the barbarian ego-
tism which, concentrating on some miserable patch of land, had quietly
witnessed the ruin of empires, the perpetration of unspeakable cruelties,
the massacre of the population of large towns, with no other consider-
ation bestowed upon them than on natural events, itself the helpless prey
of an aggressor who deigned to notice it at all.” Thus the “undignified,
stagnatory, and vegetative life” of the village was dialectically related to
the “wild, aimless, unbounded forces of destruction” that governed po-
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litical life (Marx 1853). Between Hegel and Marx, then—from the right
to the left across the political spectrum of European thought—it came to
be a settled fact that theory was, at best, a thing of India’s past, and that
a progressive dynamic was missing from its history. The marginalization
of Orientalist scholarship within the European tradition by Mill and Hegel
coincided with the denigration of Orientalism’s object, Asiatic learning,
carrying Jones’s limited appreciation to an extreme negative conclusion.
The trial had taken its course and the verdict was out: no theory outside
Europe.

Is this the last word? Hegel and Mill have influenced Western think-
ing for a very long time, but there remains room for another way of look-
ing at the matter. Confining ourselves to the question of language analysis,
there are, it seems to me, two things that need to be said.

The first is the hope that it may not always remain so. I have already
cited Fritz Staal’s optimistic statement that P1âini is becoming the Aris-
totle of linguistics, a living presence of past theory and a thinker with
whom it is worthwhile to engage again and again. Whether this will truly
come to pass is a question; many linguists know of P1âini as a revered in-
tellectual ancestor, but few engage with him intellectually. Partly because
of the difficulty of the text but mainly because of the great marginaliza-
tion of the knowledge of India specifically (Mill) and the non-West gen-
erally (Hegel), scholarship on P1âini tends to be confined to specialist
books and journals and is not found in the mainstream publications of
disciplinary linguistics. This could possibly change, but for the present
it remains a hope.

The second is that Indian theoretical ideas are nevertheless present,
often unknown and unremarked, in the living body of modern thought,
and ancient Indian analysts of language are, in some measure, contempo-
raries with whom we interact, even if they remain nameless and unrecog-
nized. Much as the Indian system of place notation of numbers, the con-
cept of the zero, and Indian accomplishments in algebra and trigonometry
have become part of what every child and high school student learns and
are essential parts of modern life, so too, Indian language analysis has
been folded into modern ideas and remains alive today. I have already
remarked on how the Indian analysis of the sounds of Sanskrit has been
concretized in the alphabetical order of the Brahmi script and its de-
scendant scripts in India and beyond, carried wherever Indian religions
and cultural influence spread in Central Asia, East Asia, and Southeast
Asia. We have seen how, on the basis of the phonological analysis con-
cretized in Indian scripts, in the very first article published by Jones in the
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Asiatic researches, the Indian analysis of the sounds of Sanskrit provided
the crucial means for the formation of a scheme for transliteration of Asian
languages into the roman script. This in turn has contributed to modern
schemes of phonology such as the International Phonetic Alphabet. We
have seen as well that because of its language analysis and especially be-
cause of the work of the Prakrit grammarians, India was an exception-
ally privileged site for the languages-and-nations project and its search for
more precise ideas of phonology, morphology, and etymology.

Without the European encounter with India, and above all with San-
skrit, comparative philology, which crystallized around the concept of the
Indo-European language family, could scarcely have come about in the
form we know it. Comparative philology and historical linguistics con-
tain within them the sedimented structures of Indian language analysis
to which Europeans were exposed at a crucial moment in history. Even
if we do not acknowledge and engage with the Indian analysts of lan-
guage of ages long past, P1âini, Tolk1ppiyar, and the others are our con-
temporaries nevertheless. Colonial rule did not kill them off; it incorpo-
rated them, often silently, into the public domain of modern thought.
Their work continues to live, whether we know it or not, by being put
to use, again and again, in the present.
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appendix a

The Legend of the Cow-Pox
By F. W. Ellis, Esq.

Ellis first wrote this curious text, “The Legend of the Cow-Pox,” in Tamil
and then translated it into English. It was meant to aid in the promotion
of the new vaccination for smallpox, a project on which the colonial gov-
ernment had embarked in a big way shortly after the vaccine’s discov-
ery. Indeed, as David Arnold (1993) points out, the vaccination campaign
was the first way in which the British-Indian government impinged di-
rectly on the lives of ordinary Indians in the mass. Edward Jenner had
developed the vaccination after discovering that milkmaids exposed to
cattle infected with cowpox had immunity to smallpox. This connection
with cattle gave Ellis an opening. He devised a pur1âa-like text consisting
of a colloquy between Dhanvantari, the physician of the gods, and çakti,
the spouse of çiva, in which the Goddess declares that she has created a
new, sixth gavya, or purifying product of the cow, to relieve the suffer-
ing of humanity from the smallpox. (The five traditional gavyas are milk,
curd, butter or ghee, urine, and dung.) The text gives a very specific de-
scription of how the vaccine is harvested from the cowpox pustule and
administered to a person’s arm.

Dominik Wujastyk published a piece (1988) based on newspaper
reports about Ellis’s text, though he had not seen the English text pub-
lished here and thought the original was in Sanskrit. I found a copy of the
text in the William Erskine Collection of the OIOC, and another copy
in the Leyden Papers of the British Library.
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In 1812, Erskine read two papers before the Asiatic Society of Bom-
bay, in whose Minutes they are described as “a Translation of a Tract
written in the Tamil Language by F. W. Ellis on the subject of vaccine in-
oculation” and “a plan by Mr. F. W. Ellis for compiling and translating
a Body of Hindu Law suited to the South of India, with preliminary re-
marks” (Minute Book 13 Jan 1812).

The following year, in a letter to Erskine of 10 March 1813, Ellis de-
scribed the tract on vaccine inoculation thus:

I have neither heard nor seen anything of the researches of your Society though
from what you say in your last you appear, so far back as the date of it, the 5th
July, to have been in possession of materials for a volume or two. With respect 
to my treatise on the Cow-pox you are at liberty to do with it what you please; it
is, you will remember, a translation, the original having been composed in Tamil. 
It is in my opinion much more easy to write in the Indian dialects than to translate
into them from the European tongues; even translation from one European lan-
guage to another, though the mode of thinking, the immediate derivation of terms,
and, often, the idiomatic expression be the same, is, unless a person has acquired 
a knack of it, much more irksome than original composition. With respect, how-
ever, to the Indian dialects, though frequently the derivation and idiom be the same
with those of Europe, the mode of thinking is so different, that it is not the distaste
only that attends all translation which makes it disagreeable, but the mind finds 
it almost impossible to recur from one mode to another with sufficient celerity—
hence it is that we have had so few good translations from the Indian Dialects,
scarcely any, excepting Sir W: Jones version of Menu, in which the spirit of the ori-
ginal is in any degree maintained, and thus it is, also, that all our translations into
the Indian Dialects of Proclamations, Regulations &c. are hardly even intelligible to
those for whose information they are made—indeed I have often wished that these,
the Regulations especially, were composed originally in the Indian Dialects; this
might be done, presuming of course competent skill on the part of the Composer, 
if the themes only of the intended provisions were given to him and he was left
to amplify and explain them according to his own judgement. (NLS Mss. 36.1.5, 
ff. 66–67)

Erskine did not publish the article in the transactions of the Literary So-
ciety of Bombay but took it with him when he left India.

The transcription of Ellis’s tale that follows is based on the copy in
the William Erskine Collection (William Erskine Collection 290, OIOC
Mss. Eur.C.9, pp. 51–65), collated with the version found in the Leyden
Papers (“The Aramavara Vilaccam by F. E.,” John Leyden Papers, BL Add.
Mss. 26,568, ff. 41–44). Both were apparently written out by copyists,
since they are not in Ellis’s handwriting. I have edited the text slightly,
mostly for punctuation and capitalization, which varies considerably be-
tween the two copies. Marking of vowels for length and other diacritics
are imperfectly rendered by the copyists, and differ between them as well.
I have thought it better to omit them than to insert marks that in many
cases are missing from the copies.
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verse

Salutation and reverence to the Child who delighted in sporting
among cows!

Salutation and reverence to the Guardian protector of the herds!
Salutation and reverence to her whose colour is of the purest gold,

whose eyes are lotoses; whose horns are like the lunar crescent;
who affordeth Ambrosia; whose sweet breath, ascending into 
the air, throws around the perfume of Sandal to the Holy Cow
Cama Dhenu!

Salutation and reverence to the great Mother, who giveth prosper-
ity to the three worlds; to her who has no equal, the most high
Sacti!

Salutation and reverence to him by whose assistance were produced
those repositories of physical science, which teach the means 
of resisting every disease that afflicts mankind, to the divine
Dhanvantarih!

prose

In ancient times when the Gods, unable to overcome their invincible en-
emies the Demons, fled to the ornamented Caves of the Mountain Man-
dharam and concealed themselves from the sight of their foes; Brahaspa-
tih, the sacred preceptor of Indrah, came to the retreat of his defeated
disciples and said: “O ye Gods! why do ye remain thus, as if deprived of
reason, without attempting to relieve yourselves? Our refuge is that all-
worshipped deity, the Lord of the Lotos-throned Lacshmi. He alone can
afford us protection,” he said, and obeying the command of their sage in-
structor, the Gods repaired to the presence of the divine archer; and, be-
seeching protection, reverentially addressed him: “O Foe of the Demons!”
said they, “O thou to whom the universe is as a garment! We have suf-
fered much from the force of the Demons: protect us, O Supreme Spirit!”
The Lotos-eyed God, whose mercy is boundless as the Ocean, replied:
“Take ye the Mountain Mandharam as a churn and the serpent Vasuki
as a rope, and churn the Ocean of Milk: then shall ye obtain the means
of repressing the pride of the Demons.” The Gods, hearing these words,
prostrated themselves before the divinity, and when they departed to do
as he had said, the being who reclines on the immortal serpent, on ac-
count of the great weight of the mountain took upon him the form of a
tortoise, and supported it on his hard back. Then, while the Gods and
Demons churned the sea, black clouds arose, from which burst forth ter-
rible thunder and lightnings, and, filling the heaven with profound dark-
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ness, covered the whole world; then arose the black poison which ter-
rified the universe, which Sivah swallowed at the request of the Gods.—
When the Gods and the Demons again returned to churn the ocean, the
holy gifts arose, which together with the black poison are in number four-
teen[:] they are Sudhacarah, the moon with nectarine beams; Camala
Devi, the goddess of prosperity; Cabila Devi (the holy cow) the goddess
of plenty; Sura Devi, the goddess of wine; Jeshtha Devi, The goddess of
adversity; the choir of Apasaras, or divine nymphs; Caustabham, the
breast jewel of Vishnuh; Parijatam, the tree that fulfills every desire; Uc-
cesravah, the horse of Indrah; Airavatah, the white elephant of Indrah;
Abramuh, the consort of Uccesravah; Dhanvantarih, the Celestial Physi-
cian, Amrtam, the beverage that confers immortality: among these the Am-
rtam; the physician Dhanvantarih, who brought the Amrtam from the
Milky Sea; and the giver of Amrtam, the holy cow Camadhenu were the
three most excellent gifts. The Gods alone possess the Amrtam; Camad-
henu and Dhanvantarih are common to Gods and Men. To give immor-
tality to the Gods was the Amrtam produced; Dhanvantarih to protect
the Gods from the arrows of their foes, the Demons; and Men from the
excruciating tears of the Goddess Death.—From Cabila, who benignantly
fulfills all desires, came five other great gifts; Gomutram, Gomayam, milk,
curds, and butter; these are the five Gavyams, or sacred productions of
the Cow.—By Gomutram and Gomayam, purity is maintained, by milk,
curds, and butter, life: these give equal delight to Gods and to Men.—
Thus, in former times it was established by the most merciful will of the
supreme spirit, but in the present times, he who preserves the World, and
protects all beings; by the pronunciation of whose holy names, Acchutah,
the immutable; Anantah, the eternal; and Govindah, the preserver of the
world, and protector of cows, all diseases are cured: this holy being has
created a sixth Gavyam, and united it to the former five. From the ud-
ders of the cow, which produce milk, curds, and butter, there flows also,
a crystal fluid, similar in its effects to Amrtam; which, being inoculated
into the body of a man, prevents forever the ravages of that disease, which
causes terror and anguish to all on whom it seizes, the cruel small pox.—
If thou desirest to know how that most wonderful dispensation came into
the World, attend—and I will instruct thee in every circumstance relat-
ing to its origin, its nature, power and effects, and the benefits resulting
from it.—Should any one disbelieve what I shall relate let him make trial
of the virtue of this most admirable remedy, he will then be convinced of
its power to resist the small pox, and, having experienced its benefits, let
him determine then if it can be of less than divine origin.—
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Reverence and salutation to him who knows every thing that is con-
tained in all the worlds, to the great Muni Naradah! Without confusion
of Mind attend, while I relate every circumstance respecting the origin
of the vaccine disease. While the king Acampah, overwhelmed with grief
for the death of his son Aricarsanah, who had been slain in battle, wept
like an ancient woman who had lost all her relations by the cruel rav-
ages of the small pox, and tears flowed from his eyes like the large drops
of rain which fell when the general deluge inundated the whole earth,
the divine Naradah came to afford him consolation, and said, “O King!
why art thou weighed down with grief? Had thy son been as renowned
as Vishnuh or Sivah, had he been as powerful as the six-faced deity, who
leads the celestial armies, could he have escaped from the all-conquer-
ing Goddess of Death? To die in the field of battle is the principal duty
of a king. Had your son lived to old age he would have drunk the bitter
tears of the Goddess of Death, and expired undistinguished by fame, like
a common man,” he said, and the King, attentively listening to his words,
replied, “O God! to dissipate the black clouds of grief which lour over
my spirits, graciously deign to inform me of every circumstance relating
to the Goddess of Death and the tears which she shed.” Naradah com-
plied, and thus displayed what was concealed in his sacred mind. “In the
Krita Yugam, men and animals, not being subject to death, the Goddess
of the Earth was not able to support the great weight that oppressed her.
Brahma, therefore, at the request of Sivah, created the Goddess of Death,
with a red countenance, and a black body, from the fire of divine anger,
and commanded her to destroy all beings without partiality, the wise as
well as the foolish, the rich and the poor, the young and the old. The
Goddess, trembling with terror, her joined hands lifted up in supplication,
and without daring to look Brahma in the face, thus addressed him: “O
God! O most merciful! O Creator! I am created by you a female, and this
office, therefore, does not befit my nature. O Spirit supremely virtuous!
most graciously be pleased to remove from me this most heavy guilt.”
While she thus earnestly supplicated, she shed tears like the large drops
of rain that fall from the banyan tree after a long continued shower; but
Brahma refused to hear her prayers as a deaf snake refuseth to hear the
pipe of the serpent-taker. The Goddess of Death, therefore departed, and
with continual tears, performed the severest penance to Brahma in Dhenu-
casramam, in the river Ganga, and in all other places where the Gods of
old had offered sacrifices. At length the lord of the universe again ap-
peared, and thus declared the ordinances of Destiny. “O Death, why dost
thou vainly perform penance in opposition to the purpose of thy creation?
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Murder shall not be guilt to thee: but what is wrong to all other created
beings, to thee shall be right. The reward of the penance thou hast now
performed is this: thy hands shall not be stained with blood, but all the
tears thou hast shed during this penance shall receive the force of differ-
ent diseases, and all living be destroyed thereby. From that day the linger-
ing pain of disease and sharp anguish of women came into the world. From
that day mothers have bewailed their children, who have died by the en-
emy, by the cruel small pox; by tigers, serpents and other pernicious an-
imals, or by the several diseases which originated from the tears of the
Goddess of Death, and which are in number upwards of four thousand.”
All this was declared by Naradah.—

After the creation of the Goddess of Death by Brahma as here related,
by the power of her destroying tears she tyrannized, as if she were the
empress of the universe, alike over Gods and Demons, men and animals.
Sucracharyah, therefore, having learnt the form of incantation which
alone resists the power of Death and preserves the utterer from dissolu-
tion, imparted it to his disciples the Demons and thereby brought great
affliction on the Gods. Wherefore the Deities as before related, having
obtained from him who reclines on the waters a promise of the bever-
age which confers immortality, thus again reverentially addressed him:
“O supporter of the Universe! although the Amrtam will resist the ulti-
mate power of the Goddess of Death, how shall thy creatures be pre-
served from the anguish of her tears?” He replied, “To wipe away the
tears of the Goddess of Death, and to instruct the world in the science
of physic by my divine mercy the celestial physician Dhanvantarih shall
arise with the Amrtam from the Ocean.—According to his holy will
Dhanvanarih arose, and by the means I am about to relate, obtained the
knowledge of the science of physic.—The seats of disease in animal bod-
ies are five, the blood; the flesh; the serum; the bones; and the skin: over
the two last, presides Sivah; over the three former Sacti. When, therefore,
Dhanvantarih desires to acquire the knowledge of a remedy for any par-
ticular disease, if that disease originate from the blood, the flesh, or the
serum, he performs his adorations to Sacti; if from the bones, or skin, to
the lord of the senses.—His penance is in this wise. As Pulastyah had told
it to Bishmah, Naradah has declared to Dherma Raja, the virtue resulting
from a Pilgrimage to the Holy Springs: “Whatever rewards,” said he,
“are obtained by those who invariably adhere to truth; by those who
fast daily; by the humble and lowly of heart; by those who are of an
equanimous, and contented disposition; by those who offer sacrifices;
and those who observe all the duties of life, equal regards will result to
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those who perform a pilgrimage to all the holy springs. There are a hun-
dred million of holy springs; if a person bathe in each, he shall obtain as
great a reward as if he had performed all the different species of sacrifices,
and of alms, and had daily read the whole Vedam. Because Brahma every
day descends into the holy spring of Pushcaram, and in former times all
the Gods have performed penance there, distinguished persons perform
penance principally in this spring. This spring, therefore, is the most sa-
cred of springs; three times a day, at morning, noon and night, the vir-
tue of all holy springs is centered in this, and, if a person bathe in it, dur-
ing the month of Cartica, at these periods, he will obtain the reward of
innumerable sacrifices. Thus the Bharadam.

Wherefore, Dhanvantarih, desiring to know the remedies for all those
disorders, which proceed from the blood, the flesh, & serum went on
pilgrimage to all the holy springs, and performed the most severe pen-
ances in each, to the supreme Sacti—at length he arrived at the spring
Pushcaram, and when he had therein performed penance for a long time,
thrice every day, the mother of nature, Mahasacti, appeared in that form
which terrifies mortals, and causes the deities themselves to tremble;
and demanded what he desired to obtain. He replied: “O all powerful
mother! thou presideth over diseases which proceed from the blood, the
flesh, or the serum, graciously instruct me in the proper remedies for
these diseases. According to his request, the merciful Goddess informed
him of many admirable specifics, and afterwards thus declared to him
her sacred mind. Most sage physician! now I will instruct thee in a
method by which the cruel small pox may be entirely removed from the
world; attend!—

Sacti.—By my divine favour, I will infuse a virtue into the body of cows:
a virtue by which shall arise on the place whence flows milk, curds, and
butter, an eruption of pustules resembling small pearls set in a breast-
case of gold, containing a limpid fluid, like liquid crystal, the admirable
power of which shall prevent the fatal effects of small pox, by protect-
ing from its ravages; and it shall be considered as a sixth Gavyam.—

Dhanvantarih.—O all-powerful Mother! by what means shall this di-
vine fluid prevent the cruel ravages of the small pox? Mercifully inform
me.—

Sacti.—By my divine favour I have already taught thee that the small
pox, being inoculated into the bodies of men, the disease takes a mild
form, and as the Indrachi mantram protects the possessor of it from the
pain and danger of wounds, protects from the pain of the small pox; thus
also, if the clear fluid in the pustules arising by my power in the teats and
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udder of the cow be inoculated into the body of man, he shall never be
liable to suffer from the small pox.—

Dhanvantarih.—O all powerful Mother! if this fluid be inoculated into
the body of a man, will it not cause pain? What will be the degree of that
pain, and what means are to be used to alleviate it? Mercifully inform
me.—

Sacti.—By my divine favour this disease shall be very mild, generally
there will only be one pustule on the place of inoculation; there will some-
times be a slight degree of fever, sometimes a pain in the armpits, and
sometimes three or four pustules in different parts of the body.—

Dhanvantarih.—O all powerful Mother! in what manner is the inoc-
ulation to be performed? Mercifully inform me.—

Sacti.—By my divine favour, let the fluid be taken from the pustule on
the udder of the cow, or from the body of a man, who has been inocu-
lated, in the time between the fifth and eighth day of the disease on the
point of a sharp instrument: let this instrument be held perpendicularly
in the hand, that the fluid may flow down to the point: let an incision be
then made obliquely in the thin outward skin, until a very small quan-
tity of blood flows out, and the instrument for a short time kept in gen-
tle motion, so that the fluid may properly insinuate itself; before taking
it out, press the instrument with the finger, while under the skin, for the
purpose of wiping the fluid off it, but let the drops of blood remain and
dry in the place.—This is when the fluid is fresh. If the fluid be dried on
the instrument, moisten it before inoculation with water, and then pro-
ceed as above directed. But if the fluid remain dry longer than five or six
days, as divine power cannot by its nature continue long inert, the subtile
virtue of this fluid will escape, and as the human soul is absorbed in the
Essence of the Godhead, be absorbed into my virtue.—

Dhanvantarih.—O all powerful Mother! What part of the body is most
proper for inoculating this divine fluid? Mercifully inform me.—

Sacti.—By my divine favour, the proper place for inoculating is in the
fleshy part of the arm between the shoulder and the elbow, to secure the
inoculation taking effect; when dry matter is used, the inoculation should
be made in both arms.—

Dhanvantarih.—O all powerful Mother! What is the properest season
for inoculation; and in what case should it not be performed? Mercifully
inform me.—

Sacti.—By my divine favour the cow pox may be inoculated at any
season with equal benefit; but in case of itch or any similar disorder orig-
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inating from the skin, inoculation should not be performed, unless there
be immediate fear of small pox.—

Dhanvantarih.—O all powerful Mother! after inoculation what shall
be the symptoms and progress of this disease, the beneficent gift of the
deity? Mercifully inform me.—

Sacti.—By my divine favour, there are among men three different com-
plexions, the red, the black, and the brown; the symptoms and progress
of the vaccine disease in those of the red complexion, is as follows. On the
third day a small inflamed spot shall appear on the place where the punc-
ture has been made, resembling the young bud of a red lotos: this shall
progressively continue to increase in size, as the red lotos increases by de-
grees until the sixth day, when a tumor will be formed, filled with a clear
discoloured [var. colourless] fluid; in this state it resembles the lotos half-
blown, and partly discovering the shining calix in the middle from the sixth
day to the tenth, in like manner it shall increase and shall then appear like
a red lotos fully blown, the middle or calix, being pure white, and the sur-
rounding circle, or spreading leaves, of a bright vermillion: thus it shall
continue, like a red lotos, flourishing in perfect beauty, for two days; from
this time it shall gradually fade away for four days, like a red lotos de-
caying, from the water in which it grows being dried up by the heat of the
weather; until nothing remain in the place of inoculation but a hard seal
of a glossy brown, resembling the small stone within the tamarind. The
vaccine disease shall thus appear in red complexions: in brown complex-
ions the red inflammation and other symptoms shall scarcely appear: in
black although the pustules shall regularly pass through the several stages
as above described, it shall in no respects be different from a small pox
pustule. These are the symptoms, and thus the vaccine disease should be
finished in sixteen days, but sometimes on account of the difference of
constitution there may be a variation of a day or two in the progress of
the disease, and it may continue seventeen or eighteen days.

Dhanvantarih.—O all powerful Mother! by inoculating the disease
from the cow, though the small pox be prevented thereby, may it not in-
troduce a new disease among men, and may not others suffer by catch-
ing it from those that have been inoculated? Mercifully inform me.

Sacti.—By my divine favour, the cow pox shall not be contagious; it
shall never be communicable by the air, the breath or effluvia. The only
means by which it shall be possible to communicate it to the body of
man shall be by actual contact with the pustule on the teats of a cow, or
by the inoculation of the fluid in those pustules:—thus a man, having the
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vaccine disease, shall lie on the same bed as his wife, and not communi-
cate it to her; a child shall lie on its mother’s breast, and the mother not
receive the disease.—

Dhanvantarih.—O all powerful Mother! O most merciful Mother!
Thou hast beneficently revealed to me a method by which one of the most
cruel of diseases may be removed from the earth, one of the most acrid
tears of the Goddess of Death dried up; but of what avail is it that I should
make it known to the world, the inhabitants of which are obstinate in
their opinions, and entangled in their minds! Many will not believe it,
and many being prejudiced, although the truth of it be demonstrated be-
fore their eyes, will not submit to the operation.—

Sacti.—By my divine anger! the same sin shall fall on those who do
not believe the truth of this sacred remedy, as on him who should tell his
spiritual preceptor, he lied; on him that, knowing the truth, shall oppose
it, through prejudice; as on him that should refuse to fulfill a penance
he had vowed to perform.—Whatever virtue arises to a Brahmanah from
instructing others; whatever virtue to a Raja from affording protection;
whatever virtue to a Vaisyah from accumulating Wealth or rendering an
unproductive soil productive; whatever virtue to a Sudrah from per-
forming servile duties with fidelity; whatever virtue to a man of any cast
from protecting the life of a cow, or from charitably affording food and
raiment to those who are hungry and naked; such virtue shall be to him,
who, with clear mind and humble heart, receiving what I have revealed
to him shall submit himself to the vaccine inoculation, and endeavour, by
every means in his power, to extend the practice among others. Let those
who can afford it, when any in the family are inoculated for the vaccine
disease, make the same gifts and perform the same ceremonies as they
would, had the inexorable Ammei, under the shape of the small pox,
taken up her dwelling in their houses; and let them especially propitiate
me under my attribute of Cali:—Thus shall they be safe from the prac-
tices of any cruel demon who may endeavour to counteract the ines-
timable benefits of the cow pox.—To those who do this I will recapitu-
late in a few verses what the fruit of the cow pox shall be:—Whoever
commits these to memory, the same reward shall be to him, as if he re-
peated a thousand times the holy names of Sivah or Vishnuh.—

verse

By my sacred mercy! to destroy the small pox,—the vaccine disease,
as an antidote, shall be spread through the world; though millions
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shall undergo this inoculation not one shall suffer death or pain
from it: this I have predestined.—This is truth.—

By the sacred mercy beaming from my eyes! at all seasons, men,
women or infants shall obtain health and safety by this inocula-
tion, and such virtue will I bestow on it, that if weak children be
inoculated, it shall frequently restore their strength.—This is
truth.—

By my sacred mercy! not only milder than the small pox, shall be
the vaccine disease; but with those infected, though there be
others living in the same house or lying in the same bed, it shall
never be caught by them: this benefit I have conferred.—This is
truth.—

By my sacred mercy! many consequences of the small pox shall not
ensue: such as blindness; swellings in the arms or the joints; in
the legs, lameness, and other complaints shall be prevented; and
thus from the vaccine disease numerous benefits shall be derived;
this I have revealed.—This is the truth.—

By my sacred mercy! hear again another excellence of the vaccine
disease! both before and after inoculation into the body, neither
magicians, nor physicians, to administer medicines shall by any
means be required in this disease.—This is the truth.—

The merciful divinity thus said, and while Dhanvantarih bent in
humble devotion, disappeared, like a flash of brilliant lightning
and ascended to Cailasam.
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appendix b

The Dravidian Proof

I reproduce here the text of the Dravidian proof, that is, the “Note to
the introduction” by F. W. Ellis printed in A. D. Campbell’s A grammar
of the Teloogoo language (1816). This text is also referred to as the “Dis-
sertation on Telugu,” one of a set of projected dissertations on the South
Indian languages which Ellis intended to have printed at the College Press
for the use of students. The only other completed dissertation is the one
on Malayalam (Ellis 1878), published posthumously from a copy found
at the College in later years.

Ellis shows here that Telugu and Sanskrit roots are different, and that
Telugu shares a set of roots with Tamil and Kannada. These two propo-
sitions are illustrated with columns of roots and words, and they form
the two parts of the proof that concern vocabulary or lexicon. The last
part of the proof extends the inquiry from lexicon to “idiom,” or syn-
tax. It makes numerous four-way comparisons among Sanskrit, Telugu,
Tamil, and Kannada verses or sentences.
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